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“The case examples are remarkable and the value here is in Nestle’s clear, thorough documentation, which provides missing pieces in the puzzle of poor nutrition in a country where food is all too abundant.” —The Lancet

“This superbly documented book encourages readers to think about what they eat and to ask, who profits?” —Gambero Rosso

“Food Politics is an academically scrupulous account of how the food industry in the United States controls government nutrition policies. It’s important and eye-opening reading for anyone looking to make intelligent and
informed food choices.” — *EarthSave Magazine*

“*Food Politics* is a carefully considered, calmly stated, devastating criticism of the nation’s food industry and its efforts to get people to eat excessive amounts of unhealthy food.” — *Social Policy*
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WHEN SAFE FOOD FIRST APPEARED IN 2003, FOOD SAFETY HARDLY appeared on the public agenda. American food safety advocates struggled to be heard but generated little public interest or congressional action. I wrote Safe Food to explain the political history of our fragmented and ineffective food safety system and how politics gets in the way of efforts to improve the system. Having no illusions that the book would do what Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle accomplished in 1906, I hoped that it would at least generate some creative thinking about food safety problems and their solutions.

I spent the next few years dealing with invitations to speak about the health implications of food marketing discussed in my earlier book, Food Politics. I also wrote What to Eat, a book that uses supermarket aisles as an organizing device for thinking about food issues, safety among them. By the time that book came out in 2006, I thought I was done with food safety. I had nothing more to say about it.

Then came September 14, 2006. On that day, one that California vegetable growers still refer to as 9/14, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced the recall of spinach contaminated with E. coli O157:H7, the pathogen introduced in chapter 1 and discussed throughout this book. This incident brought the inadequacies of our food safety system to public attention as never before and renewed calls for mandatory regulation. As always, these calls were ignored. The result was an astonishing series of national outbreaks and food recalls, one right after another.

To my surprise, I began to receive invitations to write and speak about food safety issues. These came with further invitations to visit farms, packing plants, and food manufacturing and processing operations. I was appointed to the Pew Commission on Industrial Farm Animal Production, which visited both large and small cattle, pig, and chicken farms. I also visited a free-range bison ranch. Following the pet food recalls of 2007, as part of the research for my account of those events, Pet Food Politics (2008), I visited factories that produce pet foods, raw and cooked. I had plenty of opportunity to see how food is produced under safe and unsafe conditions, and plenty to talk about.

In question sessions following my talks, I could hear how abstract the regulation of microbes in food feels to most people. Americans assume that the government keeps food free of contaminants and give food safety little thought. Instead, questions are about dread-and-outrage factors, topics covered in this book such as food biotechnology and irradiation, but also the right to consume raw milk, raw oysters, and other foods the government considers unsafe. Films such as The Future of Food and Our Daily Bread and, later, Food, Inc. and Fresh, dealt with such matters and generated more questions along the same lines.

It soon became clear that Safe Food still had plenty to say about current events and, perhaps, could be made more useful to a wider audience. In rereading it, I was relieved to find that it holds up well in establishing the historical basis of our current food safety predicaments. For this new edition, I corrected typos, clarified a few fuzzy points, changed some tenses from present to past, and wrote an epilogue to bring the events up to date. Otherwise, the original text remains. But I did think one additional change was needed. The book’s subtitle, Bacteria, Biotechnology, and Bioterrorism, did not reflect its overarching theme: that food safety is political. The new subtitle, The Politics of Food Safety, is really what this book is about.

Here, I argue that whether we view microbes or genetic modifications as the greater hazard depends on whether we look at foods through the lens of scientific or other value systems. Microbial contamination is responsible for an estimated 76 million illnesses, 325,000 hospitalizations, and 5,000 deaths in the United States each year. Food biotechnology is responsible for no measurable human illness to date. Yet public dread and outrage about food safety problems continues to be much more about genetic modification than about the unlucky victims of severe food poisonings.

In part, the disconnect between science and values explains why it is so difficult to get Congress to act on matters of food safety. Congress also views microbes as so familiar and so much under personal control that no governmental action is needed. Food industry pressures encourage this view. I have long said that nothing short of the death of a close relative of a senior senator by food poisoning will induce Congress to fix the food safety system. Otherwise, Congress will continue to respond to pressures from food corporations willing to cut safety corners and place their customers at risk to protect profit margins.

At the time of this writing, Congress is about to pass a new food safety bill, but one designed to fix only the
FDA, not the system as a whole. Absent from the current debate is public dread and outrage about microbial contaminants and the politics of food safety. Without stronger public support for coordinated mandatory regulation of the entire food safety system, we can expect outbreaks and massive food recalls to continue, and even more people to suffer from illnesses that easily could have been prevented.

A NOTE ON THE NOTES

Serious researcher that I am, I must mention the alarming challenge posed by updating the endnotes to this book. Seven years after publication of the first edition, I could not find more than a handful of the eighty or so Internet references at their original addresses (URLs). Using titles, I was able to find most at new locations, but some seem to have vanished into cyberspace. I was dismayed to discover that the Internet is not the permanently tamperproof file cabinet I had imagined it to be. Fortunately, the titles are permanent. At the time of this writing they could be found at the listed URLs, but these must be considered ephemeral.

New York
February 2010
FOOD SAFETY IS A MATTER OF HUGE PUBLIC INTEREST. HARDLY a day goes by without a front-page account of some new and increasingly alarming hazard in our food supply. As an academic nutritionist with a long-standing interest in how food affects health, I cannot help but deal with issues of food safety, daily. Students, colleagues, and friends often ask me whether it is safe to eat one or another food or ingredient. My department at New York University offers degree programs in the new field of food studies as well as in nutrition, and many instructors and colleagues associated with these programs work in restaurants or specialty food businesses. They also ask safety questions, as their livelihoods depend on serving safe food.

Nevertheless, I did not set out to write a book about food safety. My academic training is in science (molecular biology, but long lapsed) as well as in public health nutrition, and for many years my research has focused on the ways in which science and politics interact to influence government policies that affect nutrition and health. In that context, I have been speaking and writing about food biotechnology since the early 1990s. I immediately saw that genetically engineered foods raise questions about politics as much as about safety. Indeed, the safety questions seemed overshadowed by issues related to the implications of such foods for society and democratic values.

I originally intended to include several chapters on such issues in a book about the ways in which food companies use the political system to achieve commercial goals. That book, Food Politics: How the Food Industry Influences Nutrition and Health, came out in 2002 from the University of California Press. In the course of events, however, it became clear that the subject of food safety deserved a book in its own right. To begin with, during the years I worked on Food Politics (1999 to 2001), food safety crises popped up one after another, especially in Europe. Mysteriously contaminated soft drinks, cows sick with mad cow and foot-and-mouth disease, and outbreaks of what my friend and colleague Claude Fischler calls “Listeria bacteria hysteria” were eliciting headlines and destroying economies as well as confidence in the food supply. On the domestic front, one food after another—hamburger and such unlikely suspects as raspberries, apple juice, and bean sprouts—appeared as sources of bacterial infections. Because some of the contaminating bacteria resisted antibiotics, the illnesses were difficult to treat. Product recalls because of microbial contamination also seemed to be growing both in size and public attention.

Furthermore, I was receiving increasingly urgent queries from purveyors of small-scale, artisanal cheeses who wanted to know: can cheeses in general, and raw milk cheeses in particular, transmit bacterial diseases, mad cow disease, or foot-and-mouth disease? The answers to such questions were not easy to find, and I was soon engaged in reading veterinary reports and badgering experts and federal officials for information. Eventually, I could provide a scientific answer: cheese has a low probability of transmitting these or any other diseases, but the possibility cannot be excluded. This answer is either satisfactory or not depending on whether one is an optimist or a pessimist, and it raises its own set of questions. Does a low probability of harm mean that a risk is negligible and can be ignored? Or is it unreasonable to take the chance? Would pasteurization (heating milk briefly to a temperature high enough to kill most bacteria) make cheeses safer? Should the federal government require cheese makers to pasteurize milk or to follow other special safety procedures? Is the benefit of eating prized specialty cheeses worth any risk, no matter how small? The answers to such questions involve judgments based in part on science, but also on more personal considerations—how much one values the taste of cheeses made from raw milk, for example, or the social contribution of artisanal cheese making. Because such judgments are based on opinion and point of view, and sometimes on commercial considerations, and because they affect the regulation, marketing, and financial viability of food products, they bring food safety into the realm of politics.

I have been a minor participant in making such judgments. As a member of the Food Advisory Committee to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the mid-1990s, I learned about other special safety procedures, particularly a scientific method for reducing the risk of harmful bacteria in food called, obscurely, Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point, or by its equally obscure acronym, HACCP (pronounced “hassip”). Despite its name, HACCP seemed to me to make a lot of sense, and I wondered why food companies—especially those that produce and process beef and chicken—seemed so reluctant to apply HACCP methods for reducing pathogens, and to test for microbial contaminants to make sure that infected meat stayed out of the food supply. Instead, food companies appeared to be using every political means at their disposal to resist having such rules imposed. Here, too, food safety issues seemed to be mired in politics.

On the morning of September 11, 2001, I was at home working on the index to Food Politics when terrorists
attacked the World Trade Center, just a mile away from my New York City apartment. Among the many consequences of that event were some otherwise insignificant ones having to do with this book. My cheese purveyor colleagues added anthrax to their list of safety questions (answer: another situation of very low probability), and I realized that a book on this subject would also have to deal with food bioterrorism—an extreme example of food safety politics in action.

In some ways, this book extends the arguments set forth in *Food Politics*. There, I discussed the ways in which the food industry (the collective term for companies that produce, process, market, sell, and serve food and beverages) influences what people eat and, therefore, health. To encourage people to eat more of their products, or to substitute their products for those of competitors, food companies spend extraordinary amounts of money on advertising and marketing. More important, they use politics to influence government officials, scientists, and food and nutrition professionals to make decisions in the interests of business—whether or not such decisions are good for public health. In doing so, food companies operate just like any other businesses devoted to increasing sales and satisfying stockholders. One difference is that the food industry is unique in its universality: everyone eats.

To pick just one example: food companies donate campaign funds where they are most likely to buy influence. According to the Center for Responsive Politics, a group that tracks campaign contributions on its Web site, www.opensecrets.org, several food companies and trade associations discussed in this book ranked among the top 20 agribusiness donors in 2001, with contributions ranging from $100,000 to nearly $1 million. The skewed distribution of these donations to Republican rather than to Democratic members of Congress is especially noteworthy. For example, the giant cigarette company Philip Morris, which owns Kraft Foods, donated 89% of more than $900,000 to Republicans. Other companies involved in food safety disputes of one kind or another also donated heavily to Republicans: Archer Daniels Midland (70%), the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association (82%), the Food Marketing Institute (90%), the National Food Processors Association (96%), and the United Dairy Farmers (100%). When the Republican administration of George W. Bush was in power, these groups expected to receive especially favorable attention to their views on food safety issues, and they usually did.

Underlying discussions of such matters of influence in *Food Politics* and in this present volume are several recurrent themes:

- The increasing concentration of food producers and distributors into larger and larger units
- The overproduction and overabundance of food in the United States
- The competitiveness among food companies to encourage people to eat more food or to substitute their products for those of competing companies
- The relentless pressures exerted by food companies on government agencies to make favorable regulatory decisions
- The invocation of science by food companies as a means to achieve commercial goals
- The clash in values among stakeholders in the food system: industry, government, and consumers
- The ways in which such themes demonstrate that food is political

Food safety, however, would seem to be the least political of food issues. Who could possibly not want food to be safe? Consumers do not want to worry about unsafe food and do not like getting sick. Unsafe food is bad for business (recalls are expensive, and negative publicity hurts sales) as well as for government (through loss of trust). As this book explains, food safety is political for many of the same reasons discussed in *Food Politics*: economic self-interest, stakeholder differences, and collision of values. At stake are issues of risk, benefit, and control. Who bears the risk of food safety problems? Who benefits from ignoring them? Who makes the policy decisions? Who controls the food supply? For the most part, these are political—not scientific—questions, and they demand political responses. Because billions of dollars are involved, food safety issues are “hot topics” demanding attention from everyone involved in the food system: producers, distributors, regulators, and the public.

I wrote this book for everyone—from general readers to scientists—who would like to know more about the issues underlying disputes about food safety issues. How concerned should we be about the safety of the food we eat? What aspects of food safety issues should concern us? What issues really are involved? The purpose of the book is to establish a basis for a better understanding of the issues, the positions of the various stakeholders, and the ways in which the political system operates in matters as fundamental as the safety of the food we eat. I hope this book will help everyone interested in food, whether trained in science or not, to develop more considered opinions about food safety issues.

In part because I want the book to reach a wide audience, I have worked hard to make it accessible, readable,
and free of jargon, and have defined terms that might be unfamiliar whenever they appear. Although non-technical discussions of science necessarily omit crucial details, I have tried to provide enough sense of the complexity to make the political arguments understandable. Because any discussion of government policy inevitably requires abbreviations, I define them in the text and in a list (page xv). For readers who might like a quick reminder of the science underlying genetic engineering, an appendix provides a brief summary.

Although I do not try to disguise my own views on the issues discussed in this book, I attempt to present a reasonably balanced account of them. Because any book expressing a political point of view is likely to be controversial, I extensively document my sources. I refer to articles in traditional academic journals and books, of course, but also to newspaper accounts, press releases, and advertisements. These days, many previously inaccessible documents are available on the Internet, and I cite numerous Web addresses in the notes that conclude this book. The notes begin with an explanation of the citation method and the definitions of whatever abbreviations seemed most convenient to use. Because I have been a member of federal committees dealing with some of the issues considered here, and because I frequently attend conferences on these subjects, I sometimes refer to events that I witnessed personally, but I have tried to keep such undocumented observations to a minimum.

I hope that Safe Food will interest consumer advocates, students, college and university instructors, people who work for food companies, those employed in government agencies, and everyone else who is concerned about matters of food, nutrition, health, international trade, and, in these difficult times, “homeland security.” If, as I argue, food safety is as much a matter of politics as it is of science, then food safety problems require political solutions. My deepest hope for the book is that it will encourage readers to become more active in the political process.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

APH A American Public Health Association
APHIS Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (of USDA)
BGH Bovine growth hormone (see bST)
BIO Biotechnology Industry Organization
BSE Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow disease)
bST Bovine somatotropin (see BGH)
B Bacillus thuringiensis
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (of DHHS)
CFSAN Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (of FDA)
CID Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease
CNI Community Nutrition Institute
CSPI Center for Science in the Public Interest
DHHS U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
EC European Commission (of the EU)
EMS Eosinophilia-Myalgia Syndrome
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ERS Economic Research Service (of USDA)
EU European Union
FDA Food and Drug Administration (of DHHS)
FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act of 1988
FSIS Food Safety and Inspection Service (of USDA)
Additional abbreviations are defined in the Notes.

GAO General Accounting Office (of Congress) (since 2004, the Government Accountability Office)
GM Genetically modified
GMO Genetically modified organism
HACCP Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point
IGF-I Insulin-like growth factor-I
IOM Institute of Medicine (of the National Academies)
NAS National Academy of Sciences (now National Academies)
NFPA National Food Processors Association (since 2005, the Food Products Association)
NIH National Institutes of Health (of DHHS)
OMB Office of Management and Budget (of the White House)
OSTP Office of Science and Technology Policy (of the White House)
OTA Office of Technology Assessment (formerly of Congress, now defunct)
rBGH Recombinant bovine growth hormone (see rbST)
rbST Recombinant bovine somatotropin (see rBGH)
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
vCJD  Variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease
WHO  World Health Organization
WTO  World Trade Organization
FOOD SAFETY IS A MATTER OF INTENSE PUBLIC CONCERN, AND for good reason. Food “poisonings,” some causing death, raise alarm not only about the food served in restaurants and fast-food outlets but also about the food bought in supermarkets. The introduction in the 1990s of genetically modified foods—immediately dubbed “Franken-foods”—only added to the general sense of unease. Finally, the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon further heightened such concerns by exposing the vulnerability of food and water supplies to food bioterrorism.

Discussions of food safety in the media and elsewhere tend to focus on scientific aspects: the number of illnesses or deaths, the level of risk, or the probability that a food might cause harm. Such discussions overlook a central fact: food safety is a highly political issue. Preventing food-borne illness involves much more than washing hands or cooking foods to higher temperatures. It involves the interests of huge and powerful industries that use every means at their disposal to maximize income and reduce expenses, whether or not these means are in the interest of public health. Like other businesses, food businesses put the interests of stockholders first. Because food is produced, processed, distributed, sold, and cooked before it is eaten, its safety is a shared responsibility, meaning that blame also can be shared. Any one company in the food chain can deny responsibility and pass accountability along to another. Furthermore, food companies can and do use their considerable financial power to influence government regulations that might affect balance sheets, again whether or not such influence is in the public interest. Although consumer groups concerned about food safety also participate in these political processes, they rarely have equivalent resources or the ability to gain similar levels of attention. In this book, we will see how conflicts between business and consumer interests involve politics in three areas of food safety: foodborne illness, food biotechnology, and food bioterrorism.

To illustrate the many ways in which food safety is as much a matter of politics as it is of science, I begin this book with a familiar example: the front-page disclosure late in 2000 that a prohibited variety of genetically engineered corn—StarLink—had turned up in supermarket taco shells. The StarLink example reveals many of the themes that recur throughout this book and sets the stage for the rest of our discussion.

THE STARLINK CORN AFFAIR

Our story opens on September 18, 2000, with a report from the Washington Post: a group called Genetically Engineered Food Alert discovered genetic traces of StarLink corn in taco shells made by Taco Bell. StarLink was not supposed to be in the human food supply. Two years earlier, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) allowed Aventis CropScience, the owner of the genetic engineering technology for this corn, to grow StarLink—but only for animal feed. The EPA wanted Aventis to prove that StarLink corn would not cause allergic reactions before allowing it in the human food supply. If supermarket foods contained StarLink, something had gone wrong with the regulatory system.

As events unfolded, the StarLink affair displayed all the hallmarks of classic political scandals: new information dribbling out one fragment at a time, lies, cover-ups, and finger-pointing. During the next year or so, international trading partners refused to buy U.S. corn, farmers hesitated to plant genetically modified corn varieties, and Canada spent nearly a million dollars to keep StarLink out of its food supply. Aventis took StarLink off the market, sold off its agricultural division, and owed millions of dollars in lawsuit settlements. Anyone following these events could see that genetically modified corn not only pervaded the U.S. food supply but also grew in places where it was not supposed to be—in fields of conventional corn, organically grown corn, and native corn grown in remote regions of Mexico. The StarLink affair had political consequences.

The StarLink affair also had political causes. For reasons of politics, federal regulatory agencies operate under
policies designed to promote the food biotechnology industry, not to obstruct it with demands for extensive safety testing before products get into the food supply or for labeling of these products. In a different regulatory environment, the fact that the key protein in StarLink corn appeared similar to other proteins known to cause allergic reactions (allergic proteins, or allergens) might have forced Aventis to find out whether this corn caused allergic reactions before allowing it anywhere near the food supply. Instead, the EPA authorized StarLink corn to be grown as food for animals. EPA officials reasoned that animals would be likely to digest the protein and destroy its function; they did not think the intact protein would get into meat. In splitting its decision, however, the EPA assumed that corn grown for animal feed could be segregated—kept separate—from corn intended for human consumption. As later chapters explain, the EPA should have known better, and its decision to permit StarLink to be grown at all suggested that the agency was partial to the interests of Aventis. Because this history is complicated, table 1 provides a chronological outline of the more important events.\footnote{1}

To understand why the safety of a genetically engineered corn might be political, we must look back to the early 1990s, when federal agencies ruled that such crops did not raise any special safety considerations and permitted them to be widely grown (chapter 7 discusses these decisions in some detail). Among the more successful of such crops is corn engineered to contain a gene from a species of common soil bacteria, *Bacillus thuringiensis* (*Bt*). The *Bt* gene provides the information needed to make a crystalline protein that is toxic to insect pests. Organic farmers have used the *Bt* protein toxin for decades in the form of a spray that washes off in the rain and decomposes rapidly. Agricultural biotechnologists thought the *Bt* toxin might work even better if it could be genetically engineered into the tissues of the plant. In the mid-1990s, a Belgian firm, Plant Genetic Systems, developed the trademarked StarLink variety of corn. StarLink contains the gene for a novel form of the *Bt* toxin—called Cry9C (for crystalline protein #9C)—that is especially effective against moths, corn borers, bollworms, cutworms, and other destructive insects in their larval stages.\footnote{2}

As a reporter from *Fortune* explained, corporate life at that time must have been difficult for the scientists who were developing StarLink. International joint ventures, mergers, and acquisitions put control of the technology successively in the hands of Belgian, German, and French companies, as illustrated in figure 1 (page 7). As StarLink corn was wending its way into the human food supply, the German company AgrEvo, itself formed by a joint venture of Hoechst and Schering, acquired Plant Genetic Systems. By September 2001, when the StarLink gene turned up in taco shells, that company had merged into Aventis CropScience, an agricultural division of the French drug company Aventis, which in turn had been formed by the merger of Hoechst with Rhône-Poulenc.\footnote{3} This dizzyingly complex ownership history was typical of corporate dynamics at the turn of the twenty-first century.

### Table 1. Key events in the political history of StarLink corn*\footnote{4} 1995 to 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Selected Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plant Genetic Systems (Belgium) develops StarLink (Cry9C) variety of <em>Bt</em> corn. EPA grants registrations to other <em>Bt</em> varieties for 5 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>Companies plant non-StarLink <em>Bt</em> corn varieties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>Plant Genetic Systems applies for EPA registration of StarLink. EPA grants permit for experimental plantings on 3,000 acres in 28 states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>EPA limits registration for StarLink as a plant pesticide, permits use only for animal feed. Farmers plant StarLink on 10,000 acres in United States; registration transferred to AgrEvo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>June</td>
<td>StarLink planted on 250,000 acres in United States. AgrEvo petitions for extension of registration to human food. EPA seeks comment on StarLink allergenicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>EPA panel reviews AgrEvo petition. StarLink is available from 15 seed companies in 33 varieties and is planted by 2,500 farmers on 300,000 acres; registration transferred to Aventis CropScience. Consumer group, Genetically Engineered Food Alert, announces campaign to require testing and labeling of genetically modified ingredients in food products. FDA receives reports of allergic reactions to StarLink corn products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>Genetically Engineered Food Alert reports evidence of StarLink gene (not protein) in Taco Bell taco shells, owned by Kraft Foods. Kraft confirms tests, recalls 2.5 million boxes. Aventis blocks further sales of seeds, announces agreement with government to buy remaining seeds to use for animal feed. Consumers file lawsuit claiming allergic reactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October</td>
<td>FDA confirms presence of StarLink in taco shells and announces plans to test food samples. Consumer groups identify StarLink in Safeway taco shells; Safeway issues recall. Aventis “voluntarily” withdraws EPA registration of StarLink. Mission Foods recalls 298 products distributed in the United States, Canada, and Korea; other companies also issue recalls. Kellogg closes U.S. factory because its supplier mills have no corn. Aventis petitions EPA to permit StarLink in existing foods on basis that amounts are too low to cause allergies; EPA asks for comments. USDA says it has traced all but 1.2 million bushels (1.5%) of StarLink produced in 2000. Japan finds StarLink in imported U.S. corn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November</td>
<td>Aventis says it will sell its CropScience division, reports “traces” of StarLink protein in conventional corn produced in 1998. American Seed Trade Association says it cannot guarantee that corn is free of genetic modification, asks USDA to approve a tolerance level of 1%. USDA tells EPA advisory committee that it cannot locate 7 million bushels (11%) of StarLink corn. More than 40 people report allergic reactions to StarLink corn products. EPA committee says StarLink protein has “medium likelihood” of being allergenic but “low probability” of causing problems from food.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2000 December EPA is reported to know since 1997 that StarLink is in the human food supply. Farmers file class action suit against Aventis for not warning them that StarLink was restricted to animal feed. Japan finds 28,000 tons of StarLink corn in food supply.

2001 February Aventis fires president, vice-president, and chief counsel of CropScience division; company says the StarLink recall cost nearly $100 million.

March Aventis reports that 430 million bushels of stored corn from 1999 contain traces of StarLink. USDA reports traces of StarLink in non-StarLink seeds intended for planting in 2001. EPA says it will never issue another split registration. Green-peace finds StarLink in Kellogg products, demands recall; Kellogg complies.

April Aventis asks EPA to set tolerance limit on the amount of StarLink permitted in the human food supply.

June CDC and FDA find no evidence of antibodies to StarLink protein in stored blood samples from people who reported allergic reactions. FDA finds no evidence of StarLink gene in yellow corn products but does find the gene in one sample of white corn tortilla chips.

July EPA advisory panel confirms December 2000 judgment that StarLink could be allergenic. Corn growers reduce acres planted in genetically modified seeds.

September Bayer said to be buying Aventis CropScience for $5 billion and to assume $1.7 billion in debt. U.S. consumer group, Center for Food Safety, obtains Freedom of Information Act information that Aventis knew in 1999—and told EPA in January 2000—that farmers were selling StarLink for use in human food.

December Canada reports that keeping StarLink out of its food supply cost its government nearly $1 million.

2002 March Federal judge approves $9 million settlement of farmers’ class-action suit against companies involved in StarLink production and distribution.

June Bayer completes purchase of Aventis CropScience; forms Bayer CropScience; divests interests in Starlink.

October GeneScan Australia reports traces of StarLink in one-third of test food samples.


*StarLink™ is corn genetically engineered to contain a protein called Cry9C from a species of bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), toxic to corn borers and other insect pests.

To return to our story: in 1997, Plant Genetic Systems (soon to be AgrEvo) applied to the EPA for a “registration”—a planting license—for StarLink corn. Because company data indicated that the StarLink Cry9C Bt protein toxin appeared similar in structure to proteins known to cause human allergies, the EPA did something unprecedented: it issued a limited registration. The agency licensed AgrEvo to grow StarLink corn, but only for animal feed or industrial purposes.

Following approval, plantings of StarLink increased rapidly. Farmers grew the corn on about 10,000 acres in 1998, 250,000 acres in 1999, and 300,000 acres in 2000—still just a small fraction of the 80 million U.S. acres planted with corn in any given year.4

Once harvested, StarLink corn soon worked its way into the food production and distribution system. Figure 2, which illustrates the principal components of the StarLink food chain, immediately reveals why the question, “how did StarLink get into the human food supply?” is not the one to ask. The real question is how it could possibly have been kept out.

The chain of production begins with Aventis CropScience, the owner of the StarLink technology at the time the gene appeared in taco shells. Aventis does not sell seeds; it licenses the technology to seed companies to grow the plants. In this case, Garst Seeds was the principal (but not the only) licensed company. Garst, in turn, sold StarLink seeds to about 2,500 farmers who grew the corn throughout the Midwest, mainly (40%) in Iowa. The farmers harvested the corn and transported it to about 350 grain elevators. From the elevators, corn seeds traveled to Aventis CropScience in Plainview, Texas, to be converted into corn flour. In turn, the flour traveled to Mexico (and other places) to be made into taco shells and corn products distributed throughout the world. Corn plants look alike, and corn seeds are either yellow or white. StarLink is yellow corn and looks no different from any other yellow corn. Unless StarLink is carefully segregated from other varieties, it can easily become mixed with conventional corn at any stage of production—in the fields or in trucks, grain elevators, or processing plants.

During the summer of 2000, Larry Bohlen of Friends of the Earth, one of the groups participating in Genetically Engineered Food Alert, learned that neither the growers of StarLink nor the owners of grain elevators were making any special effort to segregate the genetically modified corn from conventional varieties. He knew of a test developed by GeneticID, a company in Iowa, that could identify “foreign” genes in genetically modified foods. Using that test, Friends of the Earth examined corn products on supermarket shelves and hit the jackpot with the shells made by Taco Bell (owned by Kraft Foods, then a division of Philip Morris). Further testing revealed signs of the StarLink gene in other foods: vegetarian corn dogs, seed corn from conventionally grown plants, seeds from
other types of genetically modified corn, corn shipped to Japan, and white as well as yellow corn. Because StarLink was not permitted in these products, it would have to be removed—a challenging and costly process involving product recalls, purchases of stored corn, closures of manufacturing plants, testing of samples, legal fees, bail-out funds, loss of sales, lost jobs, lost exports, and, eventually, judgments in class-action lawsuits. Not least, the StarLink affair contributed to further loss of confidence in the food biotechnology industry and in the ability of government agencies to protect the public by regulating genetically modified foods.


FIGURE 2. The chain of production, distribution, and marketing of StarLink corn through the food system in 2000. Square boxes contain the principal elements in this chain. Ovals indicate corporate ownership. The diagram reveals the difficulties of keeping StarLink corn separated from conventional corn during growth, harvest, storage, and processing.
The Safety Issue: Allergenicity

The driving force behind these events was the idea that some people might be allergic to the StarLink protein. Food allergies, although rare, can be extremely dangerous and sometimes fatal to susceptible individuals. In the months following the taco shell disclosure, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) collected accounts from people who said they experienced allergic reactions to products made with StarLink corn, and the EPA asked its Scientific Advisory Panel to advise the agency about scientific issues related to the allergenicity of the StarLink protein.

The panel’s responses to the EPA surely constitute the most thorough evaluation of a food allergen ever conducted and provide a vivid example of how difficult it is to make policy decisions based on science that is incomplete and uncertain (which so often is the case). Panel members said they were “uncomfortable with the available data” and did not have enough information to decide whether the StarLink protein could cause allergic reactions. They knew that proteins are strings of amino acids arranged in a particular sequence, and that whether a protein provokes an allergic response depends on how that sequence folds—its structure and shape. Only some proteins are allergenic, but it is not yet possible to predict the structural features that induce allergic reactions. The panel members had to make educated guesses about the size, digestibility, and stability to heat of the Cry9C protein, and about the prevalence of this protein in the food supply.

One reason the Cry9C protein is toxic to insects is that they cannot easily digest it—break it down—to its constituent amino acids; the structure of the protein survives the digestive processes more or less intact. The Cry9C protein also is relatively stable to heat, so cooking might not destroy its ability to cause allergic reactions. Furthermore, preliminary feeding studies showed that the Cry9C protein appeared intact in the blood of rats and provoked immune responses, meaning that rats could not digest it and destroy its allergenicity. No such studies had been conducted in humans, however. Thus, panel members could not dismiss the possibility that the StarLink protein might be allergenic to humans. They judged the StarLink protein to have a “medium” likelihood of being allergenic, mainly because its potential to induce allergic reactions could not be disproved. Because processing and cooking were likely to destroy some of the Cry9C proteins, and the amounts were quite small to begin with, they judged Cry9C to have a “low” probability of actually causing allergic reactions in the population. These judgments supported the EPA’s precautionary decision not to allow StarLink to enter the human food supply.\(^5\)

A further complication is the question of whether people actually experience allergic reactions when they eat StarLink products. As it turns out, this connection is not easy to prove. Just because people feel sick after eating a food does not necessarily mean that the food—and not something else—caused the illness. Finding the StarLink gene in a food does not necessarily mean that the protein it specifies will cause allergic reactions. Like other genes, the StarLink gene is made of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), and its constituent components are common to all living species (see appendix). DNA and genes do not induce allergic reactions, but they specify the structure of proteins. Proteins (but not all of them) cause allergies. To prove that the StarLink protein is allergenic, scientists have to show that people reporting allergic reactions ate foods containing the StarLink corn protein and displayed immune responses to the StarLink protein in their blood. To investigate these matters, the FDA had to develop new testing materials and methods, and quickly. By June 2001, 63 people complained to the FDA about allergic reactions to StarLink and agency scientists collected food and blood samples from about 10 of them.

Using the new methods, FDA scientists tested the food samples but could not detect the StarLink gene in any of them. They also failed to find the StarLink protein in the foods, although the test was inconclusive in one sample. In the meantime, scientists from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) tested the blood samples for evidence of immune responses to the StarLink protein; they found none. These results led the agencies to conclude that the reported illnesses must have been caused by something other than an allergic reaction to the StarLink protein.\(^5\)

With these results in hand, the EPA Scientific Advisory Panel met again in July 2001 to continue debating issues related to StarLink allergenicity. By this time, the EPA had canceled the StarLink registration, thereby prohibiting further plantings. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) joined with Aventis to buy the remaining mixtures of conventional and StarLink corn to use for animal feed or industrial uses. Corn handlers, millers, and food processors began testing to see whether their stocks contained the StarLink Cry9C protein, and began selling off the commingled corn.

In the meantime, EPA panel members continued to raise questions about the reliability of the FDA and CDC testing methods and said that they still could not exclude the possibility that StarLink might be allergenic. They saw no reason to change their previous conclusion that the Cry9C protein had a medium chance of being allergenic but a
low chance of actually causing allergic reactions in the population. Instead, they said it was time to ask political questions: “What went right? What went wrong? What have we learned? How did Cry9C penetrate the human food supply? Why was the adulteration detected by a public interest group rather than through a more formal surveillance program (e.g., Federal agencies or regulated industry)?”

Implications for Stakeholders

The answers to such political questions depend on the point of view—and, therefore, the interests—of the various stakeholders in food safety: the food industry, the government, consumer advocacy groups, and the general public. The StarLink affair revealed how these interests affect opinions and actions related to safety matters.

We can begin by looking at the reactions of the food industry—in this instance, the companies that produce, process, and sell StarLink corn or its products. As indicated in figures 1 and 2, large national and international corporations own many of the companies involved in the StarLink chain of production and distribution. These companies are businesses that must respond to the demands of directors and stockholders, and it seems likely that their managers had more immediate matters to worry about than whether corn intended for animal feed was commingling with conventional corn.

Aventis officials behaved as if they had no doubt that the EPA would approve StarLink for human consumption and would allow it to remain in the food supply. They began with denials and finger-pointing, starting with an attempt to discredit the accuracy of the GeneticID test. When subsequent testing confirmed the presence of the Cry9C gene in supermarket foods, Aventis “volunteered” to give up its right to plant StarLink, reportedly because the EPA threatened to revoke its registration. The company also tried another tack; it petitioned the EPA to allow StarLink to remain in supermarket foods for four more years until virtually all commingled products would be sold. Aventis officials argued that the amounts in food were too small to harm consumers and that having to remove foods containing StarLink from corn supplies and supermarket shelves would greatly disrupt the food system. Indeed, disruptions were likely to be considerable, since the commingled corn for the 2000 crop amounted to 124 million bushels, and Japan and South Korea had rules forbidding any genetically modified corn from entering their countries. For all of these reasons, the Grocery Manufacturers of America and other food industry trade associations strongly supported the Aventis petitions.

Using yet another tactic, Aventis asked the EPA to set a “tolerance” limit for StarLink—a level below which regulatory agencies would ignore traces of the Cry9C gene or protein in food. Aventis warned corn processors that StarLink was so thoroughly commingled in the corn supply that the only way to deal with that situation was to accept it: “Will there ever be an end to this? Unfortunately, as of right now, the answer is ‘no’—there will never be an ‘end’ as long as there is zero tolerance for Cry9C in food.”

These events led critics to ask the questions raised in any political scandal: What did Aventis and the EPA know, and when did they know it? Reports soon trickled out that both company and government officials knew—perhaps as early as 1997 and certainly by 1998—that StarLink was commingled with conventional corn. At a meeting late in 2000, I heard an official of the EPA say—unfortunately not for direct quotation—that Aventis had worked hard to lobby the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, the State Department, and the FDA, USDA, and EPA during the months prior to the taco shell disclosure in an effort to convince federal officials that StarLink was not going to cause safety problems. Because Aventis officials acted as if StarLink were demonstrably safe, they were vulnerable to criticism from consumer groups like Friends of the Earth: “Aventis can’t possibly have enough information to conclude that StarLink is safe at any level in our food.”

Other companies in the StarLink chain joined Aventis in further denial and blame. Officials of Garst Seed said that farmers knew they were supposed to separate StarLink from other corn, and “it’s unfortunate some customers say they weren’t informed about the program. . . . But we worked hard to get that message out.” Farmers, however, denied they had been told to segregate StarLink and filed lawsuits for damages. Operators of grain elevators also denied hearing anything about the need for crop segregation, and at least half of them had forwarded commingled corn for unapproved uses. Overall, the various companies in the chain of production and distribution assumed that their customers would not much care about this issue. As an analyst for J. P. Morgan explained, “If you’re eating at Taco Bell, health consciousness is not high on your list of concerns.”

The government also is a major stakeholder in food safety, and its responses reflected the peculiar way in which regulatory authority is distributed among no less than three major agencies—the EPA, FDA, and USDA (see chapter 1). EPA officials criticized Aventis for claiming innocence about how StarLink might have gotten into the human food supply, for insufficiently informing growers about the need for crop segregation, and for flagrantly
ignoring the terms of the restricted registration. The FDA at first seemed unconcerned; StarLink corn was the EPA’s
problem, and the taco shells, which do fall under FDA jurisdiction, seemed unlikely to be harmful. One FDA official
reassured the New York Times, “This is not a case where we have illnesses or health problems.”13 When the FDA
had to ask Friends of the Earth for a sample of the taco shells in order to conduct its own after-the-fact testing,
however, it seemed clear that the agency was giving “inadequate oversight and attention to a serious matter of public
health.”14 The secretary of the USDA blamed Aventis: “Some might argue that the StarLink episode will lead to
greater government involvement. . . . It’s important to remember that this problem may not have occurred had
industry complied with the terms of its license.”15 Nevertheless, the USDA agreed to spend $20 million to buy back
commingled seed in an effort to prevent disruption of the corn market.

Consumer advocacy groups used the potential allergenicity of StarLink to bolster their demands that genetically
modified foods be tested before entering the food supply and labeled so people can protect themselves against foods
to which they might be allergic. They viewed the events as evidence that neither government nor industry were
looking out for the public interest. Representatives from Friends of the Earth and Consumers Union argued, “There
is no way the taxpayer should bail out Aventis for the genetic pollution they created,” and “EPA should not reward
Aventis for their failure to follow the law.”16 Even business commentators were dismayed: “Almost everybody
involved screwed up. . . . The promises made by StarLink’s inventors proved worthless, falling prey to managerial
inattention, corporate mergers, blind faith, misplaced hope, woeful ignorance, political activism, and probably
greedy farmers too, if you can imagine such a thing.”3 Whether or not StarLink really is allergenic (a food safety
issue) its unlabeled presence in processed foods did nothing to encourage trust in the food supply, and these events
revealed the markedly different ways in which the various stakeholders view matters of food safety risk.

**Implications for Food Safety Politics: Themes**

With StarLink products recalled and class action suits settled, we now turn to the food safety interests of the general
public. As consumers, we want food to be safe—or safe enough—and we expect the food industry and government
to make sure that it is. We also are part of the political equation. As stakeholders in the food system, however, our
influence depends on the extent to which we recognize the political forces at work in safety matters. Enhancing that
understanding is a principal aim of this book. If the StarLink episode teaches us anything, it is that ensuring food
safety is a matter of politics as well as science. In conveying this lesson, the StarLink story illustrates several of the
themes that recur throughout the chapters that follow.

The first theme is the fragmented, overlapping, and confusing distribution of authority among the federal
agencies concerned with food safety: the EPA, FDA, and USDA. All three agencies were in some way responsible
for making sure that StarLink did not get into the human food supply, yet the system failed to ensure that food
companies followed rules designed to protect public health. We will see how this divided authority complicates
federal oversight of microbial contaminants in food, genetically engineered foods, and protection of the food supply
against potential threats of bioterrorism.

A second theme is the food industry’s promotion of economic self-interest at the expense of public health and
safety. We have just seen how the developers of StarLink assumed that the corn was safe to eat, made little effort to
keep it out of the human food supply, and blamed other parts of the food distribution chain for its appearance in taco
shells. The StarLink affair is just one example of what Sierra magazine calls “Brave New Nature—What Happens
When Biology Meets Big Business?” (see figure 3). This book provides further examples of situations in which food
companies deny responsibility and blame others in matters of food safety, and oppose, resist, and undermine food
safety guidelines, following them only when forced to do so by government action or public opinion.
A third theme is the food industry’s invocation of science as a rationale for self-interested actions. In the case of StarLink, Aventis used scientific arguments—that the protein was present in amounts too small to cause allergic reactions and that scientists could find no evidence of allergenicity—to divert attention from the ways in which it had ignored the terms of its EPA registration. This book explains how food companies use science as a political tool to oppose requirements to keep harmful microbes out of food, label genetically modified foods, or institute protective measures against bioterrorist threats.

A fourth theme has to do with the use of food safety as a means through which consumer advocacy groups raise issues about the self-interested exercise of corporate power, the imbalance in power between corporate and public interests, and the collusion of government policies with business interests. In the StarLink affair, consumer groups successfully used the EPA’s registration rules and uncertainties about allergenicity to challenge the marketing of genetically modified foods and to obtain a large judgment in a class-action lawsuit. This book presents other examples of the ways in which advocacy groups use questions of safety to address much broader social and political concerns.

A fifth theme is the trouble caused by the markedly different ways in which scientists and the public view food safety risks. Because this particular theme is central to understanding why food safety is as much a matter of politics as it is of science, and because this theme emerges as a factor in so many disputes about food safety matters, it comes first in our discussion.

PERCEPTIONS OF FOOD SAFETY RISK: THE “TWO-CULTURE” PROBLEM

Underlying the politics of food safety is a vexing question of definition: What, exactly, is safe? Although it might seem that a food is either safe or not safe, the distinction is rarely unambiguous. Safety is relative; it is not an inherent biological characteristic of a food. A food may be safe for some people but not others, safe at one level of intake but not another, or safe at one point in time but not later. Instead, we can define a safe food as one that does not exceed an acceptable level of risk. Decisions about acceptability involve perceptions, opinions, and values, as well as science. When such decisions have implications for commercial or other self-interested motives, food safety enters the realm of politics.

Scientists may be able to settle questions about the allergenicity of StarLink, but science is only one factor among many others that influence opinions about the acceptability of StarLink corn in the food supply. Disputes about food safety often occur as a result of the different ways in which people assess risk. For the sake of discussion,
these ways can be divided into two distinct but overlapping approaches to deciding whether a food is safe: from the perspective of “science” and from the perspective of “values.” Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the two approaches. I place them in quotation marks because the two approaches greatly overlap. Science-based approaches are not free of values, and value-based approaches also consider science. With that said, we can use these oversimplified categories to make some further generalizations. From a science-based perspective there is little reason to exclude StarLink from the food supply; the corn has a low probability of causing allergic reactions. From value-based perspectives, however, there may be many reasons to prohibit its use: its lack of labeling or regulatory approval, for example, or simply because it is genetically modified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Science-Based”</th>
<th>“Value-Based”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counts and calculates:</td>
<td>Assesses whether risk is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cases</td>
<td>• Voluntary or imposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severity of illnesses</td>
<td>• Visible or hidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospitalizations</td>
<td>• Understood or uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Deaths</td>
<td>• Familiar or foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Costs of the risk</td>
<td>• Natural or technological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Benefits of the risk</td>
<td>• Controllable or uncontrollable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Costs of reducing the risk</td>
<td>• Mild or severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Balance of risk to benefits</td>
<td>• Fairly or unfairly distributed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balances risk against benefit and cost Balances risk against dread and outrage

These differences in approaching questions of risk were understood long before anyone invented the techniques for genetically modifying foods. In 1959, for example, the scientist and writer C.P. Snow characterized the ways in which people trained in science tend to think about the world—as opposed to those without such training—as representing two distinct cultures separated from one another by a “gulf of mutual incomprehension.” Much more recently, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz wrote, “The ways in which we try to understand and deal with the physical world and those in which we try to understand and deal with the social one are not altogether the same. The methods of research, the aims of inquiry, and the standards of judgment all differ, and nothing but confusion, scorn, and accusation—relativism! Platonism! reductionism! verbalism!—results from failing to see this.”

The application of the two-culture problem to safety issues also has a long history. In 1979, Philip Handler, then president of the National Academy of Sciences, said, “The estimation of risk is a scientific question—and, therefore, a legitimate activity of scientists in federal agencies, in universities and in the National Research Council. The acceptability of a given level of risk, however, is a political question to be determined in the political arena.” In 1991, Edward Groth, a scientist at Consumers Union, explained that public policy choices lie at the heart of safety debates about food. “Each dispute has two main components, factual issues and value issues. . . . Factual questions include: What risks are involved? How big are they? Who is at risk? These are scientific questions. The central value question is: Given those facts, what should society do?” A more detailed examination of the two approaches to evaluating risks—called, for lack of better terms, science-based and value-based—helps to explain why food safety issues are so political.

Science-Based Approaches: Counting Cases and Costs

Much of what we know about the ways in which people assess safety risks comes from studies by experts in risk communication, a field that deals with questions about how the public is—and should be—inform ed about matters of potential harm. To explain science-based approaches, risk communication researchers begin by examining how scientists think. Ideally, science begins with an observation. Rather than accepting an observation as a universal truth, scientists question its accuracy, interpretation, and relevance; develop theories to explain its significance; and design and conduct experiments to test those theories. The quality of scientific research depends not only on the question under investigation (some research questions are more interesting and important than others) and the care (“rigor”) with which studies are conducted, but also on the ability of the studies to eliminate (“control for”) all possible causes of the observation other than the one being tested. Scientific methods also extend beyond observations to suggest probable causes, to exclude irrelevant causes (“confounding variables”), and to estimate the probability that a particular cause is the true reason for the observation of interest.

The point here is that probability is not the same as proof. Biological experiments in humans are complicated
by genetic variation and behavioral differences, and study results nearly always depend on probabilities and statistics. This means that they are subject to interpretation and, therefore, to perception, opinion, and judgment. Scientists tend to minimize the subjective nature of interpretation and to view knowledge gained through the testing of theories as objective, accurate, evidence-based, hypothesis-driven, and rigorous. As one scientist who consults for the biotechnology industry explains, “The advantage of being a biologist comes not from what I know but from how I think. To me, the greatest value of scientific training is a proclivity for asking questions without being emotionally attached to a specific answer—a willingness to look objectively at data even if the facts contradict our preconceived notions.” Scientists who believe that such opinions are objective—and remain unaware of how self-interest might influence them—may well have trouble understanding why the “other culture” questions their impartiality.

In practice, a science-based approach to food safety is one that appears to focus exclusively on the characteristics of the risk itself: annual cases of illness, doctor’s visits, hospitalizations, deaths, costs to individuals and to society, the benefits of doing nothing about the risk, and the benefits and costs of risk reduction. From this perspective, risks are measurable and, therefore, “scientific” and “objective.” Researchers and federal officials evaluate potential hazards through a formal process of risk assessment that involves identifying the hazard, characterizing it, determining its degree of exposure in the population, and calculating the balance of risk to benefit and cost.

Using this science-based approach, U.S. government agencies identify the primary preventable food safety hazards as microbial infections, antibiotic-resistant Salmonella, food allergens, and certain pesticides. For science-based reasons, genetically modified foods do not appear on this list. In this book, we will see how government and industry use science-based approaches to set food safety standards, to regulate genetically modified foods, and to make international decisions about food trade. Because so much self-interest is at stake in such decisions, these areas have political as well as scientific dimensions—whether recognized or not.

The StarLink events, for example, revealed how scientific approaches to risk also are subject to values, opinions, and interpretations. People reported feeling ill after eating products made with StarLink corn, but scientific tests could not confirm that the StarLink protein caused the problem. On that basis, depending on point of view, some experts concluded that StarLink could not possibly cause allergic reactions, whereas others criticized the quality of the testing, the small number of people tested, and other experimental factors that cast doubt on that interpretation. Such differences in opinion among experts should be expected. In 1982, Mary Douglas (an anthropologist) and Aaron Wildavsky (a political scientist) observed that scientific judgments of risk cannot—and, indeed, should not—be separated from value judgments:

> It is a travesty of rational thought to pretend that it is best to take value-free decisions in matters of life and death. One salient difference between experts and the lay public is that the latter, when assessing risks, do not conceal their moral commitments but put them into the argument, explicitly and prominently. . . . The risk expert claims to depoliticize an inherently political problem . . . [But] knowledge of danger is necessarily partial and limited: judgments of risk and safety must be selected as much on the basis of what is valued as on the basis of what is known. . . . Science and risk assessment cannot tell us what we need to know about threats of danger since they explicitly try to exclude moral ideas about the good life.

Value-Based Approaches: Estimating Dread and Outrage

Scientific methods estimate the probability that something in a food might lead to illness, but they do not consider the intangible value or significance of that food to the people eating it. Many people, however, evaluate risks not only for their potential to cause health problems but also from the standpoint of personal beliefs and values that depend on a host of psychological, cultural, and social factors. These personal perspectives about food have also been studied extensively. Anthropologists, for example, tell us that the act of consuming food—taking it into our bodies—is so primal that societies create myths to explain the transformation of food into us. Because, in that sense, we truly are what we eat, food raises questions of intimacy and identity and provokes feelings of anxiety. People do not necessarily want food to be perfectly safe (or we would never eat wild mushrooms or raw oysters). We are just more comfortable knowing what we are eating. As the French sociologist Claude Fischler explains, people have an innate tendency to view food as UFOs—unidentified food objects (objets comestibles non identifiés). At some deep psychological level, “If we are what we eat, and we don’t know what we are eating, then do we still know who we are?”

Specialists in risk communication are well aware of the importance of such anxieties in assessment of safety risks. Paul Slovic and his colleagues, for example, have asked people to rank potential hazards according to the degree of perceived harm. Their findings: people worry most about risks perceived as highly dangerous, particularly to pregnant women and small children (a science-based concept), but they are also concerned about risks perceived as involuntary, unpreventable, unfamiliar, and inequitably distributed—factors based on values. Their studies
consistently find people to be less willing to accept risks induced by technology, those poorly understood by science, and those subject to contradictory statements from experts. The more such value-based factors characterize a particular risk, the more the risk generates feelings of anxiety, alarm, dread, and outrage. In fact, risk communication researchers rank such factors on a predictable scale of dread and outrage.

With respect to food, acceptance of risk depends far more on perception of the number and intensity of dread-and-outrage factors than it does on the number of cases of illness. Scientists can identify the probable extent of a foodborne illness in the population, for example, but interpreting what that probability means for the health of any one individual is quite another matter. On a population basis, microbial contaminants unquestionably pose the most prevalent foodborne threat to health. The public, however, also ranks chemical pesticides and additives, irradiation, and genetic engineering high on the list of perceived risks, largely because exposures to them are invisible, involuntary, imposed, and uncontrollable. People make clear, predictable, and understandable distinctions between risks they knowingly accept and those they do not. Many people find the benefits of eating raw fish or raw milk cheeses to greatly exceed the small but finite risk of ingesting harmful microbial contaminants; the choice is voluntary, and the foods are familiar. In contrast, the health risks of genetically modified foods (however remote they may be) are hidden and undemocratically applied—witness StarLink—and as a result are far less acceptable.

Because questions of who imposes risks and who takes risks are crucial in assessing whether a risk is acceptable, decisions about food safety take on political dimensions. During the mid-1990s, when the FDA applied a solely science-based approach to approval of genetically engineered foods, Commissioner David Kessler recognized the political implications of excluding value-based considerations when he told a reporter, “Weighing risks against benefits sounds great, but the truth is there is no magic formula, especially when the risks are taken by one group and the benefits by another.”

A comparison of the two approaches to assessing risk explains why whenever someone invokes science in discussions of food safety, we can be reasonably certain that questions of self-interest are at stake but are excluded from debate. Scientists talk about risk as a matter of illness and death. The public wants dread-and-outrage factors to be considered as well. In this book, we will see how the failure of food companies, scientists, and government agencies to recognize the need to address values as well as science in matters of food safety leads to widespread distrust of the food industry and its regulators. When officials and experts dismiss dread-and-outrage concerns as emotional, irrational, unscientific, and indefensible, they raise questions about their own credibility and competence. They fail to recognize their own biases as well as the predictability of public responses to food safety risks. In 1987, Peter Sandman explicitly made this point: “When a risk manager continues to ignore these factors—and continues to be surprised by the public’s response of outrage—it is worth asking just whose behavior is irrational.”

The Precautionary Principle: Look Before You Leap

The differences in the two approaches to food safety risk have an additional political dimension. They imply different expectations for the ways in which authorities make decisions about the release of new foods and ingredients. The science-based approach works on the proposition “nothing ventured, nothing gained.” Regulators determine as well as they can whether a food or ingredient is likely to cause harm and permit those that seem reasonably safe to enter the food supply. The FDA uses this approach for food additives characterized as “generally recognized as safe” (GRAS) and also, with some modifications, for genetically engineered foods. If problems occur, the agency deals with them after the foods are marketed. This approach requires neither premarket testing nor labeling; it is based on a standard that requires food manufacturers to demonstrate “reasonable certainty of no harm.” This standard, which translates as “safe enough to be acceptable,” leaves plenty of room for subjective opinion and judgment.

An alternative approach is one that has come to be known as the principle of precautionary action, or the “precautionary principle.” This principle, which emerged in Europe as a guideline for environmental protection, can be summarized as “look before you leap,” meaning test the products first, then introduce them into the marketplace. Although this approach may seem so sensible as to be politically neutral, it is nothing of the kind. As the European Commission explains:

Decision-makers are constantly faced with the dilemma of balancing the freedom and rights of individuals, industry and organizations with the need to reduce the risk of adverse effects to the environment or to health. . . . Whether or not to invoke the Precautionary Principle is a decision exercised where scientific information is insufficient, inconclusive, or uncertain and where there are indications that the possible effects on the environment or human, animal or plant health may be potentially dangerous and inconsistent with the chosen level of protection. . . . The appropriate response in a given situation is thus the result of a political decision, a function of the risk level that is “acceptable” to the society on which the risk is imposed.
In practice, invocation of the precautionary principle can be used to require companies to demonstrate that foods are safe before they are marketed. As we have seen, the EPA followed this principle to some extent when it ruled that StarLink could not enter the human food supply. On the basis of such precautions, the European Union banned American and Canadian beef from cattle treated with growth hormones and delayed introduction of genetically modified crops. Thus, the precautionary principle has implications for international trade as well as domestic food policy and has become a major rallying point for advocates who favor environmental protection or oppose food biotechnology. In January 1998, for example, a group of such advocates met in Wingspread, Wisconsin, to formulate what is now known as the Wingspread statement on the precautionary principle: “When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically. In this context, the proponent of the activity, rather than the public, should bear the burden of protection.”

As a result of such advocacy, international agreements increasingly incorporate the precautionary principle in policy statements. For example, European and United States experts on food biotechnology issued a joint statement in 2000 saying, “When substantive uncertainties prevent accurate risk assessment, governments should act protectively on the side of safety.” Even so mild a statement suggests that companies will have to do more to demonstrate safety in advance. But because testing can never prove that a food is perfectly safe, public willingness to accept a new food depends on how well it meets the value concerns summarized in Table 2. If a food ranks high in dread and outrage, it will never appear safe enough, no matter how much effort goes into attempts to prove it harmless.

In their frustration with dread-and-outrage factors, industry leaders and their supporters argue that no matter what they do, they will never be able to satisfy opponents. Instead, they argue, the true purpose of the precautionary principle is to inhibit business. Elizabeth Whelan, who directs the industry-sponsored American Council on Science and Health, explains why the principle so infuriates her and other science-based assessors of food safety risks: “As a corollary to the Precautionary Principle, consumer activists now insist that if the public perceives something as risky, that perception should carry the day regardless of whether there truly is a risk or not. In essence these people argue that science should take a back seat to fear—whether that fear is justified or not—when it comes to setting policy.”

Such comments reveal that much of the controversy about food safety appears as a conflict between a strictly scientific assessment of risk and an approach that also considers a much broader range of issues that affect society. Underlying the controversy, as this book explains, are industry concerns about economic self-interest as opposed to concerns of consumer advocates about the distribution of risk, benefit, and control in matters of public policy. We will see how scientific decisions about food safety cannot be separated from such political and social matters.

ABOUT THIS BOOK

This book traces the interweaving of science, values, and politics through an examination of three broad areas of food safety: bacteria, biotechnology, and bioterrorism. The first part of the book examines the politics of foodborne microbial illness. These chapters describe government attempts to force food producers, particularly those that slaughter and process meat, to take steps to prevent bacterial contamination of their products, and they explain how those industries consistently resist such safety measures. From a science-based approach to risk assessment, foodborne illness is the single most important food safety problem; it is responsible for millions of cases of stomach upset and thousands of deaths each year. Bacteria rank low on the dread-and-outrage scale, however, because meat is familiar, eating it is voluntary, food “poisonings” are common, and most people survive them. Politics enters this picture at the level of responsibility for preventing foodborne illness. We will see how the meat industry exploits the relatively low level of organized public outrage about microbial safety to oppose federal regulations and, instead, to argue that consumers bear the principal burden of ensuring safe food. Part 1 also describes the fragmentation of government oversight as a basis for developing a more coherent approach to dealing with problems of food safety.

Part 2 shifts the discussion to a different issue: genetically modified foods. By the standards of scientific risk assessment—counting cases of illness and death—such foods appear no less safe than foods developed through traditional plant genetics, but, as the StarLink affair indicates, they present many reasons for distrust and alarm. These chapters describe how the food biotechnology industry, in dismissing dread-and-outrage factors as emotional and unscientific, lobbied for—and won—a largely science-based approach to regulation of its products. The chapters explain how the dismissal of consumer concerns about value issues related to food biotechnology forced advocacy groups to use safety as the only “legitimate” basis of discussion. In the StarLink affair, for example,
advocates could not use concerns about corporate control of the food supply as an argument against approval of genetically modified foods. They could, however, use the remote risk of allergenicity as a basis for opposition because of the double negative: it is not possible to prove that the StarLink protein is not allergenic. These chapters describe the origin of disputes about genetically modified foods that arise from conflicting interests and values.

The concluding chapter takes up a third area: food bioterrorism—the deliberate poisoning or contamination of the food supply to achieve some political goal. Questions about food bioterrorism take us into the realm of emerging food safety hazards that might be used as biological weapons: mad cow disease, foot-and-mouth disease, and anthrax. From a science-based perspective, these problems are of uncertain or low overall risk to human health, but they rank high as causes of dread and outrage. The terrorist attacks of September 2001 increased the level of anxiety, particularly about the country’s vulnerability to bioterrorism in general, and to food bioterrorism in particular. In concluding this discussion, I offer suggestions for ways in which the government, the food industry, and consumers might engage in political action to deal with this and the other food safety issues raised in this book. Finally, a short appendix briefly summarizes some of the basic scientific concepts that underlie the debates about food safety issues.

With this introduction, we can now begin our discussion by examining the historical and modern reasons why government attempts to keep harmful bacteria out of food have proved so controversial and why they raise issues of politics as well as of science.
PART ONE

RESISTING FOOD SAFETY

FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES, KNOWING THAT I WAS WRITING about harmful bacteria in food, wondered why anyone would care about things so invisible, tasteless, unpronounceable, and, for the most part, innocuous. Like most people, they view occasional episodes of food “poisoning” as uncomfortable (sometimes very uncomfortable), but certainly more a matter of random bad luck than of decades of industry and government indifference, dithering, and outright obstructionism. They accept at face value the endlessly intoned mantra of industry and government: the United States has the safest food supply in the world.

Whether this assertion is true is a matter of some debate. Safety is relative. The most authoritative estimate of the yearly number of cases of foodborne disease in the United States defies belief: 76 million illnesses, 325,000 hospitalizations, 5,000 deaths. As the chapters in part 1 explain, such numbers undoubtedly underestimate the extent of the problem. Although the most frequent causes of these illnesses are viruses and species of bacteria—Campylobacter, Salmonella, Shigella, and Escherichia coli (E. coli)—most episodes are never reported to health authorities and their cause is unknown. From a science-based perspective, the risks and costs of foodborne illness are extremely high.

Furthermore, although outbreaks of foodborne illness have become more dangerous over the years, food producers resist the attempts of government agencies to institute control measures, and major food industries oppose pathogen control measures by every means at their disposal. They lobby Congress and federal agencies, challenge regulations in court, and encourage local obstruction of safety enforcement. We will see, for example, that the culture of opposition to food safety measures so permeates the beef industry that it led, in one shocking instance, to the assassination of federal and state meat inspectors.

To explain this culture of resistance, we need to understand that current problems of food safety are not new but are different. A century ago, the main sources of foodborne illness were milk from infected cows and spoiled meat from sick animals. Public health measures that we now take for granted—water chlorination and milk pasteurization, for example—eliminated typhoid fever, cholera, and most lethal diarrheal diseases. The food supply depended on local production and was largely decentralized. Fish, for example, were caught wild from the sea. Even though cattle were transported to common areas for slaughter and kept in close quarters—conditions ripe for spreading infections—the culture of opposition to food safety measures so permeates the beef industry that it led, in one shocking instance, to the assassination of federal and state meat inspectors.

To explain this culture of resistance, we need to understand that current problems of food safety are not new but are different. A century ago, the main sources of foodborne illness were milk from infected cows and spoiled meat from sick animals. Public health measures that we now take for granted—water chlorination and milk pasteurization, for example—eliminated typhoid fever, cholera, and most lethal diarrheal diseases. The food supply depended on local production and was largely decentralized. Fish, for example, were caught wild from the sea. Even though cattle were transported to common areas for slaughter and kept in close quarters—conditions ripe for spreading infections—the culture of opposition to food safety measures so permeates the beef industry that it led, in one shocking instance, to the assassination of federal and state meat inspectors.

Today, centralized food production has created even more favorable conditions for dissemination of bacteria, protozoa, and viruses. We call these organisms by collective terms: microbes, microorganisms, or “bugs.” If harmful, they are pathogens. Many pathogens infect the animals we use for food without causing any visible signs of illness. Infected animals excrete pathogenic microbes in feces, however, and pass them along to other food animals, to food plants, and to us. If the pathogens survive cooking, stomach acid, and digestive enzymes, they can multiply, produce toxins, upset digestive systems, and do worse. Their effects are especially harmful to people with immature or weakened immune systems—infants, young children, the elderly, and those ill from other causes. Even from this brief description, it should be evident that people involved with every stage of food production, from farm to fork, must take responsibility for food safety to prevent animal infections (producers), avoid fecal contamination (processors), and destroy pathogens (food handlers and consumers).

Sharing of responsibility, however, also permits sharing of blame. As these chapters explain, producers blame processors for foodborne illness, and processors blame producers; government regulators blame both, and everyone blames consumers. The role of government in food safety demands particular notice. Current laws grant regulatory agencies only limited authority to prevent microbial contamination before food gets to consumers. Federal oversight of food safety remains unshakably rooted in policies established almost a century
ago, in 1906. Congress designed those policies to ensure the health of animals, in an era long before most of the current microbial causes of foodborne illness were even suspected, let alone recognized. Although food safety experts have complained for years about the gap between hazards and oversight practices, attempts to give federal agencies the right to enforce food safety regulations have been blocked repeatedly by food producers and their supporters in Congress, sometimes joined by the agencies themselves, and more recently by the courts. Some progress has occurred, driven by the appearance in common foods of new and more deadly pathogens such as E. coli O157:H7, an exceptionally virulent strain of an otherwise normal and relatively harmless bacterial inhabitant of the human digestive tract. The multimillion-dollar costs of product recalls, legal counsel, and liability payments, and the associated costs of damaged reputation and loss of sales, have made the need for more forceful government oversight of food safety apparent to all but the staunchest protectors of food industry self-interest.

For the most part, the events described in this part of the book are political and outside the daily experience of most people in our society. Most of us do not worry much about the possibility that foods in our supermarkets might be contaminated and dangerous, and we act on the basis of what Nicols Fox calls the “unspoken contract” among food producers, government regulators, and the public to ensure that food is safe. On a daily basis, most of us think the risks are so small, so familiar, and so voluntary that we can ignore them. Microbial risks generate little dread and virtually no outrage.

I most clearly recognized the extent of our collective denial about the hazards of food pathogens in the summer of 1999 when I served as a member of an American Cancer Society committee developing dietary guidelines for cancer survivors—people diagnosed with cancer and treated for it. Because surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy can cause a temporary decline in immune function, our committee wanted to stress the importance of preventing microbial infections during periods of treatment and recovery. This advice, we realized, firmly precludes even a taste of raw cookie dough, not to mention avoidance of a host of other foods: Caesar salads, homemade ice cream, and anything else made with raw or partially cooked eggs; rare or medium-cooked hamburger and beef tartare; sushi and other raw seafood; raw milk and cheeses made from it; freshly squeezed juices; unpeeled vegetables and unwashed salad greens and berries; and raw sprouts. For people with weakened immune systems, eating uncooked and unpasteurized foods means taking a risk, and not just of minor discomfort but perhaps of hospitalization, long-term disability, or death.

But what about those of us with healthy immune systems? As these chapters explain, everyone takes a risk when eating uncooked foods, but the extent of that risk is uncertain. In the absence of better oversight of safety at the production end, federal agencies now advise us to follow safety guidelines that used to be reserved for travelers to developing countries. Such advice converts the act of eating to a matter of risk management rather than of nourishment or pleasure, and must be understood as a political act in itself. Because federal policies cannot ensure that food is safe before people bring it home, government agencies shift the burden of responsibility to consumers. Of course all of us should learn to prepare foods properly, but the industry can and should do its share as well.

As these chapters explain, for reasons of history, inertia, turf disputes, and just plain greed, government oversight of food safety has long tended to provide far more protection to food producers than to the public. Only in recent years, when foodborne illness began to raise serious issues of liability, have food companies and federal agencies been forced to consider measures—albeit grudgingly—to prevent microbial pathogens in food.

Like the events related to the StarLink affair, those recounted in these chapters reflect certain recurrent themes. With respect to government, one theme is the fragmented, overlapping, and ultimately obstructive distribution of authority between two federal agencies: the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Department of Agriculture (USDA). Another is the historic closeness of working relationships among congressional agriculture committees, federal regulatory agencies, and food producers. We will see how food producers repeatedly deny responsibility for foodborne illness, invoke science to promote self-interest and divert public attention from harm caused by their products, and express outright hostility to federal oversight. From the standpoint of consumer advocacy, an additional theme bears on the ways in which food safety relates to much broader societal concerns. As Eric Schlosser discussed so compellingly in Fast Food Nation (Houghton Mifflin, 2001), much of the actual work in the food industry—in agriculture, slaughterhouses, processing plants, and places where food is served—is carried out by immigrants, teenagers, and other groups paid the minimum wage. People can only produce safe food if they know how to do so, if they follow the rules, and if they are themselves in good health. Thus, the production of safe food also depends on the adequacy of fundamental social support systems such as public education and health care.

In this part of the book, chapter 1 sets the stage by reviewing the origins of the present system of
governmental oversight of food safety. Chapters 2 and 3 review some of the landmark incidents leading to the current “crisis” over bacterial pathogens. They also explain how government agencies attempted to deal with such crises in the face of resistance by food producers and processors. In chapter 4, I discuss some political alternatives for improving oversight of our food safety system.

For the most part, these chapters focus on the actions of producers and processors of meat—in this case, beef. Unlike the producers of most other foods, the beef industry makes little attempt to hide its self-interested political activities. Beef industry pressures on Congress and federal regulators are more transparent than those of other food industries, and are better documented. Nevertheless, many of the food safety issues raised by beef production are similar to matters that affect poultry, eggs, seafood (especially the farmed variety), and pork, as well as to those that affect fruits and vegetables inadvertently contaminated as they move from farm to table, sometimes from one country to another.
CHAPTER 1
THE POLITICS
OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS
ISSUES AND ORIGINS

In the early 1970s, a time when food safety was becoming a matter of public debate, my young family went to a dinner hosted by a colleague. I don’t remember much about the party, but its aftermath remains vivid. Within hours, all but one of us became violently ill. I will spare the details, as nearly everyone has had a similar experience. A flurry of telephone calls the next day made it clear that we were not the only ones who suffered after that dinner. In retrospect, what seems most remarkable about that event was how ordinary it was. We survived. We felt better in a day or two. We did not report our illness to health authorities, and neither did anyone else. We did not try to trace the source of the outbreak (although our one son who did not become ill, and who ate nothing green in those days, insisted that the salad must have been at fault).

We assumed that minor food poisonings were a normal part of daily living; they were low on our dread-and-outrage scale. It did not occur to us that microbial illness transmitted by food might be anything more serious than a minor inconvenience and a mess to clean up. If we gave any thought to cholera, typhoid, or botulism (let alone anthrax), we viewed them as diseases of the past, eliminated by basic public health measures such as water chlorination, milk pasteurization, or canning at appropriate temperatures. We were quite unaware of the emerging bacterial pathogens that I discuss in these chapters. At the time, if we worried at all about food safety, it was about agricultural pesticides or food additives—the chemical colors, flavors, and preservatives then increasingly used to make processed foods look and taste better. We were not alone in worrying about food additives: a 1979 report recommended a complete revision of the food safety laws to strengthen our ability to control the use of food chemicals such as saccharin, the artificial sweetener that had just been linked to cancer risk.\(^1\)

Additives and pesticides remained primary public safety concerns through the mid-1980s. Dr. David Kessler, who later became commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), said that food safety laws needed an overhaul to control food additives—without even mentioning microbial hazards. Surveys of public attitudes toward food safety often asked about additives and pesticides but rarely probed knowledge or opinions about bacterial pathogens. When the surveys did include such questions, most people continued to rank additives and pesticides first among food safety concerns. At the time, less than 1% of food samples contained chemical additives and pesticides at “unacceptable” levels. Even if such levels were still too high—and any level of pesticides in food continues to raise safety questions—harm from food chemicals paled in comparison to that caused by pathogens. In the late 1980s, health officials found *Salmonella* in one-third of all poultry and estimated that 33 million Americans experienced at least one episode of foodborne microbial illness each year.\(^2\)

A few farsighted advocacy groups such as the Community Nutrition Institute in Washington, DC, pressed for more action to prevent pathogens from entering the food supply. They were aware of the emergence in the early 1980s of a particularly nasty variant of *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), usually a relatively harmless inhabitant of the human digestive tract. As reports of toxic pathogens in food became more frequent, food safety priorities began to shift. By 1989, both *Time* and *Newsweek* had published cover stories on microbial food hazards. In 1991, the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), which had led public debate about food additives, published a consumer guide to food safety with exceptionally clear instructions about what needed to be done to prevent foodborne infections.\(^3\)

In the early 1990s, such publicity encouraged Congress to introduce more than 30 bills—a record number—related to food safety, and at least eight states were trying to develop their own rules. Ellen Haas, then president of the consumer advocacy group Public Voice, called food safety “not just a kitchen issue anymore.”\(^4\) At the time, federal officials ranked microbial hazards first among food safety issues, residues of animal drugs second, and new technologies (such as genetically modified foods) third. By 1994, more than 60% of consumers said they worried most about consuming rare beef, raw shellfish, and residues of animal drugs. In 1997, consumers and food editors
said they were more concerned about food safety than they had been just one year earlier, and nearly all of them blamed meat and poultry producers—and government agencies—for not doing enough to prevent microbial pathogens in the food supply.\(^5\)

To establish a basis for understanding the significance of such a profound shift in attitudes, this chapter begins with an introduction to the current status of microbial pathogens in the food supply. We will see that foodborne illness is more than a biological problem; it is strongly affected by the interests of stakeholders in the food system—the food industry, government (agencies, Congress, and the White House), and consumers. The present system of food safety oversight and its political implications are best understood in historical context. Thus, this chapter describes the origins of the century-old policies that govern federal actions to this day. In the case of meat safety, Congress designed those policies to prevent sick animals—not microscopic pathogens—from entering the food supply. As this chapter explains, efforts to modernize such policies do not come easily.

### MICROBES IN FOOD: FRIENDS AND FOES

Thinking too much about the life we share with microbes can lead to paranoia. Microbes are everywhere: around us, on us, and in us. They inhabit soil and water, skin and digestive tract, and any place that provides favorable conditions for growth (and hardly any place does not). They are incredibly small, and incredibly numerous. All kinds—viruses, bacteria, protozoa, and yeasts—are ubiquitous in raw foods. Most are harmless. Some are even “friendly,” helping to make bread, wine, vinegar, soy sauce, yogurt, and cheese, and keeping our digestive tracts healthy. Others are less helpful; left to their own devices, they rot apples, mold bread, and spoil meat. Some are decidedly unfriendly, and cause more than 200 known foodborne diseases.

To avoid getting food poisoning, we take precautions: we preserve foods and we cook them. Preservation methods—some ancient, some modern (among them salt, sugar, alcohol, acid, and freeze-drying)—all inhibit microbial growth. Refrigeration slows down growth, and freezing does so even more. Cooking, a brilliant invention, not only makes foods taste better but also kills microbial pathogens. Cooked foods, however, do not remain sterile. Microbes in air, water, and other foods can recontaminate them, as can microbes on packages, plates, utensils, cutting boards, and hands. With common measures such as hand washing, dish washing, and other such basic precautions, we live with most food microbes in relative peace. Our digestive and immune systems take care of those that survive cooking. Mostly, we do not worry much about them.

**TABLE 3.** The most frequent microbial causes of foodborne disease in the United States: estimated numbers of illnesses, hospitalizations, and deaths, 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Illnesses</th>
<th>Hospitalizations</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bacteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Campylobacter</em></td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>10,300</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Salmonella</em></td>
<td>1,900,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shigella</em></td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Escherichia coli</em></td>
<td>236,000</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vibrio</em></td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cholera</em></td>
<td>86,700</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Yersinia enterocolitica</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Protozoa</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Giardia lamblia</em></td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Toxoplasma gondii</em></td>
<td>112,500</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fever, swollen glands, liver and central nervous system complications, brain and eye damage in infants</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viruses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Noroviruses</em> (formerly Norwalk-like)</td>
<td>9,200,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**NOTE:** Illnesses generally include some form of gastrointestinal distress—diarrhea, vomiting, cramps—as well as the problems indicated. These figures continue to constitute the basis of prevalence estimates.
Whether we should worry more about them is a matter of how we perceive risk. For most of us as individuals, an occasional episode of stomach upset—if not too severe—is tolerable. From a public health standpoint, however, the cost to society of such episodes is staggeringly high. Table 3 lists, for example, the most frequent causes of foodborne disease, along with estimates of their cost in illness, hospitalization, and death. Viruses cause most foodborne illnesses, but some bacteria and protozoa are also to blame. Nearly all induce highly unpleasant symptoms, usually mild but sometimes very severe. Table 3, however, lists only the best-known pathogens. The causes of the vast majority of episodes of foodborne illness remain obscure. Furthermore, pathogenic microbes pervade the food supply. A Consumer Reports investigation in 1998, for example, identified Campylobacter in 63% of market chickens, Salmonella in 16%, and both in 8%. Pathogenic Salmonella can pass from chickens to their eggs. Because egg production is so enormous, a low rate of infection—one out of every 10,000 eggs, for example—means 4.5 million infected eggs each year.2

Counting Cases and Estimating Costs

If harmful microbes are widespread in food and if they make so many people sick, why isn’t everyone—the food industry, health officials, and the public—doing something to prevent them from getting into food? One reason is that most episodes of food poisoning are not very serious. Another is that it is difficult to collect accurate information about the number of cases and their severity. Attributing a bout of diarrhea to food rather than to other causes is no simple matter. Most of us eat several foods at a time, several times a day, in several different places. How could we possibly know which food might be responsible for our getting sick, especially if there is a delay in the onset of symptoms? I cannot imagine bothering to call a doctor about a brief stomach upset. Even if I did, the doctor might not suspect food as the source of my problem. Busy doctors rarely report such suspicions to health authorities. It usually takes an “outbreak”—the severe illness or death of more than one person eating the same food—before health officials learn about a foodborne illness and attempt to trace its origin.

For these reasons, counting cases is a formidable undertaking, and to this day there is no national system for doing so. The current surveillance system, such as it is, evolved piecemeal. In the 1920s, the Public Health Service started tracking diseases carried in milk. In 1961, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), an agency of what is now the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), took over that task and began to issue annual counts of illnesses transmitted by food and drinking water. Five years later, the CDC initiated a voluntary program of state surveillance of outbreaks, meaning that states could choose whether or not to participate.

As early as 1970 the CDC realized that its counts were way too low. Nearly half the participating states were reporting no outbreaks or very few, suggesting considerable underreporting. In 1985, several federal and private agencies began to make more serious attempts to estimate annual cases of foodborne disease, based on two assumptions: (1) an episode of diarrhea counts as a foodborne illness, and (2) the proportion of reported cases to those that are not reported ranges from 1 out of 25 to 1 out of 100 or more. The agencies understood perfectly well that diarrheal diseases could be due to causes other than foodborne illness, and that foodborne illness also causes symptoms other than diarrhea. Nevertheless, they multiplied the number of cases of diarrhea by 25 to 100 to estimate the “real” number of cases. During the next few years, these confusing assumptions led to widely varying guesses about the number of annual cases (6.3 to 81 million) and deaths (500 to 9,000), depending on how the assumptions were interpreted.8

In 1996, the CDC initiated a new surveillance program, FoodNet—the Foodborne Diseases Active Surveillance Network—in just a few states and for just seven microbial pathogens. In its first year, FoodNet identified 8,576 laboratory-confirmed cases of foodborne illness, of which 15% resulted in hospitalization. In 1999, the CDC used this and other information from its surveillance networks to suggest that known pathogens caused 14 million illnesses, 60,000 hospitalizations, and 1,800 annual deaths. When they added these estimates to those for cases caused by unknown pathogens, they arrived at the annual totals mentioned earlier: 76 million illnesses, 325,000 hospitalizations, and 5,000 deaths.2 Because these estimates rely so heavily on diarrheal symptoms, and the reporting system is voluntary, these figures almost certainly underestimate the extent of foodborne illness. A 1998 report on food safety from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in Washington, DC, for example, gave a higher estimate. It assumed that adults in the United States average about 1.4 episodes of diarrhea every year, and that food is implicated in about one-quarter of those episodes; these assumptions yielded an estimate of 91 million cases per year.10 Some experts suspect that even this number may be too low. Such uncertainty means that reported trends in foodborne illness must be interpreted with caution. In 2002, FoodNet data suggested that cases of infection from four key pathogens had declined markedly since 1996, but cases caused by some strains of Salmonella had increased.11 Overall, the accuracy and significance of reported trends remain unclear.

If the extent of foodborne illness is uncertain, so must be estimates of its cost to society. Here are some
examples of the wide range of figures reported from 1989 to 1998: $4.8 to $23 billion in 1989, $23 million to $6 billion in 1994, $5.6 to $9.4 billion in 1995, $12.9 billion (from illness caused by just six types of bacteria) in 1996, and $37.1 billion in 1998. Agricultural economists estimate that the costs of foodborne illness in children alone came to $2.3 billion in 2000.12 Whatever the correct figure might be, it surely underestimates the costs to the victims in pain and inconvenience; to taxpayers in medical treatment for the indigent, higher health insurance premiums, public health surveillance systems, and investigations of outbreaks (estimated at $200,000 each); and to the food industry in plant closings, cleanup, and recalls as well as in legal fees, claim settlements, and higher insurance premiums.8

Raising the Stakes: Food Sources and Virulence

Regardless of the accuracy of cost and case estimates, one trend is clear: an increasingly broad range of foods is contaminated with harmful bacteria. Back in the 1970s, outbreaks of foodborne illness were most often traced to improperly stored turkey stuffing and deviled eggs prepared by home cooks.13 Before examining how the food sources of contamination have expanded, we need to deal with one further complication: the distinction between cases and outbreaks. Cases refers to the number of individuals who become ill—whether or not they report the disease. In contrast, outbreaks always are reported; authorities discover them when more than one person gets sick from the same food source and doctors report the illnesses to health officials. It is easier to identify cases—and, therefore, report them—when an illness occurs right after the food is eaten. Cases that occur with a delay in onset are more difficult to attribute to specific foods and are much more likely to go unreported, even when they affect much larger numbers of people.

With these distinctions in mind, the tracking information indicates a change in the food sources of outbreaks: seafood ranks first, followed by eggs, fruits and vegetables (sprouts, lettuce, berries, cantaloupe), beef, poultry, and foods such as salads and sandwiches made with multiple ingredients. In part because so many more meals are consumed outside the home, foods other than those prepared by home cooks now account for 80% of the outbreaks (although not necessarily 80% of the cases of food-borne illness).14

The outbreaks have changed in one additional respect: they are getting nastier. Most used to be due to relatively benign species of Salmonella, Staphylococcus, Clostridium, Shigella, and Vibrio, but the more pathogenic strains observed since the 1990s are quite unforgiving. Among outbreaks of illness caused by Listeria monocytogenes, a particularly virulent species of bacteria, the death rate is 20% (table 3). For example, some years ago a carefully investigated Listeria outbreak among 142 people who had eaten a commercially produced unpasteurized soft cheese caused 48 deaths (of which 30 were fetuses or newborn children) and 13 cases of meningitis.15 Salmonella infections can cause arthritis, and Campylobacter is a precipitating factor for up to one-fourth of reported cases of Guillain-Barré syndrome, a leading cause of paralytic disease.

Twenty years ago, three of today’s worst bacterial pathogens—Campylobacter, Listeria, and E. coli O157:H7 (described below)—were not recognized as hazards. Also new are bacteria capable of flourishing under refrigeration (Yersinia and Listeria) or acidic or dry conditions (E. coli O157:H7). The alarming survival features of such bacteria undoubtedly evolved in response to changes in methods of food production and distribution that select for the hardestiest bacteria and encourage their wide dispersal. Whereas undercooked hamburger and ground beef products used to be the only known source of E. coli O157:H7, other foods cross-contaminated by exposure to infected cattle or meat are now involved: apple cider, sprouts, and any number of vegetables. Outbreaks of the especially virulent Salmonella enteritidis used to be restricted to eggs; now they have been traced to carriers as unlikely as tomatoes, melons, and orange juice. As we examine the societal and commercial forces that foster these unwelcome trends, we need to understand a bit more about one of the three newly emergent pathogens, E. coli O157:H7.

Introducing E. coli O157:H7

E. coli O157:H7 merits special attention not only because of its exceptional virulence but also because it illustrates so well how changes in the food system and in society provide new opportunities for spreading microbial disease through food. When I first encountered the more common form of E. coli in a college biology class, instructors presented it as a harmless inhabitant of the digestive tracts of animals and humans, spread by accidental transfer of excreted material. It was known best as an indicator of fecal contamination of water supplies; if water supplies contained E. coli, they were likely to contain more dangerous bacteria. We now know much more about the biology of this organism. Like many bacteria, E. coli is able to accept genes from related bacterial species to form “stable variants” that can pass the borrowed genes along to other bacteria as they divide and multiply (see appendix). The E. coli variant known as O157:H7 is especially dangerous; at some point, it picked up a Shigella gene for a toxin that destroys red blood cells and induces a syndrome of bloody diarrhea, kidney failure, and death. This toxin is
particularly damaging to young children.16

Other features of the O157:H7 variant are also noteworthy. Unlike common E. coli, this type resists heat; it grows at temperatures up to 44°C (111°F). It also resists drying, can survive short exposures to strong acid (pH 2.5), and sometimes resists radiation and antibiotics. For these reasons, controlling it is not easy. Worse, E. coli O157:H7 is infectious at very low doses. The normal digestive tract contains hundreds of billions of bacteria that compete for space and nutrients. In this environment, it takes thousands of Salmonella to induce symptoms, but the lowest infectious dose of E. coli O157:H7 appears to be less than 50—a minuscule number in bacterial terms. Control measures, therefore, must do more than just prevent growth; they must eliminate the very presence of these bacteria. Foods containing E. coli O157:H7 must be cooked at temperatures high enough to kill all of them. Table 4 presents recommendations for food-handling techniques to prevent problems with this microbe.

E. coli O157:H7 infections originate with farm animals, and such animals increasingly harbor this variant. Although earlier studies suggested that perhaps 10% of adult ruminant (cud-chewing) animals—mainly cows and cattle—were infected with E. coli O157:H7, the proportion now is as high as 28%, and may exceed 40% in slaughtered animals not yet processed. Young infected animals exhibit mild diarrhea, but most do not appear sick and go untreated. Deer, sheep, goats, dogs, birds, and flies also harbor the variant, almost certainly because they have come in contact with cattle feces. People pick up E. coli O157:H7 infections from direct contact with feces, from foods and water that have come in contact with feces, or from infected people who shed it in their feces and pass it along from unwashed hands—which is why hand washing is so important as a control measure. Uncooked foods derived from cattle (raw hamburger, for example) are the origin of most E. coli O157:H7 outbreaks.12 As we will see, fruits and vegetables that have come into contact with cattle feces or with contaminated raw meat also have become common sources.

**Table 4.** Recommendations for reducing the risk of infection from E. coli O157:H7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cook meat—especially ground meat—thoroughly to 160°F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not drink unpasteurized milk or juices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash fresh fruits and vegetables thoroughly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash hands thoroughly after handling animals, especially cattle, deer, goats,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash hands thoroughly after changing children’s diapers or providing care to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children or adults with diarrheal diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not fertilize fruits or vegetables with manure from ruminant animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid swimming in lakes or ponds used by cattle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not drink surface water that has not been chlorinated, boiled, or otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treated to eliminate pathogens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Bringing a food to 155°F is sufficient to kill these bacteria; recommended cooking temperatures provide a 5°F margin of safety. Pasteurization brings liquids to scalding temperatures (about 140°F) for short times; this process destroys most bacteria and delays the growth of those that survive.

E. coli O157:H7 is considered newly emergent because its recognition is so recent. The earliest case seems to have occurred in 1975, but the first reported outbreak occurred in 1982. Infections have now been observed in 30 countries on six continents. Outbreaks are increasing in frequency; there were 6 in 1997 but 17 in 1998. The infections are exceptionally serious; 82% of people infected with E. coli O157:H7 see a physician, 18% require hospitalization, and the mortality rate is 3–5%.18 How E. coli O157:H7 emerged and spread throughout the food supply is a subject of considerable speculation. The most reasonable explanation involves the profound changes in society and food production that have taken place in recent years, matters to which we now turn.

**REVOLUTIONIZING THE FOOD SYSTEM**

Most of us imagine that the rapid advances in science and medicine of the last century would make microbial diseases a thing of the past, and we would hardly think agriculture to be a cause of medical problems. But alterations in the ways we produce food, choose diets, and live our lives have created conditions that favor the spread of pathogens into more foods consumed by more people. These changes foster the emergence of microbial pathogens that resist heat, cold, acid, and other preservation methods. They also encourage pathogens to develop resistance to treatment with antibiotic drugs. Refer back to figure 2 in the introductory chapter to see how the food system has changed from one based primarily on locally raised meat, fruits, and vegetables to one in which commodities like StarLink corn travel great distances—across many states and between different countries—before reaching supermarkets. Table 5 summarizes some of the developments in food production, consumer preferences, and demographics that favor foodborne illness. Because such developments involve consumers as well as food companies, they illustrate why food safety has to be a shared responsibility but also why it is difficult to determine
accountability when outbreaks occur.

**TABLE 5.** Modern developments in food production practices, dietary preferences, and demographics that favor the emergence and spread of foodborne illness

**Food production practices**
- Concentration and consolidation of production
- Transportation across long distances
- Centralized processing of food from many sources
- Use of low-dose antibiotics to promote animal growth
- Use of low-fiber animal feeds that promote growth of harmful bacteria
- Employment of a low-income workforce without health and sick-leave benefits
- Centralized production of prepared foods

**Dietary preferences**
- Emphasis on raw, partially cooked foods
- Use of prepared convenience foods
- Use of takeout foods, restaurant leftovers
- Demand for imported, year-round produce

**Demographics**
- Increased population of older and chronically ill people more vulnerable to infection
- Increased use of medications that suppress immune function

**Concentrating Production**

The most important trends favoring the growth and dispersion of microbial pathogens relate to methods of production, particularly the production of food animals. As a consequence of advances in technology, the globalization of food marketing, and economic imperatives, small farms raising multiple species of animals and crops have been replaced by incomprehensibly large “factory” systems. In the early 1970s, for example, many thousands of small farmers raised chickens; these were supplied by numerous feed mills and processed in thousands of local plants throughout the country. Today, just a few gigantic corporations control every aspect of chicken production, from egg to grocery store.

One measure of industry concentration is the proportion of an industry controlled by its four leading firms. The proportion of chickens slaughtered by the top four chicken-processing corporations increased from 18% in 1972 to 49% in 1998. Similarly, the top four hog-slaughtering firms controlled 32% of all hogs processed in 1972, but 43% in 1992, and the top four cattle-slaughtering firms increased their share from 30% in 1972 to 79% by 1998. Equivalent trends are seen in the dairy industry. As a further example of such consolidation, Tyson Foods, “the world’s largest fully integrated producer, processor and marketer of chicken and chicken-based convenience foods,” merged with IBP, “the world’s largest supplier of premium fresh beef and pork products,” to create the world’s largest provider of animal protein. This 2001 merger resulted in a company that controls about 28% of the world’s beef, 25% of the chicken, and 18% of the pork.

The most obvious effect of industry consolidation is to bring unimaginably large numbers of animals (or their meat) in close contact during production, transportation, slaughter, and processing. Raising large populations of chickens or cattle in one location means dealing with more manure than can possibly be contained or converted to fertilizer. Such practices have profound effects on the environment as well as on human health. When farmers raise just a few animals, they can compost the waste, a process that usually generates enough heat to kill bacteria. In addition to the environmental problems brought on by excessive manure, the use of raw—rather than composted—waste to fertilize fields and orchards brings pathogenic bacteria into contact with grains, vegetables, and fruits not usually contaminated with such organisms.

The concentration of cattle production means that animals are transported across long distances, crowded together in railroad cars. Unlike poultry, beef cattle are shipped from one location to another at various growth stages—between the U.S. and Mexico, for example—increasing the opportunity for bacteria to spread. Large holding pens also expose animals to common sources of food and water, meaning that a foodborne or waterborne infection can quickly reach large numbers of animals. Animals from many locations arrive at the slaughterhouse together and remain in close contact until killed; their carcasses remain in close contact until processed. Contact alone favors the spread of pathogens.

When it comes to processing, the implications of concentrated production are quite startling. Think, for a moment, about ground beef. To grind beef for hamburger, processors take beef from many sources—even from different states—mix it together and grind it. Packers regrind it, and grocers sometimes regrind it again. The result? Health officials estimate that just one infected beef carcass is sufficient to contaminate eight tons of ground beef.
Even more remarkable, investigators once traced back the origin of a single lot of hamburger at one processing plant to slaughterhouses in six different states and to an almost unimaginable 443 individual animals. It is difficult to imagine a system better equipped to promote the spread of disease—and to obscure the source of illnesses or outbreaks.

Single-source outbreaks, however, also illustrate the vulnerability of a centralized food supply. In the most dramatic instance, a *Salmonella* outbreak in 1994 affected more than 220,000 people in 41 states. Its source was a surprise: packaged ice cream. The ice cream was produced from a premixed liquid base delivered to the processing plant in a tanker truck that previously had carried unpasteurized liquid eggs. Such incidents are fully preventable, as these chapters explain.

**Abusing Antibiotics**

The use of antibiotics in animal agriculture affects foodborne illness in ways that are especially troubling. Growers treat infected animals with antibiotics, of course, but they sometimes give antibiotics to whole herds or flocks as a preventive measure. Despite the questionable effects of this practice, what most alarms safety experts is the routine use of low-dose antibiotic drugs as growth promoters, a practice that began in the 1950s and seems impossible to stop. Antibiotics are chemicals that prevent bacteria from reproducing (see chapter 6), but for reasons poorly understood, animals grow faster and need less feed when low-dose antibiotics are added to their food or drinking water. This treatment kills some bacteria, but not all; those naturally resistant to the antibiotics survive and multiply. The unintended consequence of this practice is the proliferation of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. If antibiotic-resistant bacteria infect people and cause disease, the disease will be untreatable.

This possibility is not merely theoretical. By the mid-1970s, researchers already knew that such uses increased the population of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in farm animals as well as in their human caretakers. In 1977, alarmed by such findings, the FDA proposed to restrict the use of antibiotics in animal feed. Congress, however, overruled this idea under pressure from farm-state lawmakers, livestock producers, and the makers of the drugs. These groups all argued that such restrictions were unwarranted because they were not sufficiently supported by science. This early blockage of safety regulations established a seemingly unshakable precedent.

In the following years, researchers reported that pathogenic bacteria resistant to multiple antibiotics could be passed from animals to humans. Every time the FDA attempted to restrict the use of the drugs, Congress again intervened, mainly as a result of drug industry lobbying and the invocation of “science” as an obstructive measure. Instead of taking action, Congress ordered the FDA to conduct further studies. By the early 1980s, the FDA stopped fighting this issue and instead proposed more relaxed standards, leading one Congressman to observe that the driving force behind the FDA’s retreat on this issue was “protection of the health of the animal drug industry.”

In the mid-1990s, scientists demonstrated that *Campylobacter* resistant to high-potency antibiotics could be transferred from chickens to humans. The dangers of antibiotic-resistant foodborne bacteria were becoming more evident as more species acquired resistance to more and more antibiotics. Although calls for corrective action increased in urgency, a committee of the National Research Council (NRC) argued in 1999, “the use of drugs in the food-animal production industry is not without some problems and concerns, but it does not appear to constitute an immediate public health concern.” At least one critic viewed this surprisingly sanguine conclusion as just what one might expect when members of a scientific panel are “overwhelmingly associated with or linked to the drug industry.”

During this period, the European Union (EU) banned four animal antibiotics and proposed a total ban on the use of antibiotics as growth promoters. U.S. agencies finally developed plans for dealing with the problem in 1999 and 2000. These plans are already too little, too late. In 2001, the *New England Journal of Medicine* reported that up to 80% of meat packages—pork, chicken, or beef—collected from local supermarkets contained antibiotic-resistant bacteria. These bacteria survived a week or two in the intestines of people who ate them; if these people became ill, the antibiotics would not help. Beef, pork, and poultry producers—and drug manufacturers—continue to oppose restrictions on the use of antibiotics in animal agriculture. Their arguments: antibiotics are essential to their industries, most animal producers use antibiotics prudently, and the dangers of transfer of antibiotic resistance from animals to people are unproven. By one estimate, nearly 25 million pounds of antibiotics are used in animal agriculture, whereas just 3 million are used to treat human infections. Altogether, nearly three-fourths of all antibiotics are used for nontherapeutic purposes in animals. On this basis, consumer groups, food-safety alliances, and some members of Congress have called for outright bans on use of antibiotics in farm animals, except for therapeutic purposes.

Given the disproportionate use of antibiotics in animal agriculture, it is not surprising that the drug industry
opposes any suggestion to ban their use and much prefers “judicious use and robust surveillance” as control strategies.31 While the dispute rages on, the use of animal antibiotics continues. In this case, politics trumps science.

Two additional features of this situation are particularly compelling: (1) studies now indicate that induction of antibiotic resistance in bacteria is reversible, and (2) prevention of animal infections can be accomplished by means other than antibiotics. In 2002, Belgian researchers reported that banning certain antibiotics from use in animal feed decreases the prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria and makes the drugs more effective in treating microbial illness in hospital patients. In part as a result of such findings, three large poultry producers in the United States announced in 2002 that they would reduce or eliminate the use of antibiotics in feed for healthy chickens.32 This action—if diligently taken—is a useful step in reducing antibiotic resistance.

Another idea is to prevent the proliferation of E. coli O157:H7 in animals without using antibiotics by changing the way they are fed. Typically, producers feed cattle soy and corn to fatten the animals just before slaughter; these foods are low in fiber, reduce the acidity of digestive solutions, and promote the growth of unfriendly bacteria. In contrast, feeding high-fiber hay to ruminant animals selects for friendlier bacteria capable of breaking down cellulose to usable nutrients. Animals fed hay prior to slaughter generate less than 1% of the E. coli O157:H7 usually present in the feces of grain-fed animals, and they become free of the undesirable bacteria in just a few days. Adding certain strains of lactic acid bacteria—a friendly species—to cattle feed also interferes with the proliferation of E. coli O157:H7. The identification of E. coli O157:H7 infections in increasing numbers of farm animals makes such methods especially attractive as preventive measures.33 Such low-tech approaches are unlikely to appeal to meat producers concerned about putting the maximum possible weight on their animals, however, or to drug companies eager to continue selling antibiotics to meat producers; billions of dollars are at stake. The government cannot intervene in this matter because, as the next chapter explains, USDA authority begins at the slaughterhouse; the agency has no authority whatsoever over farm practices.

Evolving Dietary Preferences and Demographics

Changes in society and in the behavior of consumers also contribute to the spread of harmful bacteria in food. Table 5 (page 43) summarizes them. Women left home to go to work, commuting distances increased, and work hours lengthened. As a result, convenience is a critically important issue in food choice. People eat more food outside the home and more food prepared in advance by others. Meals prepared in restaurants and other institutions account for roughly half of all national food expenditures. Centralized food production, of course, presents ample opportunities for spreading microbial pathogens from a common source.

Preferences for fresh fruits and vegetables—the object of much nutritional advice—also present such opportunities. Demands for strawberries and tomatoes in winter require fruits and vegetables to be imported from warmer countries in Asia, Latin America, and North Africa, where water quality and sanitation facilities do not necessarily meet U.S. standards. An unchlorinated water supply in a developing country is a good reason to avoid eating its vegetables raw, or its fruit unpeeled. Nevertheless, the United States imported nearly $1.4 billion worth of fresh vegetables (asparagus, cucumbers, peppers, tomatoes, and others) from one such country, Mexico, in 2000. Imported fruits and vegetables are supposed to meet U.S. sanitation standards, but sometimes do not.34 Dealing with the safety of imported produce is politically sensitive on a number of levels. If we reject foods from a developing country, we hurt its economy. But if we accept them without more stringent controls, we make the foods more vulnerable to contamination or to threats of bioterrorism, as we will see in the concluding chapter.

Efforts to market fruits and vegetables in forms that require less preparation time and are more convenient for consumers also create opportunities for cross-contamination. Precut fruits and vegetables, prepared salad mixes, salad bar items, and packaged juices all require handling, transport, and storage. Such foods increasingly become sources of outbreaks. Problems occur when the foods come in contact with animal feces prior to processing, with contaminated equipment during processing, or with infected people who handle them at any point.

Even when foods are cooked or pasteurized, they can be recontaminated. Foods prepared in supermarkets, restaurants, and convenience stores are often made in advance and stored for hours, allowing time for bacteria to proliferate. It was a relief to read about a 1999 investigation of New York City salad bars that found no trace of E. coli O157:H7. Investigators discovered that foods in some of these places exceeded allowable limits of Salmonella, however.35

The more people who handle foods between harvest and consumption, the greater the chance of passing along a foodborne illness. Thus, working conditions are critical factors in food safety. To pick just one example: when the rules in meatpacking plants restrict bathroom breaks, workers are forced, as one investigator puts the matter, to “urinate on the job.”36 Many jobs in food preparation and service pay minimum wages and provide no health care
benefits or paid sick-leave—conditions that encourage people to work while they are ill. Workers in low-paying jobs are rarely trained in food safety. When such training is available, it usually requires proficiency in English. Workers who cannot understand food safety instructions or the importance of basic preventive measures (hand washing, for example) are not likely to follow safe procedures for food handling. A final factor is demographic. Because the population of the United States is aging rapidly, overall susceptibility to foodborne illness is increasing. From 1965 to 1995, the number of Americans aged 65 and over grew by 82%; one-fifth of the population is expected to be older than 65 within the next three decades. Immune function declines somewhat with age, but medications are a greater problem. Older adults often take multiple medications to treat whatever ailments they may have, and the drugs—paradoxically—sometimes compromise immune function and increase vulnerability to infectious agents.37

Arguing for a Historical Perspective

The trends summarized in table 5 interact to favor the emergence of new and more resistant bacteria able to make their way into a greater variety of foods and to inflict more damage on more people than formerly was possible. Because human factors such as improper food handling and depressed immunity influence the spread of foodborne illness, and because cooking kills most pathogens, the food industry and government have tended to downplay concerns about microbes that contaminate foods during production or processing. Instead, they blame outbreaks on consumers or on the people who prepare the food where it is served. This attitude should make us ask: why can’t we expect meat and poultry—and, therefore, fruits and vegetables—to be free of harmful bacteria before the foods arrive in restaurants or home kitchens? And why doesn’t government do a better job of controlling harmful bacteria in meat and poultry? Examination of such questions requires a look back in history as a basis for understanding the present relationships among the chief players in the food safety system—food producers, regulatory agencies, and Congress.

THE ORIGINS OF FEDERAL OVERSIGHT, 1875–1906

Prior to the late 1800s, the U.S. government took no responsibility for food safety. It was forced to do so by public demands elicited by the accounts of muckraking journalists who visited slaughterhouses and shared their unsettling experiences. Here, for example, is one of the milder passages from Lafcadio Hearn’s 1875 report of his comparative visits to stockyards run by Gentiles and Jews:

To describe one Gentile slaughter-house is to describe the majority . . . an impression of gloom and bad smells; daylight peering through loose planking; the head of a frightened bullock peering over the pen door; blood, thick and black, clotting on the floor, or oozing from the nostrils and throats of dying cattle; entrails, bluey-white and pale yellow . . . butchers, bare-legged and bare-armed, paddling about in the blood; naked feet encrusted with gore. . . . All this, however, is the brighter side of the picture—the mere background to darker and fouler things.38

The outrage generated by such accounts encouraged some meat packers to institute voluntary inspection programs. Furthermore, several countries in Europe refused to buy U.S. exports because they were suspicious about the safety of American beef. In what is still an endlessly recurrent theme, Congress acted to prevent meat safety from being used as a trade barrier. In 1890, it passed a Meat Inspection Act that authorized inspection of salt pork, bacon, and pigs intended for export.39

In addition to popular pressures to clean up meat production, Dr. Harvey Wiley (who headed the USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry, which later became the FDA) relentlessly promoted reform laws to improve the safety of other foods. Nevertheless, federal involvement in food safety remained minimal.40 This complacency ended abruptly in 1906 when Upton Sinclair published his dramatic exposé of the meat industry, The Jungle. Two years earlier, the editor of a Midwestern populist weekly had recruited Sinclair to do some investigative reporting on conditions in the Chicago stockyards. After a seven-week stay, Sinclair wrote up his findings, not—as might be expected—as an investigative report, but rather as a serialized work of fiction, chapter by chapter, in 1905. The Jungle came out as a novel the following year, and continues to be so germane to modern society that it has never gone out of print.

The book’s longevity is particularly noteworthy because Sinclair was not especially interested in cattle, meat, or the food system. Instead, his explicit purpose in writing the book was political: to demonstrate the benefits of socialism. His novel is the story of poor European immigrants forced to take jobs in the Chicago stockyards and to endure the day-to-day anguish of “stupifying, brutalizing work.” A few passages suffice to capture the spirit, power, and relevance of this book to current food safety concerns:

The “Union Stockyards” were never a pleasant place. . . . All day long the blazing midsummer sun beat down upon that square mile of abominations: upon tens of thousands of cattle crowded into pens whose wooden floors stank and steamed contagion; upon . . . huge blocks of dingy meat factories, whose labyrinthine passages defied a breath of fresh air to penetrate them; and there were . . . rivers of hot blood, and car-loads of moist flesh, and
Sinclair’s accounts of the production of ground meat and sausages were enough to turn the staunchest stomach: “The meat would be shoveled into carts, and the man who did the shoveling would not trouble to lift out a rat even when he saw one.” Or this: “The workers fell into the vats; and when they were fished out, there was never enough of them to be worth exhibiting—sometimes they would be overlooked for days, till all but the bones of them had gone out to the world as Durham’s Pure Leaf Lard!”

With respect to the behavior of government inspectors, Sinclair raised issues entirely relevant a century later.

Before the carcass was admitted here, however, it had to pass a government inspector, who sat in the doorway and felt of the glands in the neck for tuberculosis. This government inspector did not have the manner of a man who was worked to death. . . . If you were a sociable person, he was quite willing to enter into conversation with you, and to explain to you the deadly nature of the ptomaines which are found in tubercular pork; and while he was talking with you, you could hardly be so ungrateful as to notice that a dozen carcasses were passing him untouched.

When ensuing investigations confirmed the worst of Sinclair’s charges, Congress immediately passed two separate pieces of reform legislation: the Pure Food and Drugs Act and the Meat Inspection Act, both of 1906. Congress designed these laws to prevent sales of “adulterated” foods, meaning those that were spoiled, altered in some way to make them unsafe, or labeled in some misleading manner. In accepting food safety as a federal responsibility, Congress assigned oversight entirely to the USDA, largely because that agency employed veterinary specialists who could recognize sick animals and keep them out of the food supply. Because the two laws had different purposes, the USDA divided the oversight authority between two of its administrative units. It assigned responsibility for the Meat Inspection Act to its Bureau of Animal Industry, and it made the Bureau of Chemistry responsible for carrying out the provisions of the Pure Food and Drugs Act. This division established a dual system of rules and responsibilities that carries forward to the present—and still causes no end of trouble.

The Meat Inspection Act defined the regulatory system that continues to govern USDA actions. At the time of its enactment, the law required the USDA to appoint government inspectors, some trained as veterinarians, and install them in every one of the 163 slaughter and packing plants then in existence. It required Bureau of Animal Industry inspectors to examine all animals before and after slaughter and packing, and to reject and destroy animals that were “filthy, decomposed, or putrid.” Inspectors were to examine every animal submitted for slaughter, set apart those showing symptoms of disease, and stamp the acceptable carcasses and meat as “inspected and passed.” To decide whether an animal was free of disease, inspectors used their senses: sight, touch, and smell. These sensory methods, now categorized condescendingly as “poke and sniff,” could identify most sick animals and allow inspectors to exclude them from the food supply. Indeed, diseases caused by animal illnesses (trichinosis from pork, for example) declined markedly. “Poke and sniff” methods, however, could only identify grossly sick animals; they could not possibly “see” invisible bacteria or infections that did not make the animals sick.

The 1906 Meat Inspection Act limited the bureau’s authority to regulate meat safety in other ways that make it difficult to deal with today’s microbial pathogens. For one thing, the law specified that the department’s authority began at the slaughterhouse. USDA inspectors had no right to examine animals on the farm, in transport, or at any other time before they arrived for slaughter. The law created a second serious impediment: the USDA had no right to recall meat once it left the plant. If USDA inspectors believed that a packing plant was producing tainted meat, their only recourse was to deny further inspection, in effect forcing the plant to close. Finally, the law placed the burden of guaranteeing meat as safe on government inspectors—whose inspection stamp implied wholesomeness—rather than on producers or processors. Whether the effects of its intentions were deliberate or not, the 1906 Congress established an oversight system that permitted the industry to rely on (and, therefore, blame) USDA inspectors for the most fundamental decisions about plant operations. Slaughterhouses and processing plants were to open when the inspector said they could and close when the inspector left for the day. If the inspector said that meat was safe, it was—and the producers and packers did not need to do anything else to ensure the safety of their products. As we will see, the modern consequences of these century-old congressional decisions continue to act as barriers to food safety reforms.

In sharp contrast, the 1906 Pure Food and Drugs Act did not require the USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry to conduct continuous inspections. Instead, it instructed the Bureau to collect samples of foods and food products and determine whether they were “adulterated” or misleadingly labeled. If the bureau found a product to be unsafe or mislabeled, however, it could not block sales. Instead, it had to notify the manufacturer and request voluntary recall or hold hearings and take the company to court. Congress must have sensed that the differences in functions and procedures spelled out in the two laws would cause conflict because it also required the secretaries of the departments of Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor to “make uniform rules and regulations for carrying
out the provisions of this Act.” The House wanted the Food and Drugs law to establish food standards that could serve as a basis for enforcement, but the more business-oriented Senate was “unalterably opposed” to this idea and agreed to pass the bill only if that provision were dropped. As I discussed in my book Food Politics, the issue of food standards also has caused endless controversy during the intervening century.

Despite these limitations (and in contrast to the results of the Meat Inspection Act), the 1906 Pure Food and Drugs Act made food producers responsible for the safety of their products, and assigned government the role of enforcement. Food producers immediately objected to the enforcement aspects of the legislation and initiated lawsuits, thereby establishing a pattern that continues to this day. Dr. Wiley, who demanded much of the credit for enactment of the Pure Food and Drugs law, viewed his bureau’s enforcement role as nothing less than a battle of the forces of righteousness against evil:

For a third of a century, the fight for pure food has been waged and the end is not yet. . . . It was and is a struggle for human rights as much as for the Revolution or the Civil War. A battle for the privilege of going free of robbery and with a guaranty of health, it has been and is a fight for the individual right against the vested interest, of the man against the dollar. . . . The defeated squadrons . . . went to court, demanded executive action, resulting in an order that the Bureau bring no action. . . . It was a complete triumph for the hosts of Satan. . . . Inspired by a questionable zeal, I held on, hoping that . . . the spirit of service to the people might again enter into the heart of our high rulers.

In subsequent years, amendments to both laws expanded the USDA’s inspection authority but also increased the divergence of responsibilities between its two bureaus. For example, the 1906 Meat Inspection Act did not apply to poultry, which was then largely produced on small farms for local sale. As production grew in size and concentration, large flocks of chickens occasionally suffered from outbreaks of influenza. These illnesses worried consumers. To help the industry overcome fears that its chickens might transmit disease, the USDA encouraged voluntary inspection and certification programs. The department reasoned—correctly—that consumers were more likely to buy poultry when it was stamped “inspected for wholesomeness by U.S. Department of Agriculture.” Legislation passed in 1957 and 1968 made these programs mandatory and required the USDA to inspect most chickens and turkeys sold to the public. Throughout the twentieth century, the USDA remained in charge of meat and poultry safety through a firmly entrenched inspection system now run by the department’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS). Over the years, reorganizations of USDA agencies and amendments to the Pure Food and Drugs Act led to the creation of the FDA in 1930, its transfer out of USDA in 1940 and, eventually, its incorporation into the Department of Health and Human Services. As we will see, meat inspections remained under USDA control, not only because the agency employed veterinarians, but also because meat and dairy producers, who did not hesitate to express themselves about the matter, much preferred its sympathetic stance on regulatory issues to the more rigorous enforcement approach of the FDA—a legacy of its founder, Dr. Wiley.

UNDERSTANDING FOOD SAFETY OVERSIGHT

A century later, the consequences of the division of food safety oversight are only too evident. The initial system worked well to keep sick animals out of the food supply but was poorly designed to deal with the challenge of microbes that affected a wider variety of foods. Congress passed subsequent amendments to the two 1906 laws without much concern about the need to coordinate oversight of the food supply as a whole. As one General Accounting Office (GAO) official explained to Congress,

The federal regulatory system for food safety did not emerge from a comprehensive design but rather evolved piecemeal, typically in response to particular health threats or economic crises. Addressing one new worry after another, legislators amended old laws and enacted new ones. The resulting organizational and legal patchwork has given responsibility for specific food commodities to different agencies and provided them with significantly different regulatory authorities and responsibilities.

Today, an inventory of federal food safety activities reveals a system breathtaking in its irrationality: 35 separate laws administered by 12 agencies housed in six cabinet-level departments. Table 6 lists these agencies and summarizes their areas of responsibility. At best, a structure as fragmented as this one would require extraordinary efforts to achieve communication, let alone coordination, and more than 50 interagency agreements govern such efforts. Among the six agencies with the broadest mandates, all conduct inspections and collect and analyze samples, and at least three—though not necessarily the same ones—have something to do with regulating dairy products, for example, as well as eggs and egg products, fruits and vegetables, grains, and meat and poultry. Until recently, the system had no mission statement (for whatever such statements are worth), and it still does not have consistent rules, clear lines of authority, a rational allocation of resources, or standards against which to measure success. With such a system, some issues—such as the use of animal manure to fertilize food crops—inherently fall
between the cracks and are governed by no rules whatsoever.\textsuperscript{49}

The consequences of this system are famously absurd, and table 7 summarizes some of the more exquisite examples. The USDA, for example, oversees production of hot dogs in pastry dough; the FDA regulates hot dogs in rolls. The USDA regulates corn dogs; the FDA regulates bagel dogs. The USDA regulates pepperoni pizza; the FDA regulates cheese pizza. And try to explain the one illustrated in figure 4: the USDA regulates beef broth, but the FDA regulates chicken broth; for dehydrated broths, the agencies switch.\textsuperscript{49}

**TABLE 6.** The distribution of U.S. government regulatory responsibility for food safety, and annual budget allocations, 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government Agency</th>
<th>Budget ($ million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Drug Administration (FDA)</td>
<td>$283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates all foods (except meat, poultry, and processed eggs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates animal drugs and feeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys and investigates foodborne disease outbreaks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspects meat, poultry, and pasteurized and processed eggs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates safety of eggs and egg products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspects egg, dairy, fruit, vegetable, meat, and poultry products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspects corn, sorghum, rice for aflatoxin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protects animals and plants from diseases and pests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Research Service (ARS)</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducts research on food safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates pesticides and genetically modified plant pesticides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishes pesticide tolerance limits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of the Treasury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates production, distribution, and labeling of alcoholic beverages (exception: FDA regulates wines containing less than 7% alcohol)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs Service</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examines and collects food import samples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Department of Commerce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Marine Fisheries Service</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducts voluntary seafood inspection program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certifies seafood-based animal feeds and pet foods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Trade Commission (FTC)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulates advertising of food products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Information not available, or amounts too low to record. The total federal food safety budget indicated here is just under $1.3 billion for fiscal year 2000.

**TABLE 7.** The illogical division of food safety oversight between the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USDA Regulates</th>
<th>FDA Regulates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot dogs in pastry dough</td>
<td>Hot dogs in rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn dogs</td>
<td>Bagel dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-face meat and poultry sandwiches</td>
<td>Closed-face meat and poultry sandwiches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soups with more than 2% meat and poultry</td>
<td>Soups with less than 2% meat and poultry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Under the current system, a sandwich made with bread, ham, cheese, lettuce, and tomato raises regulatory issues of terrifying complexity. If the sandwich is made with one slice of bread, it falls under USDA rules; if it is made with two slices, it is the FDA’s responsibility. To protect the safety of such a sandwich, three cabinet-level federal agencies—the FDA, EPA, and USDA (including four major divisions of the latter)—oversee its farm-to-table production. Because the USDA performs daily on-site inspections but the FDA inspects plants under its jurisdiction only about once every five years, any facility producing a food that involves both agencies must deal with inspectors operating under two entirely different sets of guidelines and schedules. State inspectors add a third level of inconsistent oversight.

These examples are amusing but unlikely to be dangerous. Four federal agencies, however, oversee one aspect or another of the safety of egg and egg products, a situation that directly affects control of *Salmonella enteritidis*. In the U.S., 45% of all egg-laying flocks are now infected with this pathogen, which largely replaced less virulent forms of the bacteria in chicken flocks during the 1960s. This replacement was not inevitable; only five flocks infected with *S. enteritidis* have been identified in Sweden, for example, since 1987. Chickens infected with *S. enteritidis* do not usually become sick, but they pass the bacteria along to their eggs and to each other. Although the FDA is responsible for preventing transmission of foodborne illness from animals to humans, it inspects shell eggs, not hen houses. Three USDA agencies have some responsibility for eggs. The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) oversees animal health but not egg safety—because the chickens are not sick. The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) grades eggs for size and quality but does not oversee their safety. The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) inspects liquid, frozen, and powdered egg products but not shell eggs. Even though more than 10,000 cases of *S. enteritidis* infections are reported each year, and more than 600,000 cases are suspected, these kinds of divisions impede cooperation, and none of the agencies has established a program to keep eggs free of a pathogen contributing to substantial illness in the population.  
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**FIGURE 4.** An example of the inconsistent and illogical federal oversight of the safety of beef and chicken broths. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) regulates beef broth and dehydrated chicken soup, but the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates dehydrated beef soup and chicken broth. (Source: General Accounting Office, GAO/RCED-92-152, June 1992.)

Even with the best of intentions, it would be difficult to keep up with food safety problems given the changes in the U.S. food system since 1906. By the early 1980s, for example, the poultry industry had already expanded far
Food safety politics involves diverse stakeholders with highly divergent goals. In an environment of food overabundance, food producers must compete for shares of the consumer’s food dollar. One way to do this is by taking advantage of a divided, inconsistent, and illogical federal regulatory system. Food companies owe their primary allegiance to stockholders, and their principal goal must be profit, not public health. Whenever safety measures raise costs or intrude on autonomy, the affected industries mobilize their considerable political power to block actions perceived as unfavorable—even when such measures are strongly supported by science (example: antibiotics). Government regulatory agencies also engage in competition, in this case among themselves for scarce resources and territorial mandates. As we will see, they often appear to be more concerned about protecting their own turf—or that of the industries they regulate—than about protecting the health of consumers. The public, unaware of such disputes, simply wants food to be safe and assumes that both industry and government share that goal and are doing everything possible to achieve it.

In this environment, the various participants in the food system blame one another (but never themselves) when outbreaks occur. The costs of foodborne illness to individuals, to society, and to food companies should encourage everyone to collaborate in efforts to ensure safe food. That the groups do not collaborate is a curious consequence of food safety politics. In the remaining chapters in part 1 we will see how the initial distinctions in the legal mandates of the USDA and FDA affected their dealings with the food industries they regulate—particularly meat producers and processors—as the agencies attempted to protect the public against microbial illnesses transmitted through food.
IN CHAPTER 1, WE SAW HOW THE INITIAL DIVISION OF FOOD safety oversight between two federal agencies led to a system poorly equipped to deal with food pathogens. In this chapter and the next, we will see how century-old laws affected government responses to incidents caused by newly emergent pathogens, and how food producers used those laws to avoid having to change their practices. Because food animals are the ultimate source of pathogens, these chapters focus on disputes over meat safety, particularly those that involve attempts by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to require the meat and poultry industries to control pathogens. Although meat includes pork and lamb as well as beef, and poultry includes turkeys as well as chickens, this chapter uses the phrase meat and poultry as shorthand for beef and chicken, and sometimes uses meat to refer to both.

I have two additional reasons for emphasizing meat safety. First, as I discussed in Food Politics, meat and poultry producers are especially adept at using the political system to their own advantage. They generously support both political parties, form close personal relationships with members of Congress and officials of regulatory agencies, and often use the so-called revolving door to exchange their executives’ positions for those in government and vice versa. When meat producers complain about policies that appear unfavorable to their interests, government officials listen. As noted earlier, meat producers make little attempt to hide their lobbying activities, and their motives are transparent and readily documented. Second, as these chapters explain, the history of attempts to regulate the beef and chicken industries illustrates issues germane to other food commodities and products.

This chapter and the next recount events in the history of meat and poultry regulation from the early 1970s to the early 2000s. These events each illustrate one or more of the issues that make food safety political: (1) the weaknesses—grounded in past and present history—of the current governmental oversight system; (2) the close personal and professional relationships of meat and poultry producers with officials of Congress and regulatory agencies, particularly the USDA; (3) the consistent and often successful efforts of these industries to block regulations that might adversely affect their commercial interests; (4) the industries’ denial of responsibility for outbreaks of foodborne illness; and (5) their invocation of science as a means to prevent unwanted oversight.

This chapter describes the events leading up to federal attempts to control microbial pathogens through development of the science-based preventive measures known collectively as Pathogen Reduction: Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP). Chapter 3 explains how the regulated industries reacted once the USDA and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) finally required them to install and adhere to HACCP rules. We will see that HACCP systems hold great promise for protecting the food supply, especially when they require testing for microbial pathogens. To understand why meat and poultry producers—and their friends in Congress and the USDA—so resisted this approach, we must first examine the historical basis of the close working partnerships among these industries and government officials, committees, and agencies.

THE USDA’S HISTORIC MISSION: PROMOTING FOOD PRODUCTION

Congress created the USDA in 1862 for one principal purpose: to make sure that enough food was available at all times to feed the population. To accomplish this worthwhile goal, the department protected agricultural producers and promoted the marketing of American agricultural products. The USDA interpreted its mandate to include research and dietary advice to the public, and it established units devoted to such activities by the early 1900s. Much later, in the 1970s, Congress directed the department to provide food assistance to the poor and to take greater responsibility for issuing advice about nutrition. As I explained in Food Politics, these functions did not cause conflict as long as dietary advice encouraged people to eat more of U.S. agricultural products. When chronic diseases replaced infectious diseases among the leading causes of death, however, dietary advice shifted. Health officials began to recommend restrictions on the intake of fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol as a means to prevent heart disease. For the first time, following dietary advice meant eating less, and particularly less of foods containing fat and cholesterol: meat, dairy, eggs, and fried and processed foods. At that point, the purposes of the USDA came...
into sharp conflict. One branch of the department was advising the public to eat less of agricultural products promoted by other branches. Whenever such conflicts occurred, the USDA almost always chose to protect the interests of food producers.

Thus, the USDA’s friendliness to food producers has a long history. Indeed, one reason for the friendliness is built into the system of governmental oversight. The USDA reports to congressional agriculture committees whose most powerful members frequently come from states and districts economically dependent on food processing and production. That in itself might not be a problem, but for decades, food producers, USDA staff, and members of the House and Senate agriculture committees constituted what was universally understood to be the “agricultural establishment.” These groups firmly controlled farm policy through seniority appointments to agriculture committees that appeared to grant lifetime tenure. The classic example was that of Representative Jamie Whitten (Dem-MS), who chaired House agricultural appropriations committees for so long (1949 to 1992) that he was known as the “permanent USDA Secretary.”1 Although the overwhelming representation of industry interests on congressional agriculture committees lessened somewhat in recent years, the tradition continues. In 1991, for example, 90% of the members of the Senate agricultural committee came from states in which at least 20% of the entire labor force was employed in food production.2 Such percentages alone explain why congressional committees might be more concerned about the interests of food producers and processors than about protecting public health and why they insist that the USDA follow this approach.

A second reason for the friendliness is the revolving door between government and industry. Job exchanges between industry lobbyists and the USDA are especially common, not least because 500 or so department officials are political appointees selected on the basis of party affiliation. As early as 1974, reports identified numerous USDA officials who were previously employed by the meat and dairy industries or who left the USDA to work for those industries. From 1980 to 1992, the secretaries of the USDA included in succession a hog farmer, a former president of a meat industry trade association, and a cattle rancher—all more likely to grant higher priority to the business concerns of meat producers than to the safety concerns of the public. The change in administration in 2001 continued this tradition. The new USDA secretary, Ann Veneman, appointed a lobbyist for the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association as her chief of staff. The former USDA secretary, Dan Glickman, took a position with a law firm that lobbies for food and agriculture companies; although he may not personally have represented such clients, his presence in the firm gave an impression favorable to their interests.3

A third reason for the friendliness of the USDA to the industries it regulates has to do with congressional campaign contributions. The Center for Public Integrity, a group that tracks relationships between industry and Congress, provides lists of Senate and House members who receive the largest campaign contributions from various industries. From 1987 to 1996, contributions from meat and poultry groups seemed particularly well focused. Among senators, 18 of the leading 25 recipients of contributions from meat and poultry groups were members of the agriculture committee, and one was Senate majority leader. Of the 25 leading House recipients from such groups, 17 were agriculture committee members and one was the Speaker. The center reports similar patterns among contributions from grocery distributors, wholesalers, and retailers. It also notes that among 153 witnesses at House and Senate agriculture committee hearings during that decade, 59 were from industry while just 16 were from public interest groups. One reason for this imbalance may be that the committees do not enjoy hearing the complaints of consumer advocates about USDA’s conflicts of interest or its failure to enforce reasonable standards of microbial safety. By one report, agricultural producers contributed nearly $25 million to presidential and congressional campaigns from 1999 to 2002.4

In the incidents that follow—each a milestone in the long road to better oversight of food safety—we will see how the interactions of government officials, meat and poultry producers, and Congress delayed the institution of measures to control food pathogens.

**THE USDA REJECTS SAFE HANDLING LABELS:** **APHA v. BUTZ, 1974**

Our story begins in the early 1970s, by which time health officials were well aware of the dangers of pathogenic bacteria carried by meat. Officials of the industry, the USDA, and Congress knew that the poke-and-sniff inspection system could not identify contaminated meat, but did not seem too concerned. In 1971 the American Public Health Association (APHA) attempted to force the issue by taking the USDA to court. The APHA argued that the USDA’s stamp of approval on meat—granted after inspection—was misleading. Meat, APHA said, often was contaminated with *Salmonella*, but because USDA inspectors did not use microscopes or analyze for bacteria, they could not possibly detect pathogens and had no right to assure the public that meat was safe. Instead, APHA argued, the
USDA should place a warning label with cooking instructions on packages of raw meat and poultry.

The USDA chose to defend the industry with this rationale: because so many foods are contaminated with *Salmonella*, “it would be unjustified to single out the meat industry and ask that the Department require it to identify its raw products as being hazardous to health.” Instead, the USDA countered by shifting responsibility; it argued that an education campaign for *consumers* would be more useful. In 1974, an appeals court ruled in favor of the USDA, but in a divided decision that causes arguments to this day. The court’s majority agreed with USDA that “American housewives and cooks normally are not ignorant or stupid and their methods of preparing and cooking of food do not ordinarily result in salmonellosis.” In the opinion of the majority, Congress did not intend the 1906 Meat Inspection Act or its subsequent amendments to mean that (1) the inspection stamp guaranteed meat and poultry to be free of *Salmonella*, (2) inspections should include microscopic examinations, or (3) bacterial contamination implied misbranding.

The USDA, according to the court, was entitled to choose consumer education over warning labels: “official inspection labels which are placed on raw meat and poultry products . . . and which contain the legend ‘U.S. Passed and Inspected’ . . . are not false and misleading so as to constitute misbranding, notwithstanding failure to warn against dangers of food poisoning caused by salmonellae and other bacteria. . . . No one contends that Congress meant that inspections should include such [microscopic] examinations.”

The court did not consider what Congress might have done had its members known about microbial contaminants in 1906, nor did it suggest how consumer education might be achieved in the absence of warning labels.

Because some of the judges dissented, and because the presiding judge had his own opinion on the matter, the ruling turned out to be more ambiguous than it first appeared. The dissenting judges noted that “Congressional intent is not helpful in determining whether the labels are misleading; the relevant inquiry is the understanding of consumers.” Furthermore, the presiding judge said he did “not read the Court’s decision to preclude a new challenge if it develops that consumer education programs prove inadequate to provide realistic protection.” USDA officials could have interpreted these comments to mean that they could warn consumers about microbial hazards and evaluate the effectiveness of the warning, but the agency chose not to pursue this interpretation. Instead, USDA officials said that the ruling in *APHA v. Butz* meant that because *Salmonella* and other pathogens are inherent properties of raw meat, the law prohibits the department from doing anything to control them. This interpretation favored the interests of the meat industry, which continued to pursue this line of reasoning in subsequent court actions, as we will see in chapter 3.

**GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE PROPOSES HACCP: “A RADICALLY DIFFERENT METHOD”**

In the early 1980s, investigations by the General Accounting Office (GAO) revealed that USDA inspectors were no longer able to keep up with the recently increased line speeds in meat-processing plants, but the department had failed to do anything to solve that problem. The GAO investigators thought it was high time the USDA instituted a radically different method for keeping microbial pathogens out of the meat supply: Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point, familiarly known as HACCP (and pronounced “hassip”). Despite its singularly obscure name, HACCP is a thoroughly modern and sensible method for keeping pathogens out of the food supply. Before proceeding further, we need to take a look at what it is and how it works.

The origins of HACCP date to the dawn of the space age. In 1959, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) asked the Pillsbury Company to develop a food system for astronauts in outer space consisting of total meal replacements in the form of bars for foods and tubes for liquids. NASA demanded safety as the highest priority. The agency did not want its astronauts to come down with microbial food poisoning while on space missions—a difficulty likely to be especially unpleasant under conditions of zero gravity. Pillsbury scientists examined every stage of food production, transport, preparation, and storage, “from farm to rocket ship” (translation: they conducted a hazard analysis). They identified each of the steps—critical control points—at which microbial contamination might occur. They then developed methods to eliminate those possibilities (and accomplish pathogen reduction). The company designed this decidedly science-based process to prevent contamination at every stage of production and processing. The plan required supervisors to sample for microbial contaminants only when needed to prove that control measures were working. Later, Pillsbury used this system in its flour mills and processing plants, with great success.

**TABLE 8.** The seven principles of HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point)

1. Conduct a hazard analysis: determine where microbial contamination is most likely to occur and identify measures for preventing such
contamination.
2. Identify critical control points: locate the steps in processing where microbial contamination can best be prevented.
3. Establish critical limits or standards for each critical control point (temperature, for example).
4. Establish requirements for monitoring of standards at each critical control point (when and how temperature is to be measured, for example).
5. Establish corrective actions needed to maintain standards at each critical control point (for example, adjusting refrigerators or ovens).
7. Establish—and use—procedures for verifying that the HACCP system is working as intended.


HACCP is simple in its basic concepts and can be highly effective when it is used correctly (we will soon see what happens when it is not). In addition to its demonstrable success in outer space, studies on earth also show that appropriate use of HACCP reduces foodborne illness. HACCP requires food companies to analyze production processes intelligently, anticipate safety hazards at appropriate critical control points, and establish effective prevention controls and standards. Table 8 outlines the seven principles of HACCP. These principles place the burden of ensuring safe food on its producers. Under HACCP, USDA inspectors would no longer poke and sniff animals or meat products. Instead, their job would be to examine control point records to make sure that companies were adhering to the HACCP plans.⁸

Figure 5 illustrates a typical HACCP plan for a cooked meat product. In this plan, the company takes temperatures and records them at three critical control points, and USDA inspectors check the temperature records. Even so simple an example makes it evident that the effectiveness of any HACCP plan requires a major commitment from all parties concerned and entirely depends on (1) the diligence with which companies develop their plans, select critical control points, and monitor what happens at them, and (2) the diligence with which USDA inspectors oversee and enforce the plans.⁹

**SCIENTISTS RECOMMEND HACCP: A SCIENCE-BASED METHOD**

With that understanding, we can now return to the history of attempts to require HACCP plans for meat production and processing. In the early 1980s when the General Accounting Office (GAO) first suggested reforms of meat inspection, the USDA agreed to study the matter. By that time, the department’s Food Safety and Inspection Service
FSIS was responsible for meat safety. In 1983, the FSIS asked the National Research Council (NRC), a private research organization often recruited to conduct studies on matters related to federal policies, to evaluate whether the poke-and-sniff inspection system had any scientific basis and, if not, to recommend ways to give it such a basis. The NRC’s 1985 report pulled no punches; it said that the best way to reduce food pathogens was to require HACCP throughout the entire food chain—from production to final sale. In recommending HACCP, the NRC recognized that the USDA’s underlying conflicts of interest could work against controlling what it euphemistically referred to as “aesthetic” problems in meat:

The various federal meat and poultry inspection acts clearly give USDA multiple responsibilities with respect to the food supply. While FSIS has public health objectives, the laws also require that USDA assist in the marketing of products and that FSIS be concerned with aesthetic quality. . . . Neither law nor history provides FSIS with any good guide on which of these tasks—health protection, market assistance, or aesthetic control—should predominate, or how conflicts should be resolved. 

The NRC was quite correct about problems likely to be caused by USDA’s conflicts of interest, as soon became evident.

Later in 1985, the NRC released a second report, this one dealing with microbial hazards in food. HACCP, it said, was remarkably successful in eliminating botulism in canned foods of low acidity, and should be extended to other food products. This report also noted food companies’ lack of enthusiasm for HACCP but attributed the reluctance to “adversary attitudes and lack of cooperation between regulatory agencies and the food industry.” It recommended the appointment of a multiagency commission to oversee federal food safety efforts, thus becoming one of the first groups to demand more government accountability for food safety—a call that resonates to this day. Together, the two NRC reports revealed the extent to which the USDA’s approach to food safety in the mid-1980s remained tied to 1906 laws and to the interests of industry. Both reports expressed concerns about the need to break through what food safety advocates later called “the closed society of meat inspection,” in which the USDA and its inspectors viewed the industry they regulated as the group to which they owed primary allegiance.

In 1987, partly in response to the National Research Council reports, Senator Patrick Leahy (Dem-VT) proposed the Safe Food Standards Act, to provide “farm-to-fork” protection against microbial pathogens. His bill would have required microbial testing of feed and animals, but it never reached the Senate floor, largely because “the very industries that the bill aimed to regulate owned the committees that had to pass it.” Industry lobbying groups such as the American Meat Institute strongly opposed the bill and continued to oppose similar bills introduced soon after.

In 1988, the USDA and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—in a rare moment of unity—appointed a joint committee to advise the agencies on how best to keep microbial pathogens out of the food supply. Like previous committees dealing with this problem, this one extolled the virtues of HACCP and provided detailed instructions about how to proceed with such plans. By the late 1980s, health officials understood HACCP to be the most sensible and scientifically grounded approach to reducing the risk of microbial food poisoning, but the regulated industry strongly opposed it.

USDA TRIES “DISCRETIONARY” INSPECTIONS, 1986–1989

Despite the almost complete unanimity among scientists that properly developed HACCP plans could reduce pathogens, neither the industry nor federal agencies nor Congress promoted the idea. Instead, Congress passed a law in 1986 ostensibly designed to focus USDA inspection efforts where they were most needed. The law eliminated requirements for daily on-site inspections of meat-processing plants and gave the USDA the discretion to decide how often plants had to be inspected. This meant that the department could reduce the frequency of certain inspections. As part of the discretionary plan, the USDA proposed to “streamline” its inspection system by delegating some of the duties to the meat processors themselves (as would be done under HACCP). The department tried out a preliminary version of this program in 1987 and 1988. Although this pilot study identified some problems, the USDA decided to expand discretionary inspection nationwide.

At this point, both consumer and industry groups charged that the USDA was deliberately choosing to ignore problems with discretionary inspection. Congress held hearings to review such complaints. At the hearings, meat inspectors raised vehement objections. With a graphic description worthy of Lafcadio Hearn or Upton Sinclair, Delmer Jones, the president of the inspectors’ union, explained why his group believed that daily visual inspections of meat plants must continue. The problem, he said, is
According to Mr. Jones, meat packers have a “stronger commitment to make money than to take care of sanitation and public health concerns.” For this reason, he said, more visual inspection was needed, not less.\textsuperscript{12}

Thomas Devine, the legal director of a government group that protects the rights of meat inspectors who blow the whistle on safety violations, raised yet another issue: harassment. In this early warning of the increasingly violent opposition of the meat industry to USDA safety requirements, Mr. Devine told the Congressional committee:

The political climate is such that the special interest groups supporting the meat and poultry industry have won and now they have the ears of Washington. . . . The height of this program is an industry honor system . . . but I would like to tell you why we can’t live with it because of what it will do to the plant employees who want to be whistle-blowers. They will be fired on the spot. . . . In fact, the bad news is so severe that plant management at some companies verbally and physically harass even the Federal inspectors. They have reported physical beatings that required hospitalization, death threats, letting the air out of their tires, chasing one inspector into the USDA office, trying to kick in the door, yelling, cussing, and generally keeping him a prisoner for a half hour.\textsuperscript{12}

Soon after, the USDA withdrew its discretionary inspection plans for “further study,” an action considered a sure sign that the idea had failed.\textsuperscript{13} A year later, yet another National Research Council report, this time of the streamlined inspection system, concluded that such a system could not possibly protect the food supply unless “the reduced oversight by government inspectors is . . . compensated by a total commitment to product quality on the part of industry.”\textsuperscript{16} Such a commitment seemed unlikely.

\textbf{\textit{E. coli} O157:H7 OUTBREAK INDUCES ACTION: JACK IN THE BOX, 1992–1993}

If a single incident forced federal agencies to recognize the need for improvements in food safety regulation, it surely must be that of the disastrous December 1992 outbreak of \textit{E. coli} O157:H7. Four young children in the Pacific Northwest died early in this outbreak. All were found to have eaten hamburgers at Jack in the Box restaurants. By February 1993, when the contaminated meat had been recalled and no new cases were emerging, Washington State alone had reported 400 cases and 100 hospitalizations, and another 100 cases had occurred in other states. Jack in the Box hamburgers were implicated in more than 90% of these cases.\textsuperscript{17}

Despite the compelling circumstantial evidence, the source of the outbreak was not immediately apparent. The meat came from a California meat packer who said that his company had complied with federal regulations “and like other plants, has Federal inspectors who work on the premises” (translation: it’s the USDA’s fault).\textsuperscript{18} Officials suspected that the meat had been contaminated in the slaughterhouse (it’s the slaughterer’s fault), but could not immediately confirm that suspicion.

Further investigation revealed that Jack in the Box restaurants had been following then-current FDA guidelines to cook hamburger to 140°F, a temperature too low to completely kill \textit{E. coli} O157:H7. Six months prior to the outbreak, however, Washington State issued its own rules requiring hamburger to be cooked to 155°F, but Jack in the Box officials somehow missed that notification. The chain’s president, Mr. Robert J. Nugent, was forced to admit that his 60 Washington State restaurants cooked meat below the 155°F standard. In testimony before a congressional committee, he explained that the company’s procedures specified an internal temperature of 140°F but that the average cooking temperature in 1992 had been 154°F—a temperature just one degree below the state standard and high enough to kill most bacteria. Federal investigators, however, disputed that statement; they had found hamburgers cooked to just 120°F.\textsuperscript{19} Despite such findings, Mr. Nugent also appeared to shift responsibility elsewhere—to meat processors and USDA inspectors—when he testified.

Although our cooking procedures meet all Federal standards, we have increased cooking time and cooking temperature for our hamburgers and retrained our grill chefs. . . . We also have offered to pay the medical expenses of those who may have become ill after eating at one of our restaurants. But it is important to note that the contaminated meat that was infected by the \textit{E. coli} O157:H7 bacteria before delivery to our restaurants had passed all USDA inspections. Every one of our chefs had carefully followed all Federal food preparation standards.\textsuperscript{20}

The consequences of the Jack in the Box outbreak were immediate. The parent company, Foodmakers, which earned two-thirds of its $1.3 billion in annual revenue from the chain, lost 30% of its stock market value. Despite attempting to shift blame elsewhere, the company offered to pay medical expenses for the victims and immediately recruited a nationally known expert to revamp its procedures. Eventually, its revised system set a food safety standard for the industry.
Perhaps as a result of the hearings, President Bill Clinton authorized the hiring of 160 more meat inspectors, although 400 positions still were left vacant as a result of budget cuts and deregulation. The president had just appointed Mike Espy, a former Democratic congressman from Mississippi, to be the new USDA Secretary. Mr. Espy soon met with meat inspector whistle-blowers to hear their complaints. In March, in a departure from the policies of previous administrations, President Clinton proposed to overhaul the meat inspection system, promised that modern biological tools would be used to evaluate pathogens in meat, and called for expanded use of irradiation for meat products (an issue discussed in chapter 4). A New York Times editorial pointed out that the USDA had long been inclined to “put meat and dairy interests before public health,” had “abdicated its duty to minimize the risk from contaminated products,” and could have avoided the tragic deaths if the department had “stirred itself to contain the bacterial infection problem after a 1982 outbreak disclosed it.” The Times considered the new administration’s proposed policy changes a “refreshing break” in USDA’s “traditional laxity in consumer protection.” In a further response to the Jack in the Box outbreak, the FDA recommended an increase in the minimal cooking temperature for ground beef from 140°F to 155°F (later, the FDA raised the recommended temperature to 160°F to provide an extra margin of safety for home cooks). The outbreak also stimulated calls for research to better identify microbial pathogens and find out how they get into the food supply.

The Jack in the Box outbreak was by no means the first to involve *E. coli* O157:H7, but it was especially difficult for the public to accept. For one thing, children had died. For another, the source was hamburger—an American food icon. From then on, food companies and USDA officials would have a harder time convincing the public of the usual line of reasoning: nothing can be done about pathogens, they are ubiquitous, and the burden of food safety rests with home cooks. The responsibility of producers, processors, and retailers was now apparent, as was that of the government to make sure they met that responsibility. Table 9 summarizes the USDA’s subsequent and ongoing vision of how food safety responsibilities are to be shared. It demonstrates that in 1998 the department still could not require farmers or transporters to institute HACCP plans, nor could it demand performance standards—maximum levels of harmful microbes allowed as verified by testing—for reducing pathogens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pathogens are found to some extent in all farm animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock operations should be separated from produce operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean water should be used to irrigate produce.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage/Transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keep products cold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean tanks between shipments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slaughter/Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply HACCP preventive systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New technologies can reduce the risk of pathogen contamination.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean: Wash hands and surfaces often.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate: Don’t cross-contaminate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook: Cook to proper temperatures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chill: Refrigerate promptly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Any assumption that either the industry or the USDA would willingly accept such responsibility was overly optimistic. Marian Burros of the New York Times noted that USDA officials continued to deny two obvious facts: cases of food poisoning were increasing, and the meat industry had something to do with those cases. As she explained, “Blaming the victim takes the onus off the responsible government agency and the meat and poultry industry. There are many ways the industry could lessen the risks of food poisoning, but the Government does not require any of those steps.”

Instead of taking such steps, industry groups employed damage control. They pointed out that *E. coli* O157:H7 infections were due to undercooking, not to the meat itself, and that consumers needed better education about food safety. They said the “recent outbreak sheds light on a nationwide problem: inconsistent information about proper cooking temperatures for hamburger.” They explicitly revealed their public relations objectives: “Our goal, first and foremost, is to stay out of the media spotlight. The coverage, so far, has focused on cooking procedures at the fast food outlets, not beef industry issues. Let’s try to keep it that way.” Although actions beyond home cooking clearly were needed to ensure meat safety, industry leaders continued to deny responsibility. After the 1992 election, when safety advocates pressed the new political appointees at USDA for HACCP regulations to reduce meat...
pathogens, the industry encouraged its friends in that department to give lukewarm support to such efforts, if any.

PUBLIC PRESSURES OVERCOME INDUSTRY RESISTANCE: SAFE HANDLING LABELS, 1993

Twenty years after APHA v. Butz, at the peak of the Jack in the Box outbreak, consumer activist Jeremy Rifkin and parents of the children who died during the outbreak formed an advocacy group called Beyond Beef. In one of its earliest actions, Beyond Beef sued the USDA to require cooking and handling instructions on meat and poultry packages. This time, the outcome favored consumers. Although the new administration at the USDA was already considering such labels, the court ordered the department to “mandate labels regarding the handling and cooking of meat and poultry to minimize the chance that bacterial contamination will reach the consumer.”

Soon after, Secretary Espy announced that the USDA would institute “emergency rulemaking” to require safe-handling labels on all raw meat and poultry packages and, as the court required, would publish the rules by August 15, 1993. A representative from the American Meat Institute told the New York Times that its member companies had received “every indication from U.S.D.A. that these will not be warning labels. They will be care labels.” USDA officials said that package labels would explain that some meat might contain bacteria. Therefore, consumers should follow proper handling procedures and should “clean, separate, cook, and chill” (table 9). Meat producers found this proposal alarming. Despite their preference for consumer education above all other methods of pathogen control, they did not want package labels to suggest that anything might be inherently wrong with their products.

In response, the USDA agreed to limit its proposal just to ground meat and poultry. It permitted the industry to delay labeling of all other uncooked meat products (except ground meat) from October 15, 1993, until April 15, 1994. Three industry groups, one of them led by John Block, a former USDA secretary in the administration of President Ronald Reagan, thought this delay not nearly long enough. They sued the USDA in a Texas federal court to block safe handling labels on a technicality—the agency’s “emergency rulemaking” had not permitted the amount of time mandated by Congress for the industry to respond to regulatory proposals.

On October 14, the day before the rule for ground meat was to take effect, the federal court in Austin, Texas (Judge James Nowlin, presiding), issued an injunction that blocked the labeling plan, saying that the Jack in the Box outbreak was insufficient to justify any “departure from the normal rule-making procedures.” Industry groups hailed the injunction as “a victory of fairness over bureaucracy.” That very week, however, three children in Texas died from eating ground meat contaminated with E. coli O157:H7, tragically demonstrating why such labels might be essential. Nevertheless, the appeals court refused to lift the injunction and scheduled a hearing for January 1994—three months after the labeling rule for ground meat was to take effect and a full year after the onset of the Jack in the Box outbreak.

Rather than wait three more months for a hearing of uncertain outcome, the USDA chose to revise its proposals and provide the mandated period for public comment. As one indicator of how much the new administration was changing USDA policies, a spokesman for the trade group led by former USDA secretary Block, the National American Wholesale Grocers Association, told the New York Times: “Quite frankly, we are wondering if Mr. Espy is taking all this too personally. . . . Mr. Espy is making safe handling a bit of a crusade.” Janet Riley, a spokeswoman for the American Meat Institute, said: “Warning labels really frighten the public. . . . If consumers follow safe handling procedures, there’s no need to scare people about what is really a very wholesome and nutritious product.” In the end, industry protests caused critical delays but failed to prevent the USDA from requiring warning labels. Figure 6 illustrates the label that caused all this trouble. This label is now in use on supermarket meat products in the United States.

Whether or not Mr. Espy’s support for food-handling labels indeed constituted a personal crusade, the industry’s actions to oppose his efforts illustrate some of the less savory aspects of food safety politics in action. As noted earlier, President Clinton had appointed Mr. Espy, then a fourth-term member of the House of Representatives (Dem-MS), as USDA Secretary in 1993. Mr. Espy’s measures to overhaul the inspection system for meat and poultry appeared quite serious, and they worried the industry. Beef producers objected and, among other complaints, accused the USDA of favoring chicken producers by holding that industry to less stringent safety standards. Perhaps in response, the USDA moved to require freshly killed poultry to be treated with sterilizing solutions of trisodium phosphate and acids before chilling the meat. The USDA was also working on rules that would require poultry companies to test for microbial pathogens. As might be expected, the poultry industry opposed both suggestions.

Soon after Mr. Espy took office, his staff warned him that federal conflict-of-interest rules applied more strictly to agency officials than to members of Congress or Mississippi legislators, and that he must be especially careful not to accept gifts or favors from people working for companies that might be affected by USDA regulations. This warning derived from interpretations of provisions of the 1906 Meat Inspection Act, designed originally to prevent corruption of meat inspectors. The law made it a federal crime to do anything to exert undue influence on an inspector. A later law, the Bribery, Graft and Conflicts of Interest Act of 1962, set penalties for anyone who offered “anything of value” with the intention of influencing a public official. Although intention was the crucial issue, federal lawyers have interpreted this law to mean that officials of government agencies should refuse any gifts—no matter how seemingly in-consequential—from representatives of companies with matters under USDA regulatory review.

Despite the warnings, Mr. Espy accepted a variety of favors from lobbyists for Tyson Foods, then the world’s largest chicken-processing company (and now the largest producer of beef as well). Early in 1994, federal investigators accused Mr. Espy of violating the Meat Inspection Act by accepting—or permitting a companion to accept—airline travel, tickets to sporting events, a small scholarship, and other gifts worth about $12,000 from Tyson Foods, plus similar gifts from other meat and poultry companies. The results of that investigation forced Mr.
These actions on the basis of the department's revised interpretation of similar action.

Contaminated meat and "we expect companies who encounter contaminated lots of raw ground beef. . . . to take should be excluded from commerce." The USDA intended to require the destruction or reprocessing of beef contaminated with regulations requiring installation of science-based HACCP systems in every meat and poultry plant. "Raw ground harmful contamination and to verify that those controls are working." He announced that FSIS would soon propose to take advantage of "the tools of microbiology to ensure that preventive controls are in place to reduce the risk of production and processing "to be driven as much by public health goals as by productivity concerns." FSIS intended to an annual convention of the American Meat Institute. He said that it was high time for everyone involved in meat September 1994, six weeks after assuming leadership of FSIS, Mr. Taylor gave his first public speech in his new job regulation of genetically modified foods (see previous employment with Monsanto raised conflict-of-interest questions about his role in setting policy for Taylor to become administrator of FSIS. Mr. Taylor, a lawyer, moved to the USDA from the FDA; there, his whatever seemed necessary to protect the public, including setting performance standards—allowance limits verified by testing—for pathogens in meat. While Mr. Espy’s legal difficulties were front-page news, he chose Michael Taylor to become administrator of FSIS. Mr. Taylor, a lawyer, moved to the USDA from the FDA; there, his previous employment with Monsanto raised conflict-of-interest questions about his role in setting policy for regulation of genetically modified foods (see chapter 7). His actions at the USDA raised no such questions. In late September 1994, six weeks after assuming leadership of FSIS, Mr. Taylor gave his first public speech in his new job to an annual convention of the American Meat Institute. He said that it was high time for everyone involved in meat production and processing “to be driven as much by public health goals as by productivity concerns.” FSIS intended to take advantage of “the tools of microbiology to ensure that preventive controls are in place to reduce the risk of harmful contamination and to verify that those controls are working.” He announced that FSIS would soon propose regulations requiring installation of science-based HACCP systems in every meat and poultry plant. “Raw ground beef contaminated with E.coli O157:H7,” he said, “poses a serious risk to public health, and contaminated lots should be excluded from commerce.” The USDA intended to require the destruction or reprocessing of contaminated meat and “we expect companies who encounter contaminated lots of raw ground beef . . . to take similar action.”

If that challenge was not enough to bring his audience to rapt attention, he explained that FSIS would be taking these actions on the basis of the department’s revised interpretation of APHA v. Butz:

To clarify an important legal point, we consider raw ground beef that is contaminated with E. coli O157:H7 to be adulterated within the meaning of the Federal Meat Inspection Act. We are prepared to use the Act’s enforcement tools, as necessary, to exclude adulterated product from commerce. Finally, we plan to conduct targeted sampling and testing of raw ground beef at plants and in the marketplace for possible contamination with E. coli

USDA REQUIRES PATHOGEN TESTING: E. COLI O157:H7 IN GROUND BEEF, 1994

By the early 1990s, USDA officials had argued for two decades that the decision in APHA v. Butz meant that the department did not have legal authority to set limits on microbial contaminants in meat and poultry because pathogens like Salmonella were “inherent” in raw meat. As late as 1993, the administrator of USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS), H. Russell Cross, explained to a congressional committee: “At the present time, meat and poultry inspection laws do not define raw meat and poultry containing bacteria as adulterated.” As noted earlier, the USDA could have interpreted APHA v. Butz as giving the department considerable latitude to do whatever seemed necessary to protect the public, including setting performance standards—allowance limits verified by testing—for pathogens in meat. While Mr. Espy’s legal difficulties were front-page news, he chose Michael Taylor to become administrator of FSIS. Mr. Taylor, a lawyer, moved to the USDA from the FDA; there, his previous employment with Monsanto raised conflict-of-interest questions about his role in setting policy for regulation of genetically modified foods (see chapter 7). His actions at the USDA raised no such questions. In late September 1994, six weeks after assuming leadership of FSIS, Mr. Taylor gave his first public speech in his new job to an annual convention of the American Meat Institute. He said that it was high time for everyone involved in meat production and processing “to be driven as much by public health goals as by productivity concerns.” FSIS intended to take advantage of “the tools of microbiology to ensure that preventive controls are in place to reduce the risk of harmful contamination and to verify that those controls are working.” He announced that FSIS would soon propose regulations requiring installation of science-based HACCP systems in every meat and poultry plant. “Raw ground beef contaminated with E. coli O157:H7,” he said, “poses a serious risk to public health, and contaminated lots should be excluded from commerce.” The USDA intended to require the destruction or reprocessing of contaminated meat and “we expect companies who encounter contaminated lots of raw ground beef . . . to take similar action.”

If that challenge was not enough to bring his audience to rapt attention, he explained that FSIS would be taking these actions on the basis of the department’s revised interpretation of APHA v. Butz:
Furthermore, because *E. coli* O157:H7 is infectious at very low doses, FSIS would consider any level of contamination of ground beef with these bacteria to be unsafe, adulterated, and subject to enforcement action. The agency, however, would restrict this “sample, test, and destroy” approach to just this one pathogen, *E. coli* O157:H7, and to just this one product: ground beef.\(^{36}\)

Food safety advocates admire Mr. Taylor for his courage in delivering this speech to an audience expected to be unsympathetic if not downright hostile. They also appreciate his skill in shifting USDA food safety policies to those more favorable to public health, especially at a time when the department’s leadership was in such deep trouble. Indeed, he needed courage. His speech caused consternation in the cattle, meatpacking, and grocery industries. Meat producers and processors understood that if the USDA considered *E. coli* O157:H7 an “adulterant,” they would break the law if they sold foods containing this pathogen. They would be vulnerable to criminal prosecution. As a representative of the American Meat Institute told the press, “the new USDA policy has the perhaps unintended consequence of creating rampant, irresponsible, criminal litigation.”\(^{20}\) Industry lawyers instructed their clients not to do their own testing of ground beef for *E. coli* O157:H7 because finding it would expose them to legal liability. Rosemary Mucklow, then the executive director of the Western States Meat Association, said, “How can FSIS treat *E. coli* in hamburger meat as an adulterant subject to enforcement strategies, while not applying the same standard to salmonella in broilers? . . . Automated chicken lines allow birds to leave the plant as Inspected for Whole-someness with . . . grossly unacceptable defects . . . Such gross policy interpretation favoring the poultry industry and disfavoring the beef industry is a travesty indeed.”\(^{40}\) We will encounter further commentary from Ms. Mucklow later in these pages.

In the meantime, the American Meat Institute—which had opposed the safe-food-handling labels—now used them to complain that the proposed testing program would cause food safety problems. Microbial testing would “mislead consumers with promises of a safer food supply, and as a result they may relax their own cooking and handling standards.”\(^{44}\) The Food Marketing Institute also shifted responsibility to consumers in its argument against the initiative: “It is essential that nothing dilute the consumer message that the proper cooking of meat eliminates food-borne pathogens.”\(^{41}\) The two trade associations and five others quickly filed suit to block the pathogen testing plan, based on this wonderfully convoluted argument: because the USDA had done nothing to control *E. coli* O157:H7 since the first outbreak in 1982, the present situation could hardly be considered an emergency. This transparently self-serving argument prompted the *New York Times* to note the industry’s “odd way” of promoting public health: “Trying to give their obstructionist lawsuit a respectable veneer, the plaintiffs voice concern that the spot-inspection program could mislead consumers into relaxing their own safe handling and cooking practices. . . . It is not consumers the lawsuit seeks to protect but the industry’s right to sell tainted beef.”\(^{42}\)

Among the many ironic aspects of this dispute, the trade associations’ lawsuit turned out to be heard by the very same Texas district court judge, James Nowlin, who had ruled against the USDA’s proposals to require food-handling labels on procedural grounds just a year earlier. This time, the court surprised observers by ruling in favor of the USDA. Its rationale: because ordinary cooking temperatures could not kill *E. coli* O157:H7, the USDA had good reason to consider these bacteria as adulterants and test for them. This decision at last permitted the USDA to redesign its ancient food inspection system and start testing for this one harmful pathogen. Industry groups, however, saw the decision as mandating a program that “fails to protect consumers, wastes tax dollars and violates the law,” and they vowed to “maintain our course of legal action to stop it.”\(^{43}\)

The trade associations’ lawsuit had one additional—and unanticipated—consequence. It mobilized the families of children killed by *E. coli* O157:H7 to form their own group—Safe Tables Our Priority (STOP)—to lobby for more rigorous meat regulations. The group picketed a meeting of the American Meat Institute and held a press conference to accuse meat producers of obstructing safety efforts: “My 6-year-old son Alex deserves to be alive today. . . . I hold the meat institute personally responsible” and “It’s time to stop blaming consumers for not cooking and give them a clean product.”\(^{44}\) Another consumer group, the Safe Food Coalition, proposed a “simple household solution” to the problem of the industry’s intransigent refusal to test for *E. coli* O157:H7 and its persistent avoidance of accountability: obtain proof of responsibility. “Tired of being a victim? . . . Weary of subjecting your family to a game of Russian Roulette every time you buy a package of hamburger meat? . . . [When] unpacking groceries, tuck the supermarket receipt and a small lump of hamburger in a ziplock bag. Toss this in the freezer. . . . In five seconds, at virtually no cost, you’ve got accountability. . . . This simple act gives control back to you and tells industry loud and clearly that we’re not going to take it any more.”\(^{45}\)

In this instance, the political context permitted the USDA to hold its position and test one product (ground
meat) for one pathogen (E. coli O157:H7). When the department attempted to extend testing requirements to other forms of meat and other pathogens, it again met with fierce resistance, as chapter 3 will reveal.

**USDA POISED TO PROPOSE HACCP, 1994**

By the early 1990s, the long history of collusion between meat producers, Congress, and the USDA seemed to have entered a new phase in which public interests held greater influence. Meat producers’ protection of the century-old inspection system no longer seemed credible. Although the industry contended that testing for microbes is unnecessary because so few samples are contaminated, this argument ignored a key point: even a small level of contamination can do great harm when the number of animals is large. For example, if just 0.2% of cattle are contaminated with E. coli O157:H7, 74,000 beef carcasses might be infected and, therefore, hundreds of thousands of pounds of hamburger. For this reason alone, the pathogen reduction component of HACCP (which necessarily includes performance standards and testing for microbes) seems thoroughly warranted.

USDA’s historical reluctance to change its inspection and pathogen control systems derives directly from the agency’s conflicting mandates: to ensure the safety and quality of foods under its jurisdiction and, at the same time, to promote their marketing and consumption. The long-term collusion between the department and the meat industry impedes progress. Over the years, the breakdown of the agricultural establishment, the emergence of new food pathogens like E. coli O157:H7, and the appointment of USDA officials interested in the health effects (as well as the economic effects) of agricultural products, paved the way for more vigorous efforts to institute HACCP with performance standards for controlling pathogens.

In the 20 years between 1974 and 1994, resistance to HACCP with pathogen reduction came from many sources: federal agencies unwilling to confront powerful constituents, industry groups willing to accept HACCP only without government oversight (especially of pathogen levels), consumer groups suspicious of the industry’s commitment to safety standards and the government’s ability to enforce them, and inspectors unwilling to change the nature of their work. By 1994, advocates feared that more lives of children would need to be sacrificed before Congress, the USDA, and the industry would take action to keep dangerous bacteria out of meat. Even the threat of financial liability did not seem severe enough to induce industry action. The institution of HACCP rules appeared inevitable to all but the most determined segments of the meat industry, but whether the rules would include requirements for pathogen performance standards and testing remained open for debate. Chapter 3 explains how that debate developed.
CHAPTER 3

ATTEMPTING CONTROL OF FOOD PATHOGENS, 1994–2002

Despite the barriers discussed in Chapter 2 and the objections raised by businesses likely to be affected by the new regulations, government agencies were eventually able to institute HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point) systems designed to prevent harmful microbes from getting into food. This chapter describes how that happened, mainly with respect to HACCP controls for beef. Beef industry protests were more vehement and often more effective than those of other industries, and interactions of beef trade associations with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and with Congress left more visible traces. Because most outbreaks of microbial illness derive from foods regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), this chapter also explains how the FDA tried to require the industries under its jurisdiction to institute HACCP plans, how those industries opposed the plans, and how that agency’s systems—once in place—operated in practice. Opponents of HACCP often framed their objections in scientific terms: because cooking kills most food microbes, government intervention is unnecessary. When outbreaks did occur, food producers, processors, and retailers accused each other of causing them, and all blamed government inspectors and consumers. We will see that food companies were not alone in their objections to HACCP requirements. Meat inspectors opposed the new regulations because HAACP changed their work from examining animals to examining paper. In addition, some food safety advocates agreed with the inspectors’ contention that HACCP gave too much control of production to industry and allowed foxes to guard chickens, as it were.

To gain some insight into the basis of this conflict, I wanted to observe a HACCP system in action. Shortly after the USDA’s final HACCP rules for meat went into effect in the late 1990s, the owner of a meatpacking plant in New York State agreed to let me visit as long as I did not identify the plant by name. His company cooks meats under HACCP plans similar to the USDA model illustrated in figure 5 (page 69), and his plant illustrates both the strengths and weaknesses of HACCP systems. Production practices followed the prescribed plan to the letter (a strength), but HACCP plans require mountains of paperwork and the attention of a full-time employee (at considerable added expense). Because some of the products include vegetable as well as meat ingredients, they fall under the regulatory requirements of three agencies: the FDA, the USDA, and New York State. Inspections vary in frequency—the USDA daily, New York State four times a year, and the FDA once a year—and are conducted according to the unique rules and reporting requirements of each agency. In practice, the multiple authorities mean that plant officials must fill out three distinct sets of reporting forms (a time-consuming and expensive nuisance). The on-site USDA inspector I met at the plant checked temperature records but seemed entirely uninterested in the production process (a serious weakness, as I will explain). One plant employee confided to me—shades of Upton Sinclair—that “someone could be butchering a dog in front of them [the inspectors], and they wouldn’t have a clue.”

Because the first of the three critical control points was to measure the temperature of products after they were cooked (see figure 5), the managers learned that the ovens were not heating properly. They identified a succession of faults in the engineering of the ovens and tinkered with them until the problem was fixed (a strength). After the products were cooked, however, they were immediately transferred to open racks in a refrigeration room and chilled—uncovered—by cold air blasted in from a ceiling unit. The temperature of the products dropped quickly, as required by the plan (a strength). Unfortunately, the plan did not account for the ability of harmful bacteria like *Listeria* to flourish at cold temperatures in the cooling system and to contaminate the uncovered products after they were cooked (a weakness). The plant managers seemed unaware of the potential hazard. Because they followed the HACCP plan so scrupulously, they did not think the uncovered products posed problems (a further weakness). Within weeks of my visit, the company had to recall thousands of pounds of products because some had been found to be contaminated with *Listeria*.

From this experience, it seemed obvious that HACCP plans can prevent contamination but that diligence in following them is not enough; the plans also must be thoughtfully designed and overseen, and verified by testing. The role of the on-site USDA inspector was particularly striking. He was not involved in promoting the plant’s
microbial safety. As a 20-year USDA veteran, he had been trained to inspect animals, not paperwork, and was unaware of the peculiar characteristics of newly emergent bacterial pathogens. He seemed much in the tradition of the inspector described in The Jungle a century earlier, as we have already seen.

With this understanding of HACCP systems in action, we can now return to the political battles of the mid-1990s that eventually enabled federal agencies to require some industries to follow HACCP plans. By late 1994, with the legal obstacles out of the way, federal agencies could begin the formal—and glacially tedious—rule-making process to require HACCP controls for one food industry or another: proposing rules in the Federal Register; requesting, collecting, and dealing with public comments; rewriting the proposals; and, eventually, issuing final rules that would go into effect some years later. The USDA proposed rules for meat and poultry, and the FDA proposed rules for some of the foods under its jurisdiction. The two agencies approached the task in quite different ways, particularly in their decisions about whether HACCP plans, performance standards, and requirements for pathogen testing should be required or voluntary. The FDA was the first to place its notices in the Federal Register, and we begin with this agency’s approach to HACCP rules.

THE FDA TRIES HACCP, ONE FOOD AT A TIME

Although up to 80% of outbreaks are caused by foods regulated by the FDA, this agency has had a difficult time figuring out what to do about them. The FDA first proposed to develop HACCP controls for seafood in January 1994 and, in late summer of 1994, asked for public comment on whether and how HACCP might be extended to “land foods.” In approaching HACCP regulation in this manner, the FDA was responding not only to the need to control pathogens but also to its own internal difficulties. The resource constraints on the FDA’s food safety program seemed unlikely to improve. It also seemed unlikely that the agency would ever be able to inspect, sample, and analyze more than a tiny fraction of the foods for which it was responsible. In deciding how to regulate food safety without funds or personnel, the FDA floated a trial balloon:

Although the agency has reached no final conclusions about how its regulatory programs should be revised to make food as safe as possible, FDA has tentatively concluded that the improvements in the agency’s current food safety assurance program should be based on a state-of-the-art, preventive approach known as HACCP. . . . The agency has tentatively chosen a HACCP approach because HACCP addresses the root causes of food safety problems in production, storage, transportation, etc., and is preventive.1

The FDA was careful to note that it expected to engage in further conversations with industry and other groups and that it planned to work closely with the USDA to make sure the rules of the two agencies were consistent. It asked for public comment on whether HACCP should be mandatory for all of the food industries under its jurisdiction or just for certain segments of those industries. It also asked for input on how mandatory HACCP plans might apply to the entire chain of food distribution, from production to retail sale.

As a further reflection of this cautious approach, the FDA asked companies to volunteer to develop pilot HACCP systems. The idea was to study the plans and use them as a basis for deciding how to proceed further. As it turned out, several firms agreed to guinea pigs for this purpose: Alto Dairy, Campbell Soup, ConAgra, EarthGrains (Sara Lee), Pillsbury (General Mills), and Ralston Foods. Their pilot plans—which involved products such as cheese, frozen dough, breakfast cereals, salad dressing, fresh and pasteurized juices, bread, and flour—demonstrated that HACCP controls worked well to help companies identify safety problems and correct them. This was only to be expected given Pillsbury’s experience 30 years earlier. Furthermore, the companies reported a decline in the frequency of product recalls (also to be expected with reduced contamination), along with unanticipated benefits in improved production efficiency, employee “ownership” and participation, and customer satisfaction. None of the volunteers, however, included microbial testing as a component of their plans. The pilot plans demonstrated that HACCP would reduce pathogens and be good for business but also suggested that companies would not test for harmful bacteria unless forced to do so.2

While these studies were underway, the FDA proposed HACCP rules for a few additional foods that seemed especially hazardous. It began with HACCP for seafood and shellfish (proposed in 1994 to take effect in 1997), for raw sprouts and eggs (to take effect in 1999), and, as discussed below, for fresh juices (2000). The FDA also initiated another voluntary HACCP experiment, this time for dairy products, and it proposed safe-handling instructions for eggs: “Eggs may contain harmful bacteria known to cause serious illness, especially in children, the elderly, and persons with weakened immune systems. For your protection: Keep eggs refrigerated; cook eggs until yolks are firm; and cook foods containing eggs thoroughly.”3 But by 2009, the FDA required HACCP only for seafood. For all its other foods, HACCP was voluntary. The FDA’s food-by-food approach to HACCP, its lack of requirements for microbial testing, and its scarcity of inspectors left industries with many opportunities to avoid
installing such plans or adhering to them. For example, only 44% of seafood processing firms had implemented HACCP plans by 1999, and more than half of all inspections revealed serious problems with the plans five years after their implementation. By 2001, the shellfish industry’s chief safety strategy—education of consumers—had failed to reduce the illnesses and deaths caused by eating raw products, and neither the industry nor its FDA regulators had imposed preventive measures. This experience reinforced suspicions that voluntary approaches would not work.  

**USDA’S POLITICAL BATTLES**

In contrast, and rather a surprise in view of its past history, the USDA moved quickly to introduce HACCP under the more consumer-friendly leadership appointed by President Bill Clinton. By the mid-1990s, some segments of the meat industry were asking the department to institute HACCP regulations, if for no other reason than to reassure the public that meat was safe. The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) began to develop HACCP rules for meat and poultry through a method previously unimaginable for this agency: it openly consulted stakeholders. The FSIS held information briefings, scientific conferences, public hearings, federal and state conferences, agency meetings, and a professional forum to listen to points of view. Its 1995 proposed rules differed from those of the FDA in several critical respects, most notably in their emphasis on requirements for pathogen testing. Indeed, the department called the plan *Pathogen Reduction: HACCP*—a critical distinction. The USDA plan established performance standards and required the companies to prove by daily sampling and testing that pathogenic contaminants did not exceed levels specified in the standards.

True to form, some meat industry groups objected. An official of the Armour company, for example, told a congressional committee that HACCP was an imperfect system that did not address the real problem—consumer education: “There is a concern that HACCP has been oversold and public expectations may be unrealistically high. In particular, HACCP cannot guarantee the absence of enteric pathogens on raw meat or poultry. . . . Food safety is a shared responsibility involving industry, Government, and consumers. Public education on safe handling of foods continues to be a key factor in preventing foodborne illness.”

Untrue to form, the American Meat Institute petitioned the USDA to require HACCP for all meat and poultry plants: “We believe so strongly in HACCP’s benefits for meat and poultry safety that we think it should be mandated for our segment of the industry.” This group’s unexpected support of HACCP is explained by its assumption—erroneous, as it happened—that industry inspectors would replace those of USDA. Later, when meat industry associations realized the implications of pathogen testing—that products found contaminated would be considered adulterated and unfit to sell—they tried to block the proposals. Meat producers and processors much preferred a “virtual” safety system: HACCP without pathogen reduction and entirely voluntary compliance.

**Congress Demands “Negotiated Rulemaking,” 1995**

Before proposed regulations become final and go into effect, they are supposed to be held open for a specified period of time for public comment. The comment period for the proposed Pathogen Reduction: HACCP rules occurred at a time when especially conservative Republicans had taken control of Congress and were attempting to reduce regulatory burdens on industry. Meat and poultry lobbyists took advantage of this favorable situation to urge Congress to block the proposed rules. They used the usual argument: home cooks are responsible for most episodes of foodborne illness, and oversight of industry is unnecessary. Despite the false premise (most outbreaks derive from foods prepared outside the home), the lobbying succeeded in several respects. First, Congress extended the comment period to give the industry more time to organize opposition. Next, industry lobbyists convinced some members of Congress to amend the appropriations bill to delete funding for HACCP implementation. Finally, while discussions of this funding amendment were in progress, the lobbyists also convinced Congress to order the USDA to participate in “negotiated rulemaking,” a process that would require the department to work closely with meat producers to make the regulations mutually acceptable. To observers offended by the idea that the industry would define its own regulations, the purpose of negotiated rule-making seemed clear—to postpone or eliminate HACCP. Representative George Brown (Dem-CA), explained: “The House Agriculture Committee would like to write more industry-friendly legislation and cut the USDA regulations off at the pass.”

The congressman who introduced the anti-HACCP funding amendment, James Walsh (Rep-NY), chaired the appropriations subcommittee for agriculture. Mr. Walsh seemed to be acting on behalf of the meat industry—a lawyer for the National Meat Association had participated in drafting his amendment. In a further action, Senator Robert Dole (Rep-KS), then majority leader and already campaigning for president, introduced a regulatory reform
bill that would require federal agencies to review new regulations likely to cost industry more than $50 million annually, and to demonstrate that the benefits of such regulations would outweigh their costs. One purpose of the Dole bill was to stop government from regulating food safety. It contained provisions to (1) eliminate rules for pathogen testing, (2) postpone seafood inspection, (3) repeal the Delaney clause in the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (which precluded use of carcinogenic food additives), (4) permit use of some carcinogenic pesticides, and (5) privatize approvals of food additives.

Such blatantly consumer-unfriendly legislation was ripe for satire, and figure 7 presents one such pointed commentary, in this case, from political cartoonist Garry Trudeau. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader observed that the Dole bill represented nothing less than a “big business takeover of the U.S. government in its health and safety responsibilities.” Nevertheless, after contentious debate, the Senate passed various amendments to the Dole bill as part of the Republicans’ Contract with America. As if to soften the bill’s evident purpose, one such amendment expressed “the sense of the Senate that nothing in the bill is intended to delay the timely promulgation of any regulations that would meet a human health or safety threat.”

Mr. Walsh’s industry-driven appropriations amendment was also under consideration, but the New York Times urged opposition: “By voting to defeat Mr. Walsh’s amendment today, the Appropriations Committee would send a welcome signal that it cares more about protecting constituents’ health than about pleasing the meat and poultry industries.” Consumer advocates from the Washington, DC–based Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) wrote that the Walsh proposal was “just a smoke screen to give businesses free rein to do business as usual—even if that means killing innocent children.”

Late in June, the House committee passed the Walsh amendment, making it clear that it was doing so to give “meat packers a chance to win relief from new food-safety regulations.” This meant that if the Senate also passed the amendment, the USDA would not be able to issue HACCP rules until it completed its “negotiated rulemaking” conversations with meat and poultry processors. This possibility inspired further editorial comment in the New York Times:

Two things will happen to anyone who takes a close look at the way meat is processed and inspected in this country: they will wonder how it is that
even more people are not made sick by tainted meat, and they will get sick to their stomachs themselves. . . . Naturally, the meat industry and its stooges in the Republican Party have ganged up on the Agriculture Department (and the American consumer) to make sure the new inspection system never sees the light of day. . . . [Negotiating rulemaking] is like negotiating prison rules with convicts. . . . Children will continue to die in excruciating pain because the meat they ate was contaminated, and because unscrupulous Republicans in Congress fought aggressively to keep it that way.

At this point, Mr. Walsh suddenly withdrew his amendment, attributing this surprising retreat to a revelation that Congress could in fact work out its differences with the USDA: “We got the personal commitment of the secretary to create the dialogue we sought.” Alternative explanations seem more likely, however. Pressure from advocacy groups was surely a factor, especially a campaign organized by the families of children who became ill or died after eating contaminated hamburger. Advocates took credit for the amendment’s withdrawal as a “resounding victory for public health and an unmasking defeat of good ol’ boy politics.” This last was a reference to press accounts that Mr. Walsh had accepted $66,000 in donations from meat and agricultural interests. It also seems likely that members of Congress, not wanting to be viewed as destroyers of public health and killers of innocent children, suggested that Mr. Walsh would face a difficult floor fight if he pursued his anti-HACCP agenda. Ultimately, the Dole bill also failed to pass. Thus, one unanticipated—and positive—result of Mr. Walsh’s amendment was to unite food safety advocates and encourage them to press for an independent food agency that would not be subject to such crass political pressures, an issue discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.

The Last Attempts to Derail HACCP, 1995–1996

With the demise of the Walsh amendment, the USDA released the nearly 200 pages of “final” rules for Pathogen Reduction: HACCP for meat and poultry products. As with the earlier drafts, these would need to be made available for public comment before going into effect in July 1996. The rules required large firms to develop, install, and implement HACCP plans by the beginning of 1998, small firms by 1999, and very small firms by 2000. To help companies figure out how to proceed, the department created 13 model plans and provided detailed instructions for developing and using them (figure 5 in chapter 2 is based on one such model). The published Pathogen Reduction: HACCP rules revealed that political pressures succeeded in achieving at least one compromise. Although the USDA originally wanted meat and poultry companies to be responsible for \textit{Salmonella} testing, it now said that federal inspectors would test for \textit{Salmonella} “on an unannounced basis.” Companies would have to test for the generic form of \textit{E. coli} (as a marker of fecal contamination) in just a small number of samples: 1 out of every 300 beef carcasses, 1,000 hogs, 3,000 turkeys, and 22,000 chickens.

This time, meat processors used the comment period to press Congress to eliminate requirements for \textit{Salmonella} testing. Their congressional sympathizers introduced an amendment to the Farm Bill that would create an “independent” oversight panel of food, meat, and poultry scientists with broad powers to review FSIS decisions on HACCP procedures, standards, and practices. The amendment required the USDA to submit proposed rules to the panel and then allow 90 days for public comment. At the very least, this plan would further delay the regulations. The policy director of the House Agriculture Committee explained that the purpose of the panel was \textit{scientific}: “The H.A.C.C.P. rule is purported to be science-based, but it seemed clear that some of the regulatory decisions have no scientific validity. The regulations should never have gotten to this stage.” Reporters, however, viewed the panel as yet another political tactic to allow the meat industry to avoid having to test for pathogens. Eventually, this amendment failed to get enough votes to be included in the final bill.

Sorting out the political forces for and against Pathogen Reduction: HACCP is especially complicated because USDA inspectors also opposed the regulations. They had experienced a huge increase in “tasks not performed” just since the year before, meaning that their workloads had increased to the point where they could not complete assignments. One inspector, for example, complained that he was supposed to inspect 16 meat plants within a six-hour period. Once HACCP went into effect, workloads would be reduced (a benefit), but the inspectors did not like the idea that their jobs would change from inspecting animals and meat products—useless for preventing microbial contamination as that might be—to inspecting paperwork. The on-site USDA inspector at the meatpacking plant I visited, thoroughly disenchanted with having to deal with that paperwork, was counting the days until he could retire. Old-time inspectors quipped that because HACCP minimizes risk but can never assure absolute safety, its initials really should stand for “Have a Cup of Coffee and Pray.”

The General Accounting Office (GAO), however, continued to press for HACCP, also invoking science as the rationale. For years it had been issuing reports urging Congress to require oversight of food safety based on science (meaning assessment of hazards at critical points and evaluation by microbial testing) rather than sensory perception (poke-and-sniff). GAO officials complained that federal agencies repeatedly ignored their warnings and were still inspecting foods by obsolete systems that could not possibly address modern microbial hazards.
In the case of meat and poultry regulation, reason eventually won out over politics, the benefits of HACCP prevailed, and the USDA issued its final set of regulations in July 1996—an election year in which the political climate had shifted to one more friendly to consumer interests. Perhaps as a sign of that change, the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB), which typically opposed expansion of government regulations, praised the new rules: “For years, we have had the Government doing the work, the inspectors in the plants, and you hear stories of cursory checks and that’s it. . . . This is an attempt to get away from Government micromanaging the process and instead saying to the regulated entity, ‘you figure out how to do it, you’re responsible, and we’ll do some testing to make sure there are performance standards.’”

An alternative reason for the OMB’s blessing may have been financial. USDA economists calculated that the economic benefits of Pathogen Reduction: HACCP would outweigh its costs even under the most conservative estimates. Although the new rules were expected to cost industry more than a billion dollars over a 20-year period, the economic benefits to society would exceed that amount even if just 5% of foodborne illnesses could be prevented. Economists thought that if HACCP could achieve a 90% reduction in illnesses caused by just the six most common food pathogens, the 20-year savings in medical costs and lost productivity would be $170 billion or more. Furthermore, the meat and poultry industries would share financial benefits in the form of reduced recalls and liability, enhanced consumer confidence, and robust sales.

By mid-1996, the HACCP schedule was in place. The *E. coli* O157:H7 testing of ground meat proposed in 1994 was due to start in January 1997. Large companies were to install Pathogen Reduction: HACCP plans by January 1998, and smaller companies by January 2000. From then on, all meat and poultry companies were to follow such plans and test for generic *E. coli*, endure USDA testing of ground meat for *E. coli* O157:H7 and spot-checking for *Salmonella*, and meet performance standards for pathogen reduction. Food safety would depend on how carefully they designed and implemented the plans, and how well the USDA enforced them. For most foods regulated by the FDA, however, HACCP remained voluntary. As we will now see, events soon revealed serious gaps in the regulations, and indicated additional needs: for extension of HACCP rules to all food products at all stages of production, for federal authority to recall contaminated products, and for ways of countering the culture of entrenched resistance to government oversight so prevalent in the meat industry.

**THE PRODUCT GAP: ODWALLA APPLE JUICE, 1996**

In October 1996, an outbreak of *E. coli* O157:H7 made it clear that all foods needed to be produced under Pathogen Reduction: HACCP because lapses could be catastrophic, not only for the victims, but also—temporarily, if not permanently—for the companies responsible for them. This outbreak put about 70 people in hospitals, made 14 children dreadfully ill, and resulted in the death of one child.

The unexpected feature of the outbreak was its source: apple juice. Investigators used genetic techniques and diet histories to trace the infections to freshly bottled apple juice produced by Odwalla, a California company specializing in “natural” foods. The company included windfall apples, those that had fallen off the trees onto the ground, among the lots pressed to make the juice, and investigators suspected that the fallen apples must have come in contact with animal manure containing *E. coli* O157:H7. Although apple juice is naturally acidic, its acids are not strong enough to kill this hardy microbe. Odwalla did not pasteurize its juices; its managers believed that temperatures high enough to kill most bacteria would alter the flavor of the juice and reduce vitamin content (which pasteurization does, but only slightly). The managers also believed—gravely in error—that the acidity of the solutions used to wash the apples and of the juice itself would kill harmful bacteria.

Investigators made other disheartening observations. Just before the outbreak, the company had relaxed its standards for accepting blemished fruit. It overruled warnings from its own in-house inspector not to use the batch of apples responsible for the outbreak without special precautions. At the time, Odwalla was expanding rapidly and having difficulty meeting production demands. Its stock price was declining. These pressures also contributed to the company’s failure to follow its own established procedures.

To their great credit, Odwalla officials quickly took full responsibility for the failure of their safety systems and issued a recall. They paid medical expenses for the people who had become ill and an indemnity of about $250,000 to the family that had lost a child. Eventually, they settled more than a dozen civil suits at a cost of more than $12 million—just for the families of the five children who had been most injured. They also paid in other ways. In the first criminal conviction recorded in a large-scale outbreak of foodborne illness, Odwalla officials pleaded guilty to violating federal food safety laws, paid a $1.5 million fine, and were placed on probation for five years.

Odwalla’s corporate policy includes an explicit statement of social responsibility to employees and customers.
Its officials immediately admitted wrongdoing and wrote checks. They also took action to improve production practices. Odwalla now flash-pasteurizes its juices (high temperature, short time), uses a HACCP plan, and actively promotes its quality-control efforts. These actions restored consumer confidence. By 1999, sales had almost returned to former levels, and by 2001 the company was comfortably profitable. The actions also restored investor confidence. In 2000, Odwalla merged with Fresh Samantha, another fresh juice company. A year later, ironically, this producer of fresh, “healthy” juices was purchased by Coca-Cola, the world’s largest soft drink company, in a deal said to be worth $181 million.22

Among the many lessons of the Odwalla outbreak is the vulnerability of the nation’s supply of fruit and vegetables to cross-contamination from infected animals, pointing even more forcefully to the need to prevent foodborne illness at its source. The Odwalla incident induced the FDA to demand a warning label on unpasteurized juices. Manufacturers would have to prove that their production practices achieved a “5-log” (100,000-fold) reduction in the number of dangerous contaminants in their juice products. Otherwise, juice labels would have to display this statement: “WARNING: This product has not been pasteurized and, therefore, may contain harmful bacteria that can cause serious illness in children, the elderly, and persons with weakened immune systems.”28

Makers of unpasteurized juices, however, objected to the warning requirement. They argued that health risks posed by apple cider are too low to need a warning label: such labels are discriminatory (the FDA requires no such warnings for fruit, eggs, melons, or seafood); and the statement is frightening, confusing, and misleading. As the chairman of Odwalla explained: “The regulation issue is a ‘very sensitive’ one for the natural-food industry. Fresh food, and especially fresh produce, is very hard to regulate.”29 Despite industry complaints, the FDA required the warning statement, and also issued HACCP regulations for domestic and imported juices in 2001.30

The Odwalla outbreak provided convincing proof that unpasteurized and uncooked “natural” foods could contain the same pathogens as meat and poultry if they had the bad luck to come in contact with contaminated animal manure or meat. For the industry, the lessons were mixed. If food companies failed to reduce pathogens, their liability costs could be substantial—in money, time, legal penalties, and reputation—but these problems could be temporary and soon overcome. From a regulatory perspective, the Odwalla outbreak illustrated the universal need for Pathogen Reduction: HACCP, but an additional lesson was that the FDA was only likely to require such plans for the foods it regulated when confronted with disaster.

THE RECALL GAP: HUDSON FOODS, 1997

The Odwalla outbreak also had implications for the livestock industry. Although beef industry officials were relieved to learn that fruit and vegetables could also be sources of E. coli O157:H7, meat products continued to cause outbreaks and unfavorable press. The USDA responded to the Odwalla outbreak by extending its generic E. coli testing requirements to include meat from goats, ducks, geese, and other animals but, in accordance with provisions of the old laws governing such matters, only after the animals had arrived at slaughterhouses.31

Limitations on USDA authority became even more evident as a result of yet another E. coli O157:H7 outbreak, this one beginning in July 1997 as a case of bloody diarrhea in a supermarket employee who brought ground meat home from his store. The employee remembered eating a lightly cooked hamburger from a lot that was still stored in his freezer. Investigators quickly traced other patties from that lot to a Nebraska plant owned by Hudson Foods. Eventually, 16 people became ill as a result of eating meat processed at the Hudson plant.32

At first, Hudson Foods officials told investigators that the contaminated lot included 3,400 pounds of meat that had been “reworked” into 20,000 pounds of hamburger the next day. They explained that their usual practice was to mix any meat left over from one day’s production into the next day’s batch of hamburger. This meant that if leftover meat contained harmful bacteria, the contaminated meat could get mixed into the next day’s production. Plant officials neglected to tell USDA investigators that meat continued to be reworked from one day to the next, meaning that once a contaminated lot of meat got into the system, it would be mixed sequentially into all subsequent lots. Thus, the plant could not guarantee that any subsequent lot would be free of harmful bacteria. Because the Meat Inspection Act does not authorize the USDA to recall contaminated products, the department’s only recourse was to withdraw inspectors, thereby forcing the plant to close. Faced with this possibility, Hudson began a “voluntary” recall that eventually included 25 million pounds of potentially contaminated meat.33

Meat industry officials complained that the forced recall was excessive in relation to the actual problem, as none of the 16 victims had died. Instead, they thought the USDA should pay more attention to practices in slaughterhouses and retail stores. A Nebraska Chamber of Commerce official defended Hudson Foods: “There’s always somebody out there trying to downgrade the meat industry. . . . I’m sure the people—veggies, is that what
they call them—I bet they’re rejoicing right now.”

At the end of August, Burger King placed full-page ads in major newspapers announcing that its franchises would no longer use Hudson’s meat: “Although there was absolutely no indication that any of the beef Hudson Foods supplied to us was unsafe, we issued the recall anyway, because the trust and confidence you need to have in us every time you visit one of our restaurants is more important than any loss of business.” Because Burger King flame-broils its hamburgers to temperatures much higher than those needed to kill bacteria, the business press criticized its action as “impossible to explain in scientific terms. . . . The company’s fulminations about E. coli are thus pure public relations.”

Hudson’s bad luck was to receive a shipment of contaminated meat from one of its seven supplier slaughterhouses. Any other processing plant could have had the same problem, as all of them typically rework leftover ground meat or poultry into the next day’s production, and do so day after day. On this basis, an American Meat Institute official blamed the USDA for the problem because its on-site inspectors did not challenge the reworking: “To my knowledge . . . the USDA doesn’t consider that to be an unsafe practice or against any regulations.” This critique may have been accurate under the circumstances, but it did not speak to the need to prevent contamination at an earlier stage of production or to give USDA the authority to recall contaminated products.

In September, the USDA reported that hamburger meat from the Hudson plant was contaminated on more dates than previously thought but the company had failed to disclose that information: “The department was originally told by Hudson that only 20,000 pounds of meat was involved and had to find out from other sources that far more was at stake.” For misleading the USDA, a federal grand jury indicted Hudson and two of its employees, a decision considered unfair by Hudson Foods officials. The former chairman of the company told a reporter: “The overreaction of the U.S.D.A. in Washington in this incident destroyed my company’s good name.” Late in 1999, a federal jury in Nebraska agreed, and found Hudson officials not guilty of lying to government inspectors. Hudson closed the plant after the outbreak, but it was soon bought by Tyson Foods and reopened. As noted earlier, Tyson Foods was then the largest producer of chickens in the world and was soon to become the largest producer of beef as well. Of the 25 million pounds of hamburger recalled, 10 million pounds were recovered, an amount significantly higher than for most recalls. For example, a late 1990s recall of E. coli O157:H7-contaminated hamburger from Beef America recovered only 400 of 443,656 pounds. Furthermore, the average percentage of product recovered in recalls fell from 40% in 1997 to 17% in 2000.

In 2002, ConAgra “voluntarily” recalled 19 million pounds of ground beef after 19 people became ill with E. coli O157:H7 infections. The company produced the meat over a period of three months at a plant cited frequently for violations of safety codes. This incident provided further evidence that the USDA enforcement program was not working. A leaked GAO investigation of such matters was said to conclude that the USDA was taking more than a year (average: 566 days) to enforce standards in plants with high rates of Salmonella contamination, and some members of Congress complained about the USDA’s “sluggish” pace of investigating deadly outbreaks.

For food safety advocates, the contamination at the Hudson and ConAgra plants, and the USDA’s inability to recall unsafe meat, illustrated the “linked failure of federal food safety programs and mismanagement by [the] food industry.” For USDA officials, it provided further evidence of the need for recall authority. As one official told a reporter during the Hudson controversy:

This enforcement gap gets downright absurd. . . . We can use fines to protect farmers and ranchers from unfair trading practices. Abuse a circus elephant, sell a cat without a license, market a potato that’s too small, keep bad records on watermelons, fail to report to the union committee—fine, fine, fine, fine, fine. Yet if you produce unsafe food—the only one of these items that puts people’s lives at stake—there is no civil penalty.

On the other hand, the meat industry interpreted the Hudson recall as a further example of excessively intrusive federal rules: “The statutory authority sought by the USDA is not necessary and would be contrary to sound public policy. . . . Frankly, to take away a company’s limited right to discuss with the agency the scope and depth of its recall would likely lead to less co-ordination and more litigation.” And Rosemary Mucklow of the National Meat Association charged that the ConAgra recall “may be an effort that is not justified” because the meat had already been in circulation for three months. For the industry, the Hudson recall provided another opportunity for finger-pointing. Retailers such as Burger King blamed Hudson, while Hudson blamed the slaughterhouses and USDA inspectors. Everyone blamed the unregulated cattlemen, and not without reason. Investigations of cattle-rearing practices found E. coli O157:H7 in feeding troughs, where the bacteria can survive in sediments for four months or more; in one instance, 40% of the troughs had not been cleaned in a year. The bacteria also survive in manure for months, and many animals are found to be shedding them at the time of slaughter. Despite these and other safety
concerns, nobody in Congress or the administration wants to take on the cattlemen, leaving food safety advocates in
the USDA without much in the way of political support for controlling pathogens on farms and feedlots, let alone in
slaughterhouses, packing plants, or grocery stores.

**THE TESTING GAP: “NONINTACT” BEEF, 1999**

Chapter 2 described how, as a result of the Jack in the Box outbreak, the USDA identified ground beef contaminated
with *E. coli* O157:H7 as a public health risk, declared such beef “adulterated” under the terms of the Meat
Inspection Act, and required the industry to reprocess or destroy it. It also described how the meat industry went
to court to oppose—unsuccessfully, in that case—the USDA’s 1994 imposition of a sampling and testing program for
just this one pathogen (*E. coli* O157:H7) in just this one product (ground meat). Five years later, the USDA said it
wanted to extend the definition of “adulterated” beyond just ground beef to include other forms of “nonintact” meat
—meat that has been pounded, tenderized, or injected. Such procedures can introduce bacteria into the interior of the
meat where they are unlikely to be cooked to as high a temperature as bacteria that contaminate outer surfaces. The
USDA, however, continued to restrict its definition of “adulterated” to *E. coli* O157:H7. It excluded *Listeria* or
*Salmonella* from this definition because these organisms are more easily killed during cooking. The department was
not concerned about intact meat such as steak or chops because cooking or searing raises their surface temperatures
high enough to kill bacteria. Although USDA officials said they would not test nonintact meat other than ground
beef and veal, industry officials did not believe them and reacted with “shock, disbelief, and anger,” viewing the
new policy as nothing more than an attempt to divert public attention from current political concerns. According to
Rosemary Mucklow, who by then had become executive director of the National Meat Association: “This will be an
extraordinarily confusing issue. . . . This is just another step in this administration’s obfuscation of the impeachment
activities.”

Ms. Mucklow’s connection of *E. coli* O157:H7 testing to the then-current scandal involving President Clinton
and a young White House intern, Monica Lewinsky, might seem a stretch for any group less relentless and self-
serving than the beef industry. USDA Secretary Dan Glickman said he was “deeply and personally offended by this
statement. USDA’s efforts to improve food safety are grounded in science and a steadfast commitment to protecting
public health.” The industry, however, continued to oppose the USDA’s plans to test for *E. coli* O157:H7. Indeed,
some thought that extending the testing requirements might backfire because companies would have an even
stronger disincentive to do their own testing: “Given the serious financial ramifications of a positive test—the
product would have to be recalled and then cooked or destroyed—it could be in the industry’s best interest not to
know.”

Over the next year or so, the USDA opened the nonintact beef policy for public comment, held a public
meeting, issued a position paper on *E. coli* O157:H7 testing, and dealt with opposing opinions in Federal Register
notices. The meat industry’s position on pathogen testing remained fixed: microbes are inherent in raw meat, testing
would put companies out of business, and testing is ineffective. Instead, meat officials argued, the USDA should
gather more data on risk before taking action, and consumers and farmers should take more responsibility for food
safety. Furthermore, they said, the policy discriminates against beef because pork and poultry are similarly
contaminated. Overall, the reactions to this proposal demonstrated that the beef industry was determined to oppose
any expansion of pathogen testing, no matter how limited or beneficial to the public.

**THE LEGAL GAP: LAWSUITS AGAINST PATHOGEN REDUCTION: HACCP**

As the consequences of Pathogen Reduction: HACCP for recall or destruction of contaminated products became
increasingly evident, the beef industry went to court to force the USDA to adhere to the intent of the 1906 Meat
Inspection Act: protect the public against sick animals, not bacteria. Two cases in the late 1990s illustrate the degree
to which the industry would invoke that law, leaving to consumers the responsibility for avoiding bacterial
contaminants.

*Supreme Beef* v. USDA

The lawsuit brought by Supreme Beef Processors in Dallas illustrates how the industry used the courts to block the
USDA’s imposition of *Salmonella* testing. When HACCP regulations for small meat-processing firms went into
effect in 1999, companies had to meet this performance standard: testing must find no more than 7.5% of sample
products to contain (give “positive” results for) **Salmonella**. During that first year, 20% or so of Supreme Beef’s ground beef tested positive on two occasions. When a third round of testing also showed that the company’s meat exceeded the 7.5% standard, the USDA withdrew its inspectors and forced the plant to close. The USDA must have been especially concerned because this company supplied nearly half the ground beef distributed to schools participating in the national school lunch program. Supreme Beef immediately sued the USDA. The department, it charged, had acted in an “arbitrary and capricious” manner because it did not have legal authority to regulate **Salmonella**. The suit also charged that because cooking kills **Salmonella**, these bacteria do not threaten public safety and cannot be considered adulterants.

Four meat trade associations supported the suit for the usual finger-pointing reasons. Rosemary Mucklow of the National Meat Association told reporters: “Supreme Beef . . . is experiencing the consequences of a requirement that we think has some serious problems. It would have been better if U.S.D.A. had tried to work it out” and “Poor sanitation at ground-beef plants is seldom to blame for salmonella contamination. . . . It would be more effective to enforce performance standards at packing plants or feedlots and farms.” The USDA, as Ms. Mucklow surely must have known, has no enforcement authority over feedlots and farms.

At this point, a U.S. District Court judge in Dallas, A. Joe Fish, ruled that the USDA did not have the authority to close the Supreme Beef plant since doing so could irreparably harm the company. Instead, he issued an injunction against the USDA, forcing its inspectors to continue stamping the meat “USDA Inspected and Passed.” The USDA dealt with this frustrating setback in its ability to enforce Pathogen Reduction: HACCP by canceling the department’s school lunch contract with Supreme Beef.  

Furthermore, the USDA continued to test Supreme Beef’s ground meat for *E. coli* O157:H7. Just two weeks after the Dallas court decision, USDA tests identified this pathogen in one sample of ground beef and again forced a “voluntary” recall, this time of 180,000 pounds. To the USDA, this finding proved that Supreme Beef’s safety procedures were faulty and its lawsuit unjustified. The company, however, maintained that this recall was unrelated to the previous one because *Salmonella* “has nothing to do with the safety of the meat we produce.” In May 2000, the same Dallas judge (A. Joe Fish) who had supported Supreme Beef’s position on *Salmonella* testing, extended his ruling to other plants in northern Texas; they also would not need to test for *Salmonella*. The *New York Times* found this ruling startling:

> Under the judge’s strange reasoning, a plant that produces Supreme Beef’s dismal salmonella test results might still be perfectly clean. The judge was troubled by the idea of penalizing a plant when the meat may already have been contaminated when it arrived there. . . . As a matter of logic and science, the excessive presence of dangerous salmonella in any meat turned out by a plant should be deemed evidence that conditions at the plant are unsanitary.

In the months following those decisions, Supreme Beef again failed its *Salmonella* tests but could not be forced to close because of the court ruling. The president of the company, Steve Spirtas, characterized USDA’s actions as an “all-out assault by the federal government on our small business.” He charged USDA with “manipulating the testing results, suppressing critical information, . . . [and] using bullying tactics to support a position that a federal court has told it has no legal, logical, or scientific basis.” He also pointed out that meat supplied to Supreme Beef bore the stamp “USDA Inspected and Passed,” meaning that USDA had certified its safety.

Some legislators attempted to introduce bills granting USDA the authority to impose limits on *Salmonella*, but these bills failed to pass. The USDA tried other approaches; it cited Supreme Beef for violating sanitation standards and initiated daily testing of ground meat for *E. coli* O157:H7. These actions caused Mr. Spirtas to complain that his small business was being held to unreasonable, discriminatory, and retaliatory standards. Eventually, he gave up, declared bankruptcy, and threatened to sue the USDA for its harassing tactics. The USDA tried to have the case declared moot because of the bankruptcy, but the courts denied this request. Supreme Beef, with the support of the National Meat Association and other meat industry groups, continued to pursue the case, as so much was at stake. If the USDA could shut down plants producing meat contaminated with *Salmonella*, as much as half the meat supply would be considered adulterated and subject to recall or destruction.

In December 2001, a three-judge federal appeals court in New Orleans ruled that the USDA’s *Salmonella* performance standards conflicted with the “plain language” of the 1906 law, which defined adulterated meat as “prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions whereby it may have become contaminated with filth, or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health.” The court referred to the 1974 decision in APHA v. Butz to argue that “*Salmonella*, present in a substantial proportion of meat and poultry products, is not an adulterant per se. . . . This is because normal cooking practices for meat and poultry destroy the *Salmonella* organism.” This ruling essentially overturned the pathogen reduction portion of HACCP. The beef industry welcomed the decision: “Using a relatively infrequently encountered pathogen such as salmonella as an indicator organism that can objectively
measure a processing plant’s performance is not scientifically warranted. . . . Supreme’s brave lawsuit and the court’s ruling against imposition of these flawed standards stands as a shining moment for the meat industry, a momentary triumph of reason over regulation.”

Less self-interested observers, however, did not see it that way. The New York Times called the court’s decision “misguided” and its logic “seriously flawed,” saying, “It ignores both the government’s broad discretion under the law to police unsanitary conditions in meat plants and the serious danger, unresolved by proper cooking, that arises when contaminated raw meat and poultry come in contact with cutting boards, utensils and other foods, such as fruits and vegetables.”

The USDA’s response to the decision was to announce that it planned to continue to conduct microbial testing to ensure food safety. The court’s ruling eliminated our ability to take enforcement action based solely on salmonella standards. The ruling doesn’t prevent the department from using salmonella standards to verify a plant’s ability to address food safety hazards. Salmonella standards alert us that there may be a problem in a plant and that the whole plant needs to be examined, not just one piece of meat.

Food safety–conscious senators and representatives introduced bills to give the USDA greater authority to regulate meat safety but, as noted by the New York Times, “These proposals have so far attracted no Republican co-sponsors. Even more troubling, the noises from the Agriculture Department suggest that the administration is more interested in satisfying industry’s wish for lax regulation than in restoring the government’s power to shut unsanitary plants. The Supreme Beef Processors decision has left a hole in the inspection system, putting consumers everywhere at increased risk.”

Lending further support to this charge, the USDA announced that it would not appeal the ruling, enforce Salmonella standards, or ask Congress to intervene. Under the administration of President George W. Bush, USDA officials appeared to be withdrawing support of HACCP, despite its evident effectiveness. Instead, the USDA would continue to test for Salmonella, but would use the results only as a basis for further inspections—not for closing plants or recalling products. These decisions “disappointed consumer advocates and drew praise from industry.”

In response, Senator Tom Harkin (Dem-IA) introduced legislation that in effect would order USDA to follow its own rules for microbial contaminants. He said that he hoped the USDA had “not ceded the fight for safer food to the meat and poultry industry. . . . We must make it clear, once and for all, that the U.S.D.A. has the authority to set and enforce standards to reduce pathogens.” Whatever the outcome of such cases or legislation, they thoroughly expose the politics of food safety and the glaring gaps in federal regulatory authority.

**USDA Inspectors versus “HACCP-Based Inspection Models”**

In June 1997, the USDA asked for comments on how the department might develop new ways of inspecting meat in slaughterhouses and processing plants “in a HACCP environment.” Inspectors were still examining every carcass, but the department thought they would be better employed checking for fecal contamination, sampling for microbial pathogens, and monitoring meat that left the plant. The department proposed to try out a HACCP-Based Inspection Models Project (HIMP) that would substitute such activities for examination of every meat and poultry carcass coming off the production line. This time, the objections came from federal meat and poultry inspectors. The inspectors, their union (the American Federation of Government Employees), and a consumer advocacy group, the Community Nutrition Institute (CNI), sued the USDA to prevent the department from trying to do anything other than the carcass-by-carcass inspection required by the 1906 law. The inspectors’ motivation is best expressed by the mission statement given on the union’s Web site: “The-Inspector.com has been established in support of the thousands of dedicated Food & Consumer Safety Inspectors, working on the front lines of the meat, poultry & egg products industries, usually under miserable conditions, safeguarding the American food supply.” At the time (it has since been sold), the Community Nutrition Institute published Nutrition Week, a newsletter that tracked current events in food and nutrition. Both were run by Rodney Leonard, long an outspoken advocate of improved food safety. Mr. Leonard’s otherwise inexplicable role as a plaintiff in this anti-HACCP lawsuit reflected his view that the meat industry could not be trusted to conduct its own inspections or testing and that this responsibility properly belonged to government. A U.S. appeals court agreed. It chided the USDA for attempting to reinterpret the Meat Inspection Act.

The government does not deny that in the ninety or so years since passage of the [1906 Act] . . . “inspection” has been taken to mean an organoleptic examination of the carcass, an inspection, that is, using the senses. Now the government has discovered another meaning. A “federal employee has performed an inspection of a carcass,” the government tells us, “when he has watched a plant employee conduct the kind of examination, organoleptic or otherwise, that is necessary to determine whether the carcass is fit for human consumption.” . . . In other words, the government believes that federal employees fulfill their statutory duty to inspect by watching others perform the task. One might as well say that umpires are
The decision against USDA left the future of HACCP uncertain. *Nutrition Week* called it “a great victory for consumers. . . . USDA is no longer allowed to abdicate its responsibility for food safety,” and quoted a representative of the inspectors’ union: “The court found what we have maintained for years—allowing industry to inspect itself is a violation of the law.” USDA responded by modifying the pilot system so that inspectors would continue to monitor carcasses. In January 2001, a federal court permitted the USDA to implement the proposed revisions, but the plaintiffs said they would appeal that decision. They argued that USDA’s changes were insufficient and that the true purpose of the new system was to deregulate the meat industry.

While the court case was in progress, Congress asked the General Accounting Office (GAO) to evaluate the effectiveness of the model inspection system. After a nine-month investigation that involved close examination of records from II model inspection projects in chicken plants, interviews with numerous participants, a survey of more than 200 inspectors, and visits to similar projects in Canada and Australia, the GAO produced a lengthy report of its findings in December 2001. Its conclusion: “a risk-based inspection system—such as the one that USDA is pilot-testing at chicken plants and is starting at hog plants—has merit in concept and is consistent with the existing risk-based framework for HACCP.” GAO investigators, however, thought that the design of the projects was so flawed that it was impossible to determine whether the new system performed as well as the one it was supposed to replace. In particular, they noted that the results of *Salmonella* testing were worse at nearly half the plants using the modified inspection system. Nevertheless, they said,

In response, the USDA said, “No food safety or non-food safety defects are acceptable to FSIS. While no system is perfect, the models project is an effort to reduce and eliminate defects that pass through traditional inspection.”

Although further court action allowed the USDA to continue to test alternative inspection methods, studies continued to reveal serious flaws in food safety at the plants using the model systems. The USDA’s own studies showed that 13 of 16 plants had higher rates of *Salmonella* contamination under the new system (but lower rates of problems with *E. coli* O157:H7). The most obvious interpretation of such dismal results is that neither the plants nor the USDA nor its inspectors were sufficiently committed to doing what is necessary to protect the public and reduce foodborne illness.

No matter how the model projects and court cases eventually resolve, they reveal how strongly HACCP conflicts with entrenched views. Inspectors worry about protecting their jobs; some consumer groups distrust the industry’s willingness to develop and monitor HACCP controls appropriately; the USDA is caught between Congress, the industry, and the courts; and each component of the meat and poultry food chain—producers, processors, retailers, and consumers—believes that responsibility for food safety belongs elsewhere. If nothing else, the legal battles over HACCP implementation make it clear that nothing less than a complete overhaul of the existing food safety system can fix the problems and provide adequate oversight.

**THE CULTURE GAP: MEAT INDUSTRY VERSUS INSPECTORS**

The persistence of some segments of the meat industry in opposing pathogen testing can be explained by economic interests, of course, but also by the cultural tradition of individualistic, antigovernment attitudes reflected in images of cowboys riding herd on cattle in remote areas of the West. The industry culture also reflects what the meat industry itself is about—the slaughter of animals for food. As Upton Sinclair so graphically explained, much of the work of this industry is “stupefying and brutalizing.” Despite reforms, more recent observers like Eric Schlosser continue to find this work repetitive, filthy, and terribly dangerous.

Although meat producers and inspectors both oppose one or another aspect of USDA regulations, their common opposition does not unite them. On the contrary, the inspectors despise the industry for supporting self-inspection (albeit without testing for pathogens), and the industry does little to discourage—worse, actively encourages—open hostility, not only to the USDA regulations, but also to the individual inspectors who enforce them. In June 2000, in an extreme example of such hostility, the owner of the Santos Linguisa sausage factory in
San Leandro, California, opened fire on four state and federal meat inspectors, wounding three of them; he then reloaded and killed three of them execution style with shots to the head. HACCP requirements for the plant had taken effect that January, and inspectors subsequently identified repeated failings of temperature control points and other problems. The plant’s owner, Stuart Alexander, was known to have threatened the meat inspectors. He posted their photographs in the plant and displayed this sign outside its walls: “To all our great customers, the U.S.D.A. is coming into our plant harassing my employees and me, making it impossible to make our great product. Gee, if all meat plants could be in business for 79 years without one complaint, the meat inspectors would not have jobs. Therefore, we are taking legal action against them.” Evidence presented to a grand jury included a video of the shootings and electronic mail messages from Mr. Alexander. One example: “I’m taking action against these government slime balls. . . . They messed with the wrong guy this time, baby.”

This incident, isolated as it was, appeared to be just the tip of the cowboy-culture iceberg. Meat inspectors told USDA officials that “threats from business owners upset over citations or what they perceive as unfair investigations are commonplace. . . . It’s intimidating when you go into an office of some individual who is violating the codes and he has a pistol sitting on his desk.” Verbal abuse was normal in the course of their duties, they said. At one meeting, 40% said they had been threatened, and 10% said they had been physically attacked—sometimes with knives or guns. In the wake of the shootings, an Internet newsletter for meat processors published a series of articles on the industry’s relationships with inspectors. The articles reported humorous accounts of the incident (“Jokes about the murders sprang up like poison mushrooms”) and quoted a ground beef producer in New York City, referring to an article about the shootings on his wall: “‘Oh, we have that there as a joke. . . . Those guys—meaning the inspectors —can really aggravate you.’ ‘I tell my inspectors they’re next,’ laughed another.” The articles noted that inspectors had the power to make life miserable for companies: “Some inspectors—not all, of course, but some—seem to take advantage of this power with particular relish. . . . Worse, the retribution may be endemic to the federal inspection program. . . . Administrators at FSIS seem powerless—or too weak-willed—to stop it.”

USDA officials asked meat industry leaders to tone down the hostile rhetoric, called a series of meetings on workplace conflict and violence, issued directives on how to handle violent incidents, and encouraged employees to report incidents to a hotline. The number of hotline reports increased from 62 in 1999 to 161 in 2001 and affected every inspection district. Overall, the USDA documented 252 incidents of workplace violence against inspectors in 2001.

Changing such ingrained patterns of hostility among meat industry employees will not be easy. The laws require what everyone agrees is a “unique regulatory framework. . . . In no other industry are regulators required to be continuously present in order for the regulated facility to operate,” and “a certain segment of the population harbors strong animosity toward authority in general and the federal government in particular.”

The primary activity of the meat industry is the killing of animals for food, and some level of “stupefying, brutalizing” callousness is only to be expected. From the incidents discussed in chapters 2 and 3, we see that the politics of food safety early in the twenty-first century involves multiple elements. Microbial outbreaks are due to new and more dangerous organisms that affect an increasing number of foods. Federal agencies issue regulations for reducing pathogens for some—but nowhere near all—foods vulnerable to contamination. Government oversight remains mired in century-old laws, fragmented between two agencies with conflicting missions and rules. Both agencies lack adequate resources, political will, and industry support. The regulated industries resist pathogen controls as impositions, blame government or consumers for safety problems, and tolerate occasional legal liability as a reasonable price for conducting business as usual—even if doing so results in completely avoidable illness and death. As we will see in the next chapter, food companies much prefer consumer education or food irradiation to Pathogen Reduction: HACCP, and they continue to oppose any genuine strengthening of a federal role in food safety.
CHAPTER 4
ACHIEVING SAFE FOOD
ALTERNATIVES

AS CITIZENS, WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND THAT PRODUCING SAFE food is not impossibly difficult. Food scientists proved years ago that HACCP systems prevented foodborne illness in outer space. Those systems should work just as well on earth. Sweden, Denmark, and the Netherlands have reduced foodborne illnesses by instituting control systems at every stage of production, starting on the farm. They set testing standards to reduce pathogens, limit antibiotics in animal feed, prevent infections in transported animals, test for microbes at slaughterhouses and supermarkets, and provide incentives to the industry to comply with safety rules. Our government could also take such actions. That it does not is a result of an entrenched political system that allows federal regulators to avoid enforcing their own rules, and food companies to deny responsibility and blame each other, the regulators, or the public whenever outbreaks occur. Rather than collaborating to reduce foodborne pathogens, the agencies and companies shift attention to consumer education as the best way to ensure safe food. Failing that, they call for foods to be irradiated or pasteurized. This chapter examines the education, irradiation, and pasteurization alternatives along with two others: using the courts to impose legal liability for foodborne illness, and reorganizing government to consolidate and improve oversight of food safety.

Before addressing these alternatives, we need to deal with one further issue: food imports. Pathogen Reduction: HACCP applies to domestic food production. The countries from which we import fruits, vegetables, and other foods do not necessarily follow such rules. Because food imports are influenced (if not governed) by international trade agreements, methods to ensure food safety must also take such agreements into consideration.

IMPORTING SAFE FOOD: THE POLITICS OF FOOD TRADE

We live in a global economy with a global food supply. If we insist on having fresh strawberries and tomatoes in January (beyond those grown in our southern states), we have to buy them from countries with warmer climates. In 2000, the United States imported fresh and processed foods worth nearly $49 billion (including about $8 billion worth of fruits, vegetables, and juices), many of them from places with lower standards of water quality and sanitation. Imported foods have caused notable outbreaks: Hepatitis A from Mexican strawberries, Vibrio from Thai coconut pudding, E. coli O157:H7 from French semisoft cheeses, Staphylococcus from Chinese canned mushrooms. That we do not experience more episodes of illness is nothing less than miraculous, a tribute more to our healthy immune systems, the benefits of cooking and food preservation, and plain good luck than to federal oversight.

Any system for grappling with the safety of imported food must deal with the usual two agencies, neither with anywhere near the resources required for this task. The USDA samples about 20% of imported meat and poultry products and rejects those from countries that do not meet our safety standards; it holds the “right of equivalency.” In contrast, the FDA does not have this right and cannot reject imported foods that fail to meet our standards. This enforcement gap is not for lack of trying. FDA Commissioner David Kessler specifically requested the right of equivalency in 1993, and the General Accounting Office (GAO) called on Congress to grant it in 1998. Until recently, the FDA inspected less than 1% of the imported foods under its jurisdiction, down from 8% in 1992. In response to concerns about “homeland security,” the level doubled—to 2%—in 2002. The FDA’s challenge is daunting: in the late 1990s, it employed just 113 inspectors to examine 3 million food shipments flowing through 309 ports of entry to the United States. Yet at the Laredo, Texas, crossing point alone, 1.3 million trucks from Mexico enter the country each year. In 1997, Congress allotted $41 million to improve food inspection across the entire nation. At the same time, it granted $230 million for narcotics control, just for the Southwest border with Mexico. Food safety has never been a Congressional priority and, as we will see in the concluding chapter, it still is not.

Trade works both ways; we exported about $54 billion worth of food products in 2000. Food exports represent
20% of the value of U.S. agricultural production and about one-third of our total harvest. The ability to sell agricultural products abroad is a critically important factor in our economy. If Congress gave the FDA the authority to reject foods from countries with lower safety standards, countries with higher standards might refuse to accept our products. The result: trade problems. Other countries, after all, can exercise their own rights of equivalency. In 2002, for example, Russia temporarily banned imports of U.S. poultry, saying the chickens carried influenza, had been treated with antibiotics, and were contaminated with Salmonella. The ban affected nearly one-quarter of the more than 1 million tons of frozen chicken (worth $640 million) expected to be exported to Russia that year. U.S. officials argued that the Russians were more worried about protecting their own chicken production than about safety. Trade negotiators worked for three weeks to resolve the dispute.3 Regardless of the agencies’ need for more inspection resources, any additional regulatory authority over imported foods might backfire if trading partners refused our exports.5 Hence, politics.

International trade issues related to food safety are resolved through a commission of the United Nations known as Codex Alimentarius (Latin for “food code”). The commission’s purpose is to “promote the elaboration and establishment of definitions and requirements for foods, to assist in their harmonization and, in doing so, to facilitate international trade.”2 With respect to food safety, this goal places the commission in potential conflict of interest; the Codex promotes safe food on the one hand, but trade on the other. As it turns out, trade issues almost always take precedence, perhaps because of the commission’s composition. Among the nearly 2,600 individuals who participated in Codex meetings in the early 1990s, for example, 25% represented industry while only 1% represented public interest groups (the others were government officials). Among delegates from the United States at that time, nearly half (49%) were drawn from industry.5 That imbalance continues.

The Codex commission asserts that its safety standards are science based. If so, it can—and does—demand that members view its requirements as legitimate protections rather than trade barriers. In practice, the commission’s efforts to “harmonize” the differing food safety regulations of member nations appear as pressures to lower standards: “Members shall ensure that any sanitary and phytosanitary measure is applied only to the extent necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or health, is based on scientific principles and is not maintained without sufficient scientific evidence.”5 Because scientific proof of safety is difficult to attain, and the results of most (if not all) scientific studies are subject to interpretation, the Codex criteria leave much room for trade disagreements in which science is invoked in the self-interest of one country or another.

A 1997 U.S. outbreak of Cyclospora attributed to Guatemalan raspberries illustrates how difficult it can be to sort out such disputes. Until the mid-1980s, Guatemala did not grow raspberries. Then, during the country’s campaign against leftist guerrillas, the U.S. Agency for International Development promoted development of “nontraditional agriculture” and encouraged farmers to grow exotic foods for North Americans as cash crops rather than continuing to grow corn and beans for themselves. Production grew rapidly. In 1992, Guatemala produced less than 4,000 pounds of the berries, but in 1996 it shipped 700,000 pounds.

Guatemalan raspberries become ripe and are ready to ship in April and May, when there is no competing source. Spring rains, however, encourage the growth of Cyclospora, a common cause of diarrhea among Guatemalan children and of illness among raspberry pickers. During the outbreak in the United States, investigators from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found Cyclospora in the feces of people who had eaten Guatemalan raspberries. They did not, however, find the bacteria in the raspberries. Nevertheless, as a measure of prudence, they advised the public not to eat Guatemalan raspberries. Guatemalan growers were understandably distressed by unproven assumptions that their raspberries had caused the outbreak. They voluntarily suspended shipments but also “kicked the C.D.C.’s field investigator off their farms [and] denounced the American scientists as snipers fighting a trade war on behalf of the growers’ California competitors.” Reports quoted a spokesman for the berry growers: “Last year the guerrillas were in the fields asking my workers about their conditions . . . and this year it was the C.D.C. The C.D.C. is killing us. They kill us every time they open their mouths.” The growers charged the United States with unfair trade practices: “Cyclospora? . . . They can’t find it. . . . Protectionist forces find bugs or whatever to protect their market. It’s a commercial war.”2

To add to such complexities, some countries do have food safety standards higher than ours, which is one reason they resist imports of our genetically modified soybeans and corn, as discussed in part 2 of this book. As we will see, such disputes fall under the purview of the multinational World Trade Organization, a higher-level international entity that takes precedence over the Codex Commission. As is often the case with food safety, the ability of U.S. regulatory agencies to ensure the safety of imported foods is influenced by politics—in this case, global politics. With that said, we can now return to the measures we might take—as individuals and as a society—to promote food safety at every stage of production, from farm to table.
ALTERNATIVE #1: EDUCATE

When it comes to food safety, the public bears all of the health risks. But does that mean that we also must bear the entire burden of preventive measures? Of course, home cooks should follow basic principles of food safety, especially because doing so is not difficult and is almost always effective. Cooking kills most microbial pathogens, and cooked food remains relatively free of them when refrigerated or stored properly. Surveys, however, frequently find that home cooking practices violate the FDA’s manual of food safety rules, the *Food Code*. This should be no surprise; hardly anyone has heard of it. Furthermore, the code is easy to violate; one merely needs to wipe a counter with an old sponge, use a dish towel more than once, store fresh and cooked foods on the same refrigerator shelf, or forget to wash hands. Even so, home code violations cause much less illness than those made by out-of-home food preparers who did not follow food safety rules.8

Nevertheless, addressing food safety in the home is now a primary goal of national public health policy. In 1980, when the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) established its first ten-year plan to improve health practices, officials estimated that nearly 75% of food-borne infections originated in restaurants, institutional food services, or processing plants. The plan mentioned washing hands and proper food handling as useful educational measures for workers in the food industry. Ten years later, DHHS assigned home cooks their own food safety objective: “Increase to at least 75 percent the proportion of households in which principal food preparers routinely refrain from leaving perishable food out of the refrigerator for over two hours and wash cutting boards and utensils with soap after contact with raw meat and poultry. (Baseline: for refrigeration of perishable foods, 70 percent; for washing cutting boards with soap, 66 percent; and for washing utensils with soap, 55 percent, in 1988).”9 This meant that by the year 2000, 75% of home cooks should be routinely washing cutting boards with soap, as compared to 66% in 1988. The 1988 baseline figures indicated that a sizable proportion of the population already followed safe food-handling practices fairly often—or at least said they did.

In 2000, with foodborne infections increasing in frequency and severity, DHHS assigned an entire section to food safety in its ten-year plan for 2010. The overall goal, to reduce foodborne illnesses, includes three objectives dealing with pathogens—reduce infections, reduce outbreaks, and prevent antibiotic-resistant *Salmonella*. Another objective calls for an increase to 79% in “the proportion of consumers who follow key food safety practices.” Because baseline data from a 1998 survey confirmed that 72% of consumers already did so, the goal recognizes that home code violations are not the principal cause of outbreaks. For this reason, DHHS added a “developmental” objective—one for which no baseline information is available—to “improve food employee behaviors and food preparation practices that directly relate to foodborne illnesses in retail food establishments.”10 Taken together, these objectives continue to place the responsibility for food safety on food handlers, not on food producers or processors.

The phrase key food safety practices refers to elements of an education campaign jointly organized by the USDA and DHHS through an entity called the Partnership for Food Safety Education, an “ambitious public-private partnership created to reduce the incidence of foodborne illness by educating Americans about safe food handling practices.”11 Additional members include the U.S. Department of Education, an association of food and drug officials, seven food trade associations, two consumer organizations, and one individual—the outspoken food safety advocate Carol Tucker Foreman, a partnership entity unto herself.

Because Ms. Foreman appears again in these pages, she deserves a more formal introduction. In 1999, she became distinguished fellow and director of the Food Policy Institute of the Consumer Federation of America, but her previous career reflects the revolving door between jobs in government, industry, and the public interest sector. From 1973 to 1977, she directed the Consumer Federation. Under the administration of President Jimmy Carter, she served as USDA assistant secretary for Food and Consumer Services, where she was a strong advocate of consumer-friendly policies in dietary guidance, food assistance, and food safety. Subsequently, she founded the Safe Food Coalition, which advocated overhaul of the USDA’s meat and poultry inspection system. For 18 years, she headed a Washington, DC–based consulting practice that included corporations such as Monsanto, the agricultural biotechnology company, among its clients. Because she lobbied on behalf of Monsanto in its successful attempt to win FDA approval of a bioengineered cow growth hormone (see chapter 6), some groups question her reliability as a food safety advocate.12 On the issue of food safety, her record speaks for itself; her forceful lobbying for Pathogen Reduction: HACCP has been unwavering, as will soon be evident.
To return to the partnership: its principal contribution to food safety education is a campaign called Fight BAC! Keep Food Safe from Bacteria. Fight BAC! promotes the four food safety actions described in table 9 (page 75) and illustrated in figure 8: clean, separate, cook, and chill. The partnership produces this illustration and related materials—brochures, posters, public service announcements, and refrigerator magnets—in English and Spanish.

In addition to its role in the partnership, USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) offers its own Food Safety Education (FSE) programs. These encourage consumers to cook ground beef to temperatures high enough to kill harmful bacteria and to use cooking thermometers to check such critical control points. Its materials emphasize the scientific nature of such practices: “A unique aspect to the FSE programs is their basis in sound science, as well as education theory and market research. The safe handling advice consumers get from FSIS educational programs and the USDA Meat and Poultry Hotline is based on the latest scientific information available.” Large food corporations also promote home food safety. ConAgra, for example, developed a campaign in 2000, “Home Food Safety . . . It’s in Your Hands,” in partnership with the American Dietetic Association.

Although the advice given in such campaigns makes perfect sense, the education alternative hardly appears adequate to deal with problems of food safety, especially when focused exclusively or primarily on consumers. Scientifically based or not, the educational programs of the partnership, the USDA, and food corporations are directed toward a minor source of foodborne illness at the very end of the food chain. If anything, food producers, processors, and servers are the groups most in need of education about food safety. If, for example, meat and poultry producers better understood their role in the safety of the food supply, they might be less hostile and more receptive to the value of Pathogen Reduction: HACCP. They might understand why it is so important to institute healthier working conditions and more comprehensive training programs for employees. As noted earlier, food handlers typically earn the minimum wage, receive no sick leave or health benefits, and may not have obtained much education. Many workers in meat and poultry processing plants are illegal immigrants with even less access than others to such benefits. These labor issues affect food safety because they lead to unsafe handling practices such as washing hands infrequently, staying on the job while sick, and failing to obtain treatment for intestinal infections. Education of employees would help, but education alone is not enough to ensure safe food. If we as a society are serious about preventing foodborne illness, we need to make certain that everyone who handles food is educated, is paid adequately, and, when needed, obtains sick leave and health care.

**ALTERNATIVE #2: IRRADIATE**

Because regulatory approaches to food safety are endlessly obstructed, and educational approaches do not address
underlying causes, the food industry and some health officials urge more immediate action: irradiate foods to kill pathogens. Here is how Dr. Michael Osterholm, a leading national expert on foodborne illness, explains the meaning of the Hudson ground beef recall discussed in chapter 3:

The current recall reinforces the impression that government can fully protect us against contamination of our food supply, and that when problems do occur, they’ll quickly be fixed. The truth is quite the opposite. . . . Routine testing of the product will not provide us with a reliable way to detect every single episode of contamination. . . . There is one major step we, as a society, can take toward producing safer food. The answer is irradiation.12

Dr. Osterholm and many others fully agree that irradiation kills unwanted microbes. It uses the elements cobalt-60 and cesium-137 or electric current as sources of gamma rays, x-rays, or electron beams to bombard foods. These rays disrupt the genetic material (DNA) of cells in proportion to the intensity of the source element and the length of exposure. Lower or shorter bouts of radiation reduce the number of microbes on a food; higher and longer exposures can kill all of them.

Contrary to the belief of some critics, irradiation does not cause the foods themselves to become radioactive, and its physical effects on food are not so different from those induced by cooking (which also disrupts cell structures). High-intensity irradiation induces minor losses of nutrients as well as slight changes in color, flavor, and odor, particularly in fatty meats. Whether these changes matter depends on point of view. Proponents of irradiation view taste disadvantages as minor in comparison to the ravages of E. coli O157:H7. From the perspective of science-based risk assessment, the benefits of food irradiation far outweigh taste considerations.18

The sterility induced by irradiation, however, is usually incomplete and temporary. The foods must be irradiated in intact packages; once the packages are opened or damaged, foods can become recontaminated. Thus, irradiated foods must be handled like fresh foods and may need to be refrigerated to retard bacterial growth. Even so, this process confers substantial advantages to food producers and processors. They no longer need to be concerned about preventing contamination, because irradiation takes care of whatever pathogens are present. It also extends shelf life; irradiated strawberries, for example, can last 22 days on the shelf instead of the usual 3 to 5 days.19

Despite such advantages, the process is highly controversial and has been slow to gain acceptance. The very idea of irradiation induces dread and outrage, not least because it involves radiation, a foreign and personally uncontrollable technology. It also cannot guarantee sterility, and it treats rather than prevents safety problems. At best, irradiation is an end-stage technological fix.

The controversy is best understood in historical context. During World War II, the U.S. Army discovered that irradiated ground beef stayed fresh longer. Companies developed methods for commercial use by the late 1950S, but a congressional act in 1958 classified irradiation as, of all things, a food additive. This meant that companies had to prove the safety of irradiated foods before the FDA would authorize their sale. Because the companies thought the public would not accept such foods, they did not bother to press for approval.

In the early 1960S, the FDA began to authorize irradiation for limited use, one food at a time: first wheat and wheat flour; then spices, dried vegetable seasonings, pork, and chicken products for the general public; and then steak and turkey for astronauts. In turn, the USDA authorized irradiation for pork, poultry, and beef. Both agencies work to expand this list. In 2002, for example, the USDA proposed to permit Hawaii to export irradiated peppers, eggplants, mangoes, pineapples, squash, and tomatoes to the mainland.20 Overall, more than 35 countries have approved irradiation as a means to preserve more than 50 different kinds of foods. Numerous national and international organizations have endorsed the process, among them health and food technology associations and—most enthusiastically—groups representing irradiation companies.

In the United States, the FDA requires irradiated foods to be labeled “treated with (or by) radiation” and to display the international symbol of irradiation—the radura—printed in green. As shown in figure 9, the radura symbol resembles the logo of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and is meant to reassure the public that irradiated foods are ecologically correct, or “green.” As we will see, supporters of irradiation say that any disclosure of the process is contrary to the public interest, and they consistently demand more favorable labeling requirements or—preferably—none at all.

Because fears of public disapproval inhibited development of the irradiation industry, the first multipurpose commercial food plant did not open until 1991. In 1994, Isomedix, a New Jersey company with 16 plants that irradiate medical devices and food packaging materials, petitioned the FDA to authorize irradiation of raw beef and lamb. Cattlemen strongly supported the petition and discussed the matter with their friends in Congress. Congress, in turn, pressured the USDA and FDA to come to a rapid decision. In 1997, during the period when USDA Secretary Dan Glickman was attempting to convince the Senate agriculture committee that his department should be allowed
to issue mandatory recalls of contaminated meat, the senators “reacted skeptically, saying the plan would impose unnecessary new regulations when the focus should be on emerging technology like irradiation.” That irradiate medical devices and food packaging materials, petitioned the FDA to authorize irradiation of raw beef and lamb. Cattlemen strongly supported the petition and discussed the matter with their friends in Congress. Congress, in turn, pressured the USDA and FDA to come to a rapid decision. In 1997, during the period when USDA Secretary Dan Glickman was attempting to convince the Senate agriculture committee that his department should be allowed to issue mandatory recalls of contaminated meat, the senators “reacted skeptically, saying the plan would impose unnecessary new regulations when the focus should be on emerging technology like irradiation.”

Other groups also advocated approval of irradiation, charging that opposition to it was antiscientific. For example, Elizabeth Whelan of the industry-supported American Council on Science and Health (ACSH), proposed a much friendlier euphemism for the process in an article in the Wall Street Journal:

> Pasteurization through irradiation is safe and effective and is used in other countries and in the U.S. for pork, poultry, and other foods. . . . Antitechnology advocates . . . are circulating unfounded claims that irradiation poses a health hazard. . . . It is time for all of us to stop responding to the scaremongers. We must listen, instead, to scientists, who are unanimous in their conclusion that food irradiation—not more government regulation—will make America’s food supply even safer.

The Produce Marketing Association, an industry trade group, also supported irradiation for reasons of both science and values, in this case the value of “consumer choice”: “Sound science must be the basis for decisions about all food issues. . . . Irradiation has been deemed to be a safe and viable technology . . . providing consumers the choice in the marketplace.” Such statements, as we have seen, mistakenly equate safety (a scientific concept) with acceptability (a social concept). Meat industry officials, while lobbying for approval of irradiation, wanted to make sure that using it would not increase their accountability for foodborne illness: “Irradiation . . . is particularly important for ground beef . . . but the ultimate responsibility for food safety still rests with the food handler and preparer.”

The FDA delayed approval of irradiation for beef and lamb, not only because its approval processes are always slow, but also because its staff still needed to evaluate the effects of the process on meat from sheep as well as cattle and on fresh cuts as well as those that had been refrigerated and frozen. While the FDA was plugging along on its proposals for these rules, Congress passed the Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act of 1997 which, among other things, restricted the agency’s ability to regulate irradiated foods: “No provision . . . shall be construed to require on the label or labeling of a food a separate radiation disclosure statement that is more prominent than the declaration of ingredients,” and “FDA must act on petition within 60 days of enactment or provide to House and Senate an explanation of the process followed . . . and the reasons action on the petition was delayed.” Congress, therefore, insisted that the FDA allow food labels to disclose irradiation in very small type and approve irradiation requests within months rather than years.

Under that kind of pressure, the FDA immediately authorized irradiation of beef and lamb, explaining that the process “will not present a toxicological hazard, will not present a microbiological hazard, and will not adversely affect the nutritional adequacy of such products.” The American Meat Institute hailed the approval as “a victory for consumers and the red meat industry.” Rodney Leonard of the Community Nutrition Institute (CNI) offered a different opinion. Although he firmly opposed HACCP (as noted in chapter 3), he also opposed irradiation:

> In addition to blaming the victim, government and industry are proposing a quick fix—food irradiation—to a problem of official neglect and industry abuse. . . . Bombarding contaminated foods with gamma rays will not improve public health, however, because it does not remove the feces of cattle and poultry. . . . The treatment is the only measure which government and industry can adopt which will not require the food supply to be cleaned up.
Food safety advocate Carol Tucker Foreman succinctly reinforced this last point in a comment to Consumer Reports: “After all, sterilized poop is still poop.”

Despite such opposition, pressures to hide irradiation from consumers continued. In 2002, Congress passed the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act, mostly to authorize $190 billion in price supports for basic farm commodities, but also to equate irradiation (a radiation process) with pasteurization (usually understood as a heat process). The act requires the FDA to allow food labels to use pasteurized for any process that reduces pathogens in meat and poultry and to substitute this term for irradiation. This creative idea originated with Tom Harkin (Dem-IA), chair of the Senate agriculture committee, and a representative of the state housing the nation’s largest irradiation plant for ground beef. Even with such legislation, it is not clear whether the public will accept irradiated foods. Some experts believe that people will simply refuse to buy irradiated products; this possibility makes food producers so nervous that they all “want to be second to try it.” Some companies deliberately appeal to distrust of irradiation by advertising their products as nonirradiated. Fears of consumer resistance easily explain why the industry and its supporters pressed so forcefully for more attractive euphemisms such as “ionizing pasteurization” or “cold pasteurization.” Will euphemisms convince people to buy irradiated products? Surveys reveal that at least half of consumers do not like any term for irradiation.

Other surveys, however, report the public to be relatively unconcerned about this process, leading its proponents to reassure the food industry that consumers will readily accept irradiated foods. One report to industry (costing $75 a copy) promises readers that most consumers think irradiation will prevent foodborne illness and reduce disease risk (85–90%) and that most would buy irradiated products even if they were labeled as such (80%). The report quotes the president of the Food Marketing Institute: “Food irradiation is one safety tool whose time has come! . . . As an industry, we must also have the courage to support irradiated food products in the marketplace. . . . We must not let those who are afraid to let consumers make their own judgments use misinformation and scare tactics to win arguments they would lose on the scientific merits of the issues.”

Cost considerations, however, are likely to influence levels of outrage about this method, as may euphemistic labels so small as to be unnoticeable. Food technologists believe that when informed of the benefits of irradiation, the public will buy treated foods even if they cost more, as they most certainly will. Irradiation is expensive because of the equipment, the labels, and the transport from centralized facilities; the higher costs will be passed along to consumers. In 1997, USDA economists estimated that the cost to the beef industry alone could range from $28 million to $89 million annually, or from about 1.6 cents to 5 cents a pound. Although the costs to society of foodborne illness greatly exceed such amounts, and the additional price seems too small to make any difference to individual consumers, market comparisons suggest that a 10% premium for irradiated products would cause the proportion of people who might choose them to drop from 43% to 19%.

This experiment is now underway. As irradiated foods increasingly enter the marketplace, the degree of acceptance by industry and the public will soon become evident. Furthermore, irradiation companies are using the anthrax scare of fall 2001 (discussed in the concluding chapter) to “do something they’ve been unable to do themselves: sell consumers on their controversial germ-zapping technology.” Even if consumers do opt to buy irradiated foods, the process is unlikely to solve food safety problems. On this point, I defer to Rodney Leonard:

> All irradiation will do is add partially decontaminated fecal matter to the American diet, a practice that is likely to cause food poisoning cases to skyrocket when bacteria develop the survival tactics to resist irradiation. All past efforts to “eradicate” microbial organisms . . . have succeeded only in creating new generations of super bugs, and irradiation will be no different. . . . The solution to the food safety problem is to produce safe food (emphasis added).

Like many other food safety matters, irradiation raises issues of societal values that extend beyond the scientific. To questions about costs and benefits must be added others about the safety of those employees who work with and transport hazardous radioactive materials, and the environmental effects of discarding surplus sources of gamma rays. From a value-based perspective, irradiation is a techno-fix: a short-term corrective to a late-stage contamination problem that should be addressed much earlier in the chain of production.

**ALTERNATIVE #3: PASTERILIZE**

Technical solutions to food safety problems are linked, as we have seen, to conflicts between science and other kinds of value systems. The Odwalla company’s corporate policy valued “fresh” and “natural,” and it took a lethal outbreak to convince its managers to apply basic principles of microbiology to production processes; the company now pasteurizes its juices (in the old sense of the term). Many of my friends who are chefs or specialty food
producers strongly believe that the sensory and cultural values of traditional raw or undercooked foods far outweigh the small risk of acquiring a foodborne infection. Raw (unpasteurized) milk—and cheeses made from it—have become rallying points for such views. For years, raw milk foods have caused rare but occasionally lethal outbreaks of *Listeria*, *Salmonella*, *E. coli* O157:H7, and other pathogens. The catalog of foodborne outbreaks maintained by the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) reported just 11 from raw milk and 8 from cheeses made with raw milk during the 11-year period from 1990 to 2001. These numbers seem excessively high to the people who became ill from eating the foods, to the families of those who died, and to safety officials who want such foods pasteurized. The number of outbreaks appears minor, however, to people who prize such foods for their taste subtleties and cultural traditions and who believe that such benefits outweigh what seems like an occasional risk. In the case of raw milk foods, the choice is voluntary, and the foods generate little dread or outrage.

The risks are not equally distributed, however. Raw milk and soft cheeses such as the Mexican *queso fresco* are implicated most often; these are particularly dangerous when contaminated with *Salmonella* or other bacteria resistant to multiple antibiotics. Harder domestic and foreign imported cheeses also have caused outbreaks and such incidents—rare though they may be—invariably elicit demands for mandatory pasteurization and restricted import of raw milk cheeses. As explained by an Oregon food safety expert, Dr. William Keene:

> Even after almost 100 years of effort, medical and public health experts have been unable to eliminate raw milk consumption. Raw milk has been and continues to be a staple in the epidemiological literature, linked to a long list of diseases. . . . There is no mystery about why raw milk is a common vehicle for salmonellosis and other enteric infections; after all, dairy milk is essentially a suspension of fecal and other microorganisms in a nutrient broth. Without pasteurization or other processing to kill pathogens, consumption of raw milk is a high-risk behavior.

Dr. Keene points out that the aging and drying processes required to make many kinds of cheeses will kill most pathogens, but soft cheeses are “well documented hazards.” Defenders of raw milk cheeses, who would be appalled by his characterization of dairy milk as a broth of fecal bacteria, seize on the protective benefits of the aging and drying processes. They argue that problems caused by raw milk cheeses are due to flagrant lapses in good manufacturing practices such as leaving raw milk unrefrigerated overnight or washing the equipment with water from a backyard garden hose (as was the case with the *queso fresco* harboring antibiotic-resistant *Salmonella*). Furthermore, requiring milk to be pasteurized might have prevented the *queso fresco* outbreak, but pasteurized milk also can become contaminated if it is handled carelessly. The CSPI outbreak catalog lists just as many incidents due to pasteurized milk or cheeses (or to products of unspecified pasteurization status) as to those attributed to raw milk products. Foods made from raw milk still carry a higher risk, however, as fewer of them are on the market.

The American Cheese Society, a trade group representing the makers of specialty “artisanal” cheeses, advises its members to institute Pathogen Reduction: HACCP. With HACCP plans seemingly taking care of the science, the society also opposes mandatory pasteurization for reasons of values—democracy and individual rights:

> The American Cheese Society supports the continued democratic option to use both pasteurized and unpasteurized milk to produce America’s cheeses. . . . We support the rights of individuals in all countries to enjoy their own great cheese historically made with unpasteurized milks. . . . We believe that mandatory pasteurization places an unnecessary hardship on those cheesemakers dedicated to safe and healthy practices. . . . We will ensure that our cheesemakers’ options to use pasteurized and unpasteurized milks are both heard and understood.

I like the cheeses produced by the members of this society, and I enthusiastically support the work of artisanal cheese makers. Many of them make superb products, whether from unpasteurized or pasteurized milk. I am happier eating them, however, when I know that the maker of the cheese is following a carefully designed Pathogen Reduction: HACCP plan that includes microbial standards verified by testing. No matter how rarely an unpasteurized cheese causes an outbreak, its makers and consumers are taking a gamble—and one with unknown odds.

Good manufacturing practices can reduce the odds to practically nothing, however. On a trip to Italy in 2002, I visited a producer of handmade pecorino and ricotta cheeses derived from raw sheep’s milk (*latte crudo*). The owner employed a full-time microbiologist to test every batch of cheese for *Salmonella*, *Listeria*, *E. coli* O157:H7, and several other potential pathogens. He also insisted that his milk suppliers do such testing, and aged his cheeses beyond the time the FDA requires for imports. With this level of care, raw milk cheese raises minimal safety concerns.

To generalize from this example: Pathogen Reduction: HACCP should reduce foodborne illness when manufacturers follow the plan and monitor pathogen levels in the products. Failure to do so can cause severe illness in consumers (and severe liability for manufacturers). It may be true that only an occasional child gets sick or dies from eating contaminated food, but that event becomes a personal tragedy rather than a statistical matter if the child is yours. Whether eating raw foods is worth the risk is a matter of personal values when—and only when—all
parties understand and take responsibility for what is at stake. Education of consumers or techno-fixes cannot protect against illness when the problems originate at the production or processing level, which is why Pathogen Reduction: HACCP and monitoring of performance standards are essential for producers of all foods, artisanal as well as corporate.

**ALTERNATIVE #4: LITIGATE**

It might seem reasonable to think that the cost of outbreak judgments in the tens of millions of dollars would be enough to make companies leap to put effective HACCP plans in place, required or not. That they fail to do so is in part a result of the shared responsibility for food safety among producers, processors, retailers, food service providers, and the public. USDA officials explain the behavior of meat and poultry producers in these terms:

> When consumers cannot trace an illness to any particular food or even be certain it was caused by food, food retailers and restaurateurs are not held accountable by their customers for selling pathogen-contaminated products and they, in turn, do not hold their wholesale suppliers accountable. This lack of marketplace accountability for foodborne illness means that meat and poultry producers may have little incentive to incur costs for more than minimal pathogen and other hazard controls.

As we have seen, criminal charges in food-poisoning cases are rare, especially in comparison to the number of cases of illness and outbreaks. In 2000, about 20 of the nation’s 6,000 meat processors pleaded guilty to violations of meat inspection regulations. In 2001, the Sara Lee company admitted to charges that it sold *Listeria*-contaminated meat responsible for the deaths of at least 15 people in 1998. Furthermore, the penalties can be quite light. In 2002, one of the owners of a Texas salvage food operation was fined $2,000, ordered to pay a $100 fee, and placed on probation for three years (including 120 days of home confinement) for selling rodent-contaminated meat.

The typical corporate culture of “it’s not my fault” is one reason for the lack of accountability, but another is the difficulty of assigning direct responsibility for an outbreak to one or another link in the chain of food production and consumption. A 1999 outbreak of *E. coli* O157:H7 illustrates this problem. The outbreak occurred among people who attended a state fair in upstate New York. Investigators recorded more than 1,000 cases of illness, 65 hospitalizations, and two deaths, one of a child and the other of an elderly man. They traced the source to drinking water from a well at the fairgrounds. A recent deluge of heavy rains had flooded the fairgrounds and allowed contaminated water, first thought to have come from manure from nearby barns, to leak into the well. Later, they discovered a nearby sewage pit that belonged to a fairgrounds dormitory run by a Cornell Cooperative Extension 4-H program. The well water was not chlorinated. In a situation like this, who is liable? Contributing to the outbreak were the fairgrounds, the cow barns, the dormitory, and the rain (an “act of God”). Eventually, suits were filed against Cornell Cooperative Extension on behalf of some of the sick children.

Even if liability could be assigned easily, it is not clear that damage payments would be much of an incentive to food producers to be more careful. In a 1998 report on food safety, a committee of the National Research Council (NRC) pointed out that the risk of bad public relations is likely to be a much greater motivating force, as “the public is quick to shun whole categories of food products alleged to be tainted.” This reaction certainly was true of the Jack in the Box and Odwalla outbreaks, but in these cases it was short-lived. Both companies recovered customers and sales. Filing lawsuits is an expensive proposition—in time and emotion—for the victims of outbreaks and is another end-stage solution to a problem that should have been prevented in the first place.

**ALTERNATIVE #5: REORGANIZE**

Political problems require political solutions, which is why people without a vested interest in the current system—and some who have such an interest—support an entirely different approach to food safety: creation of a single independent government oversight agency. The idea is hardly new. A White House nutrition conference implied this need in 1969, and the National Research Council explicitly recommended creating such an agency in 1979. In 1988, the Food Marketing Institute, a conservative trade organization representing retailers and wholesalers, proposed that “the government’s role can be accomplished if authority and responsibility for food safety are assigned to a single federal government agency. . . . It is vital that those agencies that currently have food safety responsibility be given sufficient resources to do the job properly and to ensure public confidence.”

The congressional watchdog agency, the General Accounting Office (GAO), has urged creation of a single food agency for years, despite the evident political barriers. In 1992, for example, the GAO told Congress that in a food safety system as entrenched as this one, “reaching agreement on such a major structural change would be difficult, at
best.” Nevertheless, it continued to press Congress on this point. In 1993, it said, “In our view, creating a single food safety agency is the most effective way for the federal government to resolve long-standing problems, deal with emerging food safety issues, and ensure the safety of our country’s food supply.” In 1999, the GAO again said:

During the past 25 years, we . . . made numerous recommendations for change. While many of these recommendations have been acted upon, improvement efforts have fallen short, largely because the separate agencies continue to operate under the different regulatory approaches implicit in their basic authorities. Consequently, it is unlikely that fundamental, lasting improvements in food safety will occur until systematic legislative and structural changes are made to the entire food safety system.

Despite such urgings from impartial investigators, Congress has failed to follow this advice. Government agencies, rather than taking whatever steps they can to unify the system, tend to protect their own resources. In 1993, for example, FDA commissioner Dr. David Kessler agreed on the need for a comprehensive food safety policy but insisted that his agency take the lead in federal safety efforts and that any new initiatives should be designed to strengthen the FDA’s role in this area.

As a result of political pressures, federal leadership on food safety appears unfocused. In 1997, President Clinton announced a budget of $43 million for early detection and prevention of foodborne microbial outbreaks; of that amount, more than half would go to the FDA for seafood inspection. Instead of a single agency, he created the Food Safety Initiative—a joint effort led by the chief administrators of USDA, DHHS (the FDA’s parent agency), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). He asked these officials to work with industry and consumer groups to recommend improvements in food safety research, inspection, and education. As is customary in such situations, the group issued a report—this one designed to improve the separate programs of each agency. Its one concession to joint efforts: a proposal for a plan to “make the best use of each agency’s limited resources, with no mention of a single food agency.”

Later that year, Senator Richard Durbin (Dem-IL) introduced legislation to replace the current system with an independent food safety and inspection agency, but his bill did not get very far. President Clinton asked Congress for a $101 million increase in spending for the Food Safety Initiative to bring the total federal expenditure for this purpose to $817 million. This, he said, would “take the agencies that deal with food inspection from the 19th century to the 21st century.” Relatively small as these amounts might be, Congress did not want to grant them. Agriculture committee members said that until the day federal agencies could define precisely how much it would cost to reduce foodborne illness, “they won’t get any more money. . . . Some of the Food and Drug Administration’s duties [should] be delegated to states and local governments.”

In 1998, the National Research Council (NRC) issued Ensuring Safe Food, a report commissioned by Congress at a reported cost of $420,000. The NRC committee must have been uneasy about how its work might be received, because it repeatedly emphasized the report’s scientific underpinnings. Its purposes, said the committee, are to “determine the scientific basis of an effective food safety system,” “identify scientific needs and gaps,” and “[recommend] scientific and organizational changes in federal food safety activity needed to ensure an effective science-based food safety system” (emphasis added). Although Rodney Leonard described this report as “one of the most expensive term papers ever written,” the committee’s scientific defensiveness is understandable, as it took considerable courage to recommend

a unified and central framework for managing federal food safety programs, one that is headed by a single official and which has the responsibility and control of resources for all federal food safety activities. . . . This recommendation envisions an identifiable, high-ranking, presidentially appointed head, who would direct and coordinate federal activities and speak to the nation, giving federal food safety efforts a single voice. The structure created, and the person heading it, should have control over the resources Congress allocates to the food safety effort; the structure should also have a firm foundation in statute and thus not be temporary and easily changed by political agendas or executive directives. . . . The most viable means of achieving these goals would be to create a single, unified agency headed by a single administrator.

In arguing for one accountable official, the NRC deliberately rejected two other leadership options, one of them a joint coordinating committee like the one in charge of the Food Safety Initiative. President Clinton, however, ignored this advice. Instead of appointing a czar, he did something even less likely to be effective. He appointed a troika—a President’s Council on Food Safety led by three people: the secretaries of USDA and DHHS and a high-level science advisor. A spokesman for the National Food Processors Association seemed delighted that the program would not be led by a single person holding considerable power and said, apparently without irony: “When you have
a czar, that would probably create a new bureaucracy. . . . It is important to keep politics out of food safety.”

In its formal announcement of a National Food Safety Initiative, the troika produced this cheerfully optimistic vision statement:

Consumers can be confident that food is safe, healthy, and affordable. We work within a seamless food safety system that uses farm-to-table preventive strategies and integrated research, surveillance, inspection, and enforcement. We are vigilant to new and emergent threats and consider the needs of vulnerable populations. We use science- and risk-based approaches along with public/private partnerships. Food is safe because everyone understands and accepts their responsibilities.

To support this vision, Congress allocated a budget of $370 million for the entire surveillance, coordination, inspection, risk-assessment, education, and research components of the initiative for fiscal year 2000. This figure amounted to about $1.50 per person and was about the same size as the advertising budget of Burger King that year. One full year after release of the NRC report, officials of the FDA and USDA seemed in no hurry to make progress on its recommendations. Instead, the troika of the Council on Food Safety, now joined by the secretary of commerce as a fourth member, was at work on yet another report. When released early in 2000, the report made no specific recommendation for structural change but instead suggested a range of options for consideration: (1) tweaking the current system so that it would speak with a “single voice”; (2) tweaking it to make one agency (but not necessarily the same one) responsible for chairing the council, leading the efforts, or overseeing everything having to do with specific food products such as pizza or sandwiches; (3) giving one unit within each agency full responsibility for all of that agency’s food safety functions; or (4) creating a stand-alone, cabinet-level food safety agency.

Perhaps because the council listed the single agency as the last option, food industry groups praised its science-based approach and its lack of enthusiasm for erecting “a monolithic super bureaucracy that would do little to reduce the risk of foodborne diseases.” To food safety advocates, however, the plan was nothing but “platitudes”—federal agencies protecting themselves—because it provided no timelines, deadlines, or budgets. In defending the plan, an FDA official said that he understood why people might view the agency’s insistence on science-based approaches to regulation a “stall,” as the FDA would always need more data on which to base decisions. Nevertheless, he said, the FDA intended to make the plan “real.”

The council’s strategic plan, released a year later, in January 2001, analyzed the various options and unsurprisingly concluded that improvements in coordination and consolidation were necessary but not sufficient to improve oversight. Although a stand-alone agency could eliminate perceptions of bias or competing missions, it “might create new problems and inefficiencies in the oversight of dietary supplements and other food-related issues not included in the new agency.” Thus, the council recommended “efforts to strengthen agency coordination . . . and the development of comprehensive, unifying legislation, followed by the development of a corresponding organizational reform plan by allowing risk-based allocation of resources and utilization of science-based regulation, enforcement, and education” (emphasis added). The strong emphasis on a science-based regulatory approach—always requiring more studies and more reports—provided little ground for optimism that reforms would come soon.

As soon as President George W. Bush took office in January 2001, he issued a number of antiregulatory executive orders, including one delaying the USDA’s imposition of performance standards for Salmonella and Listeria in meat and poultry. The American Meat Institute used the delay to argue for a complete review of the rules, while consumer groups urged the newly appointed USDA Secretary, Ann Veneman, to move them forward. One month later, the USDA released the rules, reportedly because Secretary Veneman convinced the White House to grant an exception to the executive order. Industry groups were not pleased and complained that the rules were unfair because they singled out meat and poultry for testing when other foods were equally contaminated. Nevertheless, weaknesses in the system remained evident. In March, newspapers reported frequent violations of safety procedures in meat-producing plants in New York and New Jersey; they also headlined flagrant lapses in retail meat inspection throughout the Northeast. These reports only added to concerns about meat safety, then driven by the highly publicized epidemics of mad cow disease and foot-and-mouth disease among cattle in Great Britain and Europe. Together, the problems amounted to what the New York Daily News characterized as a “Meat Mess” worthy of front-page attention, as shown in figure 10.
Adding to this mess, the administrator of USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service announced that testing for *Salmonella* in beef served in the federal school lunch program (the cause of the problems with Supreme Beef discussed in the previous chapter) was no longer necessary and schools could now serve *irradiated* beef instead. This suggestion elicited surprised comments from Senator Richard Durbin (Dem-IL), who viewed it as another attempt by corporations to circumvent safety regulations under an administration so friendly to industry that it had already reduced standards for the levels of arsenic permitted in drinking water: “The school lunch program is a very sacred budget in our program, and a lot of senators and congressmen don’t feel it’s a political issue. . . . First, it was arsenic in drinking water. Now it’s salmonella in school lunches. Where will it end?” Apparently, the suggestion also surprised USDA Secretary Veneman. The next day, she said that she had not approved the change and would withdraw it, a turnaround that caused Senator Durbin to comment, “Someone in the department got caught with their hand in the hamburger.”

This incident revealed the alarming increase in outbreaks of foodborne disease among school children eating contaminated meat served in school lunch programs. The *Chicago Tribune* identified dozens of such outbreaks, some of them affecting thousands of students; it attributed them to inadequate cooking of badly contaminated frozen meat shipped from careless and uncaring packers. The packers did the usual denying and blaming, along with one unusually creative response: “The real problem . . . is America’s strict food safety laws. The more we battle these so-called pathogens, the more problems we’re creating. . . . Our immune systems here are in pathetic shape. . . . We’re not able to deal with elevated levels of bacteria that people in other parts of the world can deal with because we are in such a sterile environment.”

The GAO supported this case a few months later when it told Congress that at least 292 outbreaks from school meals—affecting more than 16,000 children—had occurred since 1990. Such outbreaks were clearly increasing, but no federal agency monitors the safety of school meals or issues special security measures to protect school children. The GAO said that closing this safety gap would require “addressing the overarching problems that affect the nation’s federal food safety system as a whole.” In 1992, Michael Taylor (the former USDA administrator introduced in chapter 2) proposed specific legislative actions that might be taken to achieve that goal. Table 10 summarizes some of his suggestions, along with some others derived from the ideas discussed in these chapters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 10. Suggestions for legislative actions to ensure safe food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress should provide the mandate, authority, and funding necessary to achieve:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A single agency accountable for providing consistent and coordinated oversight of food safety, from farm to table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Revision of the 1906 safety inspection laws to permit oversight of microbial pathogens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Institution of Pathogen Reduction: HACCP, with performance standards verified by pathogen testing, at every step of food production
• A national food safety plan that sets priorities, adopts strategies, ensures accountability, and monitors progress
• Recall authority, access to records, and penalties for lapses in safety procedures
• Uniform food safety standards for states, consistent with federal policies
• Standards for imported foods equivalent to those for domestic foods
• Food safety to take precedence over commercial considerations in trade disputes
• Universal food safety education for commercial food handlers
• A national system for monitoring cases and outbreaks of foodborne disease and their causes
• Research on methods to control microbial contamination and illness, and on prevention strategies

SOURCE: Some of these suggestions are adapted from Taylor MR. Food Technology 2002;56(5):190–194.

CONCLUSION: THE GLOBAL POLITICS OF FOOD SAFETY

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, efforts to prevent microbial contamination of the food supply continue to be held hostage to industries obstructing intervention, agencies competing for scarce resources, inspectors defending obsolete job descriptions, courts defending obsolete laws, and a Congress more anxious to protect the sources of campaign contributions than the health of the public. While many food safety problems have improved since the era of The Jungle, the solution to others continues to face formidable political opposition.

Although this chapter has focused on U.S. food safety matters, it begins and ends by recognizing that domestic food safety—like many other political matters—cannot be discussed in isolation from its international dimensions. The safety of the foods we import depends not only on the quality standards set by our trading partners but also on international decisions that might seem only peripherally related to the food supply. Thus, an additional alternative surely should be to insist that the United Nations agencies dealing with trade issues—the Codex Commission and, as discussed in the next part of this book, the World Trade Organization—consider health and safety first in making rules about trade barriers.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, several European countries have reduced outbreaks of foodborne disease by instituting control measures similar to Pathogen Reduction: HACCP. In response to food catastrophes such as mad cow disease in Great Britain and foot-and-mouth disease in cattle throughout Europe, countries such as Canada, Denmark, Ireland, and Great Britain have taken steps to consolidate their food safety activities into single agencies. The European Union has also created a unified Food Safety Authority. Although it is too soon to know whether they will also reduce episodes of foodborne illness, these experiments are of great interest. They hold the promise of solving coordination problems as well as providing the strength and flexibility to deal with emerging food safety challenges such as bioterrorism.

International concerns also dominate discussions of food biotechnology, as countries throughout the world grapple with decisions about whether to accept genetically modified food crops produced in the United States. In part 2, we will see that the debates over such foods depend to some extent on safety considerations but relate even more to societal implications. Whether an independent food agency might be more effective in dealing with this broader range of considerations will be taken up in the concluding chapter, as will some thoughts on how the various stakeholders—government, food producers, and consumers—might make food safety issues less political and more focused on health.
LATE IN THE FALL OF 2001, I ATTENDED A TUFTS UNIVERSITY conference on agricultural biotechnology sponsored by corporations such as Aventis (producer of StarLink corn) and Monsanto (producer of genetically modified cow growth hormone, corn, soybeans, and cotton). Speaker after speaker made the same three points: (1) the number of people in the world is increasing rapidly and food production must increase to keep them from starvation; (2) because the land available for growing food is limited, biotechnology—and only biotechnology—can increase food productivity; and (3) the main barrier to producing genetically modified foods is public doubt about their safety, particularly as expressed by unscientific activist groups such as Greenpeace. Anyone not actively tracking the politics of food biotechnology might be surprised to learn that the chief impediment to eliminating world hunger is a consumer group best known for its opposition to nuclear weapons testing, but this topic is replete with such ironies.

To explain why the ironic politics of food biotechnology deserves attention in a book about food safety, we must begin with some definitions: biotechnology and its synonym, genetic engineering, are processes by which scientists move genes (DNA) from one organism to another to transfer desired traits. Agricultural biotechnologists move genes from bacteria, viruses, or plants into food plants (the appendix explains how this is done). We call foods containing the new genes by a variety of equivalent terms: transgenic, bioengineered, genetically engineered (GE), genetically modified (GM), genetically modified organisms (GMO), and, occasionally, the pejorative Franken-foods. These chapters refer to such foods interchangeably as genetically modified, genetically engineered, and transgenic.

The speakers at the Tufts conference were intoning the mantra of the food biotechnology industry, the theoretical promise that its products will solve world food problems by creating a more abundant, more nutritious, and less expensive food supply. I emphasize theoretical because this promise is not yet realized; the industry is still in its infancy. The speakers were right to be concerned about public acceptance. The commercial products of food biotechnology have caused no end of controversy. In the United States, and particularly in Great Britain, people view the new foods with suspicion, often with dread and outrage. The results: boycotts, destruction of plantings (“ecoterrorism”), legal bans, and trade disputes. Such reactions reflect misgivings about the risks of technological manipulations of food, not only to human health, but also to the environment, to the world economy, and to society as a whole. They also reflect distrust of the motives of the food biotechnology industry and of the ability of government to regulate that industry. This sense of unease—specific for some, vague for others—translates most easily to a simple response: rejection. As people often tell me, “I don’t want any GM in my food.”

To industry officials and scientists who view risk through a science-based lens, statements like that are antiscientific and irrational. In the early 1990s, they characterized any criticism of food biotechnology as ignorant, irresponsible, hysterical, or—my favorite—troglodyte, and as a prominent symptom of a new psychiatric disorder, biotechnophobia. They lamented that well-funded activist groups were deliberately “interweaving political, societal and emotional issues . . . to delay commercialization and increase costs by supporting political, non-science-based regulation, unnecessary testing, and labeling of foods.” In that tradition, the Tufts conference speakers complained about the generous funding available to Greenpeace, another irony in light of the disparity between that group’s resources and those of the agricultural biotechnology industry.

From its inception, food biotechnology has raised political, societal, and emotional issues: What are the risks of genetically modified foods? What are their benefits? How are risks and benefits distributed? Who makes decisions about them? How will genetically modified foods affect local, national, and international food systems and economies? How should the foods be regulated? Should they be labeled? And: Is it ethical to create such foods in the first place? The questions about risk can be answered scientifically, but the other
questions are value-based and social. Because questions about ethics and other social matters threaten the very foundation of food biotechnology, the industry and its supporters tend to restrict discussion to questions of safety. From a science-based perspective, if genetically modified foods are safe, there is no sensible reason for regulating, labeling, or opposing them.

The focus on science, safety, and risk obscures the social issues, particularly those having to do with the distribution of economic benefits. Food biotechnology is a huge business, and huge profits are at stake. To survive, the industry must make products that farmers or the public will buy. Politics enters the picture because other stakeholders in the food system have different agendas and hold different values. Scientists want to work on challenging problems that might produce health or economic gains, and, as a necessary benefit, research funding. Government regulators want to ensure that foods are safe, but they also want to avoid congressional intervention and industry lawsuits. As consumers, we all want food that is safe (or safe enough), but many of us also are concerned about social issues. Food biotechnology is political because basic questions—Who benefits? Who decides? Who controls?—require societal resolution and cannot be decided solely by the methods of science.

The debates about food biotechnology are especially complicated because the science itself is so complicated. That most people cannot understand the science behind genetically modified foods is a given. But anyone, trained in science or not, can grasp whether democratic political processes are at work in making decisions about these foods. We will see how questions of democracy—and the lack of an institutional venue for debating the social implications of food biotechnology—underlie much of the distrust of the industry and its government regulators. The desire for democratic processes and the trust they inspire explain why the lack of labeling of genetically modified foods is such a critical point of debate. Labeling places the power to make decisions in the hands of consumers, not the industry.

Although the safety of genetically modified foods is an important issue, it is not the only one of interest. But because safety appears to be the only legitimate ground for criticism, it acts as a surrogate for concerns about democratic processes and social implications. The StarLink corn affair is an example of the use of safety as a surrogate; the arguments focused on allergenicity (science), but the real issues had to do with the company’s control over the food supply and evasion of democratic processes of government oversight (social values). The politics of food biotechnology matter because the disputes shift attention away from the underlying issues. If, for example, the roots of world hunger lie in poverty, we should be debating options for redressing economic imbalances. If we want to meet the food needs of the twenty-first century, we ought to be considering a broad range of alternatives, among which biotechnology may or may not be the best. Social problems are manifestly difficult to address, as their causes are multiple and complex. It is understandable that we might find simple, “reductionist” approaches to such problems—like genetically engineering vitamins into rice—preferable to the messy business of political action to address world poverty.

This part of the book deals with how and why the safety of genetically modified foods became a surrogate for concerns about larger social issues. In telling this story, these chapters continue many of the themes noted earlier: industry promotion of economic self-interest at the expense of health and safety, the industry’s political efforts to prevent imposition of regulatory controls and labeling requirements, the fragmentation and consequent weakness of government oversight, the imbalance in power between corporate and public interests, and the use of science as a rationale for self-interested actions.

The discussion of these themes begins in chapter 5 with an introduction to the food biotechnology industry—its methods, promises, and realities. Much of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of the “poster child” for the benefits of genetically modified foods, Golden Rice, a rice bioengineered to contain beta-carotene, a precursor of vitamin A. Chapter 6 evaluates the benefits claimed for genetically modified foods, as well as their safety risks: allergenicity, antibiotic resistance, and environmental impact. In chapter 7, I discuss the politics of government oversight of genetically modified foods and describe how the industry convinced federal regulatory agencies to use a strictly science-based approach to risk evaluation, thereby allowing companies to plant first, then deal with problems (rather than requiring premarket testing). Chapter 8 focuses on the important societal issues that spark protests against genetically modified foods: consumer choice at the marketplace (labeling), inequities in ownership of plant resources (intellectual property rights or “biopiracy”), the accidental movement of transgenes into conventional crops (“genetic pollution”), and corporate control of the food supply (globalization). Overall, these chapters provide an analysis of where the issues raised by food biotechnology stand today, and how industry, scientists, government, and the public might deal with the ongoing disputes about genetically modified foods.
BIOTECHNOLOGY COMPANIES HAD BEEN WORKING ON AGRICULTURAL projects for 10 years or more when, in 1992, I received a last-minute invitation to talk about the labeling of genetically modified foods at a conference organized by Public Voice, a consumer advocacy group for food and health policy in Washington, DC. As a trained molecular biologist—though a long lapsed one—I was intrigued by the possibilities of the technology. I had not been following the field very closely and was puzzled about why an advocacy group might be concerned about labeling products that were still hypothetical. As it happened, I was not unprepared to address the question. For teaching purposes, I routinely collect scientific articles and newspaper clippings on nutrition topics, and I had accumulated a thick file on food biotechnology. The invitation provided an excuse to see what was in it.

The file surprised me. It immediately revealed that the industry’s exciting promise to solve world food problems had little to do with the reality of its research and development efforts. Instead, companies were working on crop products most likely to generate returns on investment. Furthermore, industry leaders seemed to view the public not as an enthusiastic partner in enhancing the food supply but rather as a hostile force threatening their economic viability. The industry and its supporters in science, government, and business framed public questions about the safety or other consequences of food biotechnology as irrational challenges by scientifically illiterate consumers. I could not evaluate their science-based contentions that the techniques were inherently safe and the foods no different from those produced by conventional genetic crosses, however, as none had yet come to market.

Since then, the situation has changed in some ways but not in others. Once the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the marketing of genetically modified foods in 1994, the production of these foods grew rapidly. By 2001, genetically modified varieties accounted for 26% of the corn and 68% of the soybeans planted in the United States as well as 69% of the cotton (the source of cottonseed oil for animal feed). Manufacturers were using ingredients made from transgenic corn and soybeans in 60% or more of processed foods on supermarket shelves—baby formulas, drink mixes, muffin mixes, fast foods, and, as we have seen, taco shells. Early in the twenty-first century, it is not possible to keep genetically modified foods out of the food supply.

What should we, as citizens and consumers, make of this situation? This chapter establishes a basis for answering that question by examining the promises of the food biotechnology industry—what it could do—in comparison to the reality of its products and actions.

THE THEORETICAL PROMISES

In theory, if not yet in practice, food biotechnology holds much promise for addressing world food problems, most notably the overall shortfall in food production expected early in the twenty-first century. By some estimates, the global demand for rice, wheat, and maize will increase by 40% above current levels as early as 2020. To feed an increasing population on a constant area of arable land, the land must produce much more food—and do so without irreversibly damaging the environment. No technical barriers—again, in theory—prevent the use of genetic manipulations to improve the quantity and quality of the food supply, increase its safety, reduce the use of harmful pesticides and agricultural chemicals, and reduce food costs. Table 11 lists examples of the stunning range of potentially beneficial applications of food biotechnology that are now available or under investigation. Figure 11 illustrates a cartoonist’s somewhat ironic view of such possibilities.

These applications could increase world food production, especially given the conditions of poor climate and environmental degradation characteristic of many developing countries, and they also could improve the nutritional quality of indigenous food plants on which so many populations depend. The potential for such improvements explains why industry leaders refer to food biotechnology as “the most important scientific tool to affect the food economy in the history of mankind,” “the single most promising approach to feeding a growing world population
while reducing damage to the environment,” and an innovation that will “create miracles to help us feed a hungry world efficiently and economically.” Such statements promise that food biotechnology will improve the food supply more effectively than conventional genetic techniques—those that involve selecting plants with desired traits, cross-pollinating them with related stock, and selecting and growing the progeny for many generations under field conditions. As this chapter explains, food biotechnologists consider such methods to be slow and imprecise and far inferior to their own.

**TABLE 11. Theoretical and current applications of food biotechnology**

**Food Plants (for human use)**
- Improve flavor, texture, or freshness.
- Increase levels of vitamins, protein, and other nutrients.
- Increase production of chemicals such as sugars, waxes, or nutritionally important components.
- Decrease levels of caffeine or other undesirable chemical substances.
- Reduce saturated fatty acids in plant seed oils.
- Produce drugs such as antibiotics, vaccines, or contraceptives.

**Crop Plants (mainly for animal feed)**
- Introduce herbicide resistance to improve weed control.
- Permit growth with minimal use of fertilizers, pesticides, or water.
- Increase resistance to damage by insect, fungal, viral, or other microbial pests.
- Increase resistance to “stress” by frost, heat, salt, or heavy metals.
- Permit fixation of atmospheric nitrogen.
- Increase grain content of scarce amino acids.

**Food Animals (for human use)**
- Increase the efficiency of growth and reproduction.
- Strengthen disease resistance.
- Develop veterinary vaccines and diagnostic tests.
- Increase milk production.
- Produce milk containing pharmaceuticals.

The promise that food biotechnology will provide food for a hungry world, however, has yet to be fulfilled and is unlikely to be realized in the immediate future. Many of the applications listed in table 11 pose technical problems of formidable complexity. It is not easy to identify genes for desired traits, isolate them, insert them into plants, and provide the additional molecular components needed to make them function properly. The slow progress of biotechnology in addressing world hunger does not imply that this problem cannot be solved; given sufficient time, commitment, and funding support, the technical barriers could well be overcome.4
Technical problems, therefore, are a temporary barrier and are not the most important one. Instead, the main barrier to producing more food for the developing world is economic. Food biotechnology is a business, and businesses must generate returns on investment. In the food biotechnology business, economic aims (the reality) compete with humanitarian aims (the promises). These purposes conflict: one goal is to produce more and better food for an increasing population, but another is to produce foods with a competitive advantage in today’s global marketplace—particularly “value-added” foods processed in ways that generate benefits for consumers and higher profits for manufacturers. Although genetically modified foods might well be expected to meet both goals, they often do not. Like all industries, this one serves investors who demand rapid returns, and financial considerations inevitably influence decisions related to product development. The business imperatives explain why the industry continues to view legitimate public questions about the use, safety, or social consequences of particular products as threats to the entire biotechnology enterprise. Without substantial changes to the economic realities of food biotechnology, its feed-the-world potential remains an unfulfilled promise.

THE ECONOMIC REALITIES

If food biotechnology companies are primarily businesses, then their primary concern is to recover the costs of research and development and to maximize returns on investment. Research costs can be high; it takes years and hundreds of millions of dollars to bring a genetically engineered food to market. Nevertheless, even before the FDA approved the first such food for production, business analysts viewed the industry as one with a huge market potential. In 1992, they predicted that the value of the industry would increase to at least $50 billion by the year 2000. As late as 1998, some were predicting that worldwide sales could exceed $300 billion by 2010. These predictions were overly optimistic, but food biotechnology is still big business. Worldwide sales of genetically modified crops rose from $1.6 billion in 1998 to about $2.2 billion in 1999, and are now expected to rise to $25 billion by 2010.

Regardless of the accuracy of such estimates, the rapid expansion of the food biotechnology industry is impressive. By 1998, about 1,400 companies had invested more than $110 billion in agricultural biotechnology, and the FDA had approved about 50 food products for marketing. By 2001, genetically engineered crops were growing on at least 109 million acres throughout the world, a 25-fold expansion just since 1996. Although 80% of the acres were in North America, Argentina, and China, 10 other countries also had substantial plantings and more than 40...
countries permitted field trials of one crop or another, most intended for animal feed.\(^2\) Despite the recent decline in planting of genetically engineered corn that occurred as a result of European opposition (discussed in chapter 8), some segments of the industry are doing very well.

One especially successful agricultural biotechnology company is Monsanto, which has played an unusually active—some might say aggressive—role in the industry. Monsanto is a multinational company based in St. Louis, Missouri, whose corporate motto used to be *Food, Health, Hope*.\(^8\) After the company merged with Pharmacia & Upjohn in 2000 to form an agricultural unit of Pharmacia, it changed the slogan to *A Single Focus: Agriculture/A Renewed Purpose: Value*. Monsanto employed about 14,000 people worldwide in 2002. Its agricultural biotechnology products exceed financial expectations. Its stock price rose by 75% in 1995 and by another 70% in 1996; at that time, company officials estimated that their products would earn $2 billion by the year 2000, $6–7 billion by 2005, and $20 billion by 2010. By 2000, sales exceeded $5 billion, well ahead of projections.\(^9\)

Not all companies are this fortunate or skilled. In 1998, for example, just 8 out of 350 publicly traded food biotechnology companies were profitable.\(^10\) Business analysts attribute the typically poor performance to uneven management, corporate shortsightedness, and product failures. Most companies were slow to invest sufficient funds in research, as was the U.S. government. Investors are leery of regulatory hurdles and consumer opposition. Financial imperatives require food biotechnology companies to work on projects that are technically feasible and likely to repay the costs of investment in short order. Thus, they focus research efforts on “input traits” that will make crops easier and less expensive to grow through control of weeds, plant diseases, ripening, insects, or herbicide-resistance, or will make foods last longer on the shelf and cost less to process. If these characteristics benefit the public, they do so invisibly. Most of the financial rewards go to the companies that produce the seeds and chemicals. In some situations, farmers also benefit.\(^11\)

Monsanto applies its research budget for agricultural biotechnology, which exceeds the combined total of all the publicly funded tropical research institutes in the world, almost exclusively to temperate-zone agricultural problems. The company brilliantly designs its principal agricultural products to establish control of the entire industry. Its flagship product is the herbicide Roundup. Monsanto scientists genetically engineer soybeans and corn to be “Roundup Ready,” so their crops grow happily when doused with that herbicide while the competing weeds are killed. Farmers who buy Monsanto’s seeds also buy Monsanto’s herbicide. The company began selling Roundup Ready soybeans in 1996; just two years later, farmers planted them on one-third of U.S. soybean farmland, covering 25 million acres. The company’s research “pipeline” mainly emphasizes Roundup Ready crops designed for animal feed. Monsanto’s emphasis on these crops is understandable; annual sales of Roundup exceed those of the next six leading herbicides combined. The company also produces a variety of crops genetically engineered to contain a toxin derived from *Bacillus thuringiensis* (*Bt*). As we saw in the introductory chapter, the *Bt* toxin inhibits the growth of insect pests and has been used for years as a spray on organic farms. Monsanto’s patent-protected innovation was to genetically engineer the *Bt* toxin into the plant itself so that insect resistance would not wash off in the rain.

Monsanto’s crops grow mainly in the United States and other industrialized countries. Because developing countries lack a viable market for such products, few agricultural biotechnology companies can afford to invest in solutions to the food problems of the developing world. The agricultural needs of developing countries are well defined, and numerous private and public agencies support useful projects, but these funding sources are not coordinated and often tend to favor the priorities of donors more than recipients.\(^12\) For years, Dr. Roger Beachy, the director of a U.S. biotechnology research institute devoted to improving crops in developing countries, complained that he could get little support from industry beyond permission to use patent-protected techniques “for specific crops under certain circumstances.”\(^13\)

As complaints about the disparity between the promises and the realities of food biotechnology became more strident, companies began to put more resources into projects that might benefit the developing world. Monsanto’s scientists, for example, are genetically engineering oilseeds to contain beta-carotene, a precursor of vitamin A. This vitamin is especially lacking in undernourished populations, and its addition to the diet produces an almost miraculous range of health improvements.\(^14\) Development of such products is time-consuming and expensive, and success is uncertain. Companies introduced genetically engineered papaya in Hawaii, for example, to replenish an entire industry ravaged by viral disease. The fruit grew well in the first seasons, but its developers remain cautious about its long-term viability: “We’d all be nuts to say that this is the final solution. . . . Biological systems evolve.”\(^15\) This comment reflects yet another reality; it is one thing to develop a food in a laboratory but quite another to grow it successfully under field conditions. A 1994 statement by one business analyst still applies: “Nearly 20 years into the gene-splicing revolution . . . no one has cured cancer or produced a bioengineered miracle of loaves and fishes.
for a hungry third world. The industry is still peddling dreams.”\textsuperscript{16}

Such doubts enrage industry supporters in the United States and, sometimes, in developing countries. Florence Wambugu, for example, is a plant pathologist from Kenya who has worked with Monsanto since 1992 to develop a genetically modified sweet potato that can survive infection from a virus that otherwise would greatly reduce crop yields. At the Tufts University conference I attended in 2001, she predicted that the bioengineered potato would increase worldwide sweet potato production by at least 15%, increase the income of farmers by $41 million, and improve the food security of 1 million people—without any increase in the costs of production. Ms. Wambugu is an eloquent and forceful promoter of biotechnology as the solution to worldwide food shortages, and she does not mince words about the harm caused by “antibiotech lobbies”:

Antibiotechnology protesters . . . deny developing countries like my home, Kenya, the resources to develop a technology that can help alleviate hunger, malnutrition and poverty. . . . As an African, I know that biotech is not a panacea. It cannot solve problems of inept or corrupt governments, underfunded research, unsound agricultural policy, or a lack of capital . . . but as a scientist, I also know that biotech is a powerful new tool that can help address some of the agricultural problems that plague Africa. The protesters have fanned the flames of mistrust of genetically modified foods through a campaign of misinformation. These people and organizations have become adept at playing on the media’s appetite for controversy to draw attention to their cause. But the real victim in this controversy is the truth. . . . I know of what I speak, because I grew up barefoot and hungry.\textsuperscript{17}

In 2001, her sweet potato was in field trials, and the level of its productivity or acceptance would not be known for some time. Nevertheless, Monsanto has used the potato in its public relations campaigns since 1996 (“the sweet potato project will ultimately be a major contribution to food security for some of the poorest farmers in the world”), and the Biotechnology Information Council, which runs an industry-sponsored public relations campaign, also uses her work: “Florence Wambugu helped develop sweet potato varieties that are resistant to a complex set of viruses that can wipe out three-fourths of Kenyan farmers’ harvest. . . . Similar techniques are being used to improve other staple crops of the developing world, including cassava, banana, and potato.”\textsuperscript{18} These statements are promises. The crops are not yet in production, but the public relations materials do not emphasize that point.

The most highly publicized example of the gap between promises and reality is “Golden Rice,” genetically engineered to contain beta-carotene, a precursor of vitamin A. Although this rice also is not yet in production, it has been the industry’s primary advertising tool to promote the humanitarian benefits of food biotechnology (see figure \textsuperscript{12}). This rice raises a variety of issues that illustrate some further points about the interweaving of science and politics in food biotechnology, as we will now see

MAKING RICE “GOLDEN”

Much of the promise of food biotechnology depends on its science, but the realities depend on social as well as scientific factors. Nowhere is this distinction better illustrated than in the case of Golden Rice. To understand why the interplay between the scientific and societal issues makes genetically modified foods so political, we need to begin with an explanation of the extraordinary scientific achievement involved in creating Golden Rice.

\textit{Biotechnology versus Traditional Plant Genetics}

Scientists who are puzzled by public distrust of food biotechnology tend to see its techniques as extensions of those of traditional plant genetics but superior because they are more efficient and precise. Traditional plant breeding can be tedious. Suppose, for example, that you would like to create a tomato with a thicker skin so it can be transported without getting crushed. Using the typical genetic methods, you would grow many kinds of tomatoes and look for a rare plant that produces tomatoes with thicker skins. You might also treat tomato embryos with chemicals or radiation to induce mutations; if you are lucky, a mutation will lead to fruit with a thicker skin. You then grow seeds from these tomatoes into plants, select progeny plants with thicker skins, cross them (through pollination) with tomato plants with other desirable traits, and, eventually, end up with thick-skinned tomatoes that breed true. A process like this involves luck as well as skill, takes an average of six to eight years of growing cycles, and can (and often does) result in a tasteless supermarket tomato. Other such manipulations created the full array of fruits, vegetables, and crops that make our food supply so abundant. It is safe to say that virtually all plants that constitute part of today’s food supply were genetically manipulated in one way or another. Traditional genetic manipulations permit the transfer of genes only between members of the same species or those that are closely related—apples and pears, for example. In contrast, agricultural biotechnology extends these techniques to address problems of efficiency, time, and species limits on transferable traits.
FIGURE 12. This advertisement for the benefits of Golden Rice is part of an industry public relations campaign to promote public acceptance of genetically modified foods; it appeared frequently in 2001 in publications such as the New Yorker, Scientific American, and the New York Times. The text fails to emphasize that the rice, which “could help alleviate more suffering and illness than any single medicine,” is not yet available.

Because both traditional plant genetics and biotechnology involve similar manipulations and because they both achieve the same result—insertion of new segments of DNA into a plant’s existing DNA—biotechnologists maintain that the plants they develop are no different from those produced in old-fashioned ways, and should not be viewed or treated differently by regulatory agencies or the public. As we will see (and as the appendix explains in further detail), the steps involved in creating a transgenic plant are numerous and complex, and they introduce DNA segments that may come from unrelated organisms. Do these differences matter? The response is no if one focuses on the similarities: DNA is DNA no matter where it comes from. The response is yes if one focuses on differences or the societal implications of the technology. Points of view govern such responses and lead to political controversy.

Golden Rice: The Science

Plant bioengineering is accomplished through recombinant DNA technology, through which the DNA segments that comprise a desirable gene from bacteria, for example, are inserted (recombined) permanently into the DNA of an entirely different organism—in this case, a plant. Scientists using recombinant techniques have created insect- and herbicide-resistant crops by taking genes from bacteria and transferring them to corn and soybeans. To develop Golden Rice, they recombined genes and DNA regulatory segments from daffodils, peas, viruses, and bacteria to induce rice to make beta-carotene in its endosperm—the white, starchy part of the grain. Rice, like all grains, consists of three principal parts: a surrounding sheath of nutrient-rich bran, an inner endosperm containing starch and a little protein, and an embryo, which draws on the energy and nutrients in the grain when it begins to grow into a plant (see figure 13). Rice makes small amounts of beta-carotene in its bran layers, but not in the endosperm. Most people just eat the endosperm, however, because millers remove the bran layers when they convert brown rice to white rice (which is why white rice in the United States is enriched with several vitamins and iron).
Rice bran and highly pigmented fruits and vegetables (such as melons or carrots) make beta-carotene in a series of steps in which precursor molecules are converted to beta-carotene by specific enzymes (which are proteins), one for each step. Rice endosperm lacks three of the required enzymes. To insert beta-carotene, researchers Ingo Potrykus and Peter Beyer and their colleagues in Switzerland and Germany obtained genes for the missing enzymes from daffodils and bacteria. They also isolated genes or regulatory DNA segments from peas, viruses, and other bacteria to help the recombinant enzymes function in rice endosperm. After a decade of effort during the 1990s, the techniques worked. The scientists made rice that contained beta-carotene and identified it immediately by its yellow color (hence: Golden Rice). They published this work in 2000. Figure 13 illustrates the pathway of biosynthesis of beta-carotene and the enzymes replaced by genetic engineering. The pathway illustrates an important distinction: beta-carotene is not the same as vitamin A but is a precursor of the actual vitamin. We (and other mammals) have enzymes that convert beta-carotene to vitamin A in our bodies.\(^{19}\)

The technical challenges involved in moving genes from one organism to another—daffodils and bacteria to rice, for example—are daunting, even to experts. Scientists must find the genes for the missing enzymes, reproduce them, and make them function. The “make function” part is particularly challenging. Genes do not work independently. They have to be regulated, which means in this case that the rice needs to be “told” when, where, and for how long the genes for making beta-carotene should do so. Scientists must also find, duplicate, and transfer the genes or DNA segments for these regulatory functions into the rice along with the genes for the missing enzymes. Accomplishing these tasks is a technical tour de force—an art as well as a science—not least because of the extraordinary number of genes and factors required, each requiring its own separate bioengineering step carried out in just the right order. As an illustration of the complexity of this work, Table 17 in the appendix (page 302) summarizes the less complicated of the two approaches used to insert beta-carotene genes into rice.

Complicated as they are, the genetic engineering steps are only the first part of realizing the humanitarian benefits of Golden Rice. The inserted genes must be transmitted to seeds; the rice must continue to make beta-carotene when taken out of the laboratory and grown in fields; people must accept, buy, and eat the rice; and the beta-carotene must be absorbed, split into vitamin A, and function in the human body. Table 12 lists these requirements in greater detail. These additional tasks also can be difficult to accomplish. One production problem,
for example, is the relative instability of transgenic plants with multiple inserted genes; such plants tend to lose the transgenic traits over several generations. Another is that the scientists engineered beta-carotene into a variety of rice that grows best in temperate zones. To succeed in developing countries, the technology must be transferred to locally grown varieties.

**TABLE 12.** Research steps required to genetically engineer and to produce and use Golden Rice containing beta-carotene, a precursor of vitamin A

**Basic Research (see table 17 in appendix for further details)**
- Isolate the desired genes and regulatory DNA segments from daffodils, bacteria, peas, and viruses.
- Transfer the genes and segments to rice embryos.
- Grow the embryos; select the rare embryos that accept the desired genes and segments.
- Grow the transgenic embryos into plants.
- Harvest seeds from the plants.
- Test the seeds for beta-carotene.
- Repeat the procedures in rice strains able to grow in tropical climates.

**Production Research**
- Grow the transgenic rice for several generations to ensure the stability of the beta-carotene trait.
- Evaluate the plants for environmental effects, presence of allergens, changes in nutrient composition, or unwanted effects on yield.
- Obtain regulatory approval to grow the rice commercially.
- Obtain regulatory approval to market the rice.
- Produce the rice in sufficient quantities for distribution and marketing.

**Consumer Research**
- Conduct studies to determine the degree of consumer acceptance of the rice.
- Conduct dietary studies to evaluate patterns of consumption of the rice among vitamin A-deficient individuals and population groups.

**Clinical Research**
- Conduct biochemical studies to determine how much beta-carotene is absorbed from the rice, and whether consuming the rice increases levels of vitamin A in the body.
- Conduct clinical studies to determine whether consuming the rice is associated with a reduction in symptoms of vitamin A deficiency and improvements in health and survival among individuals and population groups.

The degree of acceptance by consumers is also a matter of concern. Preliminary surveys suggested that some people found the yellow color unattractive; they thought someone might have urinated on the rice. Scientists can remove the undesirable color by inserting the genes for the additional enzymes in the pathway to vitamin A (which is colorless), but these steps only add to the technical difficulties. The degree of acceptance by consumers is also a matter of concern. Preliminary surveys suggested that some people found the yellow color unattractive; they thought someone might have urinated on the rice. Scientists can remove the undesirable color by inserting the genes for the additional enzymes in the pathway to vitamin A (which is colorless), but these steps only add to the technical difficulties. **Table 12** explains why promotion of Golden Rice as a means to prevent vitamin A deficiency is premature. At best several more years of work will be needed to bring it to market.

**Golden Rice: The Politics**

White rice is the principal source of energy (calories) for one-third or more of the world’s population, but it is not a source of vitamin A. Only animals make vitamin A; plants make beta-carotene, its precursor. The lack of vitamin A is the single most important cause of blindness among children in developing countries and a major contributor to deaths among malnourished children and adults. Children who are even mildly deficient in vitamin A are at increased risk for early death, but health authorities can prevent an astonishing proportion of such deaths—more than half—with supplements of vitamin A (not beta-carotene). Supplements are relatively inexpensive and need to be taken once every six months or so, but because they cannot always be obtained by the people who need them most, fortification of a commonly consumed food might be another way to solve a serious world health problem.

Since 1984, the Rockefeller Foundation has dispensed about $4 million annually to fund genetics projects to improve one characteristic or another of rice plants, and it considers Golden Rice to be the greatest achievement of this program. Moving Golden Rice beyond the research stage, however, unexpectedly encountered political problems. Ironically, one of the difficulties was a confrontation with patent rights, as a “thicket of intellectual property claims” governed use of the technology. The companies most likely to benefit from the public relations generated by Golden Rice, among them Monsanto and AstraZeneca, hold proprietary patent rights to as many as 70 of the materials or DNA segments needed for its construction. To solve the legal problems connected with using the technology, Dr. Potrykus and his colleagues contracted with AstraZeneca to market the rice in the United States and other industrial markets. In return, AstraZeneca agreed to help make the technology available to the developing world. It gave the technology to the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines where scientists are crossing Golden Rice with locally grown varieties. AstraZeneca also said it would give the Golden Rice seeds to
farmers earning less than $10,000 a year (a figure that includes most farmers in developing countries) and allow farmers to save the seeds to plant in future years. Monsanto also agreed to give up its intellectual property rights for this rice.

These concessions appear exceedingly generous, but Golden Rice is unlikely to have much commercial potential in developing countries. Its public relations value, however, is enormous. In July 2000, the cover of *Time* displayed a photograph of Dr. Potrykus with the headline “This rice could save a million kids a year . . . but protesters believe such genetically modified foods are bad for us and our planet. Here’s why.” The story noted that it was “no wonder the biotech industry sees Golden Rice as a powerful ally in its struggle to win public acceptance. No wonder its critics see it as a cynical ploy.” Cynics might indeed raise eyebrows at the advertisement shown in figure 14, a component of the biotechnology industry’s public relations campaign in 2001. The advertisement features a photograph of a child of indeterminate ethnicity eating a “vitamin-enriched” breakfast cereal presumably made from Golden Rice. It says, “Thanks to biotechnology, researchers are developing a new kind of rice with beta-carotene. . . . In the future it could help prevent serious illnesses, such as blindness or anemia, for many people in developing parts of the world.”

Dr. Potrykus—frustrated by the encumbrances of industry patent rights on the one hand and objections by antibiotechnology advocates on the other—emphasizes the humanitarian benefits of his research. He told the Tufts University conference that the 40,000 people dying from malnutrition every day need the technology just to survive. Malnutrition, he said,

> pose[s] immense medical problems for developing countries. Traditional interventions are helpful, but require additional and complementary actions. . . . Applied in “humanitarian projects” they could substantially and sustainably improve the health and life of the poor. Whether the poor will benefit, does neither depend upon scientific, patent right, or economic problems, nor upon socioeconomic, consumer health, or environmental risks. It depends mainly upon the political “success” of radical anti-GMO organizations. Those who try to prevent careful exploitation in humanitarian projects must be taken responsible for their damage.

By “those,” Dr. Potrykus meant Greenpeace: “Is there any problem left that could interfere with the exploitation of ‘Golden Rice’ to the benefit of the poor and disadvantaged in developing countries? It is unfortunate that the answer is yes: Greenpeace . . . and associated GMO opponents regard ‘Golden Rice’ as a ‘Trojan Horse.’ . . . By their singular logic, the success of ‘Golden Rice’ has to be prevented under all circumstances, irrespective of the damage to those for whose interest Greenpeace pretends to act.” Dr. Potrykus is correct in his assessment of the motivations of Greenpeace. From that organization’s standpoint, Golden Rice obscures fundamental issues of societal values—in this case, poverty and control over resources—and is a techno-fix imposed by corporations and scientists without consulting recipients about whether they want it or not. Greenpeace says that the true purpose of Golden Rice is to convince people to accept genetically modified foods.
FIGURE 14. This biotechnology industry advertisement appeared late in 2001 inside the front cover of *Food Safety*, a publication of the National Restaurant Association’s Educational Foundation. The text suggests that Golden Rice could help prevent nutritional deficiencies among people in the developing world, presumably by replacing the current vitamin-enriched breakfast cereals.

If Greenpeace frustrates scientists and biotechnology industry officials, it is in part because its tactics are so effective. For one thing, Greenpeace fights science with science. In February 2001, the group challenged the fundamental premise (and promise) of Golden Rice. Greenpeace calculated that adults would have to eat at least 20 pounds (9 kilograms) of Golden Rice to meet daily vitamin A recommendations. Greenpeace called Golden Rice nothing but “fool’s gold” and said, “It is shameful that the biotech industry is using starving children to promote a dubious product. . . . This isn’t about solving childhood blindness, it’s about solving biotech’s public relations problem.”

Greenpeace did its homework. It took at face value the scientists’ own estimate that a daily intake of 300 grams (nearly 11 ounces) of Golden Rice should provide the equivalent of 100 units of vitamin A. As noted earlier, beta-carotene must be converted to vitamin A in the body. This process is usually incomplete, however, and the amount that is converted into vitamin A is a matter of sharp debate. The scientists who developed Golden Rice assumed that 6 molecules of beta-carotene would yield 1 of vitamin A, whereas U.S. estimates suggest a conversion ratio of 12 to 1.

Greenpeace took the scientists’ figures and compared them to recommended levels of vitamin A intake for the U.S. population. By U.S. standards, 300 grams (11 ounces) of Golden Rice provides one-third the recommended level of daily intake of vitamin A for a child aged one to three years, one-seventh the level recommended for an adult woman, and one-ninth the level for an adult man. By such standards, young children would need to eat nearly 33 ounces of raw rice per day, which, when cooked, would amount to 99 ounces, or about 6 pounds—an absurdly large amount. If the Golden Rice scientists had used the higher U.S. conversion ratio, that quantity doubles to an even more absurd 12 pounds.

It must be understood that the U.S. standard is deliberately set high to meet the nutritional needs of about 98% of the population; people with average requirements can prevent vitamin A deficiency at much lower levels of intake. Nevertheless, to meet just 10% of the U.S. standard, young children would still need to eat more than a pound of cooked rice a day. The Greenpeace analysis made it clear that on quantitative grounds alone, Golden Rice would constitute—at best—a partial solution to health problems caused by vitamin A deficiency.
As might be anticipated, the Greenpeace estimations elicited outraged arguments from scientists and the industry. As a nutritionist, I particularly appreciated the arguments because they raged around the kinds of basic questions my colleagues and I like to discuss in nutrition science courses: What standards are appropriate for the intake of nutrients by individuals and populations? How much beta-carotene is converted to vitamin A in the body? How much vitamin A is required to prevent or alleviate the symptoms or consequences of deficiency? The arguments also dealt with an important question in applied nutrition: Should nutritional standards for developing countries be the same as or lower than those for industrialized countries? This question is political rather than scientific because of its implications: lower nutrient standards make populations appear to be better nourished. They also make Golden Rice appear to be more effective.

Dr. Potrykus acknowledged: “Greenpeace has identified a weak point in the strategy of using Golden Rice for reducing vitamin A deficiency.” He then countered with new calculations based on standards less “luxurious” than those of the United States—those of India, for example. He said, “Golden Rice is not supposed to provide 100% of the vitamin A–supply, but to . . . [be] complementing other dietary components.” On this basis, he estimated that 50% of the standard for a child in India could be met by about 100 grams of Golden Rice per day (a quite reasonable 9 ounces, cooked), and that this amount could be reduced even further if his group could bioengineer the rice to contain higher levels of beta-carotene. Although he still viewed the Greenpeace objections as morally irresponsible, he said he shared “Greenpeace’s disgrace about the heavy PR campaign of some agbiotech [agricultural biotechnology] companies using results from our experiments. . . . I stressed, however, also, that I am grateful to all those companies, which donated free licenses . . . to allow for the humanitarian use of Golden Rice in developing countries.”

The president of the Rockefeller Foundation, Gordon Conway, also agreed that the industry was overselling the promise of Golden Rice:

In this statement, Mr. Conway also expressed a common theme: Golden Rice holds so much promise that no questioning of its value is justified.

As it turns out, if Greenpeace activists had known a bit more about basic and applied nutrition, they could have provided even further cause for skepticism about the promise of Golden Rice. To begin with, the “bioavailability” of beta-carotene, the amount that is absorbed and converted to vitamin A, is quite low—10% or less by some estimates—which explains why conversion ratios to vitamin A may be as high as 12 to 1. Also, an enzyme (from the intestine or liver) splits beta-carotene into two molecules of vitamin A (see figure 13). Like all enzymes, this one is a protein that must be synthesized in the body. Beta-carotene, like vitamin A, is fat-soluble, meaning that it requires some fat in the diet to aid its absorption and transport. People whose diets are adequate in fat and protein are able to use beta-carotene more efficiently than those who are malnourished. Furthermore, vitamin A deficiency is often the most visible manifestation of generalized protein-energy malnutrition, in part caused by intestinal or parasitic infections that interfere with the absorption of beta-carotene and its conversion to vitamin A. We do not yet know the extent to which malnourished children—those most at risk of vitamin A deficiency—can absorb and use the beta-carotene in Golden Rice. In addition to such doubts, Golden Rice may prove costly. The companies may be donating the technology to create the rice, but farmers will still have to sell it, and people will still have to pay for it. Moreover, in many countries where vitamin A deficiency is common, food sources of beta-carotene are plentiful, but people believe the foods inappropriate for young children, do not cook them enough to make them digestible, or do not consume enough fat to permit much in the way of absorption. It remains to be seen whether the beta-carotene in Golden Rice will fare better under such circumstances. Overall, vitamin A deficiency is a complicated health problem affected by cultural and societal factors as well as dietary factors. In this situation, the genetic engineering of a single nutrient or two into a food, while attractive in theory, raises many questions about its benefits in practice.

In 2001, I sent a brief letter outlining these nutritional points to the Journal of the American Dietetic Association. An electronic copy appeared on the Internet and drew responses from colleagues around the world. A British scientist (who identified himself as a Fellow of the Royal Society) wrote, “It would seem to me that the simplest way to find out if vitamin A rice [sic] works as a vitamin supplement is to try it out. If it doesn’t then what has been lost except a lot of hot air and propaganda; on the other hand if it does work and your letter has delayed its introduction, could you face the children who remain blind for life as a consequence?”

The writer seems to suggest that even if beta-carotene contributes just a little to alleviating vitamin A
deficiency, no questioning of the theoretical premise of Golden Rice—and, by implication, food biotechnology—is acceptable. Anyone who raises questions about the potential value of Golden Rice bears moral responsibility for 500,000 cases of childhood blindness and millions of deaths from vitamin A deficiency each year. What I find most striking about such views is their implication that complex societal problems—in this case, malnutrition—are more easily solved by private-sector, commercially driven science than by societal decisions and political actions.

We already know that questions about the ability of Golden Rice to help people overcome deficiencies of vitamin A will not be answerable for several years. While waiting for the results of future research, it is worth considering more immediate ways to solve problems of vitamin A deficiency. Taken together, the many nutritional, physiological, and cultural factors that affect vitamin A status suggest that the addition of a single nutrient to food will have limited effectiveness. Instead, a combination of supplementation, fortification, and dietary approaches is likely to be needed—approaches such as promoting the production and consumption of fruits and vegetables rich in beta-carotene, educating people about how to use such foods, and improving the quantity and variety of foods in the diet (so beta-carotene can be better absorbed). Perhaps most helpful would be basic public health measures such as providing adequate supplies of clean water (to prevent transmission of diarrheal and parasitic diseases). Long-term solutions to the problem of vitamin A deficiency in particular, and malnutrition in general, continue to depend on societal interventions such as education, housing, health care, employment, and income—all more difficult and complicated, but ultimately more likely to be effective, than genetic engineering. Can genetic engineering usefully contribute to such efforts? Possibly, but that question cannot yet be answered. In the meantime, the industry’s public relations campaign continues.

One notable feature of the debates about Golden Rice is that its safety did not emerge as a major point of contention. Greenpeace found much to criticize without emphasizing safety issues but did raise one such issue—environmental effects: “GE rice, like other genetically modified organisms (GMOs) released into the environment, is a form of living pollution and its environmental impact is not only unpredictable and uncontrollable but also irreversible.” Dr. Potrykus responded to this charge by explaining that Golden Rice is no different from ordinary rice: “As the pathway [of beta-carotene synthesis] is already in rice (and in every green plant), and the difference is only in its activity in the endosperm, it is very hard to construct any selective advantage for Golden Rice in any environment, and therefore, any environmental hazard.” What most concerned Dr. Potrykus was the threat that Greenpeace might engage in ecoterrorism and interfere with test plantings. He warned Greenpeace, “If you plan to destroy test fields to prevent responsible testing and development of Golden Rice for the humanitarian purpose, you will be accused of contributing to a crime against humanity.”

In the next chapter, we will examine environmental and other potential risks of genetically modified foods as a basis for evaluating the industry’s contention: if genetically modified foods are safe, no opposition to them is justified. We will also examine how Greenpeace and other groups concerned about broader societal issues use questions about safety to raise dread and outrage and rally public support for their goals.
CHAPTER 6
RISKS AND BENEFITS
WHO DECIDES?

In June 2001, the Pew Charitable Trust’s Initiative on Food and Biotechnology, a project devoted to establishing an “independent and objective source of credible information on agricultural biotechnology,” conducted a survey of public attitudes toward transgenic foods in the United States. In answer to the question “How concerned are you about the safety of eating genetically modified foods in general?” two-thirds (65%) of respondents expressed some level of concern, and the rest expressed little.¹ These results seemed to indicate a fairly high level of anxiety about genetically modified foods. But do they? The answers to questions about food biotechnology sometimes depend on who is asking them. A few months later, in September 2001, the industry-sponsored International Food Information Council (IFIC) asked the question in a different way: “What, if anything, are you concerned about when it comes to food safety?” Only 2% of respondents thought to mention genetically modified foods (as compared to the 30% who mentioned microbial pathogens and the 25% who mentioned food packaging).² Regardless of the degree of concern expressed, the surveys suggest that relatively few people are likely to reject genetically engineered foods entirely on principle (but see figure 15).

Like most else about food biotechnology, surveys of consumer attitudes are political. Industry leaders worry deeply about public acceptance and want to reassure consumers that transgenic foods are safe. It is very much in their interest to demonstrate that the public is unconcerned, and very much in the interest of antibiotechnology advocates to demonstrate the opposite. Surveys matter, and those devoted to food biotechnology constitute their own growth industry. Researchers have developed careers based on asking people what they think about genetically modified foods.

Figure 15. Peter Steiner’s drawing appeared in the New Yorker, July 24, 2000. The boy’s comment is a modern version of a dinner conversation depicted by Carl Rose in that magazine in 1928: “It’s broccoli, dear.” “I say it’s spinach, and I say the hell with it.” (© The New Yorker Collection 2000
My personal collection of consumer surveys dates back to 1987, when the now defunct congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) commissioned the Harris organization to convene focus groups and conduct telephone interviews on the topic. Since then, government agencies, university groups, industry groups, professional groups, national magazines, Internet sites, survey organizations, and individual researchers have all tried their hand at figuring out what consumers think about genetically modified foods. Groups like the Pew Initiative and IFIC conduct frequent surveys to try to capture changes in attitudes over time.\(^3\)

Despite substantial differences in the surveys—when they were conducted, who asked the questions, how the questions were worded, what they probed, and who answered them—the results are remarkable for their overall consistency. I think the following statements constitute a fair summary: Most people do not know very much about the scientific basis of food biotechnology but are intrigued by its promises. They expect the foods to produce benefits for society and, perhaps, for themselves. Although they are uneasy about the safety of the foods (a dread factor), they think the benefits likely to outweigh any risks. They are more likely to favor some genetically engineered foods over others, particularly those that seem to improve health or the environment, or that might save money or time. The cartoon in figure 16 nicely captures these views. On the other hand, the surveys also reveal considerable doubt about the government’s ability to ensure the safety of the new foods and even greater doubt about the industry’s willingness to make decisions in the public interest—particularly because genetically engineered foods are not labeled (an important outrage factor). As we will see in the next chapter, people in other countries share these attitudes but are more explicitly outraged by the ways biotechnology companies exercise control of the food supply.\(^4\)

The results of these surveys come as no surprise. They are fully consistent with the research on risk communication discussed in the introduction, and they have considerable predictive value. Most people are vaguely or somewhat uneasy about eating the foods, mainly because they are not convinced that the industry and government are doing much to ensure safety or act in the interest of consumers. The lack of labeling is a critical factor: “What are they trying to hide from us?” Food biotechnology leaders, however, behave as if safety is a sufficient reason for trust: if the foods are safe, there is no reason to reject them. The surveys reveal that other concerns—those summarized in table 2 (page 17)—are just as important as safety and are often more important. Such concerns derive from personal values, perceptions, and beliefs that view biotechnology in general, and food biotechnology in particular, as morally, ethically, philosophically, or economically questionable.\(^5\) As I discuss in chapter 8, many antibiotechnology advocates raise fundamental questions about protection of democratic institutions when they point out the ways in which the industry uses science and politics to achieve commercial goals.

Others raise more personal issues of values. In 1998, at the peak of the furor over genetically modified foods in Great Britain, for example, none other than His Royal Highness, Prince Charles, wrote of food biotechnology: “I happen to believe that this kind of genetic modification takes mankind into realms that belong to God, and to God alone. . . . We simply do not know the long-term consequences for human health and the wider environment of releasing plants bred in this way. . . . It is the unforeseen consequences which present the greatest cause for concern. . . . I personally have no wish to eat anything produced by genetic modification, nor do I knowingly offer this sort of produce to my family or guests.”\(^6\)

One might hardly think it productive to argue with such beliefs, but biotechnology stimulates theological as well as secular debate. Derek Burke, the former chairman of the British government’s scientific committee on novel foods, took the secular route: “He [the prince] is raising one more food scare. As far as we can see, the risks of genetically engineering crops are very, very low. You can’t walk away from changing the world.”\(^2\) A Vatican official also weighed in: “We are increasingly encouraged that the advantages of genetic engineering of plants and animals are greater than the risks. . . . We cannot agree with the position of some groups that say it is against the will
of God to meddle with the genetic make-up of plants and animals.” Pope John Paul II disagreed; at an outdoor mass attended by 50,000 farmers, he said that using biotechnology to increase production was contrary to God’s will and that when farmers “forget this basic principle and become tyrants of the earth rather than its custodians . . . sooner or later the earth rebels.” Officials thought it necessary to counter religious arguments, because such values matter. Prince Charles’s statements contributed to a sharp increase in public opposition to transgenic foods in Great Britain.8

British attitudes toward food biotechnology are more extreme than those found in the United States, but what most strongly emerges from surveys on both sides of the Atlantic is the importance of trust. If people do not trust the industry, they must rely on their governments for assurance that food is safe and worth eating. If they do not trust government, they worry more about safety. When, as discussed in chapter 7, U.S. government agencies made industry-friendly decisions to approve transgenic foods exclusively on the basis of science-based perceptions of risk—completely discounting all other considerations—they created a trust vacuum. Without an opportunity to consider the commercial, societal, and political implications of science-based approaches, advocacy groups focused on the one issue open for debate—safety. This chapter examines the health and environmental safety issues raised by genetically modified foods. In looking at these issues, we will see that despite protestations of industry and government to the contrary, it is impossible to separate science from politics in matters related to the safety of these foods.

HEALTH CONCERNS

When scientists first discovered how to move genes from one organism to another, they wondered whether such manipulations could be harmful to health or to the environment. In 1975, researchers met in Asilomar, California, to review the potential hazards of genetic manipulations. To prevent unanticipated problems that might emerge from the new recombinant DNA techniques, they proposed stringent research guidelines. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) soon required recipients of its research grants to follow such guidelines. In an extreme example of caution, residents of Cambridge, Massachusetts, debated whether such experiments should be allowed within the city limits. Later, when time and experience reassured people about the safety of the techniques, the guidelines became less restrictive. In retrospect, the intense anxiety—dread and outrage—about early genetic engineering experiments strikes many scientists as inappropriate to the low level of risk.9 They view objections to food biotechnology as equally inappropriate.

Industry scientists working on early food biotechnology projects considered their work fundamentally similar to conventional genetics. If the foods did pose risks, these would be small and outweighed by benefits. Indeed, industry leaders believe that the projects are so interesting and potentially beneficial (and, of course, economically viable) that they raise no safety issues whatsoever. Critics disagree. In particular, they question the safety of genetic engineering manipulations that use (1) genes from bacteria responsible for diseases in plants, (2) genes for antibiotic resistance as “selection markers” (see page 176), and (3) regulatory DNA sequences transferred from one organism to another. They wonder whether “in the transgenic plant the harmonious interdependence of the alien gene and the new host’s protein-mediated systems is likely to be disrupted in unspecified, imprecise, and inherently unpredictable ways.”10

Critics ask whether the new proteins made by genetically modified plants might cause allergic reactions. They question the wisdom of planting vast areas of land with crops modified to resist herbicides or insects: will such plants transfer herbicide resistance to unwanted weeds, or toxin resistance to harmful insects? Government regulations do not require agricultural biotechnology companies either to answer such questions in much detail or to do very much to identify the potential consequences of releasing transgenic foods into the environment (consequences such as those that occurred with StarLink corn). The government not only fails to require labeling of genetically modified foods but actively opposes attempts to label such foods. All of this means that companies can decide for themselves what foods to produce and market, and consumers have little choice in the matter. Questions of safety, therefore, cannot be addressed without dealing with issues of regulation, oversight, trust, and control—politics. With politics in mind, we can now examine the principal safety issues: allergenicity, antibiotic resistance, and harm to the environment.

Allergens

It makes sense to think that introducing the DNA for a new gene into a food would also cause that food to make a new protein. That, after all, is the function of genes and the very purpose of food biotechnology. It also makes sense that some people might develop allergic reactions to the new protein; some proteins are allergens. In theory, any
food protein can be allergenic. In practice, however, just eight foods cause 90% of food allergies: milk, eggs, soy, and wheat in children, and peanuts, tree nuts, shellfish, and fish in adults. When susceptible people eat these foods, most react with mild symptoms (itching, for example), but for others the result can be deadly. True food allergies—those that involve components of the immune system and threaten life—are relatively rare. Doctors diagnose them in less than 8% of children and 2% of adults in the United States.\(^\text{12}\)

Whether the new transgenic proteins in foods might cause allergies is not easy to answer, mainly because many of the transgenes come from microbes never used as food. Furthermore, food allergies are a highly neglected area of medical research, and depressingly little is known about the structural features of proteins that induce immune reactions. Because exceptions are frequent, the few generalizations are highly tentative: allergenic proteins appear to occur in high concentrations in foods, to share some structural similarities, to be less easily digested to their constituent amino acids than are nonallergenic proteins, and to require multiple exposures to induce reactions.

Surveillance of food allergies also is limited. The widespread use of soy proteins—transgenic or not—in foods such as infant formulas, meat extenders, baked goods, and dairy replacements might be expected to increase the prevalence of soy allergies, but the increase would be difficult to detect unless it affected large numbers of people. Worse, because methods to diagnose food allergies are unavailable or imprecise, the allergenic potential of most genetically modified foods is uncertain, unpredictable, and not easily tested.\(^\text{13}\)

These research limitations make genetically engineered foods especially vulnerable to charges that newly introduced genes will cause plants to produce allergenic proteins. Industry-friendly scientists recognize that such charges are based on “reasoned concern” but complain that they also are based on “fear through ignorance, and political motivation.”\(^\text{14}\) Anti-biotechnology advocates raise the issue of allergenicity not only because it is scientifically justifiable but also because the industry is unable—or rarely tries—to prove that a newly introduced protein is not an allergen (witness StarLink). The government does not require biotechnology companies to test for allergens, and they rarely do. For one thing, testing is difficult. For another, testing is hardly in a company’s best interest. Monsanto scientists, for example, wondered whether making soybeans “Roundup Ready” would make them more allergenic. They voluntarily tested and found the proteins in their soybeans to be similar in structure and quantity to those in conventional soybeans. On this basis, they assumed that no new allergens had been introduced but were not required to test for that possibility.\(^\text{15}\) Like testing for microbial pathogens, testing for allergens is risky: you might find one.

Indeed, finding an allergen in a new transgenic food is a disheartening experience, and not only for its maker: it is a “shadow . . . cast over the agricultural biotechnology industry.”\(^\text{16}\) One such shadow emerged in the mid-1990s when scientists working for the venerable agricultural company Pioneer Hi-Bred created a transgenic soybean to solve a nutritional problem—the need for sulfur—in poultry feed. Chicken feathers are strong because their proteins are linked tightly with sulfur. The sulfur comes from sulfur-containing amino acids, particularly one called methionine. Soybean proteins are relatively low in methionine, and soy-based chicken feed must be supplemented with this amino acid—a troublesome expense. Proteins enriched with methionine might solve this problem. As it happens, Brazil nuts contain a particular protein with two unusual characteristics: it is exceptionally rich in methionine; it also is present in large amounts (it accounts for 18% of all the proteins in Brazil nuts). Pioneer Hi-Bred scientists isolated the gene for the Brazil nut protein and transferred it into soybeans. They recognized, however, that a protein present in such high concentration might be the very one responsible for allergies to Brazil nuts.

Thus, they thought it prudent to find out if their transgenic soybeans caused problems for people allergic to Brazil nuts. Ordinarily, this study would be impossible because few laboratories have the biological materials needed to test for food allergens. By coincidence, Nebraska researchers had collected blood samples from people known to be allergic to Brazil nuts, and they happened to have on hand all the components necessary to do the tests. To the company’s dismay, the experiments “succeeded.” People allergic to Brazil nuts exhibited the same kinds of blood and skin reactions when exposed to proteins extracted from the transgenic soybeans. Despite a substantial investment in development of the soybean feed, Pioneer Hi-Bred discontinued the project.\(^\text{17}\)

It must be understood that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) did not require the company to do such studies, nor do most companies conduct them. As discussed in chapter 8, allergenicity and other safety concerns about transgenic foods raise complex regulatory issues. Under a policy developed by the FDA in 1992, the company was encouraged—but not required—to consult FDA staff about the need to test products before marketing them.\(^\text{18}\) Pioneer Hi-Bred, a company with a long tradition of ethical practice dating back to the days of its founder, Henry Wallace, did so voluntarily. Once testing revealed the allergenicity of the transgenic protein, FDA policy required the company to label its soybeans as genetically modified. Although the soybeans were intended for chicken feed, the company could not imagine how the beans could be kept separate from the human food supply, and it withdrew
In this unique instance, the company recognized that the gene donor came from a food known to be allergenic, was able to obtain blood samples from people allergic to Brazil nuts, and ended the project. Supporters of the FDA policy interpreted these events as a demonstration of its effectiveness; the soybeans never entered the food supply. Others, however, thought that this case proved that the FDA policy favored industry and could not protect consumers against less well studied transgenic proteins. The next case might not be so ideal, and the public less fortunate. Transgenic foods do not have to be labeled (see chapter 7), and avoidance is often the only effective way to prevent food allergies. Without labels, people with food allergies have no choice.

In 1993, the FDA asked for public comment on whether and how to label food allergens in transgenic foods and held a conference the next year to consider developing rules on this issue. The agency never released such rules, however, almost certainly because of industry pressure. The initial FDA proposals required “premarket notification”—informing the agency in advance about development of transgenic foods—but the biotechnology industry objected. Industry leaders wanted limits on any rules governing the safety of transgenic allergens and demanded that they “sunset” (be withdrawn and disappear) after three years. Since then, international groups have had problems reaching consensus on the level of risk posed by transgenic allergens but do agree about how to minimize risk: developers should gradually introduce products into test markets and then monitor their effects. This approach, no matter how sensible, will not be easy to implement. The unresolved status of FDA policy on transgenic allergenicity means that the industry retains voluntary responsibility for protecting the public against uncommon or unidentified allergens in genetically modified foods.

One especially ironic aspect of this situation is that the food biotechnology industry, in achieving an unregulated marketplace, made itself vulnerable to charges of producing allergens (through lack of testing) and covering up the hazards of transgenic foods (through lack of labeling). The StarLink corn episode illustrates this irony. Pioneer Hi-Bred knew in 1996 that soybeans intended for chicken feed could not possibly be kept separate from those intended for human consumption. As described in the introductory chapter, both Aventis and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ignored this lesson at great cost. With their success in finding evidence of StarLink corn in common food products and revealing gaps in the regulatory system for genetically modified foods, advocates could use allergenicity—a safety issue—as a means to oppose the industry’s economic and political goals. StarLink’s owner could not demonstrate the safety of the corn to the satisfaction of EPA advisory committees and was forced to withdraw it from the market, albeit too late. Supposedly scientific arguments about the degree to which transgenic foods might be allergenic reflect underlying concerns—less easily debated—about who is entitled to decide what people eat.

Antibiotic Resistance

A second legitimate safety issue is antibiotic resistance. In chapter 1, we saw how the routine use of antibiotics as growth promoters in cows and chickens favored the emergence of resistant microbial pathogens, rendering the antibiotics useless against human infections. Plant biotechnology raises similar concerns. In creating new plant varieties, agricultural biotechnologists link genes for antibiotic resistance to the genes they want to transfer into plants; these genes act as selection markers to identify the rare plants that actually accept the new genes. This selection system works because the plants that take up the antibiotic-resistance marker genes are the only ones to survive when grown in a broth containing the antibiotics (see appendix). Given the importance of antibiotic resistance as a public health problem, it makes sense to ask whether genetically engineered foods contribute to that problem. Answering that question requires a brief discussion of how antibiotics work.

Molds and bacteria naturally produce chemicals—antibiotics—that interfere with the growth or reproduction of other bacteria but are not nearly so toxic to animals or humans. Antibiotics act by blocking specific steps in the synthesis of structures or in metabolic processes unique to bacteria: cell walls (penicillin), cell membranes (polymyxin B), proteins (streptomycin, chloramphenicol, tetracycline), nucleic acids (rifampin), or folic acid vitamins (sulfonamide, trimethoprim). When animals or humans take antibiotics appropriately—in the right dose for the right length of time—the drugs suppress the growth of all sensitive bacteria. Bacteria, however, are exceedingly small, and the normal digestive tract contains hundreds of billions of them. Among this multitude, some are likely to lack the target structure; these grow in the presence of the antibiotic. Penicillin, for example, has no effect on bacteria that lack cell walls. Bacteria can acquire antibiotic resistance by mutations that change the structure of DNA and favor survival or produce enzymes that destroy the antibiotics or pump them out. The use of low-dose antibiotics “selects” for such bacteria; the drugs kill off most competing bacteria and allow the resistant ones to proliferate.

The use of marker genes for antibiotic resistance in plant biotechnology raises additional concerns. Perhaps the
genes for such characteristics will jump to other bacteria, and the bacteria will become resistant to multiple antibiotics. Scientists transfer new genes into plants by using special pieces of bacterial DNA called plasmids. Plasmids often contain three kinds of genes relevant to this discussion: (1) genes that enable them to “infect” and transfer selected genes into plants, (2) genes for antibiotic resistance, and (3) genes that enable them to infect many different kinds of bacteria (see appendix). Plasmid-containing bacteria in the intestines of animals or people could transmit antibiotic resistance to other bacteria, some of which might be pathogenic. This possibility is not just theoretical. Some pathogenic bacteria once easily controlled by penicillin are now thoroughly resistant to that drug, and others in ground meat have been found to resist treatment by as many as 12 antibiotics.22

Such findings explain why the continued use of low-dose antibiotics in farm animals elicits so much concern. They also explain why health officials want food biotechnologists to stop using clinically important antibiotics as selection markers. They want to avoid any chance—no matter how improbable—that transgenic plants might “lose” their recombinant antibiotic-resistance markers and transmit them to soil bacteria, to animals, or to people. In the worst-case scenario, a plant gene might recombine with the DNA of bacteria living in the intestines of animals or people and pass the trait for antibiotic resistance along to disease-causing bacteria. The antibiotic used in the selection process would then be ineffective as a treatment option. Alternatively, the antibiotic might be useless if people taking it were eating foods containing genes for resistance to that drug.

Perhaps because most scientists believe that such possibilities are exceedingly remote, the question of antibiotic-resistance markers also exists in a regulatory vacuum. Attempts to regulate transgenic antibiotic resistance began in 1990, when Calgene, an agricultural biotechnology company, asked the FDA for an opinion about whether it could use a gene for resistance to the antibiotic kanamycin (neomycin) as a selection marker for constructing transgenic tomatoes and canola oilseeds. This particular resistance gene specifies production of an enzyme able to inactivate kanamycin and related antibiotics. By the time the FDA issued its 1992 policy on genetically engineered plants, kanamycin already was in use as a selectable marker for development of more than 30 transgenic crops. In that policy, the FDA made no particular recommendation about antibiotic-resistant marker genes but said that its scientists were evaluating the issue.18 In 1993, hoping to elicit a decisive response, Calgene petitioned the FDA to permit use of the kanamycin-inactivating enzyme as a “food additive” in genetically modified foods and cotton. In 1994, the FDA convened a meeting of its Food Advisory Committee to consider the Calgene petition.

I was one of four consumer representatives to that committee at the time, all of us united in what turned out to be the minority opinion. We were troubled by the lack of satisfactory answers to our questions about the probability of transferring antibiotic resistance. We urged caution but were heavily outvoted. After the meeting, FDA officials correctly reported that committee members “generally” approved the agency’s regulatory approach and agreed that Calgene had addressed the relevant scientific questions. Thus, the FDA ruled that Calgene’s evidence met the legal definition of safety for food additives: reasonable certainty that no harm would result from use.

Calgene contended that the kanamycin-inactivating enzyme (like all enzymes, a protein) would be destroyed by cooking or normal digestive processes and was unlikely to function in the intestine. But could the gene for antibiotic resistance jump from food or soil to bacteria in the intestines of animals or people? The FDA considered this suggestion too highly improbable to be worth discussion. In approving the kanamycin-inactivating enzyme as a food additive, the FDA explained that its policy is not to regulate genes or DNA: “DNA is present in the cells of all living organisms, including every plant and animal used for food by humans or animals, and is efficiently digested . . . . The DNA that makes up the [kanamycin-resistance] gene does not differ from any other DNA and does not itself pose a safety concern.”23

In its decision, the FDA emphasized that safety “does not—and cannot—require proof beyond any possible doubt that no harm will result under any conceivable circumstance.” Nevertheless, the agency agreed to consider further requests for use of selection markers for resistance to other antibiotics on a case-by-case basis. Subsequently, various groups challenged the FDA about the safety and regulatory status of antibiotic-resistance marker genes and, in late 1996 and early 1997, the agency consulted with outside experts about whether the use of such genes might cause problems. On the basis of those discussions, the FDA drafted a guidance statement for industry. This reassuring document said that antibiotic-resistance genes in food were “not of great concern,” as the chance that they might be transferred from plants to bacteria in the intestine or environment was “remote.”24

It is difficult to know how to interpret the FDA’s decisions or guidance suggestions. Either transgenic transfer of antibiotic resistance is a problem or it is not. The FDA’s use of the word “remote” suggests that marker genes require no special attention, but its nonbinding guidance document advises developers to evaluate the use of these genes quite carefully. Developers of new plant varieties, according to the FDA, should find out whether their marker genes involve clinically important antibiotics and whether they could transfer resistance to bacteria. If so, developers should use something else. Furthermore, if an antibiotic is the only one available to treat a particular infection in
animals or people, it should not be used at all.

The inherent ambiguity of the agency’s position seemed certain to—and did—elicit contentious comments, but the FDA did not respond to them. In the meantime, countries throughout Europe used concerns about antibiotic resistance as a basis for bans on the development and growth of transgenic food plants, and U.S. groups also used the issue to raise objections about food biotechnology. In 2001, when the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), the FDA’s parent agency, released the Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance, its principal recommendation to prevent such problems was a public education campaign to reduce the clinical use of antibiotics—not to reduce antibiotic use in animals.25

Overall, the relaxed regulatory environment demanded by the food biotechnology industry raises many of the outrage issues listed in table 2. No matter how remote the health hazards might be, the industry’s antiregulatory stance does little to inspire trust. If anything, the stance invites criticism on safety and other grounds. As we will now see, similar considerations affect issues related to the environmental effects—risks and benefits—of genetically modified foods.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: RISKS AND BENEFITS

The mandate of the FDA is to assure the safety of drugs, medical devices, and foods, and the agency’s policy for food biotechnology focuses on consequences that might present direct risks to human health. In approving transgenic foods, the FDA does not consider whether they might pose ecological risks. They might, for example, displace existing plants and animals, create new plant pathogens, disrupt ecosystems, transfer genes to weeds or wild relatives, reduce crop diversity, or “contaminate” native plants or organically grown foods. Widespread planting of Bt crops, for example, might encourage the proliferation of insects resistant to the Bt toxin. Similarly, widespread use of herbicide-resistant crops might transfer resistance to undesirable weeds or encourage further reliance on chemicals—such as Monsanto’s Roundup—as pest-management strategies.26 Despite such concerns, plantings of transgenic crops increased from negligible acreage in 1995 to hundreds of millions of acres within just a few years. Agricultural producers quickly adopted transgenic soybeans, corn, and cotton, largely because they simplify the control of weeds and insect pests by requiring fewer applications of the more toxic chemicals. Farmers, apparently, perceive significant benefits from growing transgenic crops, but how are we, as citizens and consumers, to reconcile the risks and benefits? Let’s begin by looking at the risks.

Environmental Risks

When researchers began to examine questions of environmental risk, their early results provided plenty of justification—albeit highly preliminary—for concern. In 1996, for example, farmers planted 2 million acres with Monsanto’s Bt cotton, but lost thousands of acres when the toxin failed to protect against a bollworm infestation. This event raised the uncomfortable possibility that such huge plantings might promote Bt resistance.27 According to investigative accounts, EPA officials asked Monsanto to evaluate whether the surviving bollworms were indeed Bt-resistant, but the agency could not force the company to cooperate: “Further evaluation of the crop is entirely dependent on Monsanto’s own reporting.”28 Also in 1996, researchers reported that transgenic oilseed (canola) plants readily transmitted herbicide resistance to related weeds. Because weeds reproduce rapidly and compete for nutrients with crop plants, this finding raised fears that cross-pollination might create herbicide-resistant “superweeds” that could overrun cropland and cause an ecological catastrophe. EPA officials revealed the consequences of the regulatory gap, however, when they explained that monitoring of herbicide resistance is not a federal responsibility: “It is the developer of the product that has the interest in assuring that resistance does not build up.”29

These early reports on environmental risks were based on single studies and needed further confirmation, but others soon followed. For example, preliminary studies showed that bees and other beneficial insects die when exposed to the Bt toxin, but certain harmful moths and tobacco budworms resist it. The Bt toxin remains stable in soil for many months, meaning that it exerts continuous pressure to encourage the growth of resistant insects. Herbicide-resistant plants transfer resistance to related weeds, sometimes over great distances through pollen drift.30 Many such problems can be unintended consequences of large-scale plantings of transgenic crops, and they greatly trouble environmentalists. As I will soon explain, effects on monarch butterflies are the most political of such consequences, but let’s look first at the environmental benefits claimed for transgenic crops.

Environmental Benefits
As evidence for the benefits produced by genetically engineered crops, the industry notes how quickly growers have adopted them. In theory, the crops should help growers. At the time farmers first began to plant transgenic crops, they were using more than 80 million pounds of conventional pesticides (a term that includes both insecticides and herbicides). Reducing the use of these chemicals should produce economic as well as health benefits, and a major argument for the value of transgenic crops is that they eliminate the need for hazardous pesticides—except Roundup, of course—by millions of pounds annually. This idea is central to the biotechnology industry's public relations efforts. The advertisement shown in figure 17, for example, promotes the ecological advantages of transgenic crops. This advertisement, which much resembles those for the cigarette-selling Marlboro Man, is clearly meant to suggest that genetically engineered crops will save family farms.

As with all issues related to food biotechnology, its benefit to farmers is subject to debate. Also like the other issues, this one is complicated and lacks a firm research base on which to resolve outstanding questions. By 2001, most observers agreed that transgenic cotton required less use of pesticides than conventional cotton, but only in certain areas. In Arizona, for example, the use of transgenic cotton led to a breathtaking decline in the need for pesticides against budworms and bollworms: from 400,000 pounds in 1995 to just 2,000 pounds in 2000. In other states growing such cotton, however, the overall use of pesticides increased. When it comes to corn and soybeans, however, the evidence is wide open to interpretation. Here are just a few observations: U.S. farmers who planted Bt corn in 1997 did much better economically than farmers who planted conventional corn, but in 1998 they did worse, largely because so much corn was produced that prices fell and the costs of seeds and pesticides increased. Transgenic crops—cotton as well as corn and soybeans—contributed to an overall decline in pesticide use of 2.5 million pounds from 1997, or just 1% of total pesticide use. Infestations with the European corn borer were relatively low that year, suggesting that fewer pesticides would have been applied anyway. In contrast, an analysis of data from 1999 found that Roundup Ready soybeans alone saved $216 million in the costs of controlling weeds and required 19 million fewer applications of herbicides. The contradictions in these results are due to the large number of variables that have to be considered in such analyses, many of them constantly changing, and some easier to measure than others. What seems most evident from attempts to evaluate benefits is that it is still too early to do so. We do not yet know the overall effects of transgenic crops on cost, productivity, and use of pesticides.

FIGURE 17. In 2001, the biotechnology industry's public relations campaign featured the equivalent of the Marlboro Man. Rather than cigarettes, however, this advertisement promotes the industry's view of the ecological advantages of transgenic crops (reduced pesticide use, soil conservation), and consequent benefits to society (farm preservation). In 2002, a series of elegant photographs promoted the benefits of genetically modified corn, soybeans,
Indeed, one of the chief complaints of environmentalists is that transgenic crops will increase the use of agricultural chemicals, especially of Monsanto’s Roundup. Farmers planted Roundup Ready soybeans on just 1 million acres in 1996 but on 48 million acres in 2001; they applied Roundup to 20% of farm acres in 1995 but to 62% in 1999. Roundup generates billions of dollars in annual sales, and Monsanto benefits twice; it sells the herbicide and the seeds for the crops that resist it. The company’s studies show that Roundup Ready soybeans survive when doused with the chemical, and are as nutritious when fed to rats as conventional soybeans. Whether the use of Roundup is environmentally beneficial is, of course, a debatable issue. Monsanto points out that it registered Roundup as an herbicide in 1974 with minimal subsequent evidence of hazard: “Consumers benefit from Roundup Ready soybeans because farmers can control weeds better . . . with less herbicide while using a herbicide with the best environmental profile.” To bolster that argument, the company cites two lines of research: Roundup binds so tightly to soil particles that the chemical does not harm nearby vegetation (and, therefore, is unlikely to move to groundwater), and it decomposes naturally to benign substances.

Critics, however, raise alarms about the heavy use of this product: Roundup may induce weeds to develop resistance; it may poison fish, earthworms, or other beneficial creatures; and it may disrupt soil ecology. From a biochemical standpoint, resistance to Roundup is not difficult to achieve. Its active chemical, glyphosate, inhibits the action of an enzyme that helps make three amino acids needed to construct plant proteins. Plants cannot make proteins when this enzyme is blocked. Bacteria, however, are well known to produce a mutant variant of this enzyme that is completely unaffected by glyphosate; they do so through “point” mutations (mutations that alter just one amino acid) or mutations that cause the enzyme to be produced in such large amounts that glyphosate becomes ineffective. Such mutations could occur in plants as well as in bacteria. The transfer of Roundup resistance to weeds through pollination also is probable, and has already occurred. The idea of widespread resistance to Roundup is not improbable, and it alarms the industry as well as environmentalists.

The most highly critical statements about the use, toxicity, and persistence in soil of Roundup can be traced to an exhaustive scientific review published in 1995. The review identifies toxic effects from the chemical itself as well as from ingredients used in its formulation. It describes studies on experimental animals in which Roundup caused eye and skin irritation, cardiac depression, gastrointestinal distress, reduced weight gain, increased frequency of tumors, and reduced sperm counts. In people, Roundup appears as the most common cause of pesticide-related illness among landscape workers and the third most common cause of such illness among agricultural workers. Roundup residues persist in vegetables a year after treatment and in soil for more than a year. Researchers report that Roundup produces toxic effects on beneficial insects, fish, birds, and earthworms; eliminates vegetation used as food and shelter for animals and birds; and reduces the activity of bacteria that fix nitrogen and perform other “friendly” tasks. Whether these effects are worse than those produced by the pesticides replaced by Roundup is a question that demands further research. In the absence of convincing studies, such decisions are a matter of opinion.

Underlying questions about the potential risks of transgenic plantings are more general concerns about what Roundup Ready and Bt crops might do to biodiversity. The huge amount of U.S. farmland devoted to transgenic crops borders on monoculture—the planting of one variety of a crop to the exclusion of all others. The lack of biological diversity means that any point of vulnerability leaves monocultured crops open to overwhelming attack by insects, weeds, or diseases—and to catastrophic losses. Such vulnerability is illustrated by the splitting of stems of Roundup Ready soybeans when grown in hot climates. When this happened, observers guessed that crop losses could reach 40%. They wondered if the biochemical changes that induce resistance to glyphosate might also cause plants to produce a form of cellulose (lignin) that becomes brittle in hot temperatures typical of southern states and tropical countries.

From such examples, it should be evident that questions about the relative risks and relative benefits of genetically modified foods cannot be answered without further research and experience. As I explain in chapter 7, the industry and its sympathetic government regulators decided in advance—using a strictly science-based approach to risk assessment—that the foods were safe and that few precautions were necessary, and they assumed that any unanticipated consequences of transgenic foods could be handled appropriately by existing regulations. As it turned out, unexpected consequences revealed the inadequacies of this approach. Some examples follow.

**THE POLITICS OF UNEXPECTED CONSEQUENCES**

Critics of food biotechnology insist that without prior experience, transgenic foods raise safety issues that are difficult to define, predict, or quantify but that nevertheless should be taken seriously and evaluated in advance.
—before the foods are grown extensively and enter the food supply. They invoke the precautionary principle (discussed in the introduction). As support for the need for precaution, they cite the examples to which we now turn. These examples explain why safety issues—especially those that cannot easily be resolved by scientific studies—become matters of politics. A precautionary approach threatens the economics of the entire agricultural biotechnology enterprise.

**Toxic Contaminants: Tryptophan Supplements**

The classic case of the unanticipated consequences of nutritional—if not food—biotechnology concerns supplements of the amino acid tryptophan. Like all amino acids, tryptophan is a component of proteins in all organisms. Supplements of tryptophan have been used for years as self-medication for insomnia and neurological conditions. In the 1980s, companies began to genetically engineer bacteria to produce larger amounts of tryptophan so that this amino acid would be easier to collect and purify. In 1989, tryptophan supplements produced by a Japanese petrochemical company, Showa Denko, caused eosinophilia-myalgia syndrome (EMS), an unusual constellation of symptoms of muscle pain, weakness, and increased blood levels of white cells (eosinophils). Eventually, more than 1,500 people who had taken the supplements became ill, and about 40 died. The FDA prevented further marketing of the supplement, and the company stopped making it.

This example might just indicate that genetic techniques sometimes lead to unexpected problems, but this particular situation had additional implications. Because tryptophan is a normal component of body proteins, investigators did not think that the genetic engineering processes were at fault. Instead, they suspected that a toxic substance emerged during the manufacturing process, and they attempted to identify it. Victims, however, sued Showa Denko for about $2 billion, thereby introducing liability as an intervening factor. The company not only refused to cooperate with FDA investigations but also tried to discredit the scientists who had linked the syndrome to its product. Showa Denko demanded prepublication copies of the studies under the Freedom of Information Act (most scientists would find this intimidating as well as a nuisance) and used a carefully selected advisory committee to argue that the studies were done poorly and could not be reproduced.

Furthermore, the company sponsored its own research studies, organized a conference to announce the results, and paid for publication of the conference papers as a supplement to the *Journal of Rheumatology*. Not unexpectedly, the sponsored researchers raised questions and produced data that appeared to exonerate Showa Denko. In contrast, the one independent paper (“prepared by US Government employees and entirely funded by the US Government”) concluded that the Showa Denko tryptophan supplement caused the EMS epidemic. The government scientists charged that the studies sponsored by Showa Denko were based on supposition, surmise, and conjecture. [They] direct attention toward potential biases or confounding events with a low probability of having occurred and a still lower probability of having had a substantial effect on the studies reviewed. In so doing, they direct the reader’s attention away from the combined weight of evidence of the studies, which strongly supports a causal association of Showa Denko LT [tryptophan] and epidemic EMS.41

To date, the toxic component remains “incompletely characterized,” making it difficult to institute preventive measures. In this case, the company’s self-interested stance not only interfered with finding the cause of the disease but also failed to resolve lingering uncertainties about the safety of the genetic engineering processes used in manufacturing the supplements.

**Toxic Proteins: The Pusztai Affair**

Next we turn to the possibility that genetic engineering might cause foods to produce toxic substances, in this case, lectins. Lectins are proteins in plants that are naturally toxic to insects and nematode worms. They do not bother us because we cook lectin-rich foods—kidney beans, for example—long enough to unravel the structure of the proteins and destroy their function. In 1998, an investigator in Scotland announced that rats became ill when they ate transgenic lectins, thereby initiating a political furor of quite astonishing proportions.

This story begins soon after the peak of the mad cow disease epidemic in Great Britain, a crisis that resulted not only in the downfall of the British beef industry but also in the loss of public confidence in scientists and government (see concluding chapter). In this context, Dr. Arpad Pusztai, a long-time researcher at the Rowett Research Institute in Aberdeen, applied for and won a competitive contract to see how rats might react to consuming transgenic potatoes containing lectins. Dr. Pusztai isolated genes for lectins from snowdrop plants and transferred them into potatoes. For comparison, he physically inserted purified lectins into other potatoes. He fed the transgenic potatoes to one group of rats and the lectin-added conventional potatoes to another group. All of the rats reacted badly to lectins, but the ones fed the transgenic potatoes fared worse.42 On August 10, 1998, Dr. Pusztai—bravely or
Dr. Pusztai based these comments on studies not yet published or subjected to peer review. Industry officials charged that because of his remarks, “the whole of the biotechnology industry had gone up in smoke,” and they would now be faced with consumer opposition that would take years to undo.\(^44\) The head of the Rowett Institute defended the work at first, but quickly changed his mind. After reviewing the data and judging it flawed, he sealed Dr. Pusztai’s laboratories, forced him to retire, barred him from speaking to the press, and ordered a formal audit of his data—actions that received front-page press attention and did nothing to calm public alarm about food biotechnology in Great Britain or Europe.

As might be expected from a review of provisional results, the audit committee decided that the data did not support Dr. Pusztai’s conclusions. Dr. Pusztai again reviewed his own data and said that they did. Furthermore, he conducted his own peer review; he sent copies of his research reports and the television transcript to scientists who requested these documents, and asked them to evaluate the materials. In February 1999, more than 20 scientists from at least 13 countries called a press conference to announce that the findings were just as Dr. Pusztai had claimed.\(^45\) Public calls for a moratorium on food biotechnology research followed immediately. Most scientists (other than the 20 supporters) strongly doubted that genetically modified lectins could have harmed the rats, although they thought the potatoes might have been induced to express higher levels of other toxic substances. When the British government rejected demands for a moratorium, critics charged that government officials were “in the pocket of the biotech industry” and had offered huge sums to biotechnology companies to induce them to work in Britain. They also noted that Monsanto had bought off the Rowett Institute in advance with a £140,000 grant.\(^46\)

In May, the British Royal Society weighed in with an anonymous review that judged Dr. Pusztai’s studies flawed and inconclusive. Dr. Pusztai called this clandestine peer review “deprecable because many influential committees are redolent with advisors linked to biotechnology companies.”\(^47\) The Lancet, a leading medical journal, agreed, calling the Royal Society’s review “a gesture of breathtaking impertinence.”\(^48\) The Prince of Wales expressed sympathy for Dr. Pusztai’s plight. Industry commentators, however, said Dr. Pusztai was “largely responsible for the British public’s mistrust of genetically modified food” as well as for subsequent governmental actions to regulate, label, or ban genetically modified foods.\(^49\)

In October 1999, in an act that itself generated a huge outcry, the Lancet published Dr. Pusztai’s data as a short research letter. The journal fueled the controversy by including another report in the same issue suggesting that snowdrop lectins interact with human white blood cells in some peculiar way that demands further investigation. An editorial in the same issue, however, stated that such experiments were incomplete, insignificant, inadequately controlled, and uninterpretable.\(^50\) Justifying the journal’s decision to publish evidently flawed research, the Lancet’s editor chided critics for their “failure to understand the new, and apparently unwelcome, dialogue of accountability that needs to be forged between scientists and the public.” He quite sensibly pointed out, “Risks are not simply questions of abstract probabilities or theoretical reassurances. What matters is what people believe about these risks and why they hold those beliefs. [The] data are preliminary and non-generalisable, but at least they are now out in the open for debate.”\(^51\)

By one report, a member of the Royal Society with ties to biotechnology companies accused the editor of acting immorally by publishing research known to be “untrue” and implied that doing so would “have implications for his personal position.” With or without such threats, the editor’s argument did not convince scientists skeptical of the quality of the research, and they heavily criticized the journal for publishing it.\(^52\) Whatever the scientific merits of Dr. Pusztai’s work, his treatment reinforced public suspicions that no group with a vested interest in food biotechnology would act in the public interest. If a problem with transgenic foods did emerge, the government and much of the scientific establishment would support the industry above all other considerations.

**Killing Monarch Butterflies**

We now turn to the most widely publicized—and most fiercely debated—example of unintended consequences—the effects of *Bt* crops on *friendly* insects, in this case, monarch butterflies. Monarch butterflies lay their eggs on milkweed plants that grow throughout fields of corn. Of course the *Bt* toxin kills monarch larvae that hatch from the eggs; the toxin is *supposed* to kill insect larvae. When Cornell University investigators dusted laboratory milkweed leaves with pollen from *Bt* corn, the results were only to be expected: the test larvae grew more slowly and died more quickly than those fed leaves dusted with pollen from conventional corn or with no pollen at all.\(^53\) This research note, taking up less than a page in a scientific journal (albeit the prestigious *Nature*), elicited an immediate
response: “Will the conjectured absence of butterflies flapping their wings on Iowa farms provoke political firestorms among Washington policymakers?” Indeed, yes. Farmers did not want to be termed “butterfly-killers,” and neither did Congress. Legislators proposed an appropriation of $200,000 to study the effect of transgenic foods on monarch butterflies and also introduced legislation to require labeling. Monarch butterflies became the symbol of biotechnology protests, as illustrated in figure 18.

From the industry standpoint, killing butterflies and other friendly insects is normal collateral damage, no worse than the effects of conventional pesticides. Using this argument to deflect appeals for preservation of an already endangered species, however, would be unlikely to succeed. Thus, the industry employed different strategies. The first was to discredit the science by pointing out, correctly, that one small laboratory study should not be taken too seriously until it is confirmed. Second, the industry funded new studies, reportedly at $100,000 each, to repeat the work in field trials. Third, it organized a scientific symposium to publicize the results of those trials. The industry-funded studies produced the expected conclusion: transgenic crops pose no risk to monarch butterflies. This outcome was so certain that the industry sponsors distributed a news release prior to the conference: “Scientific symposium to show no harm to monarch butterfly.” The conference itself, however, proved rather contentious. Some participants complained about manipulation by the industry: “It was dirty pool and the fox was guarding the chicken coop. . . . It was not conclusive.” Independent scientists were appalled by the industry’s heavy-handed control of a meeting at which researchers—many with only preliminary results to report—were supposed to be presenting and discussing them in a careful and deliberate manner.

Further studies attempted to resolve the issue. One reported that pollen from Bt corn did not harm black swallowtail butterflies. The authors concluded, “at least some potential nontarget effects of the use of transgenic plants may be manageable,” but “the plain fact of the matter is that growing food has nontarget effects. . . . Our challenge is to minimize them.” Another found just the opposite, but came to the same conclusion: Bt pollen on milkweeds in corn fields caused “significant mortality” of monarch butterfly larvae: “This is telling us that with naturally deposited pollen there’s a good probability you’ll get some mortality.”

Although it might seem self-evident that Bt pollen kills “nontarget” insects as well as those it is intended to control, the industry and its federal regulators have taken heroic—and expensive—steps to prove the trivial nature of such collateral damage. In December 1999, the EPA “called in” (translation: asked for) comments from researchers on the toxicity of Bt corn pollen. In February 2000, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) held a conference to respond to that call-in and to set research priorities for determining the safety of Bt pollen for monarch butterflies. Its own in-house researchers spent two years investigating this question (conclusion: “negligible” risk). In September 2000, the EPA issued a preliminary report concluding that the butterfly population was not at risk from Bt pollen. In the meantime, agricultural biotechnology companies had pooled resources in partnership with those agencies to fund extensive field trials. The results of these trials appeared as a collection of six papers in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in September 2001. The final paper concluded, “The impact of Bt corn pollen from current commercial hybrids on monarch butterfly populations is negligible.” Its lead author said, “I don’t think there’s a need to consider monarchs at risk due to this technology.” The New York Times headline repeated the conclusion: “Reports say threat to monarch butterflies is ‘negligible.’”
My reading of this extraordinary scientific effort to prove the obvious comes to a slightly different interpretation: negligible under some circumstances, but not others. The papers provide substantial evidence that certain types of Bt corn produce more lethal pollen than others. They find that monarch butterflies are more likely to survive in fields planted with lower amounts of genetically modified corn, treated with lower levels of insecticides, and weeded less vigorously (unweeded fields contain more milkweed plants). The butterflies survive better when they are not near the center of the fields where pollen counts are higher, and when rain washes the pollen off the milkweed plants.

Such results may be debatable, but no such debate took place—for reasons of politics. The papers were to appear just at the time the EPA was about to decide whether to renew the licenses (registrations) for planting Bt corn and cotton. The EPA asked the journal to release the papers on the Internet prior to publication so the agency would appear to have considered the results in coming to the decision—one it had already made. In announcing the decision, the EPA said: “Adhering to a process that emphasized up-to-date scientific data and methodologies, numerous opportunities for public involvement, and balanced decision-making, EPA maintained a transparent review process to ensure that the decision was based on sound science.” Critics did not find the process so transparent, not only because they had no chance to review the studies beforehand, but also because some of the data had been classified as “confidential business information” in an unusual concession to the industry. When the EPA did make the confidential information available, it required readers to agree not to copy or discuss it. In this instance, as in so many others, science alone cannot settle social questions of transparency or trust.

THE POLITICS OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

When dealing with questions about the risks of genetically modified foods, industry leaders are fond of saying that nobody has died yet from eating them. This may be a correct assessment, but it misses the point. In a situation in which the risks of genetically modified foods are questionable but so are the benefits, point of view becomes the critical factor in interpretation. Regardless of the remoteness of safety concerns, the intensity of criticism—and the vulnerability of the industry—have prompted government agencies to take safety issues seriously. In 2002 alone, the General Accounting Office (GAO) chided the FDA for not doing a better job of validating information provided by food biotechnology companies, disclosing its evaluation methods, and developing new testing methods to ensure the safety of genetically modified foods. The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy asked the FDA, EPA, and USDA to strengthen restrictions on field testing to prevent escape of transgenes, and scientific panels of the National Academies urged more careful safety evaluation of genetically modified plants and animals.

Regardless of the outcome of such actions, the safety questions discussed here—whether genetically modified foods cause allergies, antibiotic resistance, higher production of lectins, or the death of monarch butterflies, and whether they decrease or increase the use of pesticides—are not necessarily the primary issues. Genetically modified foods already pervade the food supply. The experiment is in progress; its results will emerge in due course. Whether such an experiment is in the public interest—or for that matter is in the interest of the industry—will also be revealed in time. If food biotechnology is political, it is because the public has no choice but to participate in this experiment. Thus, the important question is who gets to decide. In the next chapter, we will consider how agricultural biotechnology companies—particularly Monsanto—convinced regulatory agencies that questions about societal risks and benefits do not need to be addressed before planting transgenic foods, that the foods require no special labels, and that the public has no choice about whether to consume them.
AMONG THE LESSONS OF THE STARLINK CORN EPISODE IS THIS: genetically modified ingredients pervade the U.S. food supply, but consumers cannot identify them because the foods are not labeled. This situation was not inevitable. Federal agencies made “science-based” decisions that transgenic foods are equivalent to conventional foods (DNA is DNA no matter where it comes from) and require no special regulatory oversight. In this chapter, we will see how the biotechnology industry lobbied successfully for this approach, using the now familiar mantra: the techniques are inherently safe, the products are no different than those produced through traditional genetics, and labeling is not only unnecessary but misleading.

In choosing this approach, federal regulators permitted companies to develop genetically modified foods without having to alert regulatory agencies (premarket notification), evaluate the safety of the products in advance (premarket testing), or label them once they were ready to market. In approving transgenic foods, they restricted the debate to science-based issues of safety. If the foods appeared safe for human health they could be marketed: plant first, then deal with problems. As discussed earlier, this approach differs from the method required by the precautionary principle: demonstrate safety before planting. The science-based approach also excluded debate about the societal issues summarized in table 2 (page 17). The regulatory agencies interpreted their mandates to mean that they could not consider dread-and-outrage factors when making decisions about genetically modified foods.

This chapter examines how food biotechnology companies achieved a “plant first” regulatory environment. To understand the politics of the current system, we must recall that Congress wrote the principal laws affecting food safety in 1906, long before anyone knew anything about DNA, let alone transgenic foods. As noted earlier, the discovery of recombinant DNA techniques in the 1970s stimulated discussion about how to assure their safety. At hearings in 1983, Congress reviewed arguments for federal regulation of biotechnology. The following year, under pressure from the pharmaceutical industry, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) proposed a “Coordinated Framework” for the regulation of biotechnology and issued a final version in 1986. The pharmaceutical industry argued that because DNA is DNA, drugs produced through recombinant techniques require no special considerations, laws, or agencies. The OSTP agreed and established four principles: (1) existing laws are sufficient for regulation, (2) regulation applies to the products, not the processes by which they were developed, (3) safety should be assessed on a case-by-case basis, and (4) agencies should coordinate their regulatory efforts.\(^1\)

This last principle would prove especially challenging because the Coordinated Framework distributed regulatory responsibilities among a large number of federal entities: three offices reporting directly to the president; three cabinet-level federal agencies; two major subagencies within one cabinet-level agency; eight centers, services, offices, or programs within major agencies; and five federal committees—all operating under the authority of 10 distinct acts of Congress. Any regulatory plan of that complexity suggests that coordination will be difficult—impossible is more like it—and that oversight will be plagued from the start by gaps, duplication of effort, and overlapping responsibilities. Like the oversight scheme for food safety, the Coordinated Framework reveals the need for a single food agency.

The Coordinated Framework applies to foods as well as drugs and assigns three agencies to their regulation, two at the cabinet level—the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)—and a subagency of a third (the Department of Health and Human Services), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Genetically modified foods, however, do not easily fit into the existing regulatory categories of these agencies, leaving much room for interpretation. Moreover, the three agencies operate under different laws. The Plant Pest Act allows the USDA to regulate transgenic crops as plant pests when they contain genes or regulatory DNA segments from potentially harmful organisms: insects, nematodes, slugs, and snails, but also bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Because just about all gene donors are on this list, most transgenic plants require USDA permits to allow them to be field-tested, transported through interstate commerce, or imported. Over time, the USDA has modified its regulations to make it easier for companies to plant genetically engineered crops without having to
obtain permits.²

In contrast, the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) requires the EPA to “register” transgenic foods as plant-pesticides (or, as they are now called, plant-incorporated protectants). If a crop is bioengineered to contain the toxin from *Bacillus thuringiensis* (*Bt*), for example, the EPA considers it to contain a pesticide and regulates the plant as it would any pesticidal chemical. Ordinarily, makers of *Bt* crops must submit voluminous information about the toxin’s effects on health and the environment, but the EPA can and does grant exceptions.

To further complicate matters, the FDA regulates transgenic foods as food additives under the provisions of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Unless food additives are generally recognized as safe (GRAS), meaning that they have a history of safe use, they require premarket approval; manufacturers must submit evidence demonstrating “reasonable certainty” that an additive will not be harmful if used appropriately. In practice, the FDA has jurisdiction over all genetically modified foods, although it shares regulatory authority over plants that have to be field-tested or transported across state lines with USDA, and those containing the *Bt* toxin with EPA. Dealing separately with two—let alone three—agencies is guaranteed to be a lengthy, complicated, and expensive process, and food biotechnology companies complain that the regulations are cumbersome and restrictive. They also complain that the regulations are contrary to the intention of the Coordinated Framework because they hold genetically modified foods to higher safety standards than conventional foods.³ To evaluate such contentions, let’s begin by examining the FDA’s role in regulating transgenic foods and the ways in which the biotechnology industry has influenced that role.

**THE FDA’S “SCIENCE-BASED” APPROACH**

The FDA’s main function is to regulate drugs, and its food activities are decidedly secondary. By the early 1990s, the FDA had approved at least 15 recombinant drugs for medical use, with recombinant insulin among the earliest in 1982. The benefits of many of these drugs seem evident. Recombinant insulin, unlike that obtained from pigs, has an amino acid structure identical to that of human insulin and can be produced in unlimited quantities. So can recombinant enzymes used in food manufacture such as chymosin, an enzyme used to coagulate milk in the early steps of cheese making. In the past, cheese makers obtained chymosin as part of a mixture called rennet, which had to be extracted from the stomachs of calves and was expensive and of inconsistent composition. Scientists bioengineered the gene for chymosin into bacteria, and the FDA approved the recombinant enzyme in 1990. Such drugs and enzymes elicited few objections from critics of biotechnology, mainly because of the obvious advantages. Transgenic chymosin, for example, does not require the slaughter of baby calves. Also, manufacturers did not publicize its origin, as they saw “little to gain from waving the biotech flag.”⁴ Transgenic drugs did not become controversial until they affected food more directly, as was the case with the cow growth hormone, recombinant bovine somatotropin (rbST)—a drug that affects milk. Because the approval process for this drug was so evidently political—interweaving considerations of science, safety, commercial objectives, and societal issues—and because it paved the way for subsequent FDA approval of transgenic foods, the case of bovine growth hormone is worth close examination.

**The Politics of Bovine Growth Hormone (BGH): More Milk**

The politics of this animal drug begin with its very name. Proponents of the drug use the scientific term bovine somatotropin (bST), whereas critics tend to use the more recognizable bovine growth hormone (BGH). Both put an *r* in front to distinguish the genetically engineered drug from the natural hormone in cows. For simplicity, this chapter uses rBGH. Whatever it is called, the recombinant hormone increases milk production in cows by 10–20%. It proved controversial from the start, and questions about its safety continue to be debated, especially in Canada and Europe. Monsanto developed the bioengineering capacity to create rBGH in the early 1980s, and the company quickly promoted it as a means to increase the efficiency of dairy farming. Although this use might appear to be of great benefit to consumers as well as to farmers, critics soon raised questions about the possibility of adverse effects of the drug on human health, animal welfare, and the economic viability of small dairy farms. Furthermore, consumers would have no choice about whether to buy products resulting from use of the hormone, as milk from cows treated with rBGH (shorthand: rBGH milk) would not be labeled as genetically engineered.²

When the FDA approved rBGH as a new animal drug in 1993, available analytical methods could not easily distinguish milk from treated and untreated cows.⁵ Because the naturally occurring BGH in cow’s milk was indistinguishable from rBGH, the agency ruled that labeling would be misleading because the milks are the same.
Monsanto and other biotechnology companies viewed disclosure as a threat to the future of agricultural biotechnology. If rBGH failed in the marketplace, the entire industry might be in jeopardy. The industry extolled rBGH and the equivalent hormone in pigs as “biotechnological miracles that would give consumers more for their money at less cost to the environment,” but worried that “ignorance, nostalgia and a Luddite view of technology” would prevent the drugs—but also transgenic foods in general—from reaching the marketplace.²

Industry leaders had grounds for concern. By 1989, when Monsanto was testing rBGH on commercial farms in nearly every important dairy state, the drug was already under attack by groups concerned about family farms as well as by those suspicious of any kind of genetic engineering. Several supermarket chains refused to carry milk from rBGH-treated cows, and the owners of Ben & Jerry’s announced that they would label ice cream packages with a statement opposing use of the hormone. Before the drug had even been approved for commercial use, the state legislatures of Wisconsin and Minnesota temporarily banned sales of rBGH. By 1992, four major supermarket chains, two large manufacturers of dairy products, and the nation’s largest dairy cooperative joined the boycott, as did many small farmers, dairy cooperatives, and grocery chains.⁸

**The Safety Issues.** Bovine somatotropin stimulates milk production. The hormone, a protein, is always present in cow’s milk at low concentrations. Milk from rBGH-treated cows contains both the natural and recombinant hormones. Neither the natural nor the recombinant hormone is likely to affect human health; the cow hormones differ in structure from the human hormone, are not biologically active in humans, and do not promote human growth. Furthermore, like all proteins, cow hormones are largely digested to their constituent amino acids and, therefore, inactivated in the human digestive tract.

In 1990, Monsanto said that its studies had satisfied any doubts about whether rBGH milk is safe for human consumption. That year, FDA scientists reviewed more than 130 studies of the effects of rBGH on cows, rats, and humans and also concluded that the hormone does not affect human health. Critics called this conclusion an unprecedented display of conflict of interest: FDA scientists had produced a favorable evaluation of evidence in support of a drug not yet approved by their agency. Others accused the FDA of colluding with Monsanto because agency scientists could not have conducted the review unless the company had disclosed confidential studies that were not available for evaluation by the general scientific community. A panel of experts recruited by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), however, concluded that milk from rBGH-treated cows was essentially the same—and therefore as safe—as milk from untreated cows. According to one rBGH supporter, the hormone had been tested on 21,000 cows and described in more than 900 research papers by 1992 with no indication of harm to human health.⁹

Nevertheless, critics continued to raise doubts about the safety of rBGH-milk on two grounds: antibiotics and a substance called insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1). The concern about antibiotics derives from observations that cows given rBGH develop more frequent infections of their udders (mastitis). The more milk cows produce, the more likely they are to develop mastitis, and rBGH increases milk production. Because farmers treat the infections with antibiotics that can linger in milk and meat, eating foods from treated animals might contribute to selection for antibiotic-resistant bacteria. On this basis, the General Accounting Office (GAO) urged the FDA not to approve rBGH until issues related to mastitis could be resolved. Federal regulations require the FDA to test for antibiotic residues in milk, but the agency is able to test for just a small fraction of animal drugs in common use—just 4 out of 82 in one study—suggesting a lack of ability to monitor such substances. Because of this regulatory gap, another federal committee recommended that the FDA ban rBGH until the antibiotic risks could be evaluated. The Republican administration in power in 1992, however, was committed to a policy of industry deregulation, and it ignored the recommendations.¹⁰

IGF-1 concerns critics for three reasons: (1) rBGH increases levels of this factor in cow’s milk, (2) IGF-1 in cows is chemically identical to human IGF-1, and (3) higher levels of IGF-1 in cow’s milk might stimulate premature growth in human infants or cancer in adults. It is difficult to evaluate this last contention given the current state of research. Population studies associate high levels of IGF-1 in blood with a higher risk of prostate cancer in men and breast cancer in premenopausal (but not post-menopausal) women and, perhaps, with a greater risk of high blood pressure, but these findings do not necessarily have anything to do with drinking milk; high IGF-1 levels could be due to genetic or other dietary causes.¹¹ The factor ought to be inactivated during processing and digestion, but some seems to be absorbed intact. The research gaps have encouraged lingering doubts, demands for reassessment of the safety of rBGH, and lawsuits against the FDA. They also encouraged one anti-rBGH activist, Robert Cohen, to go on a hunger strike in 1999—one of the more extreme forms of protest against foods made with transgenic ingredients.¹²

**The Social Issues.** Protests about the safety of rBGH obscure an underlying issue—its economic impact. The
production of milk in the United States has long exceeded demand, and the government has long subsidized the dairy industry through purchases of surplus milk. Monsanto contends that costs to farmers will decline because fewer cows will produce more milk, and the savings will be passed on to consumers. This last benefit seems doubtful, mainly because dairy prices are tightly linked to federal support programs. If prices fall, levels of taxpayer-supported federal spending would increase to protect farm incomes. Critics also raise concerns about the effects of rBGH on the cows themselves; higher milk production stresses cows and leads to more frequent mastitis and sores at injection sites (an issue of animal rights). Although Monsanto asserts that appropriate veterinary and herd-management practices minimize such problems, farmers report them regularly. The FDA, however, views these complaints as raising no new concerns about animal health.

Use of rBGH also raises questions about effects on rural life. If people drink less milk to avoid rBGH, or if it increases veterinary costs, the drug might contribute to the ongoing attrition of small dairy farms. Jerry Cohen, then an owner of Ben & Jerry’s, told the FDA Food Advisory Committee in 1993: “We do know that the use of BGH will increase the supply of milk at a time when we already have a tremendous surplus. It does not make any sense to exacerbate this problem with a product about which there are so many legitimate doubts, a product whose principal beneficiaries will be chemical companies and corporate agribusiness.” That the product affects milk itself raises issues. As ethicist Arthur Caplan explained, “Is there any product in the world that has tried harder to sell itself as wholesome and pure than milk . . . ? It is a food for innocent, trusting children, culturally laden with symbolism. Any adulteration of milk . . . is seen as taboo.” Despite this range of concerns, Monsanto only needed to overcome doubts about the safety of the drug for human health to obtain FDA approval.

Monsanto’s Campaign for Approval. Monsanto’s efforts to obtain FDA approval for rBGH began as soon as it produced the drug. At the company’s request, the FDA permitted distribution of rBGH for limited use on an experimental basis in 1985, and subsequently affirmed the safety of rBGH milk and meat in 1988, 1989, and again in 1990, as did the NIH in 1990 and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in 1991. When the FDA’s approval of rBGH as a new animal drug appeared imminent in August 1993, Congress imposed a 90-day moratorium on sales. The U.S. Senate, concerned about the fate of small dairy farms, asked for a moratorium lasting an entire year, but House opposition forced a compromise resulting in the shorter time limit.

After lengthy deliberations, advisory committee consultations, and public hearings, the FDA approved rBGH as a new animal drug in November 1993 and ruled that milk produced by cows treated with the hormone would not need to be labeled. In announcing this decision, FDA commissioner Dr. David Kessler stated: “There is virtually no difference in milk from treated and untreated cows . . . . In fact, it’s not possible using current scientific techniques to tell them apart. We have looked carefully at every single question raised, and we are confident this product is safe for consumers, for cows and for the environment.” The FDA approval applied only to Monsanto’s rBGH, although approvals for similar products from other companies seemed sure to follow. Industry representatives hailed the decision as a victory for Monsanto, an indication of reduced regulatory barriers, and a precedent for approving forthcoming products of agricultural biotechnology.

This resounding success was no accident. As early as 1987, business analysts expected rBGH to generate millions of dollars in annual sales. The potential for large returns on investment explains Monsanto’s unusually aggressive sales tactics and political actions to promote this otherwise problematic product. Public relations firms working for Monsanto engaged in the usual sorts of lobbying activities in support of rBGH approval but also sent “secret agents and spies” to infiltrate citizen’s groups opposed to use of the hormone. As a member of the FDA Food Advisory Committee, I attended hearings on rBGH prior to its approval. The FDA had invited interested companies to provide one witness each. Monsanto sent nine, some of them supposedly “independent” witnesses (one was a pregnant dairy farmer from upstate New York) whose connections to the company emerged only when FDA officials required them to declare who paid for their travel to the meeting. The company took full advantage of its connections in government, enlisting an influential former Congressman—to whom the secretary of agriculture owed his appointment—to discourage federal studies of the economic effects of rBGH.

Monsanto wielded other kinds of influence. It withheld consent to publish a peer-reviewed article by independent researchers who used the company’s data to measure amounts of white blood cells—an indicator of mastitis—in rBGH milk. Monsanto reserved the right to publish its own data first but delayed doing so for several years; this delay effectively prevented the FDA from considering the independent analysis during the rBGH approval process. Monsanto researchers argued that mastitis white cell counts depend on how much milk is produced, whether or not the cow is treated with rBGH. In contrast, the independent investigators found milk from rBGH-treated cows to contain more white cells, although they could not say whether the higher counts were due to the drug itself or to the higher milk yield. Eventually, they published the results and revealed the dispute.
In another incident, Monsanto lawyers pressured Fox Television to refuse a four-part series on rBGH commissioned by one of its Florida stations from two staff investigative reporters. The station suspended the reporters and did not air the series. The reporters documented sales of rBGH-milk by Florida grocers who had pledged not to sell it, and inadequacies in state screening methods for antibiotics in the treated milk. They also said that Monsanto had offered as much as $2 million to Canadian regulators who were considering approval of rBGH, and had made large gifts to universities whose researchers provided data in support of FDA approval. They established a Web site to describe their side of the story and filed a whistle-blower lawsuit against the television station. The case went to trial in mid-2000; it resulted in a clear win for the reporters. The jury agreed that Fox “acted intentionally and deliberately to falsify or distort the plaintiffs’ news reporting on BGH,” and awarded a judgment of $425,000 in damages. These incidents were only the most public—and documented—of Monsanto’s actions, most of which took place behind closed doors in Congress, at the FDA, and (as rumored) at newspapers planning to run stories on the possible hazards of rBGH.

Monsanto’s Campaign against Labeling. Monsanto steadfastly resisted demands for labeling of rBGH milk and recruited dairy industry executives to persuade the FDA to establish favorable labeling guidelines. The company hired two Washington law firms to monitor dairies for advertising and labeling violations and to instigate legal action against milk processors who had “inappropriately” misled customers through labeling practices. The FDA asked the Food Advisory Committee to hear testimony on the labeling issue. A Monsanto official explained the company’s position. Because its surveys indicated that 60% of consumers thought that rBGH labeling implied a safety or contamination risk, mandatory labeling would violate the spirit and intent of the labeling laws and would also “diminish the credibility of the food label and would represent a clear step backward from the wonderful progress that has been achieved.” Because the FDA seemed already to have decided the issue and the Advisory Committee’s role was just that—to advise—critics viewed the hearings as a “public relations smokescreen” and “a regulatory charade.”

Some dairy companies, concerned that consumers might not want to buy milk from hormone-treated cows, began labeling their products “BGH-free.” Monsanto and its industry supporters objected and asked the FDA to establish guidance “rules” on the labeling of dairy products derived from cows not treated with rBGH. In February 1994, the FDA stated that it could not require such labeling, but companies could voluntarily say they were not using rBGH, provided “that any statements made are truthful and not misleading.” Although this ruling might sound permissive, the FDA considers “misleading” to apply to any suggestion that untreated milk is superior. Thus, the agency views BGH-free as misleading because all milk contains some natural BGH. The term rBGH-free also is misleading because the recombinant and natural cow hormones cannot be distinguished. Dairy companies may use such terms only if they provide an explanation of the context: “No significant difference has been shown between milk derived from rBGH-treated and non-rBGH-treated cows.”

Vermont, which boasts of its quality dairy products, defied the FDA ruling and passed legislation requiring rBGH milk to be labeled: “Vermonters have the right to know what is in the food they eat. . . . In particular, there is a strong public interest in knowing whether or not rBST has been used in the production of milk and milk products.” Industry groups acting on behalf of Monsanto quickly and successfully challenged this law in the courts. When several major milk marketers launched new brands certified as coming from cows that had not been treated with the hormone, Monsanto warned them that their labels “might create the impression that something is wrong with milk from treated cows.” By May 1994, Monsanto had sued at least two dairy companies on this basis, a situation that made it appear as if “everyone is terrified of Monsanto. . . . It is quite ominous.” In Vermont, only a small fraction of farmers continued to use rBGH. Companies like Ben & Jerry’s used their rBGH-free status as a marketing tool, as shown in figure 19: “We oppose recombinant bovine growth hormone. The family farmers who supply our milk and cream pledge not to treat their cows with rBGH.”
FIGURE 19. Soon after the FDA’s approval of recombinant bovine growth hormone (rBGH), Ben & Jerry’s used product labels to display the company’s policy on this drug. These statements conform to the FDA’s 1994 guidelines on voluntary labeling of milk products derived from cows that had not been treated with rBGH.

*Monsanto’s Revolving Door to the FDA.* A nagging concern throughout the deliberations over rBGH was the revolving door through which employees of Monsanto and FDA exchanged positions. In Washington, DC, the law firm King & Spalding filed a brief with the FDA on behalf of Monsanto arguing that the agency could not legally justify a labeling requirement for rBGH milk. The primary author of the document was a former FDA chief counsel. Furthermore, three FDA staff members involved in rBGH regulatory decisions had previously worked for Monsanto, either directly or indirectly. This connection led several members of Congress to question whether the FDA had colluded with Monsanto in approving the drug, and they demanded a GAO investigation. The GAO reviewed more than 40,000 pages of documents, interviewed 54 people, and evaluated the financial disclosures and conflict-of-interest statements of all FDA employees involved in the rBGH approval. Although the GAO concluded “there were no conflicting financial interests,” its report raised discomfiting questions. One FDA employee, Dr. Margaret Miller, worked for Monsanto from 1985 to 1989 as a laboratory supervisor responsible for evaluating tests that measured rBGH and IGF-1 levels in cow blood, tissues, and milk. Within a year or so of leaving Monsanto, she was helping draft FDA responses to citizens’ petitions seeking to halt sales of rBGH milk and to congressional queries about rBGH. She also contributed advice on matters directly related to rBGH approval. GAO investigators said she had followed the letter of federal ethics regulations, but expressed some concerns about her adherence to their spirit. They said the FDA commissioner was so “visibly surprised” in 1993 to learn of Dr. Miller’s employment with Monsanto that he ordered an internal review of her activities. Although the internal review also concluded that she had not violated ethical standards, it said her participation in rBGH matters “does raise questions.”

GAO investigators were even more troubled by issues related to the role of Michael Taylor. Mr. Taylor, whom we encountered in chapter 2 as the courageous USDA official responsible for instituting Pathogen Reduction: HACCP, began his career as a lawyer with the FDA. He left the agency to work for King & Spalding, the firm representing Monsanto, but returned to the FDA in 1991 as deputy commissioner for policy, and he held that position during the time the agency conducted its rBGH safety review. At the time, Mr. Taylor had been with the FDA for more than two years, but newly passed ethical guidelines applied only to the first year of employment, so his activities were “not covered by the appearance of loss of impartiality provisions.”

Mr. Taylor is a coauthor of the FDA’s 1992 policy statement on genetically engineered plant foods (discussed below), and he signed the *Federal Register* notice on labeling of rBGH milk. Although other FDA officials responsible for those policies shared his views, court documents later released as a result of a 1999 lawsuit revealed considerable disagreement about the policies within the agency. FDA officials told the GAO that Mr. Taylor had recused himself from matters related to rBGH and “never sought to influence the thrust or content” of the agency’s policies. Nevertheless, Congressman Bernard Sanders (Ind-VT) viewed Mr. Taylor’s involvement as casting doubt about the impartiality of the rBGH review process. Mr. Sanders said the ethics rules in this situation “were often stretched to the breaking point and were broken on a number of occasions. The FDA allowed corporate influence to run rampant in its approval of BGH. . . . This is exactly the kind of thing that sends consumers the message that
federal bureaucrats care more about corporate profits than they do about consumer health and safety. . . . The bottom line is that Monsanto’s product received favorable treatment when it probably should not have.”

Monsanto’s Political Success. Monsanto succeeded in obtaining FDA approval of rBGH without a labeling requirement. In March 1995, the company claimed that it had sold 14.5 million doses of rBGH during the previous year and that 13,000 dairy farmers, representing 11% of the potential market, were using the hormone. Sales were especially strong in New York (where 10% of dairy farmers used the drug) and Wisconsin (15%), but were especially weak in Vermont. Although early sales fell short of expectations, Monsanto says that rBGH broke even in 1996, increased sales by 30% in 1997, and has been profitable ever since. As one sympathetic observer explained, “a profit-oriented company like Monsanto wouldn’t make that kind of investment for a product that’s not successful . . . rBST is saving dairy farming.”

USDA economists maintain that the controversy over use of rBGH has had little effect on consumer demand for milk, principally because of lack of evidence of harm. Consumer attitudes toward rBGH milk in the United States are difficult to evaluate, however, not least because of the lack of labeling. Surveys that deliberately probe outrage factors tend to identify substantial concern about the safety of rBGH, especially among people who do not trust the FDA or perceive little benefit from the product. In contrast, industry-sponsored surveys reveal lukewarm opinions on the matter. For example, respondents to a 1994 survey reacted positively, but only slightly so (scoring 6.18 on a scale where 10 is strongly positive), to this reassuring statement: “The National Institutes of Health, the American Medical Association, and several other independent medical groups have found milk from cows that receive BST is unchanged, safe, and nutritionally the same as milk currently on grocery store shelves. Given this information, how acceptable do you find the use of BST?”

Despite such attempts to guide public opinion, surveys demonstrate consistent support for labeling rBGH and all transgenic products. Although the industry demands that the marketplace decide the commercial fate of the hormone, consumers cannot easily make their opinions known if the products are not labeled. One index of underlying public opinion is the spectacular growth in sales of organic (“rBGH-free”) milk from $16 million in 1996 to almost $31 million in 1997, a rate of increase substantially higher than that of nearly any other food product. I have heard Monsanto officials say that company scientists developed rBGH because it was technically possible to do so and that they had given no thought to its societal implications. In 1996 I visited the company offices in St. Louis and met Monsanto scientists who had worked on the project. They told me that they believed rBGH would help produce more milk, and more milk would help to alleviate world food shortages. Whatever the motives, once the company committed research funding to rBGH, it needed to recoup the investment, and it appears to have done so. Furthermore, Monsanto’s determined effort to achieve approval of rBGH succeeded in a more important respect. Because rBGH raised more safety issues than the transgenic foods that followed, its approval smoothed the way for subsequent FDA actions on herbicide- and Bt-resistant crops. During the time the FDA was responding to pressures to approve rBGH, its staff was also working on policies for approval of transgenic foods.

The Politics of Transgenic Food Plants

Until now, this chapter has examined the politics of a genetically engineered drug, albeit one involved in food production. We now turn to genetically engineered foods themselves. In mid-1992, the FDA issued a policy statement on the regulation of plant foods produced through biotechnology. Figure 20 outlines this policy. As explained by FDA commissioner Dr. David Kessler, the agency developed the policy to be “scientifically and legally sound and . . . adequate to fully protect public health while not inhibiting innovation.” He said the policy reflected the prevailing view among senior FDA officials that foods produced through recombinant DNA techniques raised no new safety concerns and therefore could be overseen by applying the agency’s existing rules for food additives. In FDA-speak: “In most cases, the substances expected to become components of food as a result of genetic modification of a plant will be the same as or substantially similar to substances commonly found in food” (emphasis added). The FDA would only require premarket review for foods that contained known allergens or toxins or were substantially altered in nutrient content.

The doctrine of substantial similarity, or substantial equivalence as it later came to be called, meant that the FDA would be taking after-the-fact action to recall products if they caused problems. The agency’s safety evaluation would focus on changes in the “objective” characteristics of foods—new substances, toxins, allergens, or nutrients—not on the techniques used to produce them. To determine whether transgenic foods raised safety concerns, the FDA would hold private “consultations” with industry. These would be voluntary. The agency would require them only when the objective characteristics raised safety questions; otherwise, companies would not need to obtain approval in advance, conduct premarket safety evaluations, or label the foods in any special way. These policies remained in
place until 2001, when the FDA required premarket notification.  

The food biotechnology industry welcomed these 1992 “efforts by the White House to provide . . . as much regulatory relief as possible,” and viewed the policy as “a very strong incentive for investment in the agricultural/food biotechnology area.” One investment analyst summarized the FDA’s announcement as an “assurance that after all a company’s planning for a picnic, the government won’t rain on it.” Consumer groups, however, criticized the policy as inadequate to protect public safety and threatened mail campaigns and legal challenges. A 1999 lawsuit, for example, obtained 44,000 pages of documents related to the FDA policy. The documents revealed that some FDA scientists had been concerned about the lack of data on safety risks and thought the policy too favorable to the industry. Overall, the (ultimately unsuccessful) lawsuit concluded, “There is more than enough evidence to convince a reasonable man or woman that current FDA policy is unscientific, unwise, irresponsible, and illegal.” Other critics attacked the idea of substantial equivalence as a basis for policy. “Substantial equivalence,” they said, “is a pseudoscientific concept because it is a commercial and political judgment masquerading as if it were scientific. It is, moreover, inherently antiscientific because it was created primarily to provide an excuse for not requiring biochemical or toxicological tests. It therefore serves to discourage and inhibit potentially informative scientific research.”

In the meantime, critics seized on the lack of labeling as a cause for action. Celebrity chefs in New York City called for a boycott of genetically engineered foods. The chef leading the boycott, Rick Moonen (then at Oceana, New York City), explained to the press: “As a chef, I am responsible for every plate of food in my restaurant . . . The consumers put their dietetic, religious and allergic confidences in my hands, and with no requirements for safety testing, I am not permitted to fulfill my obligations. But what is most disturbing to me is the idea of selling the food without a label.”

Some commentators understood that the no-labeling policy of “least regulatory resistance” would increase public suspicion of genetically engineered foods, especially since press accounts had begun referring to them as Frankenfoods, and cartoonists were taking full advantage of this satirical opportunity. Figure 21 gives one such example. To allay public fears, a federal study recommended a formal review of the entire federal regulatory framework for food biotechnology in order to establish a more equitable balance between promotion of the industry and protection of the public, but no such review took place. The FDA went forward with the policy and by the end of 1995 had approved the marketing of tomatoes genetically engineered to reach optimal ripening after they were picked; squash resistant to viruses; potatoes and corn resistant to insects; and cotton, corn, and soybeans resistant to
herbicides. By mid-2001, the FDA had accomplished 52 consultations on these and other genetically modified food plants, meaning that they could now be marketed.\textsuperscript{45} The first of these consultations began in 1991 and concluded in 1994. Because it established the precedent for approval of subsequent foods, we now examine the politics of Calgene’s delayed ripening tomato, the “Flavr Savr,” and the fate of transgenic tomatoes in the United States and Great Britain.

**FIGURE 21.** The FDA’s relaxed regulatory stance on genetically modified foods elicited this response from *New Yorker* cartoonist Donald Reilly. (© The New Yorker Collection 1992 Donald Reilly from cartoonbank.com. All rights reserved.)

**The Politics of Transgenic Tomatoes, Labeled**

To biotechnology companies looking for commercially viable projects, tomatoes are a good investment. Americans expect tomatoes to be readily available, regardless of season. In the early 1990s, American farmers were producing more than 13 pounds (5.9 kilograms) per capita of fresh tomatoes and another 75 pounds (34 kilograms) for processing; the market for fresh tomatoes was worth $3–5 billion annually, and that for processed tomatoes even more. Most supermarket tomatoes are bred for disease resistance, appearance, and durability rather than taste, are picked when green, and are the bane of consumers longing for “backyard” flavor and freshness. Tomatoes taste better when they are picked ripe. They also have a higher content of solids—sugars and starches—that make them more economical to process into tomato paste and sauce.\textsuperscript{46} For these reasons, several biotechnology companies were working on tomato projects.

*Calgene’s Flavr Savr.* Beginning in the mid-1980s, Calgene, a California-based biotechnology company, invested $25 million and eight years of effort to alter the gene in tomatoes that causes softening. They constructed the tomato to contain its own gene, but with the DNA in reverse order. This manipulation slowed the gene’s action, delayed ripening, and allowed the tomato to be picked at a more mature stage of ripeness and taste. Calgene expected its trademarked “MacGregor’s tomatoes, grown from Flavr Savr seeds,” to capture at least 15% of the market as soon as they became available. The company’s initial marketing strategy differed from Monsanto’s approach to rBGH milk; it was utterly transparent. Calgene *labeled* the tomatoes as genetically engineered: “Thank you for buying MacGregor’s tomatoes. . . . Since 1982, the MacGregor’s team of hard-working professional men and women has successfully applied the latest developments in genetic engineering, tomato plant breeding, and farming to solve an age old problem—how to supply an abundance of great-tasting tomatoes all year round.” **Figure 22** depicts the tomato-shaped package insert containing these statements.

Calgene’s strategy differed from Monsanto’s in another respect. In 1989, it *voluntarily* sought FDA guidance on the regulatory status of this first transgenic food, long before it was ready to market. The company’s motivation was quite explicit: public relations. If the FDA approved the tomato, consumers would believe it safe to eat. The ensuing ordeal lasted nearly four years. A former Calgene scientist, Dr. Belinda Martineau, recounts these events in her lively 2001 book, *First Fruit.* The FDA, she says, “put Calgene through the wringer” in what turned out to be “a long, hard, even painful process.”\textsuperscript{47} The wringing began in 1991 with a consultation with FDA about whether the Flavr Savr would be subject to the same regulations as conventional tomatoes. The answer: not exactly. Instead, the FDA asked Calgene to provide extensive information about the tomato’s safety and nutrient content. The company published a book in response to this request in 1992. Calgene then asked the FDA for a ruling on whether its scientists could use the gene for resistance to the antibiotic kanamycin (neomycin) as a selection marker, and
petitioned for approval of the kanamycin-resistant gene as a food additive. While the FDA was dealing with these requests and asking for more data, the company did some public relations and lobbying. It convinced the Biotechnology Industry Organization, then a trade association of mostly pharmaceutical biotechnology companies, to represent the interests of agricultural biotechnology companies as well. Calgene officials met with high-ranking political leaders at the White House and provided members of Congress with bacon, lettuce, and Flavr Savr sandwiches. They also supplied tomatoes for press tastings and industry-sponsored events. I ate Flavr Savr tomatoes for lunch at a 1994 biotechnology industry meeting in New York City. I thought they tasted like tomatoes, better than supermarket varieties but not nearly as good as those available at farmers’ markets in August.

FIGURE 22. A 1992 press kit for Calgene’s genetically modified Flavr Savr tomatoes (neither approved nor marketed at that time) contained this proposed package label. The label not only disclosed the genetic modification but also explained its key elements: a reversed gene for softening and an antibiotic-resistance marker. The FDA approved the tomatoes in 1994, but Calgene never mass-marketed them.

The FDA review process went slowly because the science was in its infancy and Calgene researchers had to scramble to respond to the agency’s requests. Dr. Martineau’s book describes the haste with which Calgene scientists conducted the research. Eventually, the FDA ran out of issues for which it could demand evidence and asked the Food Advisory Committee to review the Calgene materials. I was a member of the committee during that review. We had no obvious reason to think the Flavr Savr unsafe. The tomato contained its own gene and seemed more innocuous than rBGH. The use of the antibiotic-resistance marker gene was the one issue debated. Nevertheless, some of us were troubled by the FDA’s insistence that our discussion focus exclusively on safety questions. We were prohibited from raising any other issues—the effect that transgenic tomatoes might have on local tomato growers, for example. The benefit of the tomatoes to consumers seemed to be a taste only marginally better than that of standard supermarket varieties. Furthermore, the Flavr Savr would be expensive—two or three times the price of conventional tomatoes—and the higher cost identified it as a luxury product targeted to an upscale market. Such factors, and whether anyone needed such a tomato, were not open to consideration.

The FDA approved the tomato in May 1994, a decision enthusiastically applauded by the agricultural biotechnology industry. Some consumer groups observed that the FDA’s review had been an anomaly because Calgene had volunteered for it and companies were not required to produce safety data. Some antibiotechnology groups such as the Pure Food Campaign led by Jeremy Rifkin, threatened picket lines, tomato dumpings, boycotts, and legal challenges. Mr. Rifkin said, “Calgene has miscalculated in the most profound way. It spent an enormous amount of money and it never asked the simplest question: Do people want this tomato? And I say people don’t want this tomato. The bottom line is, who needs it?” Despite such objections, I thought people would buy the tomato if they perceived the improved taste to be worth the increased cost. Within days after the FDA approval, Calgene began test marketing the tomatoes in California and Illinois—priced competitively. By all reports the first Flavr Savr tomatoes flew off the shelves.

It soon became evident that problems other than pricing would determine the Flavr Savr’s success. The company developed the tomatoes in California but grew them in Florida, where they did not easily adapt to local climate, pest, or commercial contracting conditions. During transportation, the tomatoes turned to mush. Calgene was unable to solve these problems and gave up on the product. Despite the marketing disaster, the tomato produced commercial benefits. FDA approval of the relatively benign Flavr Savr paved the way for subsequent approvals of Calgene’s seed oils, herbicide-resistant cotton, and other transgenic foods. Calgene hoped that these products might prove profitable and help overcome its reported losses of more than $80 million; it continued to report losses through 1994. In 1995, Monsanto bought nearly half the company and owned all of it by 1997. The Flavr Savr
gambled that it would be easier for other companies to obtain FDA approval for their products, and the entire industry owed Calgene a debt of gratitude. Although the FDA subsequently approved transgenic tomatoes produced by other companies, no such varieties were available fresh in supermarkets late in 2002.

**GM Tomato Paste.** During the FDA committee review, I was surprised by Calgene’s determination to grow fresh tomatoes for sale in supermarkets—no matter how upscale—because processed tomatoes seemed to be a more secure business opportunity. People eat more processed tomatoes than fresh (on pizza, for example), and the higher content of solids in transgenic tomatoes meant that turning them into sauce and paste would be more efficient and less costly. European biotechnology companies that were genetically engineering their own tomatoes understood that such price advantages could be passed along to consumers. In the halcyon preprotest days of 1996, the British company Zeneca, which had obtained FDA approval for transgenic tomatoes the previous year, began to use them in tomato paste. The British grocery chain Sainsbury sold the paste with the prominent label shown in figure 23: **MADE WITH GENETICALLY MODIFIED TOMATOES**. Sainsbury and other retailers knew their customers. Before putting the labeled paste on its supermarket shelves in January 1998, Safeway, for example, spent 15 months consulting with consumer groups, conducting focus-group research, and preparing advertising materials. Its promotional materials, like those for Calgene’s Flavr Savr, reflected the company’s certainty that consumers would accept the product.

Scientists have now identified the gene that makes tomatoes turn soft during ripening, and they’ve also found a way of switching the gene off. This means that the tomatoes can be left to ripen on the plant until they have their full flavour and colour. . . . [They] remain firm after harvesting . . . with reduced wastage. As less tomatoes go to waste, best use is made of water, a scarce commodity in California where the tomatoes are grown. In addition, as the tomatoes contain less water, less energy is used during processing. Together, these improvements mean that Safeway’s tomato puree, made from genetically modified tomatoes, is available at a reduced price.31
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**FIGURE 23.** British grocery chains sold genetically modified tomato paste labeled as such in 1998. As public opposition to such foods increased, retailers instituted GM-free policies and refused to stock products made with transgenic ingredients.

By mid-1998, Sainsbury’s had sold about 1 million units of the tomato paste, and a spokesman for Safeway said that it and Sainsbury’s “are adamant that their clearly labelled GM tomato purees have consistently outperformed the non-GM alternative.” He also said that 99% of people who bought the “GM” puree were aware of its origins.52 This last figure hardly seems credible, even for the British population, especially because one result of the publicity generated by Dr. Pusztai’s potato lectin research (discussed in chapter 6) was to surprise the public with the revelation that supermarkets were full of genetically modified foods.

The furor over that revelation and the subsequent events in the Pusztai affair led to consumer protests and a drop in sales of the transgenic paste. Retailers had plenty of other foods to sell and saw little reason to defend controversial items. Seven supermarket chains, Sainsbury’s among them, announced that they no longer intended to sell genetically modified foods, and planned to take “reasonable steps” to ensure that the products did not contain such ingredients.53 In this instance, the political implications of a safety issue caused a successful and cheaper product to be removed from the market. In the next chapter, we will examine how biotechnology advocates accomplished such GM-free policies. In the meantime, let’s leave the science-based approach of the FDA and consider a particularly political aspect of the EPA’s regulatory approach: how one of its regulatory targets, *plant-pesticides*, instead came to be called by a euphemism, *plant-incorporated protectants*.

**THE EPA’S EUPHEMISM-BASED APPROACH**

The FDA is not the only agency that has to deal with questions of labeling; the EPA has its own set of labeling problems related to transgenic foods. The Coordinated Framework makes the USDA and the EPA the primary agencies for deciding whether transgenic plants are safe to grow in fields. Under the framework’s curious division of
responsibility, the USDA regulates herbicide-resistant plants such as those that are Roundup Ready, but the EPA regulates pesticides and, therefore, Roundup itself. The laws that govern EPA actions are designed to deal with the safety of such chemical pesticides. Under those laws, the EPA requires pesticide makers to obtain permits —“registrations”— before releasing the chemicals into the environment. Registrations require safety evaluations.

At issue was what to do about the Bt toxin. The toxin is a pesticide, but it is genetically engineered into plant tissues. In 1994, as part of its response to the Coordinated Framework, the EPA proposed to apply the laws governing chemical pesticides to transgenic crop plants containing Bt and other such toxins and, by analogy, call them plant-pesticides. This expanded definition made sense, according to the agency, because the large-scale application of Bt crops “could result in new or unique exposures of nontarget organisms, including humans.”54 As we have seen, however, the primary concerns about transgenic crops containing such toxins are about what they might do to the environment: displace existing crops, create resistant weeds, disrupt ecosystems, reduce crop diversity, or, as the most emotionally charged of such problems, kill monarch butterflies. Furthermore, widespread plantings of transgenic Bt crops might undermine the use of this toxin in organic agriculture. Organic growers use Bt as a temporary spray that washes off in the rain. The permanent integration of the transgenic Bt toxin into widely planted crops could spread the Bt trait by pollinating related weeds or organically grown crops and promote Bt-resistance in insect pests.55

To monitor such possibilities, the EPA proposed that developers of transgenic plants register them in the same way as conventional pesticides; evaluate their environmental fate, ecological impact, effects on human health, and potential for inducing resistance; and label them as plant-pesticides. Despite EPA’s assurance that the rules would help companies resolve regulatory uncertainties, inspire confidence, and attract investors, most segments of the industry were not pleased. Some industry groups objected that complying with these regulations would cost companies from $60,000 to $1 million per product. Others called the proposals anachronistic, burdensome, and unnecessary, and said such rules would “exert a profoundly negative effect on agricultural research and on the commercialization of biological pest management strategies.” In 1996, a coalition of 11 professional societies told Congress that the EPA policy was “scientifically indefensible” because it did not require conventional vegetables to undergo such scrutiny, although many contain naturally occurring chemicals that inhibit pests. Still others called the policy an approach to regulation that “flies in the face of everything science has taught us about risk and the scientific basis of plant genetics.” The biotechnology industry’s position on the proposed rules was nowhere near unanimous, however, as some of the larger companies favored the regulations because they were likely to force smaller competitors out of business. On this basis, a spokeswoman for the Institute of Food Technologists said, “It is not in the public’s interest to concentrate all of this research in a few multinational companies. . . . We want to keep the playing field level for all participants.” Environmental groups, although “pleased that EPA plans to regulate such crops the way it regulates traditional chemical pesticides,” thought the rules inadequately focused on the overuse of chemical herbicides and too generous with exemptions.56

While these debates continued, the EPA operated as if the rules were in place but refrained from issuing final regulations. In 1999, the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) challenged the EPA’s use of “plant-pesticides” as a designation. This term, it argued, could reduce confidence in the safety of the crops because “pesticide connotes ‘kill.’” Instead, BIO argued, the EPA should encourage consumer acceptance of transgenic crops by labeling them “plant-expressed protectants.” Agency officials agreed to consider this demand.57 Two years later, just prior to renewing the registrations of several varieties of Bt corn, the EPA dealt with the question of what to call such crops.

The Federal Register notice on this burning question takes up 46 pages of fine print. Parts of it are wonderfully academic and professorial, as respondents to the request for public comment paid close attention to the precise meanings of words. Some, for example, argued that “plant-pesticide” is inappropriate and inaccurate because it means “pest killer,” and this meaning is wrong because genetic modifications do not kill pests but, instead, make the plants undesirable to pests or invulnerable to attack. Furthermore, plants labeled as pesticides “might be poorly received by the public, and the public perception of a promising branch of science could be tarnished.” Others asked why the agency would attempt to fix something that was not broken; if the EPA changed the name “plant-pesticide” to “a more euphemistic name to satisfy one interest group, other interest groups will soon be urging it to change the names of other types of pesticide products to have better marketing potential.” Others suggested alternatives such as “ Frankenplants,” “ Pandora pesticides,” or “ alien pesticides.” Still others contended that use of plant-expressed protectants “obscures the legal issues and attempts to mislead the public into believing that these pesticides are not pesticides at all.” The EPA’s explanation of the reasons for its eventual decision to choose “plant-incorporated protectants” is worthy of an advanced college text in postmodern English:
EPA believes the adjective “plant-incorporated” more accurately conveys the sense that these pesticides are produced and used in the plant. EPA will therefore utilize this adjective in concert with the term “protectant” to describe this type of pesticide. EPA chose the adjective “plant-incorporated” rather than the adjective “plant-expressed,” because the word “expressed” represents a technical term of art, and in this instance it appeared preferable to use the term “incorporated” which also encompasses a meaning found in the common English dictionary . . . i.e., “joined or combined into a single unit or whole.” The term “plant-incorporated” may thus be better understood by the general public than the term “plant-expressed.”

With this euphemism firmly in place, the EPA could conclude its evaluation of the health and environmental risks of five types of Bt corn and renew their registrations for seven years. During these years, companies would have to collect data to demonstrate that these corn varieties did not lead to insect resistance or unexpected health or environmental consequences. The renewed registrations did not include StarLink corn.

This example is not the only time that EPA has altered the use of terms in response to the political goals of industry. EPA registers pesticides in four categories based on their level of toxicity. All carry warning labels—or used to. Late in 2001, the agency agreed that makers of pesticides registered in the least toxic category did not need to place the word caution on their labels. The public, said officials, had difficulty understanding the hierarchy of warnings about regulated pesticides, which ranged from “caution” at the low end to “poison” (accompanied by a skull and crossbones) at the high end. The agency was unable to think of a milder word than “caution,” so it chose to use nothing at all.

Such examples may seem trivial—humans are not much affected by the Bt toxin and the least toxic pesticides are, by definition, not very toxic—but they indicate the degree to which federal agencies respond to the commercial and political concerns of the regulated industries rather than to the health or safety concerns of the public. They also reveal the lack of transparency—the openness of federal processes to public scrutiny and debate—in decision-making processes that affect this industry. Overall, they raise serious questions about inequities in the political process and the effects of such inequities on democratic institutions. The inequitable distribution of political power illustrated here is at the root of public distrust of genetically engineered foods, as we will see in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 8
THE POLITICS OF CONSUMER CONCERN
DISTRUST, DREAD, AND OUTRAGE

WE HAVE SEEN HOW SCIENTISTS AND FOOD BIOTECHNOLOGY COMPANIES promote transgenic projects by focusing on technical achievements, safety, and visions of improving the world’s food supply, as expressed by the often repeated phrase “biotechnology—and only biotechnology—can help the world produce the food necessary to meet the population needs of the 21st century.” This statement, however, immediately raises credibility issues. Can biotechnology really solve world food problems? What is the industry doing now to address such problems? Are there other methods—perhaps less technical—for solving them?

Food biotechnology first developed bovine growth hormone, Bt corn, and Roundup Ready soybeans, all possessing agronomic traits designed to help food producers. The industry also worked on processing traits, such as insertion of the reversed gene for ripening into tomatoes. More recently, the industry began developing foods with quality attributes (such as nutrient content) that might benefit consumers directly. Until such foods become available, the public has little to gain from genetically modified foods—in price, nutritional benefit, or convenience. Evidence for benefits to the environment or to people in developing countries is also uncertain. In this situation, any risk—no matter how remote—seems pointless, especially when food biotechnology raises so many other issues of concern.

This chapter examines the politics of consumer concerns about genetically modified foods, particularly as focused on issues that extend beyond safety and most inspire distrust: labeling, “biopiracy,” genetic “pollution,” and globalization. These are “outrage” issues. They emerged in response to the industry’s conduct of business in its own interests and the government’s collusion in promoting those interests. They are connected to “dread” issues of human and environmental safety, but in complicated ways. When people object to food biotechnology by focusing on safety issues, they often do so because they have no other choice. Scientists, federal regulators, and biotechnology companies dismiss outrage considerations out of hand and only permit debate about safety issues. Safety is, as we have seen, a matter of interpretation, highly political, and difficult to separate from the “who decides” factors listed in table 2 (page 17).

In part, the passion that underlies arguments about the safety of genetically modified foods derives from the lack of opportunity to debate their politics and their implications for society. What, for example, does it mean for us as a democratic society that more than half the foods on supermarket shelves contain genetically modified ingredients, but their presence is not labeled? Perhaps it makes no difference whatsoever, but without a formal venue for discussing such questions, people concerned about democratic values will focus on safety questions and use them to generate outrage. This chapter examines the societal issues that underlie public distrust and the reasons why they need to be included in dialogue, if not consensus, about the future of food biotechnology.

THE POLITICS OF DISTRUST
We have seen that the narrowing of debate about food biotechnology to questions of safety has produced two unanticipated effects. The first is to induce outrage. When scientists and companies say, as they often do, “All we have to do to gain public support for food biotechnology is to educate the public that our products are safe,” they frustrate anyone who cares about democracy in decision making. Such statements miss a key point: other issues also matter. A second effect, ironically, is to force the debate to focus on a greater range of safety issues, none of them easily resolved. Advocates say: You refuse to hear my concerns about the effects of food biotechnology on rural life, access to seeds, or corporate control of the food supply? Fine, let’s talk about safety. Let’s look at unintended consequences, toxins, allergens, superweeds, Bt resistance, antibiotic resistance, and effects on monarch butterflies and (as discussed below) on native corn growing in Mexico. Although most scientists might dismiss such hazards as remote or of little consequence, they cannot prove the concerns insignificant. Just enough evidence exists to fuel ongoing debate and discredit any scientist or regulator who categorically states that genetically modified foods are
safe. Safety matters, but so do the other issues to which we now turn.

**Labeling: Transparency in Marketing**

Labeling continues to be a political issue rather than a simple matter of consumer information, largely because the industry opposes it so strongly and the government supports the industry’s position. The public consistently demands disclosure, but the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) insists that labels would be misleading. The agency’s logic: labels would erroneously imply that genetically modified foods differ from conventional foods and that conventional foods are in some way superior. Although the FDA justifies this position as science based, the policy is clearly political: “Don’t ask, don’t tell.” Whether genetically modified foods differ from conventional foods depends on how one views the construction methods. Based on a review of the steps needed to construct Golden Rice, for example, it is quite possible to make the opposite argument: the foods significantly differ (see tables on pages 158 and 280). Whether labeling implies inferiority also is debatable. If genetically modified foods offer significant advantages, why not flaunt them? Calgene intended to advertise its transgenic tomato as superior, and British supermarkets had no problem selling products prominently labeled as genetically modified (pages 212 and 215). Alternatively, if the foods offer no advantages to consumers, the issue boils down to one of choice at the marketplace. Overall, the lack of labeling suggests that something about transgenic foods is best hidden.

The industry tries hard to prove that the public does not really care about disclosure, but independent surveys almost always report substantial support for labeling. Survey results depend on who asks the questions and how they are worded. In May 2001, for example, 62% of respondents said agree in response to a question asked this way: Tell me if you agree, disagree, or if you don’t know whether information about genetic modification should be required on food labels. In contrast, here is an industry-sponsored question: “The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires special labeling when a food is produced under certain conditions: when biotechnology’s use introduces an allergen or when it substantially changes the food’s nutritional content, like vitamins or fat, or its composition. Otherwise, special labeling is not required. Would you say you support or oppose this policy of FDA?” Only 27% answered oppose.

Regardless of survey results, the makers of transgenic foods are convinced that labeling would have a chilling effect on sales. Unlike vitamin-enriched or organic foods, transgenic foods offer no obvious benefit, and the demise of the British tomato paste reinforced industry fears. Nevertheless, in July 1999 federal officials met with scientific, industry, and advocacy groups to reconsider whether genetically modified foods should be labeled. Commentators interpreted this move as a shift in policy toward regulations based less on science and more on the “dreaded social, political, and economic criteria.” Soon after, “a battered Clinton administration” announced hearings for late 1999, suggesting that the FDA might admit its policy failure in this area and develop labeling rules for transgenic foods.

This FDA action also reflected politics: Congress was getting involved in this area. In November 1999, 21 members of Congress, led by Representative Dennis Kucinich (Dem-OH), introduced legislation to require labeling of genetically modified foods. Their rationale for the Genetically Engineered Food Right to Know Act directly contradicted the position taken by the FDA. The bill assumed that because genetic engineering does change foods in significant ways (in regulatory terms, produces a material change), “federal agencies have failed to uphold Congressional intent by allowing genetically engineered foods to be marketed, sold and otherwise used without labeling that reveals material facts to the public.” If passed, the bill would have required all foods containing genetically modified ingredients to be labeled as indicated in figure 24. The label would not apply to drugs; to restaurants, bakeries, or other establishments preparing food for immediate consumption; or to organic crops inadvertently contaminated by nearby transgenic crops. Congressional support, though growing, was insufficient to pass the bill by the end of 2002.

Although the bill’s initial supporters included at least three Republicans, the response was predictable: overwhelming opposition from the food industry and its supporters in the Republican-controlled House of Representatives. Food trade groups objected that the warning was unnecessary, unscientific, confusing to the public, and too big to put on labels. A representative of the National Food Processors Association said that the bill placed “Politics ahead of sound science. . . . [Kucinich] apparently believes that Congress—rather than the FDA, the scientific community or the public—is best equipped to address food biotechnology and consumer concerns. . . . Laws and regulations should be based on the best science available, rather than on political pressure from activists opposed to the use of this technology.” In contrast, at least 18 consumer and industry groups announced support of the legislation; these included the American Corn Growers Association and the National Farmers Organization, both of which represented producers hurt by the refusal of European countries to buy their commingled conventional and transgenic crops.
In preparing for the 1999 hearings, the FDA was forced to deal with societal questions it had ignored in its 1992 policy. Did the policy best serve the public? Was additional information needed? Who should be responsible for communicating such information, and how should it be made available? As an invited speaker to the first of the hearings, I thought they might indicate a breakthrough in FDA policy. I had heard FDA officials refer to labeling as the “L-word.” Labeling caused them no end of trouble, much of it brought on by their resistance to dealing with societal considerations. I thought the FDA needed to approve labeling for three reasons: public demand, the threat of Congressional intervention, and the inability of the industry to overcome public distrust without it. The FDA argued that writing labeling rules would be difficult, as agency staff would have to establish thresholds and deal with foods with multiple ingredients. This objection seems spurious, however, as plenty of FDA officials know how to write Federal Register notices. Objections that genetic modification is not material also seem weak. The FDA already allowed label statements for production processes: made from concentrate, previously frozen, organically grown, kosher, and irradiated, for example.

In a move that seemed precedent breaking, the FDA conducted focus groups to assess consumer opinions about the labeling issue. To the agency’s apparent surprise, practically all of the participants wanted labels to say whether foods were produced through genetic engineering. The FDA report on the focus groups said, “What is striking about participants’ initial discussion of their reasons for wanting biotechnology labeling is the widespread perception that the information they want the label to provide is how the food product was produced, rather than the compositional effect of the process on the food product.” It is understandable that the FDA found the results “striking”; the agency had already decided otherwise. While the focus groups were in progress in May 2000, the FDA proposed a plan to require premarket notification for transgenic foods but to make labeling voluntary. FDA Commissioner Jane Henney said this plan would “show that all bioengineered foods sold here in the United States today are as safe as their non-bioengineered counterparts” and “will provide the public with continued confidence in the safety of these foods.” Six months later, after wading through 35,000 public comments on the matter, her agency issued still-interim rules for voluntary labeling. These led the New York Times to begin its account with, “Seeking to calm public anxiety . . .” and to quote Commissioner Henney: “What any product doesn’t need is for there to be suspicion on the behalf of consumers that something is being slipped by them.” Because the revised rules made labeling voluntary and retained restrictions on use of the term GM-free, consumer groups called them “purely public relations.” The FDA’s subsequent warnings to companies to stop using “GM-free” labels or to states seeking to enact GM-label laws, also did not reassure consumer groups that the agency was acting in the public interest.

What seems most surprising is how much the industry’s unyielding opposition to labeling damages its own cause. If public trust is the key to successful marketing, biotechnology companies should freely disclose their methods, economic goals, and products. This idea cannot be news to the industry. In 1992, I was not alone in saying, “The labeling issue is really this simple: consumers are more likely to buy the food products of biotechnology if they think the foods are worth the price and if they trust the producer. Trust requires disclosure. . . . All the evidence suggests that consumers will welcome superior products—those that are cheaper, taste better, and have better nutritional value—no matter how they were produced.” This advice made sense at the time. Industry leaders ignored it because they chose to blame public resistance on scientific ignorance; if people knew the foods were safe, they would buy them. Labels might suggest that the foods were not safe. Later events proved the error of this view. People bought the genetically modified tomatoes because they thought they tasted better or were priced
competitively. Public views of biotechnology in the United States then depended on perceived benefits and, as such, were logical, consistent, and predictable.

**FIGURE 25.** These foods bear labels designating their GM status. Those on the left are British or Irish products explicitly labeled either as genetically modified or as “GM-free.” The labels of the American products on the right, all purchased in 2000, state that they do not contain genetically modified ingredients. (Photo by Shimon and Tammar Rothstein, 2000.)

An alternative possibility is to decide the risks and benefits of each new food on a case-by-case basis and allow the marketplace to determine success or failure—as it does for other consumer goods. Under this approach, labeling is essential. If the foods are worth buying, labeling should encourage purchase (as Calgene thought it might do for the tomato). Whether the industry’s unwillingness to subject transgenic foods to marketplace forces was due to fear of rejection, arrogance, or stupidity may never be known, but this position led to results that were hardly in its best interest: public erosion of confidence, questioning of the value of any genetic modification of food, demands that government regulations address the societal—as well as safety—implications of the technology, and a steady increase in the labeling of foods as “GM-free.” By 2000, as shown in figure 25, many food products in Great Britain and the United States bore labels indicating whether or not they were genetically modified.

**Intellectual Property Rights**

When biotechnology companies patent the processes for creating transgenic foods, they demonstrate that they are motivated more by interests of economic self-protection than by concerns about feeding the world. Patented transgenic foods cannot be grown without a license and, therefore, require a fee. United States intellectual property laws permit patent owners to exclude anyone else from making, using, or selling protected aspects of transgenic plants for 20 years. The roots of current patent coverage date back to 1930 when the U.S. Patent Office granted limited intellectual property rights to plants propagated through methods that did not involve pollen. In 1970, Congress extended the rights to plants developed through traditional methods of pollination and cross-fertilization. Later, the Supreme Court granted full patent rights to microbes developed through recombinant techniques; the first was patented in 1980. The Patent Office extended full protection to transgenic plants in 1985 and to transgenic animals in 1988. Companies viewed these extensions as an incentive to develop new products. By 1995, the Patent Office had issued 112 patents for genetically engineered plants.

Patents elicit public distrust of the food biotechnology industry for the six distinct reasons discussed next: ownership, enforcement, injustice, “biopiracy,” animal rights, and “terminator” technology.

**Ownership.** Control of the “discoveries” of genetic engineering creates distrust because of the extraordinary breadth of some of the patents. One, for example, grants exclusive rights to all forms of bioengineered cotton; another covers all uses of reverse genes such as those used to create the Calgene tomato; yet another gives Monsanto exclusive rights to methods using certain antibiotic-resistance markers. Competitors of the companies holding such patents find their scope stunning, “as if the inventor of the assembly line had won property rights to all mass-produced goods,” or “as if Monsanto had just patented the yellow pages as a method for finding a telephone number.” Such concerns are quite justifiable. For example, just four companies control 65% of the patents owned by the top 30 companies working on transgenic seeds: Pharmacia (which, in 2002, owned Monsanto, Calgene, and other agricultural biotechnology companies), DuPont (Pioneer Hi-Bred), Syngenta (Zeneca, Novartis, and others), and Dow Chemical (Mycogen). Monsanto, for example, alone owns more than 100 patents for the processes used to construct transgenic corn and soybeans.
**Enforcement.** The aggressive tactics used by biotechnology companies to protect their patent rights cannot help but elicit distrust. To pick just one example: Monsanto added a $5 technology fee to each bag of Roundup Ready soybeans when the seeds became available in 1996. The company required farmers to pledge never to harvest the seeds, and to permit its agents to inspect the fields for three years. It used crop consultants and independent investigators as informants, and pursued more than 200 “plant piracy” cases in the courts. A spokeswoman explained, “Monsanto has invested a lot of money . . . and we will protect that investment.”

**Injustice.** Questions of justice cause distrust of genetically engineered foods because of court decisions that consistently favor the patent rights of food biotechnology companies. Biotechnology patents rank second only to software patents in generating lawsuits. In a case considered critical to the continued economic viability of the industry, an Iowa seed company challenged patent protection as monopolistic and contrary to Congressional intent. The company, Farm Advantage, purchased 600 bags of Pioneer Hi-Bred corn seed from a third company for about $54,000 and resold the seeds to customers. In 1999, Pioneer Hi-Bred sued Farm Advantage for violating its exclusive patent rights. The Farm Advantage attorney asked the court to dismiss the case. In 2001, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Pioneer, a decision seen as a victory for companies holding patents on transgenic processes. A spokeswoman for Monsanto explained that the court “clearly wanted to protect the rights of investors.”

**Biopiracy.** This is the pejorative term applied to the private appropriation of public biological resources, particularly the patenting of indigenous plants for corporate profit at the expense of poor farmers in developing countries. For example, a Texas company obtained a patent for several lines of basmati rice, a staple grain consumed in India for millennia and an important source of income for that country. India requested a reexamination of the patent. Although protests eventually induced the Patent Office to refuse most of the company’s claims, the initial approval lent credence to the idea that U.S. companies were stealing native plants from developing countries. When Monsanto’s patents on transgenic soybeans raised similar alarms in China, the company said farmers in that country could use the technology without restriction. But why, ask critics, “should someone be entitled to transfer a resource from the public domain to the private domain?” Patenting is unquestionably political; its ostensible purpose is to promote useful inventions that benefit society. If so, according to one academic expert, it is reasonable to question the extent to which plant and animal patents are likely to benefit society as a whole, particularly in an era when the Western patent system is being imposed internationally against the wishes of numerous countries. If, on the other hand, the protection of the natural rights of inventors is the primary justification for patents, then it is perfectly reasonable to question the extent of those rights. In particular, it makes sense to consider what belongs in the genetic commons as discoveries and the natural heritage of humankind rather than industrial or government property.

**Animal Rights.** The patenting of animals generates distrust for reasons of religion, ethics, and animal rights. Various organizations—animal-rights groups and others—believe that the genetic engineering of farm animals adversely affects family farmers, is cruel to animals, endangers living species, or is flatly unethical. Perhaps in response to such concerns, the Patent Office stopped issuing patents for transgenic animals in 1988. In 1993, it resumed processing of the 180 animal patent applications that had accumulated during the moratorium, but fewer companies were attempting to patent farm animals by that time, largely because persistent technical problems and costs had encouraged them to shift to more profitable areas of research. Lobbyists against animal patents such as Jeremy Rifkin, a leading critic of biotechnology, continue to object to Patent Office policies for reasons of philosophy and economic inequity: “We believe the gene pool should be maintained as an open commons, and should not be the private preserve of multinational companies. . . . This is the Government giving its imprimatur to the idea that there is no difference between a living thing and any inert object. . . . It’s the final assault on the sacred meaning of life and life process.” Mr. Rifkin helped organize a coalition of church groups representing 80 religious faiths and denominations to oppose patenting on the grounds that animals are creations of God, not of humans. Others also find the idea of patenting animals repugnant on moral, ethical, and religious grounds.

**“Terminator” Technology.** No patent issue elicits greater distrust of the food biotechnology industry—and of its government regulators—than patent protection through “terminator” technology. As yet another irony of the politics of food biotechnology, the terminator was the work of a USDA government scientist who recognized that the insertion of certain genes and antibiotic-resistance marker sequences into plants could stop them from reproducing. When treated with a suitable antibiotic, these genes lead to the production of a protein that prevents seed germination. This trick prevents plants from cross-pollinating bioengineered traits into weeds (a good thing). However, it also acts as a “technology protector system,” meaning that farmers cannot collect seeds and grow them. Instead, they must buy seeds protected by a biotechnology company’s patents, and must do so every year. Before the
USDA researcher had even developed the technology, he won a patent for it in collaboration with a seed company, Delta and Pine Land.

When Monsanto attempted to buy Delta and Pine Land, it appeared as if the true purpose of terminator technology was to protect private property and make farmers even more dependent on seeds and chemicals controlled by corporations. Critics feared that use of this technology would devastate farmers in poor countries who typically save their seeds from one year to the next. On this basis, the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research recommended in 1998 that its 16 member institutes ban research on terminator genes. The following year, U.S. rural development groups, alarmed about the possible effects of the technology on global food security and biodiversity, organized their constituents to demand that USDA cease sponsorship of terminator research. This research evoked vivid images—and street theater—of corporate science conducted for profit rather than for the good of society (see figure 26).

The already high profile of critics of this research rose even higher in June 1999 when the president of the Rockefeller Foundation, Gordon Conway, challenged Monsanto to stop work on terminator genes. In his view, this work was so controversial that it placed the entire food biotechnology enterprise at risk—including its potential to feed the developing world. The use of this research, he said, “particularly by the poor and excluded, is being threatened by the mounting controversies in Europe and to some extent in the United States. There is a real danger that the research may be set back, particularly if field trials are banned. . . . The agricultural seed industry must disavow the use of terminator technology to produce seed sterility.” Mr. Conway also suggested that Monsanto invest more in research to solve food problems in developing countries, and voluntarily label its products. In response, Monsanto officials issued a “terse statement” terming their conversations with Mr. Conway “frank and productive. We will continue to reach out to people like Prof. Conway to discuss the challenges and opportunities of biotechnology applications in agriculture.”

Nevertheless, his remarks hit home. In October 1999, Monsanto announced that the company would “make no effort to market” terminator seeds (even though the possibility of doing so was still years away), thereby averting “a public relations disaster in an industry already under attack on other, more serious fronts.” Earlier that year, a Monsanto spokesman said that “seed sterility has become a surrogate for the entire debate on biotech. . . . We are recognizing now though that there is something psychologically offensive about sterile seed in every culture.” Other motives, however, may have influenced Monsanto’s retreat on this issue. The Justice Department’s antitrust division had delayed Monsanto’s purchase of Delta and Pine Land. When Monsanto merged with Pharmacia and Upjohn late in 1999, it withdrew the purchase offer (lawsuits ensued). The USDA, citing the many beneficial applications of the ability to turn genes on and off, continues to conduct terminator research, leaving plenty of room for ongoing distrust—and outrage—about how government and industry plan to use this technology.
A third major issue of distrust arises from the inadvertent transfer of transgenic pollen to organically grown or native plant species. The high level of public concern about this issue is revealed by the political battle that took place over the USDA’s proposed rules for certifying foods as “organic.” Scientists and the food biotechnology industry are also concerned about pollen spread, but for a different reason—its political and economic consequences. Such consequences are best illustrated by the discovery of transgenes in native varieties (“landraces”) of maize growing in Mexico, and the ensuing uproar over publication of this finding.

**Organic Foods.** Because practices related to organic farming were inconsistent, organic farmers attempted to set up a voluntary certification program but could not reach consensus on how to do that. They asked Congress to establish mandatory rules for designating food as organic, and legislators did so in 1990 when they passed the Organic Food Production Act and established a National Organic Standards Board to advise the USDA about implementation. The board, realizing that Congress had passed the legislation before bioengineered foods were on the market, recommended “as a policy matter” that genetically modified foods be excluded from those considered organically grown.\(^{29}\)

In proposing standards, the USDA was especially sensitive to objections that *organic* implied criticism of other agricultural methods. In what appeared to be a compromise forced by mainstream agricultural producers, the agency asked for public comment on whether *organic* could be applied to foods that had been genetically modified, irradiated, or fertilized with reprocessed sewage (“sludge”). Buried in a 120-page and especially impenetrable *Federal Register* notice were a few short paragraphs unlikely to shed light on the department’s position on these issues. For example:

We do not consider non-synthetic substances that have been treated with a synthetic substance, but which have not been chemically altered by a manufacturing process, to be synthetic under the definition given in the Act. . . . We have included toxins derived from genetically engineered bacteria on the proposed National List primarily so that we can receive comment on the proper classification of these substances and on whether they should be allowed, prohibited, or approved on a case-by-case basis.

Translation: the USDA considers genetic engineering and irradiation to be processes that do not alter the fundamental nature of food and, therefore, proposes to include transgenic foods on the Federal List of foods certified as organically grown.

When the USDA invited comments on this idea, the agency got them. By February 1998, just two months after publication of the notice, 4,000 people had filed comments, many of them along the lines of “USDA should not permit corporate agribusiness lobbyists and bureaucrats in Washington to force-feed the rules to organic farmers and their customers.” In response to the deluge, the USDA postponed the comment deadline and scheduled public hearings. By March, an extraordinary grassroots campaign based on the Internet, notices on milk cartons, and other low-cost efforts had elicited 15,000 comments, nearly all of them negative. I can attest to the breadth and persistence of this effort; for weeks, I received daily electronic mail instructions about how to file comments on this issue. By the deadline, the USDA organic standards docket contained an astonishing 275,603 letters, with genetic engineering eliciting the most criticism.\(^{30}\)

Eventually, the USDA responded to public demand and dropped the controversial proposals; it would not permit genetically modified, irradiated, sewage-fertilized foods, or animals fed antibiotics to be labeled as organic. The organic foods industry and its constituents hailed the decision as a decisive victory: “Organic food stores are no longer just little co-ops with tofu and bean sprouts. . . . They alerted their customers, and the customers rejected the proposed rules.”\(^{31}\) Biotechnology industry representatives criticized the decision as “political, not based on any realistic assessment of risks, benefits, or science,” and USDA officials reassured them that the organic standards did not “reflect a judgment about the safety or utility of biotechnology. . . . USDA has not drawn official conclusions about biotechnology labeling for conventional agriculture products. In general, USDA is doing a great deal to promote biotechnology as a key part of mainstream US agriculture efforts.”

**Mexican Native Corn.** Plant pollen does not follow USDA rules; it follows air currents. During the FDA’s 1999 food labeling hearings, organic farmers testified that genetically altered pollen threatened the ability of their crops to qualify for organic certification. Later, the StarLink episode demonstrated how easy it was to commingle genetically modified seeds with conventional seeds. By 2001, transgenes could be found anywhere anyone looked for them: in fields certified as organic, fields of conventionally grown crops, grain shipments to Japan, food aid to Latin

---

\(^{29}\)FIGURE 26. This flyer advertises a play produced by the San Francisco Mime Troupe in summer 2000: “In her laboratory, Dr. Synthia Allright-Bloom is hard at work on a bio-genetic engineering discovery that could feed the world.” The Mime Troupe presents free plays in public parks.

**Genetic “Pollution”**

A third major issue of distrust arises from the inadvertent transfer of transgenic pollen to organically grown or native plant species. The high level of public concern about this issue is revealed by the political battle that took place over the USDA’s proposed rules for certifying foods as “organic.” Scientists and the food biotechnology industry are also concerned about pollen spread, but for a different reason—its political and economic consequences. Such consequences are best illustrated by the discovery of transgenes in native varieties (“landraces”) of maize growing in Mexico, and the ensuing uproar over publication of this finding.

**Organic Foods.** Because practices related to organic farming were inconsistent, organic farmers attempted to set up a voluntary certification program but could not reach consensus on how to do that. They asked Congress to establish mandatory rules for designating food as organic, and legislators did so in 1990 when they passed the Organic Food Production Act and established a National Organic Standards Board to advise the USDA about implementation. The board, realizing that Congress had passed the legislation before bioengineered foods were on the market, recommended “as a policy matter” that genetically modified foods be excluded from those considered organically grown.\(^{29}\)

In proposing standards, the USDA was especially sensitive to objections that *organic* implied criticism of other agricultural methods. In what appeared to be a compromise forced by mainstream agricultural producers, the agency asked for public comment on whether *organic* could be applied to foods that had been genetically modified, irradiated, or fertilized with reprocessed sewage (“sludge”). Buried in a 120-page and especially impenetrable *Federal Register* notice were a few short paragraphs unlikely to shed light on the department’s position on these issues. For example:

We do not consider non-synthetic substances that have been treated with a synthetic substance, but which have not been chemically altered by a manufacturing process, to be synthetic under the definition given in the Act. . . . We have included toxins derived from genetically engineered bacteria on the proposed National List primarily so that we can receive comment on the proper classification of these substances and on whether they should be allowed, prohibited, or approved on a case-by-case basis.

Translation: the USDA considers genetic engineering and irradiation to be processes that do not alter the fundamental nature of food and, therefore, proposes to include transgenic foods on the Federal List of foods certified as organically grown.

When the USDA invited comments on this idea, the agency got them. By February 1998, just two months after publication of the notice, 4,000 people had filed comments, many of them along the lines of “USDA should not permit corporate agribusiness lobbyists and bureaucrats in Washington to force-feed the rules to organic farmers and their customers.” In response to the deluge, the USDA postponed the comment deadline and scheduled public hearings. By March, an extraordinary grassroots campaign based on the Internet, notices on milk cartons, and other low-cost efforts had elicited 15,000 comments, nearly all of them negative. I can attest to the breadth and persistence of this effort; for weeks, I received daily electronic mail instructions about how to file comments on this issue. By the deadline, the USDA organic standards docket contained an astonishing 275,603 letters, with genetic engineering eliciting the most criticism.\(^{30}\)

Eventually, the USDA responded to public demand and dropped the controversial proposals; it would not permit genetically modified, irradiated, sewage-fertilized foods, or animals fed antibiotics to be labeled as organic. The organic foods industry and its constituents hailed the decision as a decisive victory: “Organic food stores are no longer just little co-ops with tofu and bean sprouts. . . . They alerted their customers, and the customers rejected the proposed rules.”\(^{31}\) Biotechnology industry representatives criticized the decision as “political, not based on any realistic assessment of risks, benefits, or science,” and USDA officials reassured them that the organic standards did not “reflect a judgment about the safety or utility of biotechnology. . . . USDA has not drawn official conclusions about biotechnology labeling for conventional agriculture products. In general, USDA is doing a great deal to promote biotechnology as a key part of mainstream US agriculture efforts.”

**Mexican Native Corn.** Plant pollen does not follow USDA rules; it follows air currents. During the FDA’s 1999 food labeling hearings, organic farmers testified that genetically altered pollen threatened the ability of their crops to qualify for organic certification. Later, the StarLink episode demonstrated how easy it was to commingle genetically modified seeds with conventional seeds. By 2001, transgenes could be found anywhere anyone looked for them: in fields certified as organic, fields of conventionally grown crops, grain shipments to Japan, food aid to Latin
America, fields in countries that had banned transgenic crops, and “GM-free” products. Events the following year confirmed such observations. Monsanto and Aventis CropScience admitted that genetically modified canola seeds, not yet approved by the FDA, “might have found their way” into planted crops, and Australian scientists showed that genes from genetically modified canola readily transfer to conventional canola in neighboring fields.32

Such incidents evoke images of accidents: Pandora’s box and genes out of bottles. They also evoke a more sinister image—the Trojan horse—the deliberate manipulation of the food supply to undermine regulatory controls and consumer choice at the marketplace. As Friends of the Earth explained, “Legal frameworks were supposed to be adequate to ensure that GMOs wouldn’t endanger the environment or human health. Biotech companies were supposed to comply with those frameworks. Regulatory bodies were supposed to monitor and oversee GMO releases to ensure they were complying with the legal frameworks. But the reality shows a completely different picture.”33

Nowhere is the reality more starkly displayed than in the case of transgenic “pollution” of native maize grown in Mexico, where corn originated and where corn biodiversity is treasured. Early in 2000, letters to Science warned colleagues that the “introduction of transgenic maize varieties in Mexico may pose a risk to landraces or wild relatives of maize in its ancestral home,” and “the direction of gene flow is more likely to occur from [transgenic] cultivars to the wild plants.” According to Sierra magazine, transgenic corn came to Mexico “courtesy of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which opened the Mexican market to cheap grain from el norte”; Mexico now imports three times as much corn from the United States as it did prior to NAFTA. To protect the country’s corn heritage, Mexico banned the cultivation of transgenic varieties in 1998 but is unable to completely enforce this ruling.34

In 2001, researchers from the University of California, Berkeley, found transgenic corn growing in 15 of 22 remote areas of Oaxaca and Ixtlán and reported these findings in the prestigious British journal Nature. Val Giddings of the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) told a reporter from USA Today that the report posed no safety issues: “If there’s any impact at all, it’s likely to be positive. There are zero human health implications, zero environmental impact implications.”35 Perhaps so, but the uncontrolled spread of genetically modified traits to plants where they are not supposed to be has 100% implications for public trust in the industry and its government regulators—and for generating outrage.

To head off such reactions, industry supporters launched a remarkably nasty public relations campaign to discredit the Berkeley investigators. The campaign focused on their science and their politics. The researchers made two claims in the Nature paper; transgenes existed in native maize, and the transgenes were unstable (meaning that they could spread more easily). The discrediting campaign focused exclusively on the second claim. A public relations firm—one that specializes in using the Internet to lobby—recruited scientists to write letters identifying flaws in the methods used to demonstrate genetic instability. On this basis, the editor of Nature did something highly unusual (if not unprecedented) in such scientific disputes. Stopping just short of calling the paper fraudulent, he published some of the critical letters along with an editorial note: “The evidence available is not sufficient to justify the publication of the original paper.” The researchers admitted some errors in methods, but reaffirmed their original conclusions.36

The public relations campaign also focused on the researchers’ politics. The senior author, Dr. Ignacio Chapela, held an untenured faculty appointment in the Berkeley plant biology department that auctioned itself into partnership with Novartis in 1998. Dr. Chapela had led faculty opposition to that partnership. Other faculty had accused his coauthor, a graduate student in that department, of anti-biotechnology vandalism of their experimental crops (a charge he denied). Reporters investigating the matter guessed that Monsanto and other proindustry groups were behind the public relations campaign but were hiding that connection. Colleagues sympathetic to Dr. Chapela pointed out that most of the writers of the critical letters to Nature received all or part of their research funding from an institution affiliated with Novartis (by this time, Syngenta), but also had not disclosed their competing interests.37

In the furor over the paper and its near retraction, one crucial fact is easily overlooked: nobody challenged the observation of transgenes in native corn. Indeed, Mexican scientists soon confirmed traces of transgenes in up to 36% of samples tested.38 In this sense, the public relations campaign succeeded brilliantly. It focused attention on complicated scientific issues and deflected attention from the crucial social issue—the escape of genetically modified traits into wild plant stocks. Regardless of the scientific merits of the research, the ferocity of the attack made it clear that neither the scientific establishment nor the biotechnology industry have much interest in keeping the new genetic traits under control.

Globalization
Globalization elicits dread and outrage for two principal reasons. The first is the potential loss of national identity and autonomy to multinational corporations bent on maximizing profit. The second is the possibility that international regulatory bodies established to deal with globalization issues might make decisions that favor corporate interests at the expense of public welfare and social justice, especially in the areas of health, environmental protection, and food safety. From a business perspective, globalization is about open markets, low wages, and minimal regulations. Regulations, from this perspective, are costly and complicated barriers to selling products on international markets. If, for example, a country decides to invoke the precautionary principle and require premarket testing and labeling of genetically modified foods, it could refuse to buy U.S. crops that were not segregated and labeled. It is easy to see how international disputes about such matters could become difficult. Such disputes are resolved through three international bodies: the World Trade Organization (WTO), the Biosafety Protocol, and the Codex Alimentarius.

The increasingly powerful WTO is the most important of these bodies. Countries belonging to the United Nations created the WTO to develop, administer, and—most notably—enforce their trade agreements. The purpose of the WTO is to promote free trade, ideally through guarantees of fair and consistent treatment of exports from all member countries. WTO rules require member states to (1) consider all other members as equal trading partners, (2) treat all foreign corporations just as they treat their own, and (3) eliminate all competitive practices that might give them an unfair advantage. In practice, however, richer countries can and do use the rules to their own advantage. The WTO especially raises suspicions because it conducts negotiations in secret.

The WTO replaced the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1995. From 1947 to 1994, GATT nations negotiated reductions in tariffs and other trade barriers through a series of discussion “rounds” identified by their location (the Uruguay Round of 1986–94, for example). By the time WTO succeeded GATT, the principal negotiations no longer concerned tariffs or intellectual property rights as much as they did issues related to environmental protection and food safety. For years, critics have complained that eliminating trade barriers will force countries to adhere to the lowest common denominator in food safety and environmental standards. As evidence, they point to WTO decisions that prevent France from rejecting hormone-fed beef raised in the United States or require the United States to accept Malaysian shrimp caught in nets that trap sea turtles. If WTO decides that genetically modified foods are safe, no member country is permitted to reject them.40

One reason why President Bill Clinton invited the WTO to meet in Seattle in 1999 was to resolve the “huge biotech problem” with European countries that were refusing American exports of transgenic corn and soybeans. Although most of the public demonstrations during that meeting were aimed at globalization in general (and labor and biopiracy issues in particular), they also focused on trade issues related to genetically modified foods.41 By the time of that meeting, international and national government groups were debating whether to allow the production or import of genetically modified foods, to require them to be labeled (and, if so, at what threshold level), or to ban them outright.

International decisions about such issues are difficult to track, as they change constantly in response to political pressures. When the European Union approved sales of transgenic corn in 1996, the biotechnology industry was optimistic that Europeans would readily accept genetically modified foods. In 1997, however, the European Parliament required the foods to be labeled, and in 1999 the European Union also required manufacturers to conduct risk assessments, public consultations, and post-market safety reviews. Some national governments permitted transgenic crops to be grown, but others did not. In mid-2000, Time magazine classified countries by their attitude toward genetically modified foods—pro-GM (Argentina, China), cautiously pro (Canada, U.S., India), very cautiously pro (Brazil, Japan), or strongly anti (Britain, France)—but the policies of these countries changed constantly in response to new information, ongoing pressures, and decisions of international bodies attempting to deal with issues raised by these foods.41 To illustrate the complexity of the international picture, Table 13 summarizes decisions about transgenic foods made by various countries just during the 2001 calendar year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Action Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Permits planting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Permits planting, but also requires posting of locations of planting sites, investigation of violations, and imposition of fines. With New Zealand, issues guidelines for labeling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Permits planting, but requires permits and labeling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Permits planting, but requires certification of production, sale, and import as safe for humans, animals, and environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Establishes labeling threshold of 5% for genetically modified corn or soybeans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Great Britain, than in the United States, not least because the British were better informed about the issues. At the suspicion. Public protests against transgenic foods occurred more swiftly and dramatically in Europe, especially in matters of safety, and are likely to continue to do so unless the industry ceases acting in ways that engender trust that the system will operate in the public interest. In 1999, for example, the Biosafety Protocol, an international committee formed as a result of the 1992 biodiversity treaty forged in Rio de Janeiro, proposed to require shipments of transgenic foods to be approved in advance by importing countries. The United States refused to sign the treaty, which was also opposed by other large food-exporting nations such as Canada, Australia, Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay. The reason: the requirement could institute “a draconian regime that we have never seen before except for highly toxic and hazardous substances.” In January 2000, delegates from 130 nations adopted the treaty, but with compromises; they permitted genetically modified foods to be exported without advance notice but allowed countries to decide for themselves whether transgenic foods, seeds, and microbes posed a threat to the environment. If countries decided to prohibit imports on that basis, they could. Industry leaders considered the compromise as a win and hoped that the treaty would help counter the perception that food biotechnology was not adequately regulated. Some European countries viewed such trade agreements as barely masked attempts to achieve political goals. Many Europeans resented U.S. trade restrictions against countries that conduct business with Iran, Libya, or Cuba, and perceived the aggressive marketing of American transgenic crops as arrogant, controlling, and insensitive. They thought the phrase, “what’s good for G.M. is good for America,” now meant that genetic modification had replaced General Motors as the symbol of United States corporate power.

Europeans particularly resented the lack of labeling, as it left them little choice at the marketplace. If labels were required, however, U.S. companies would have to take several complicated and expensive actions: segregate conventional crops from transgenic crops in fields as well as during storage, transport, and processing; document the traceability of the crops; and establish thresholds for levels of transgenic contamination. U.S. food producers oppose these measures as impractical and expensive, and international authorities have yet to agree on the lowest level of contaminating transgenes that will permit crops to be labeled “GM-free.”

The inconsistent decisions of international bodies in dealing with genetically modified foods do little to engender trust that the system will operate in the public interest. The views of different countries on such issues are “harmonized” by the WTO, but also to a lesser extent by the Codex Alimentarius (food code) Commission of the United Nations. In 1994, an international consumers’ group petitioned the Codex to develop standards for mandatory labeling of transgenic foods because “the burden of labeling should fall on those who wish to use and profit from biotechnology and not on those who choose not to use it”; the group renewed such requests through the 1990s. By 1999, public opinion in Europe, especially in Great Britain, overwhelming favored labeling and segregation of conventional crops from transgenic crops. When the European Union asked the Codex Commission to require labels for all foods containing identifiable transgenic ingredients, only the United States and Argentina (which also exports transgenic crops) opposed this proposal. U.S. Codex representatives argue that the true purpose of calls for labeling is to protect European trade restrictions: “a mandatory process-based label on genetically engineered food has the potential to be perceived by many consumers as a warning label that the product is unsafe, and therefore could be misleading and, consequently, inappropriate as a mandatory international guideline. Foods derived from biotechnology are not inherently less safe than other foods.” Such arguments, along with the other concerns discussed here, convince critics that the goal of the food biotechnology industry is to control the world’s food supply for private profit, and that neither the industry nor governing bodies can be trusted to make decisions in the public interest—whether or not the products are safe.

**THE POLITICS OF ANTIBIOTECHNOLOGY ADVOCACY**

We have seen that objections to genetically engineered foods focus as much on issues of distrust as they do on matters of safety, and are likely to continue to do so unless the industry ceases acting in ways that engender suspicion. Public protests against transgenic foods occurred more swiftly and dramatically in Europe, especially in Great Britain, than in the United States, not least because the British were better informed about the issues. At the
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**Rules that failure to label foods containing genetically modified ingredients is punishable by prison (up to 12 years) and fines (up to $2,000).**

**Saudi Arabia**
- Bans import of transgenic animals; requires health certificates for transgenic plants; requires mandatory labeling of processed foods containing genetically modified ingredients.

**Sri Lanka**
- Bans all transgenic foods as of September 1, but later postpones ban indefinitely.

**Thailand**
- Bans new field trials; approves Roundup Ready soybeans.

**European Union**
- Requires member states to ensure the traceability of genetically modified foods at all stages of marketing; restricts new product approvals to ingredients, only the United States and Argentina (which also exports transgenic crops) opposed this proposal. The reason: the requirement could institute “a draconian regime that we have never seen before except for highly toxic and hazardous substances.” In January 2000, delegates from 130 nations adopted the treaty, but with compromises; they permitted genetically modified foods to be exported without advance notice but allowed countries to decide for themselves whether transgenic foods, seeds, and microbes posed a threat to the environment. If countries decided to prohibit imports on that basis, they could. Industry leaders considered the compromise as a win and hoped that the treaty would help counter the perception that food biotechnology was not adequately regulated. Some European countries viewed such trade agreements as barely masked attempts to achieve political goals. Many Europeans resented U.S. trade restrictions against countries that conduct business with Iran, Libya, or Cuba, and perceived the aggressive marketing of American transgenic crops as arrogant, controlling, and insensitive. They thought the phrase, “what’s good for G.M. is good for America,” now meant that genetic modification had replaced General Motors as the symbol of United States corporate power.

Europeans particularly resented the lack of labeling, as it left them little choice at the marketplace. If labels were required, however, U.S. companies would have to take several complicated and expensive actions: segregate conventional crops from transgenic crops in fields as well as during storage, transport, and processing; document the traceability of the crops; and establish thresholds for levels of transgenic contamination. U.S. food producers oppose these measures as impractical and expensive, and international authorities have yet to agree on the lowest level of contaminating transgenes that will permit crops to be labeled “GM-free.”

The inconsistent decisions of international bodies in dealing with genetically modified foods do little to engender trust that the system will operate in the public interest. The views of different countries on such issues are “harmonized” by the WTO, but also to a lesser extent by the Codex Alimentarius (food code) Commission of the United Nations. In 1994, an international consumers’ group petitioned the Codex to develop standards for mandatory labeling of transgenic foods because “the burden of labeling should fall on those who wish to use and profit from biotechnology and not on those who choose not to use it”; the group renewed such requests through the 1990s. By 1999, public opinion in Europe, especially in Great Britain, overwhelmingly favored labeling and segregation of conventional crops from transgenic crops. When the European Union asked the Codex Commission to require labels for all foods containing identifiable transgenic ingredients, only the United States and Argentina (which also exports transgenic crops) opposed this proposal. U.S. Codex representatives argue that the true purpose of calls for labeling is to protect European trade restrictions: “a mandatory process-based label on genetically engineered food has the potential to be perceived by many consumers as a warning label that the product is unsafe, and therefore could be misleading and, consequently, inappropriate as a mandatory international guideline. Foods derived from biotechnology are not inherently less safe than other foods.” Such arguments, along with the other concerns discussed here, convince critics that the goal of the food biotechnology industry is to control the world’s food supply for private profit, and that neither the industry nor governing bodies can be trusted to make decisions in the public interest—whether or not the products are safe.

**THE POLITICS OF ANTIBIOTECHNOLOGY ADVOCACY**

We have seen that objections to genetically engineered foods focus as much on issues of distrust as they do on matters of safety, and are likely to continue to do so unless the industry ceases acting in ways that engender suspicion. Public protests against transgenic foods occurred more swiftly and dramatically in Europe, especially in Great Britain, than in the United States, not least because the British were better informed about the issues. At the

---

peak of the “GM crisis” early in 1999, the seven largest daily newspapers in Great Britain ran hundreds of articles on the subject, nearly all of them negative. Many of the articles focused on the extent to which the Clinton administration pressured the British government to accept American transgenic crops and collaborated in efforts to get those crops approved by the European Union.\textsuperscript{46}

Antibiotechnology advocacy—international and domestic—is a constant source of worry to the industry. Such advocacy forms part of a larger trend in organized opposition to other aspects of globalization. During the 1990s, the number of international nongovernmental organizations increased from 6,000 to 26,000, and thousands of such groups exist in the United States alone. These groups are increasingly effective at the corporate, national, and international levels, and business analysts consider them especially difficult to manage because of their skill at using the Internet—an uncontrollable venue—to mobilize support. Yet another irony is the complaint of industry leaders that groups opposed to food biotechnology are so well funded. They point to Greenpeace, for example, which attracts a worldwide income of more than $100 million annually. This amount may seem large, but it is minuscule in comparison to the annual income of the large biotechnology corporations whose officials make that complaint.\textsuperscript{47}

Advocacy has been slower to develop in the United States than in Europe, perhaps because Americans generally are less politically active, but also because they tend to have more positive attitudes toward technology, greater trust in regulatory agencies, and less immediate contact with agriculture. Nevertheless, opposition to food biotechnology exists in this country and appears to be growing. Advocacy groups include environmental organizations (such as Environmental Defense, the Union of Concerned Scientists, and the Sierra Club) but also an extraordinary variety of less familiar organizations such as the International Center for Technology Assessment, the Foundation for Deep Ecology, the International Forum on Globalization, and the Rainforest Action Network. Countless local groups like NW Rage (Northwest Resistance against Genetic Engineering) educate members “to resist the intrusion of genetic engineering . . . into our lives.”\textsuperscript{48} Coalition groups like Genetically Engineered Food Alert demand that food companies refuse to use genetically modified ingredients. Most organizing occurs through dozens of antibiotechnology Internet Web sites and electronic mail services that keep subscribers well informed about the daily actions of companies, government regulators, and critics.\textsuperscript{49} Biotechnology companies appear helpless in the face of such tactics and make little attempt to counter them beyond statements on their own Web sites and in the public relations campaigns of the Council for Biotechnology Information (\textit{figures 12, 14, and 17}).

Away from the Internet, action against food biotechnology takes many forms, nearly all of which mix safety with other issues to evoke distrust, dismay, contempt, or outrage. To begin with, advocates write books—lots of them. My personal collection includes two or three dozen, of which at least ten were written for a popular audience just from 1998 to 2002.\textsuperscript{50} Books on the ethics of food biotechnology form an additional publishing genre. I am not the only person who collects such volumes. The geneticist Richard Lewontin reviewed his own collection of books and found that most opposed genetically modified foods for reasons that he judged muddled. He said, “whatever fears [one] might have of possible allergic reactions to food produced from genetically modified organisms, they are not more unsettling than the allergies induced . . . by the quality of the arguments about them. . . . Even the most judicious and seemingly dispassionate examinations of the scientific questions turn out, in the end, to be manifestoes.”\textsuperscript{51} By this, he seemed to mean that critics do not clearly distinguish scientific concerns about safety from concerns about social issues.
The books have a political effect, but not always the one intended. Among the most recent, only one favors food biotechnology: *Pandora’s Picnic Basket.* Although written by a scientist who claims to be objective, this book also can be viewed as a manifesto. An instructor in my New York University department assigned it to a graduate class on contemporary food issues. He said the class found the science parts useful but also found the book infuriatingly patronizing, biased in coverage, and lacking in coherent social analysis. Informing the public about science is valuable, but that alone is not nearly enough to help people understand how scientific and social issues interact in matters of public policy.

Greenpeace is especially adept at producing materials that use scientific concerns about safety to score points about distrust. Figure 27 gives my favorite example: using the “horror” of transgenic foods to emphasize the lack of transparency in marketing. Another example: at the time of the 1999 WTO meeting in Seattle, a coalition of more than 60 nonprofit groups (The Turning Point Project) placed a series of full-page advertisements on food biotechnology and globalization in the *New York Times.* One, headlined “Unlabeled, Untested . . . and You’re Eating It” (October 18, 1999), listed common food products containing genetically modified ingredients and discussed the hazards of toxicity, allergic reactions, and antibiotic resistance. Subsequent advertisements provided lengthy and thought-provoking discussions of various health, environmental, or economic consequences of biotechnology or economic globalization, along with information about how to learn more about such issues. Figure 28 gives yet another example—this one, a painting—of the commingling of safety and social issues as they apply to transgenic foods.

This commingling of safety with other issues is most visible in street demonstrations. The 1999 FDA labeling hearings, for example, attracted protests in all three cities where they were held (figure 18, page 190). The Oakland, California, hearing attracted 500 antibiotechnology demonstrators and received much attention from the press, largely because it also drew a smaller group of counter-demonstrators. These were researchers and graduate students from the nearby University of California, Berkeley, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, infamous for having been “bought” by Novartis the year before (the department had auctioned itself to Novartis in an exclusive partnership arrangement giving that company the right to select faculty, review research results prior to publication, negotiate licensing agreements, and veto faculty decisions in some areas). They said they were demonstrating “out of concern that the public was not being informed about the benefits of biotechnology.”

Advocates also use the legal system to pursue antibiotechnology goals. In 2001 alone, 36 states considered bills aimed at transgenic foods: restricting plantings or sales; requiring labeling, notification, tracking, or evaluation of environmental impact; banning terminator technology; or prohibiting the use of such foods in school lunch programs. Few such bills pass, however. By 2001, Maryland was the only state to ban a genetically modified food, in this case fish in waterways that connect to other bodies of water. Consumer groups, chefs, and some scientists...
have filed lawsuits and organized petition campaigns to compel the FDA to institute labeling and safety testing. The Alliance for Bio-Integrity (Iowa City, IA), led by Steven Druker, has filed such suits. Other suits argue that transgenic manipulations make it impossible to observe religious dietary laws; one was cosigned by 113 Christians, 37 Jews, 12 Buddhists, and 122 people who checked, “my faith is not easily categorized.” Still others have filed antitrust lawsuits based on the idea that the industry’s control over seeds inhibits competition. A petition organized by Mothers for Natural Law collected an astounding number of signatures—nearly 500,000—from people favoring transparency in labeling. Jeremy Rifkin organized a class-action suit against Monsanto arguing that the company is part of an international conspiracy to control the world’s corn and soybean supply through intimidation and deceptive business practices. Regardless of the outcome of the bills and lawsuits, they force attention to be paid to societal as well as safety issues.

Such methods may annoy (and sometimes infuriate) biotechnology companies, government regulators, and scientists, but they are traditional ways of taking political action in a pluralistic democracy; they are legal, fair, and—given the many reasons for distrust—thoroughly justifiable. Transgenic sabotage, however, is another matter. When Ingo Potrykus complains about “those who would damage humanitarian projects” (discussed in chapter 5), he worries most that vandals will destroy test plantings of Golden Rice. In Great Britain, Greenpeace and other groups conducted “destruction actions” against test plots of transgenic crops, sometimes dressed in full-body anticontamination suits and goggles. In the United States, numerous incidents of uprooting transgenic crops, trashing laboratories, burning genetic engineering materials, and making personal threats against scientists cross a legal line and enter into the realm of food terrorism. Such actions undermine the legitimacy of the political goals they are designed to accomplish, as do the controlling actions of corporations (see concluding chapter).

TOWARD DIALOGUE, IF NOT CONSENSUS

Protests against genetically modified foods—or the threat of such protests—affect the behavior of retailers who understand that consumers can choose to buy organic products, now labeled as such. Many companies label their products “GM-free” (see figure 25, page 226). In the late 1990s, Gerber’s and Heinz announced that they would stop using genetically modified ingredients in their baby foods, and McDonald’s “quietly” told farmers to stop growing Monsanto’s transgenic potatoes. Frito-Lay told its suppliers not to grow transgenic corn, and Archer Daniels Midland warned its grain suppliers to begin segregating bioengineered crops. Corn growers viewed such developments as a clear sign that “GM organisms have become the albatross around the neck of farmers.” The loss of both domestic and foreign sales outlets coupled with more general problems of overproduction caused corn prices to drop to their lowest point in ten years. As a partial remedy, the American Corn Growers Association advised its members to consider planting only conventional seeds. Wall Street analysts were well aware of this problem, seeing current events as very bad news for farmers, seed companies, and seed stocks. They predicted that premium prices would go to conventional rather than transgenic crops because “GMOs are good science but bad politics.” Their predictions were correct; corn acres planted in genetically modified seeds fell from 25 million in 1999 to just over 16 million in 2001. By then, more than half of the Midwest grain elevators required segregation of transgenic seeds, and 20% were offering premium prices for conventional corn or soybeans. In part because of objections to transgenic varieties, revenues from U.S. corn exports fell drastically from 1996 to 2000. Exports to Japan fell from $2.4 billion to $1.5 billion (a decline of 38%), to Taiwan from $960 million to $460 million (52%), and to European Union countries from $413 million to $69 million (83%). Despite these reactions, genetically engineered traits are widely dispersed in the environment, and transgenic ingredients pervade the food supply.

Figuring out what to do about this confusing picture preoccupies federal agencies responsible for the regulation of transgenic foods. They worry that food biotechnology will suffer the fate of nuclear power and that its potential benefits will be lost to humanity. Like public protests over early recombinant-DNA experiments, those over food biotechnology may become muted if companies produce genetically modified foods that really do make farming more efficient or benefit consumers. What cannot be predicted is the strength and persistence of public distrust or the willingness of the industry to respond to it and submit the products and marketing methods to greater scrutiny. To help the industry gain public approval, federal agencies recruit advisory organizations to bring together groups of disparate stakeholders to seek points of agreement. As a participant in several such meetings, I can attest that they require people with differing perspectives to listen to one another (itself a step forward) and to attempt to identify issues of consensus. These meetings invariably identify labeling, segregation, traceability, and government oversight as necessary first steps toward achieving public confidence. Although reaching consensus on such steps may never be possible, such meetings permit participants to discuss matters that extend beyond safety and place societal issues of trust firmly on the agenda.
The messy political debates about food biotechnology are not likely to be resolved soon without major changes in the ways the industry conducts business. Genetically engineered foods may be relatively safe by the standards of science-based approaches to risk assessment, but industry decisions have caused them to rank high on the dread-and-outrage scale. To inspire public confidence, the industry must share control of the food supply with consumers. Until people actually have some choice about whether to consume transgenic foods, there is little reason to accept them. Companies need to label the foods and keep them separate from conventional foods. They also need to make more serious efforts to ensure that transgenes do not escape into the wild. They must work with organic farmers to prevent transgenic contamination of organic crops, and they must stop using public relations to “sell” people on the idea that the products are necessary and safe. If biotechnology companies want to convince people that their foods are beneficial, they must make products that are beneficial—to consumers and to society. Finally, they must stop acting so aggressively against people who raise questions about the products, stop prosecuting small-scale “violators” of patent rights, and stop insisting that science education—important as it is—will solve the industry’s public relations problems. Even some industry supporters understand that biotechnology companies need to become less disingenuous, and set some restraints on “their insatiable appetite for control.”

If food biotechnology does have benefits for individuals and society—and it is still too early to say whether it does—such benefits can only be achieved when the products are viewed as low in science-based safety risk as well as in value-based dread and outrage.

If companies are going to claim that their work will solve world food problems, they need to put substantial resources into working with scientists in developing countries to help farmers produce more food under local conditions. Such efforts could prove worthwhile if supported by policies designed to support sustainable and organic agriculture, protect against environmental risks, and prevent exploitation of small farmers or of consumers. For some years now, I have suggested that the industry institute a “tithing” program and apply 10% of income to research on projects that address the food needs of developing countries, regardless of their eventual profitability. This approach might indicate that the industry recognizes the difference between its commercial and humanitarian goals. Although I am not aware of any company that has taken on this challenge, I continue to believe that to be perceived as credible, the industry must be credible.

If government agencies want to promote food biotechnology, they are going to have to regulate it more effectively. They must insist that companies label, segregate, and ensure the traceability of genetically engineered crops, provide adequate areas of refuge, and keep their transgenes from pollinating out of control. Government regulators should be working with industry to figure out how to label the products and establish workable thresholds for transgenic contaminants. On the international level, they should stop obstructing multinational agreements and cooperate with government policies of other countries. They should grant consumer protection at least the same level of priority as promotion of industry objectives. Federal regulators must recognize as well that science-based decisions also have political dimensions and must find ways to consider societal and environmental implications when approving genetically modified foods.

And what should the public think or do about food biotechnology? As with other aspects of food politics, much depends on point of view. Eating foods containing transgenic ingredients appears unlikely to cause direct harm to human health, but at the moment there also is little evidence for benefit. If a goal is to reduce pesticides in the environment, genetically modifying foods may be an appropriate method for achieving that goal, but so may other methods that also deserve consideration. If the ultimate goal is to ensure food security for the world’s population, other means to do so deserve equal time and resources. Overall, the role of genetically modified foods in these larger aspects of the food system is as yet uncertain and unlikely to be known for some time to come.

With that said, we now turn to the concluding chapter in which we will examine some emerging food safety issues. Like food biotechnology, these issues are relatively low in science-based risk but relatively high in dread: mad cow disease, foot-and-mouth disease, anthrax, and other potential weapons of food bioterrorism.
SAFE FOOD IS ONE OF THE GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY PUBLIC HEALTH, A RESULT OF SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES IN REFRIGERATION, PASTEURIZATION, INSECTICIDES, AND DISEASE SURVEILLANCE. THIS BOOK PROPOSES THAT FOOD SAFETY ALSO DEPENDS ON POLITICS. ANY DOUBTS ABOUT THAT IDEA SHOULD BE THOROUGHLY DISPELLED BY THE EVENTS OF SEPTEMBER 2001, WHEN TERRORISTS USED AIRPLANES AS WEAPONS OF DESTRUCTION AND AN ANONYMOUS CORRESPONDENT SENT LETTERS FILLED WITH ANTHRAX SPORES TO CIVIC AND MEDIA LEADERS. ONE CONSEQUENCE OF THESE EVENTS WAS TO REVEAL THE VULNERABILITY OF FOOD AND WATER SUPPLIES TO MALEVOLENT TAMPERING. ANOTHER WAS TO EXPOSE THE GLARING GAPS IN FEDERAL OVERSIGHT OF FOOD SAFETY.

This concluding chapter examines emerging food safety threats in these contexts. Some of the threats are diseases that affect farm animals and only rarely cause disease in humans. Even so, their effects on human welfare can be profound: massive destruction of food animals, loss of livelihoods and community, and restrictions on personal liberty. The outbreaks of mad cow disease and foot-and-mouth disease that occurred in Europe in the 1990s and early 2000s, for example, were destructive, but they occurred as accidental results of production practices. In contrast, bioterrorism is deliberate—the purposeful use of biological or chemical materials to achieve political goals. Bioterrorism introduces a new and especially frightening political dimension to food safety risk: the intention to cause harm, regardless of who gets hurt.

In this chapter, we will see how bioterrorism brings up questions of food security and expands the common meaning of that term. In the United States, food security usually refers to the reliability of a family’s food supply; people who lack food security qualify for federal or private food assistance. Since the anthrax mailings, food security has also come to mean “food safe from bioterrorism.” We begin our discussion of this definitional transition with diseases of farm animals: mad cow disease, foot-and-mouth disease, and anthrax. In recent years, these diseases did not exist or were rare veterinary problems posing relatively little risk to human health. Today, we are concerned about their potential to make us ill, create havoc in the food system, or become tools of bioterrorism. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how we—as a society and as individuals—can take action to address the problems and politics of food safety, now and in the future.

THE POLITICS OF ANIMAL DISEASES

Because one consequence of globalization is the rapid transport of food across national borders and over long distances, a disease that affects the food supply can travel rapidly from one country to another. Animal diseases have trade implications; if a country harbors sick animals, no other country will accept its meat. Trade implications have political consequences.

As we will see, the British epidemics of mad cow disease and foot-and-mouth disease occurred as inadvertent results of meat production practices. In contrast, the U.S. anthrax mailings were a deliberate act. All three risks, however, rank high in dread; they are involuntary, uncontrollable, and cause exotic disease. Just as important, they undermine trust in the food supply and in government and divert resources from more pressing matters of public health.

**Mad Cow Disease: Prions and Species Jumps**

Mad cow disease emerged as a highly publicized food safety crisis of the mid-1990s, largely confined to Great Britain. The story of this disease is relevant to our discussion for its interweaving of politics and science and its effect on public confidence. The manner in which British officials handled the mad cow crisis, for example, later contributed to public distrust of genetically modified foods. Prior to the early 1980s, hardly anyone had heard of the disease, but by 1999 it had affected at least 175,000 British cows. Its results were catastrophic: destruction of more than 4 million cattle, estimated costs of $7 billion, transmission to at least 18 countries, and worldwide rejection of
British beef. By 2001, although “only” about 120 people had died of the human variant of mad cow disease, more deaths—perhaps as many as 100,000—were expected. Because this story reveals many aspects of the modern politics of food safety, it is well worth recounting.

The mad cow epidemic originated in the late 1970s when the political climate in Great Britain favored cost cutting and deregulation—in this case, of the meat-rendering industry. This industry converts the otherwise unusable (offal) parts of dead animals into “meat-and-bone meal” used to supplement the diets of farm animals. In Britain, rendering then involved the use of organic solvents and steam applied under high pressure; this process sterilized the resulting mess and killed anything that might be infectious. The solvents were dangerously flammable, however, and the energy costs high. In the late 1970s, the British industry—but not renderers in other countries—adopted a cheaper method, one that omitted solvents and cooked the offal at lower temperatures. Most rendering plants in Great Britain switched to that system by the early 1980s.

The new method killed most bacteria and viruses. It did not, however, inactivate prions, a generic term for the highly unusual infectious agents believed to cause a disease called scrapie in sheep and related diseases in other animals. These invariably fatal diseases affect the brain and nervous system; they are called spongiform encephalopathies because they cause sponge-like holes in the brains of animals and people. Prion diseases present fascinating biological problems. They appear to involve transmission via proteins (rather than bacteria, viruses, or DNA), as well as “species jumps” from one kind of animal to another. In the era before mad cow disease, prion diseases seemed to be confined to their particular host animal. Scrapie, for example, affected sheep in Britain for at least three centuries but did not bother people. Instead, people exhibited their own specific and rare form of the disease, as did cows; both appeared spontaneously and were considered “sporadic.” At this point, we need to know the names of these diseases: scrapie in sheep, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in cows, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD) in people. Because of the way sick cows behave, BSE soon became known as mad cow disease. In turn, mad cow disease soon emerged as the link between prion diseases in sheep and in people.

BSE first appeared soon after cows ate the inadequately rendered meat-and-bone meal supplements. These supplements almost certainly contained offal from sheep infected with scrapie; Great Britain raises far more sheep than cattle, and scrapie is common in British sheep. Later, they surely also contained offal from cows with as yet unrecognized BSE. Veterinarians observed the first case of BSE in a cow in 1984 and confirmed the disease in 1985. During the next few years, the number of BSE cases in cows increased, signaling a growing epidemic. In 1988, an investigating committee deduced that the sheep disease must have jumped to cows. At this point, the British government banned the use of offal in cow feed and required farmers to report BSE cases and to destroy suspect cattle, all the while repeatedly reassuring the public that British beef posed no health risk.

Despite the new regulations, government officials promised support to the beef industry. The prime minister, John Major, said he was “absolutely determined to reduce the burden of regulation on business.” Although the government vehemently denied it, beef producers often ignored the 1988 feed ban and nearly half of all the BSE cases occurred in cows born after that year. In 1990, the government appointed yet another BSE review committee, but, according to a later investigation, pressured its members to declare beef safe to eat. Meanwhile, cases of BSE in cows continued to rise, reaching a peak in 1993 and then declining gradually as the use of rendered meat-and-bone meal ceased. During the next few years, scientists became increasingly convinced that mad cow disease might be transmitted to people. Britain banned the use in human food of mechanically recovered meat from cow vertebrae (lest it be contaminated with brain or nervous tissue), but health officials continued to deny any risk from this practice. The European Union, however, banned the sale of British beef for three years, noting that the disease seemed to be a particularly British problem.

These actions came much too late. In 1996, British doctors identified ten young people with a previously unknown variant of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (vCJD). The new disease differed from the slowly progressing CJD that typically occurs in older people. It affected young adults, it looked different, and it progressed much more rapidly. Dismayed scientists immediately suspected that the new variant disease represented yet another species jump, this time from cows to people. People who “caught” the new disease must have eaten BSE-contaminated beef before the offal-feeding bans went into effect or during the period of government delays, denials, finger pointings, and failures to enforce rules.

By all accounts, British officials did not handle this new crisis any better and only grudgingly admitted the link between mad cow disease and the human variant. In what appeared to be an act of explicit manipulation, the agriculture minister, John Gummer, appeared on television to show his faith in British meat: he fed a hamburger to his four-year-old daughter. Overall, the government seemed to be acting on behalf of the cattle industry rather than protecting public health. Reinforcing a familiar theme in this book, the Lancet blamed the secret ways in which government and expert committees operate—and the lack of public accountability—for the failure of government to
do something to stop mad cow disease and prevent its transmission to people. It pointed to “the weaknesses of separating agricultural and medical science, and of allowing one Government department to protect the interests of both the food consumers and the farming industry.”

The appearance of the new variant disease in people caused a further crisis, this time in international trade. The European Union banned member countries from buying British beef, and McDonald’s and other such companies quickly removed it from sale. To protect the industry, the British government stopped permitting older cows (which are more likely to have developed BSE) to be used as food and began destroying them at a rate of 15,000 per week. By the end of 1998, the crisis subsided, and the European Union ended its ban. When that order took effect the next year, France continued to refuse to accept British beef. British officials threatened legal action: “We have science and the law on our side and it is regrettable that the French had ignored science and defied the law.” Soon after, BSE turned up in cows in Germany, Italy, Spain, and Japan, most likely because the animals had been fed meat-and-bone meal exported from Great Britain. Human cases of vCJD also appeared outside of Britain, perhaps because people ate British beef before the offal ban took effect.

In the United States, federal agencies first took action against BSE in 1997, when the USDA banned imports of European cattle and sheep and the FDA banned the use of animal proteins as feed for ruminant animals. In 2000, the agencies banned imports of rendered animal products from 31 countries that had either reported BSE in their cattle or could not demonstrate that cattle were free of the disease. Food safety officials say the absence of mad cow disease and vCJD in the United States is due to such preventive actions. Others, however, are skeptical that the country can remain free of either disease. More than 30 shipments of animal byproducts from prohibited countries entered the United States after the ban, but regulatory agencies could not track what happened to at least half of them, perfectly illustrating the need for a system of food traceability. FDA officials said that most of the by-products ended up in pet food, but this fate cannot be confirmed (and would be unlikely to reassure pet owners, regardless). Inspections revealed that 20% of about 2,500 feed mills handling meat-and-bone meal took no precautions to prevent the meal from getting into animal feed. No federal agency tests for prohibited material in feed for cattle. Worse, the bans on use of meat-and-bone meal do not apply to other farm animals such as pigs or chickens because officials assume that feed for these animals never enters the food supply for cows or people. This assumption, as we learned from the StarLink episode, is overly optimistic.

Because evidence of BSE in U.S. cows would be catastrophic for the industry, the USDA commissioned a three-year study from the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, a group sponsored in part by industry. This study, based on a “probabilistic simulation model” (translation: assumptions and best guesses), said mad cow disease posed only minimal risk to American cattle or people: “Our analysis finds that the U.S. is highly resistant to any introduction of BSE or a similar disease. . . . Measures taken by the U.S. government and industry make the U.S. robust against the spread of BSE to animals or humans should it be introduced into this country.” The report did not say that BSE could never enter the country, just that “The new cases of BSE would come primarily from lack of compliance with the regulations enacted to protect animal feed. . . . Even if they existed, these hypothetical sources of BSE could give rise to only one to two cases per year.” Therefore, “the disease is virtually certain to be eliminated from the country within 20 years after its introduction.”

These conclusions may reassure or not depending, as usual, on point of view. A spokesman for the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association said they gave “consumers and cattle producers the assurance of the safety of the American beef supply,” and the president of the American Meat Institute agreed: “The U.S. is free of many animal diseases that plague other nations, testaments to the success of government-industry efforts.” British observers, however, thought such groups must be “in denial.” Other countries, they said, also claim not to have mad cow disease but find it as soon as they look for it; any failure to test for it in large numbers of cattle is a serious mistake. But, as a BSE researcher in Oregon explained, “let’s face it, no country wants to find the disease.”

Early in 2002, the General Accounting Office (GAO) criticized the Harvard study as based on flawed assumptions, and identified glaring weaknesses in U.S. inspection, testing, and enforcement policies against animal (and, therefore, human) prion diseases: “While BSE has not been found in the United States, federal actions do not sufficiently ensure that all BSE-infected animals or products are kept out or that if BSE were found, it would be detected promptly and not spread to other cattle through animal feed or enter the human food supply.” A meat industry spokesman dismissed the GAO report as a “rehash” and complained that it failed to recognize that “the risk of BSE ever occurring in the United States is extremely low and getting lower every day.” As if to admit its unease with the current level of protection, however, the USDA announced that it was considering a variety of more stringent bans on use of brain, nervous tissue, and other offal from older and “downer” cows (those that died before slaughter), and that it had commissioned another report from the Harvard Center to evaluate such options.
All in all, the experience with mad cow disease confirms that the British beef industry, like that in the United States, acts in its own self-interest regardless of consequences for public health. It also confirms that no government agency willingly makes decisions in the public interest if those decisions oppose industry interests. Finally, the mad cow experience reveals the international nature of diseases that affect the food supply. Two examples: in Japan, British meat-and-bone meal caused a case of mad cow disease, which, in turn, induced a scare responsible for a 50% drop in Japanese imports of U.S. beef, and the first case of vCJD in the United States occurred in a young British woman living in Florida. All borders are porous, food problems are global, and international strategies are required to ensure the safety of any country’s food supply.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease: A Contagious and Virulent Virus

Such lessons were firmly reinforced in spring 2001 when an epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease devastated cattle not only in Great Britain but also in other European countries. By the time the epidemic ended, officials had destroyed 4 million animals, quarantined entire communities, and witnessed the destruction of British tourism. Foot-and-mouth disease only occasionally infects humans, but it is a severe political threat—to governments, economies, communities, and international relations.

The cause of foot-and-mouth disease is a virus with several particularly dread-inspiring attributes. It spreads rapidly in air and water and over long distances, is highly contagious by inhalation or contact, and can be transmitted through shoes, clothing, automobile tires, pets, and wild animals. It affects cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and deer, but people only rarely. It makes animals very sick; they eventually recover from the symptoms—fever and blistered mouths and hooves—but never catch up in growth, weight, or vitality. Animals infected with this disease become useless as meat. The United States takes precautions against foot-and-mouth disease and has not experienced an outbreak since 1929. The last previous British epidemic occurred in the late 1960s. Since early 2000, however, the disease has been reported in Russia, five countries in Asia, seven in Africa, and five in South America. Once started, it is not easy to contain. Thus, countries go to a great deal of trouble to eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and prevent its entry, and this disease is one of the main reasons why U.S. customs officials ask travelers whether they have recently visited farms.

A vaccine exists but poses its own international problems of trade and politics. Vaccinated animals could be carrying the virus but display no symptoms, and no country wants to import an infected animal or its products. Most countries refuse entry to meat or milk from vaccinated animals, and the rules of the European Union (EU) do not allow vaccination. Six weeks into the outbreak, however, the EU granted a waiver and allowed Britain to vaccinate animals against the disease. The British government chose not to do so, however. The Nestlé corporation, which controls much of the milk processing in the affected region, strongly opposed vaccination because it might have “potential massive negative impact on export of products to other countries.” Under pressure from this company and a food trade association, the government instead decided to follow standard procedures for dealing with foot-and-mouth disease outbreaks.

These procedures require officials to take three prompt actions: (1) destroy sick animals, (2) destroy healthy animals that might have come in contact with sick animals, and (3) quarantine people living in the vicinity of affected animals. Some countries confine farm families with animals that have the disease—or might have it—to what is effectively a war zone. In Holland, for example, officials did not permit members of such families to leave their property even to go to school, church, or the doctor. They permitted the besieged families to pick up supplies only at checkpoint barriers.

Given the extent of this virus’s contagion and its ability to disrupt the food supply and the lives of citizens, it is not difficult to imagine foot-and-mouth disease as an instrument of terror. Scientists may argue about whether it is better to vaccinate animals or destroy them promptly, but this disease can destroy food supplies, communities, and international trade as well as the confidence of a population in its government. The foot-and-mouth epidemic also pointed out gaps in food safety oversight. While it was in progress, the United States banned import of meat from the European Union. Nevertheless, at least 750,000 pounds of prohibited meat entered U.S. warehouses after the ban, in part because of the inadequate inspection capability of federal agencies.

Anthrax: A Bacterial Instrument of Terror?

Before a possible bioterrorist mailed letters laced with anthrax spores, biologists knew this microbe best as a prototype for Koch’s Postulates, the rules developed in 1884 by Robert Koch, a German scientist, to prove that bacteria cause disease. Anthrax bacteria (Bacillus anthracis) are common in soil and are eaten by grazing animals. They exist in two stages: rod-shaped bacteria that reproduce into long chains and form spores when food sources...
are depleted. The spores are exceptionally hardy; when eaten, they reconstitute into bacteria, invade the bloodstream, reproduce rapidly, and produce deadly toxins. When an infected animal dies, the bacteria turn into spores that eventually drop into the soil and continue the cycle.\textsuperscript{24}

Anthrax is normally a veterinary problem. Infected animals are so visibly sick that farmers cull them before they get into the meat supply. Infected cows are too sick to produce milk, or they produce milk of unusable quality, which is why milk and cheese are not known sources of anthrax. Digestive acids and enzymes—and cooking—ordinarily kill the bacteria, and people seem to have some natural immunity. Because heavy bacterial infestations overcome these defenses and spores resist them, people occasionally acquire anthrax from eating undercooked meat from sick or downer water buffalo, goats, sheep, and cattle. Even so, food-borne anthrax is so rare that medical journals like to report the occasional cases. In August 2000, for example, Minnesota health officials described an outbreak of anthrax in a farm family whose members ate meat from a downer steer. When family members became ill, investigators discovered that the carcass was heavily infested with anthrax bacteria.\textsuperscript{25}

Anthrax would be almost nonexistent in people if eating it were the only route of infection, but it also causes disease through the skin and lungs. The skin disease comes from handling infected carcasses. The lung disease comes from breathing in spores from infected animal skins or soil. These forms also are relatively rare. In the United States, health officials reported about 225 cases of the skin disease over the 50-year period from 1944 to 1994. In 2001, they added to this total a man in North Dakota who had disposed of five cows dead of anthrax. Officials logged only 18 cases of inhalation anthrax from 1900 to 1976, and just two from 1992 to 2000.\textsuperscript{26}

Nevertheless, the hardiness and lethality of anthrax spores has long suggested their potential as agents of germ warfare, and numerous countries worked on secret anthrax bioweapons projects during the Cold War. Much of what is known about weapons-grade anthrax comes from studies of a single epidemic in the former Soviet Union in 1979. When the Soviet state collapsed, scientists were able to trace the epidemic to an accidental release of an aerosol of anthrax spores from a nearby germ weapons factory. Nearly all of the unlucky people and animals who developed the disease were downwind of the factory when the plume of invisible spores blew over.\textsuperscript{27} Even before the U.S. anthrax mailings in 2001, experts on bioterrorism understood that anthrax is simple to grow, is durable, and is suitable for many forms of delivery, and that many countries had stockpiled spores: “The long-dreaded concern that chemical and biological weapons might reach terrorist hands is now a reality.”\textsuperscript{28} The United States worked on inhalation anthrax during the Cold War, and although it and numerous other countries signed a treaty in 1993 against this use, at least 10 countries are thought to be working on such projects. Ironically, because the spores mailed in 2001 were weapons-grade, some experts suspected they must have come from a U.S. military insider eager to demonstrate the need for more research on biological weapons. They were proven correct after a long, poorly handled investigation.\textsuperscript{29}

The effects were devastating. During the following year, health officials logged 22 cases of anthrax caused by the mailings, among them five deaths. They investigated hundreds of reports of possible exposure and closed several government buildings to clear them of spores. As political commentator Daniel Greenberg explained, it had taken a “malevolently brilliant [attack] ideal to reach the ears and fears of the public.” The attack focused attention on anthrax and induced political leaders to take action against bioterrorism. In 2002, President George W. Bush authorized $1.1 billion for bioterrorism control, much of it for strengthening the capacity of the public health system.\textsuperscript{30}

Dealing with anthrax attacks, however, is no simple matter. As a preventive measure, officials treated 32,000 people who might have been exposed to anthrax with the protective antibiotic ciprofloxacin (cipro). Cipro is the most effective antibiotic against anthrax, largely because weapons programs deliberately created strains of the bacteria resistant to more common antibiotics such as penicillin. The drug produces unpleasant side effects—itching, swelling, and breathing problems—in nearly 20\% of its takers. For this reason, and because of carelessness or inconvenience, many people stop taking the drug before completing the full course of treatment, thereby establishing conditions that favor the emergence of cipro-resistant anthrax—an utterly alarming scenario.\textsuperscript{31}

Cipro has additional connections to food safety issues. It is a fluoroquinolone antibiotic closely related to another antibiotic, enrofloxacin, that is widely used to treat chickens and turkeys for respiratory ailments. The antibiotics are essentially the same; chickens metabolize enrofloxacin to cipro. Doctors have treated human infections with fluoroquinolone antibiotics since 1986, but resistance did not become a problem until 1996, when the FDA authorized use of these drugs to treat bacterial infections in poultry. As is customary, farmers fed the drug to entire flocks of chickens even if just a few were sick. Baytril, the enrofloxacin drug produced by Bayer, for example, is used on 128 million chickens worldwide and generates about $150 million in annual sales. By 1999, 18\% of \textit{Campylobacter} in chickens resisted enrofloxacin, and people exposed to such chicken bacteria could no longer be
treated with cipro; 9,000 such cases were recorded that year. In 2000, the FDA proposed to ban the use of fluoroquinolone antibiotics in poultry feed. The other company making the poultry drug, Abbott Laboratories, agreed to discontinue using it in chickens, but Bayer contested the ban and keeps Baytril on the market. Bayer argues that the problem is overestimated and that withdrawing the drug would have little effect on the extent of antibiotic resistance. The company explains that using antibiotics in chickens is good for people as well as poultry: "If we are what we eat, we’re healthier if they’re healthier." Drug companies may have little choice about giving up such drugs, however. Early in 2002, the three largest U.S. chicken producers, Tyson Foods among them, said they would reduce use of enrofloxacin, and McDonald’s said it had decided a year earlier not to use meat from animals treated with fluoroquinolone antibiotics.

Anthrax is not yet resistant to cipro, but it is likely to become so if the drug is given indiscriminately to large numbers of people who do not need it and do not complete the full course of treatment. The continued use of the analogous drug in chickens will almost certainly increase the numbers and kinds of resistant bacteria. In Taiwan, 60% of pathogenic *Salmonella* isolated from hospital patients have been shown to resist cipro; genetic techniques indicated that the resistant bacteria originated in herds of pigs treated with the drug. Scientists have now shown that giving cipro to chickens rapidly selects for resistant *Campylobacter*.

These antibiotics connect to the issues discussed in this book in one other way. In yet another ironic twist, Bayer, the maker of enrofloxacin, acquired Aventis CropScience in December 2001 for €6 billion (euros), thereby becoming the owner of StarLink corn and other transgenic varieties. The merger unites the crop protection activities of Bayer and Aventis into a new company, Bayer CropScience, expected to generate more than €8 billion in annual sales by 2005.

THE NEW POLITICS OF FOOD SAFETY: BIOTERRORISM

In revealing the vulnerability of the United States to harm from terrorists, the September 2001 attacks affected food safety issues in at least four ways. They (1) shifted the common use of the term *food security* to mean protection of the food supply against bioterrorism, (2) raised alarms about the ways food and biotechnology could be used as biological weapons, (3) encouraged more forceful calls for a single food agency to ensure food security, and (4) focused attention on the need for a stronger public health system to address food safety crises. Despite the apparent unity of purpose in dealing with the aftermath of the attacks, each of these effects displays the usual politics, to which we now turn.

A New Emphasis for Food Security: Safety from Bioterrorism

Prior to the terrorist attacks, food security in the United States had a relatively narrow meaning that derived from the need to establish criteria for deciding whether people were eligible to receive welfare and food assistance. In the 1980s, the U.S. government expanded its definition of “hunger” to include involuntary lack of access to food—the risk of hunger as well as the physical experience. By this definition, food security came to mean *reliable access to adequate food*.

The international definition is broader, however. In 1948, the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, which said, “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and the necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widow-hood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.” Many interpret this provision to mean that people have a rights to food security, in this case encompassing five elements: (1) reliable access to food that is not only (2) adequate in quantity and quality, but also (3) readily available, (4) culturally acceptable, and (5) safe. With respect to safety, the Geneva Convention of August 1949, an international agreement on the protection of civilians during armed conflict, expressly prohibited deliberate destruction or pollution of agriculture or of supplies of food and water. These broader meanings derived from work in international development, where it was necessary to distinguish the physical sensation of hunger (which can be temporary or voluntary), from the chronic, involuntary lack of food that results from economic inequities, resource constraints, or political disruption.

The significance of the lack-of-access meaning of food security is evident from a health survey conducted in a remote region of Afghanistan just a few months prior to the September 2001 attacks. Not least because of decades of civil strife, Afghanistan is one of the poorest countries in the world, and its health indices are dismal: a life expectancy of 46 years (as compared to 77 years in the United States) and an infant mortality rate of 165 per 1,000 live births (as compared to 7). At the time of the survey, the United Nations World Food Programme estimated
that 3.8 million people in Afghanistan lacked food security and therefore required food aid. Investigators examined the health consequences of this lack and found poor nutritional status to be rampant in the population and a contributing factor in nearly all of the deaths that occurred during the survey period. Half of the children showed signs of stunted growth as a result of chronic malnutrition. Scurvy (the disease resulting from severe vitamin C deficiency) alone accounted for 7% of deaths among children and adults. Because visible nutrient deficiency diseases like scurvy are *late* indicators of malnutrition, the investigators viewed the level of food insecurity as a humanitarian crisis—less serious than in parts of Africa, but worse than in Kosovo during its 1999 upheavals. After October 2001, when bombing raids led to further displacement of the population, the United Nations increased its estimate of the size of the food insecure population to 6 million and predicted that the number would grow even larger as humanitarian aid became more difficult to deliver.

In part to alleviate shortages caused by the bombings, resulting dislocations, and the collapse of civic order, the United States began a program of food relief through airdrops. The packages, labeled “Food gifts from the people of the United States of America,” contained freeze-dried lentil soup, beef stew, peanut butter, jelly, crackers, some spices, and a set of plastic utensils, and provided one day’s food ration for an adult—about 2,200 calories. Beginning in October 2001, airplanes dropped about 35,000 food packages a day. The quantities alone suggested that their purpose had more to do with politics than food security. A British commentator did the calorie counts:

> If you believe, as some commentators do, that this is an impressive or even meaningful operation, I urge you to conduct a simple calculation. The United Nations estimates that there are 7.5 [million] hungry people in Afghanistan. If every ration pack reached a starving person, then one two hundredth of the vulnerable were fed by the humanitarian effort on Sunday . . . . But the purpose of the food drops is not to feed the starving but to tell them they are being fed. President Bush explained on Sunday that by means of these packages, “the oppressed people of Afghanistan will know the generosity of America and our allies.”

Even with a possible exaggeration of the extent of food insecurity, this comment suggests that food aid is a complicated business, and at best a temporary expedient. One problem is getting dropped food to the people who need it most. Figure 29 illustrates the fate of some of the food aid packages. As often happens, enterprising people collect the packages and sell them on the open market; this gets the food into public circulation, but at a price. In this instance, the packages also encountered unexpected safety hazards. The Pentagon warned that the Taliban might try to poison the packages or spread rumors of poisoning as a means of propaganda against the United States, but Taliban leaders denied this accusation: “No one can be that brutal and ignorant as to poison his own people.” The packages themselves presented hazards. They were packed in specially designed plywood containers that could be dropped from 30,000 feet without breaking, but several landed in the wrong place and destroyed people’s homes. Children sent to collect the food packages died or lost limbs when they ran across fields planted with land mines. While the food drop was in progress, the political situation made it impossible for food aid to get into the country through conventional routes. Later, warlords stole shipments, and riots broke out when supplies ran out. Political stability depends on food security, and food security is inextricably linked to political stability. Without such stability, food aid alleviates a small part of the humanitarian crisis—better than nothing, but never a long-term solution.

Would increasing the amount of food aid alleviate the crisis? Former Senator George McGovern, U.S. ambassador to the World Food Programme said, “If these people have nourishment for healthy lives, this is less fertile territory for cultivation by terrorist leaders.” Bringing in another issue germane to this book, he said that the war on hunger in Afghanistan and elsewhere cannot be waged without *biotechnology*: “It is probably true that affluent countries can afford to reject scientific agriculture and pay more for food produced by so-called natural methods. But the 800 million poor, chronically hungry people of Asia, Africa and Latin America cannot afford such foods.” As we have seen, biotechnology is still a remote solution to food security problems, and it is difficult to imagine how it might have alleviated immediate food shortages in Afghanistan.
While aid agencies were attempting to deal with that situation, food security in the United States shifted to another aspect of its broader meaning: protecting the food supply against terrorists. Officials soon identified safe food and water as key components of “homeland security,” as indicated by the rather frightening chart that appeared soon after the attacks (see figure 30). The chart demonstrates that security in this sense is no simple matter, as it requires the cooperation of nearly four-dozen federal bureaucracies to protect the nation’s borders, nuclear power plants, and public facilities; fight bioterrorism; obtain intelligence; and protect food and water supplies. Whether this chart demonstrates the need for coordination—or its impossibility—is a matter of interpretation, but one aspect is striking: the minimal role allotted to the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Although the DHHS secretary announced that his agency “was more fearful about the safety of the American food supply than anything else,” one critical piece of his domain is noticeably missing: the FDA—the agency responsible for the safety of 75% of foods, domestic and imported. In contrast, the USDA receives detailed attention, perhaps indicating the relative degree to which the two agencies command the respect of Congress. 47

---


**FIGURE 30.** The byzantine organization of government units participating in the Office of Homeland Security. Agencies of the Department of Health and Human Services (shown here as HHS) appear immediately above those of the Agriculture Department (USDA) on the left side of the diagram. The Food and Drug Administration (of DHHS) is conspicuously absent as a separate entity on this chart, despite its responsibility for the safety of three-fourths of the food supply, domestic and imported. (© 2001 Dr. Jay Jakub & The Monterey Institute of International Studies. Used with permission.)
Food as a Biological Weapon

A second result of the events of fall 2001 is heightened awareness of the possibility that terrorists might deliberately poison food and water supplies. Protection against food bioterrorism is difficult because of the long list of agents that can be used as bioweapons and the vast number of possibilities for delivering them. Experts point to the increasing centralization of the food supply as a factor increasing its vulnerability to sabotage. If, as mentioned in chapter 1, an accidental contamination of ice cream with Salmonella can make hundreds of thousands of people ill, it is easy to imagine the damage that could be caused by deliberate tampering. The low rate of inspection of imported foods is an especially weak link in the chain of protection. Well before he was appointed director of the Office of Public Health Preparedness, Dr. Donald Henderson, an expert on infectious diseases, smallpox eradication, and now bioterrorism, wrote: “Of the weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical, and biological), the biological ones are the most greatly feared, but the country is least well prepared to deal with them.”

Of particular concern is the role of biotechnology in developing weapons of bioterrorism. The research methods used to transmit desired genes into plants could easily be adapted for nefarious purposes: creating pathogenic bacteria resistant to multiple antibiotics or able to synthesize lethal toxins, or superweeds resistant to herbicides. As half the nation’s soybeans resist Roundup, genetic mischief could do a great deal of damage. On this point, Dr. Henderson commented, “At least 10 countries are now engaged in developing and producing biological weapons. What with the growing power of biotechnology, one has to anticipate that this technology, like all others before it, will eventually be misused.”

Public health experts concerned about such possibilities cite precedents, ancient and modern, for the use of poisoned food and drink to achieve political ends. The Athenians forced Socrates to drink hemlock; Shakespeare’s Queen Gertrude succumbed to poisoned wine intended for Hamlet; the Borgias were notorious for their deaf poisoning of political opponents. Medieval leaders of church and state employed tasters to protect against precisely such activities. As such examples demonstrate, food-borne biological weapons do not need to be confined to wartime but can be used to achieve more personal political objectives. Modern instances also abound. In 1997, an evidently disgruntled U.S. laboratory employee sent electronic mail messages inviting coworkers to partake of doughnuts; his message failed to mention that he had laced his treats with a particularly virulent type of Shigella, and 45 people became ill. Also in the U.S., during the 2001 December holidays, nearly 300,000 pounds of ham products had to be recalled because an angry employee spiked them with nails, screws, and other nonfood materials. A review of such episodes, published early in 2001, describes poisonings of water at German prisoner-of-war camps with arsenic, Israeli citrus fruit with mercury, and Chilean grapes with cyanide, suggesting that no food or drink is invulnerable to such contamination.

Far-fetched as it may seem, the single known case of food terrorism designed to achieve political goals in the United States involved the deliberate poisoning of salad bars with Salmonella. This widely cited incident occurred in 1984 soon after followers of the Indian guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh established communal headquarters in a small rural town in Oregon. Followers were easily identifiable by their red clothing, red beads, and aggressive interactions with neighbors, and they soon came into conflict over issues related to land use and building permits. To keep local residents from voting in an election for county commissioners who might enforce zoning laws, members of the commune sprinkled Salmonella over salad bars and into cream pitchers at 10 restaurants, thereby making at least 750 people sick.

This incident taught many lessons, not least that biological agents are easy to use and to obtain: the commune clinic merely ordered them from a biological supply house. Investigators had serious problems tracing the source of contamination, however. For one thing, they could not imagine that the poisonings were deliberate; nobody claimed responsibility, no motive was evident, and no such incident had been reported previously. They only were able to identify the perpetrators when one confessed. Officials also decided that publicity about the outbreak might incite copycat behavior and did not publish their findings until 1997. The incident became a classic example of how bioterrorism—even when causing no loss of life—can induce havoc. Although none of the victims died, 45 were hospitalized, and all but one of the affected restaurants soon went out of business.

Beyond this example, the threat of food bioterrorism for political purposes remains theoretical. Nevertheless, fears of that possibility induce a wide range of responses, among them exploitation—the promotion and sale of unproven remedies. One practitioner, for example, suggests vitamin C as an alternative to vaccinations and antibiotics for bioterrorist-induced smallpox or anthrax: “Vitamin C . . . should prove highly effective against both of these conditions. I say ‘should’ only because their rarity has prevented any single vitamin C researcher from encountering enough cases to conduct a meaningful study and publish it. However, the likelihood that both of these conditions could be completely cured, even in their advanced stages, is compelling.” Largely as a result of such
misleading suggestions, the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine informs visitors to its Web site that no herbal or vitamin products can protect against bioterrorism, and the Federal Trade Commission sends warning letters to Web sites that make unsupportable claims that products such as oregano oil, coconut oil, or zinc mineral water protect against bioweapons.\footnote{56}

Although experts agree that such products are ineffective, they profoundly disagree about the degree of danger posed by food bioterrorism and the extent to which the country should devote resources to guard against it. Some believe that the food supply remains too diffuse to permit terrorists to harm very many people at one time, and that the water supply is even less vulnerable—for reasons of dilution, chlorination, sunlight, and filtration. They prefer to approach the problem from a public health standpoint and to determine the most important food safety risks and the ways those can best be addressed. They emphasize the vastly greater harm caused by foodborne microbes, tobacco, and inappropriate use of antibiotics in animal agriculture, and suggest that applying scarce resources to these problems—rather than to the frightening but much smaller risk of bioterrorism—will ultimately save more lives. As one group puts the matter, “Our security will be better enhanced by primary prevention of war and terrorism than by military counterattacks and reactive preparedness efforts. Instead of engendering fear of bioterrorism, let’s build a health care system that can handle the real health crises that we face.”\footnote{57} In this view, national preparedness against food bioterrorism inappropriately diverts resources from seeking solutions to more compelling food safety problems. Such perspectives are grounded in studies of risk communication. In their 1982 analysis of risk and culture referred to in the introductory chapter, Mary Douglas and Aaron Wildavsky said: “Risk aversion is a preoccupation with anticipating danger that leads to large-scale organization and centralization of power in order to mobilize massive resources against possible evils. The probability that any known danger will occur declines because of anticipatory measures. But the probability that if the unexpected happens it will prove catastrophic increases, because resources required for response have been used up in anticipation.”\footnote{58}

Ensuring Food Security: A Single Food Agency

One repeated suggestion for a better method to address food safety problems is to centralize their oversight in a single administrative unit. Soon after the September 2001 events, officials throughout government agencies called on Congress to fund improvements in food safety and public health systems, especially those involving disease surveillance, food production quality control, food security (in the antibioterrorism sense), and inspection of imported foods.\footnote{59} The GAO pointed out that the threat of bioterrorism provided further evidence for the need to create a single food agency, and the Senate held hearings to debate that suggestion. While mulling over (or dismissing) the merits of this idea, Congress increased funding to allow the FDA to hire inspectors so the agency could double its capacity to oversee the safety of imported foods—from 1% to 2% of the total entering the country. The FDA asked for additional authority: to issue recalls, and to require food companies to increase preparedness against sabotage and demonstrate the traceability of ingredients and products. The consumer advocacy organization Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) supported these requests, saying, “The success of such efforts would benefit from measures that CSPI has advocated for years—measures thwarted by the lobbying power of the food industry. If there has ever been a time to put safety before profits, it is now.”\footnote{60}

At the Senate hearings, however, food industry officials flatly opposed such measures on the grounds that they would be expensive to implement and would force companies to open their books to federal regulators. One official of the Grocery Manufacturers of America said, “Before we scrap a system that is regarded as the best in the world, we should fully explore strategies to enhance the current system, through adequate funding, better coordination, and continued innovation”; another said, “I think we’ve already got the system in place to deal with terrorism. . . . We just need more information from the government to make sure we can address any potential threat.”\footnote{61} Officials of the National Food Processors Association (NFPA) insisted that mandatory recall authority was not needed because its members were already recalling products. Instead, the only action needed is to

heighten awareness of food security issues on the part of the food industry, across the board, while at the same time not increasing anxiety on the part of consumers. . . . Our current food safety system not only works, but works well. . . . We strongly believe that the best way to improve our nation’s already admirable record on food safety is to continue progress towards a unified science- and risk-based food safety policy, including increased communications and improved coordination, rather than focusing on the creation of a new bureaucracy in the form of a single food agency.\footnote{62}

Instead, the NFPA preferred another strategy. It called on food industry trade groups to help create an Alliance for Food Security, a coalition of 80 food companies, government agencies, and public health groups united in encouraging federal agencies to cooperate and provide information about measures to enhance food safety. The alliance would develop guidance materials to help members “prevent—to the extent we can—threats from occurring
to the safety of our nation’s food supply... [and provide] a vital comprehensive, and cooperative forum for industry and government at all levels to effectively enhance and augment—where necessary—our food security systems.”

At least 18 trade associations representing every conceivable facet of food processing and marketing used such arguments and alliances to try to persuade legislators to drop provisions in bioterrorism bills that might give the FDA further authority over domestic and imported foods. While the bills were under consideration, both the FDA and USDA issued nonbinding guidelines for importers and domestic food producers, processors, transporters, and retailers. Table 14 summarizes just a few of the FDA’s suggestions. Many of these measures seem more appropriate to penal institutions and are especially disturbing for what they conspicuously fail to mention—Pathogen Reduction: HACCP. Perhaps because following the advice is voluntary, the NFPA praised the FDA guidelines for “not identifying weaknesses in the system that could help terrorists and for giving companies flexibility in adopting security measures.”

In the early months of 2002, Congress worked on antibioterrorism legislation to increase the FDA’s capacity to inspect imported food and allow the agency to detain suspect foods without a court order, and to require food companies to register and open their records to government inspectors. Industry groups such as the NFPA, the Grocery Manufacturers of America, and the Food Marketing Institute lobbied against these provisions and requested exemptions for their members, arguing that any new legislation would be “a vehicle for a huge expanse in federal power.” When the final bill sailed through the House and Senate, industry groups called it “much improved,” no doubt because the bill required the FDA to put the new regulations through a standard rulemaking process and delay their implementation for another 18 months.

**TABLE 14.** FDA advice to food importers, producers, processors, transporters, and retailers about how to prevent problems with food security, 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screen employees and check immigration status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish an employee identification system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch for unusual behavior (staying late, arriving early, removing documents, asking inappropriate questions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict personal items allowed (purses, lunches).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect personal items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change locks when employees leave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect products for authenticity and package integrity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that suppliers are known to practice appropriate food security measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect incoming vehicles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure and supervise mailrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict access to visitors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict access to computer systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect the perimeter; secure doors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify authorities of evidence of unusual behavior, tampering, or sabotage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Food Security as a Public Health Issue**

Soon after the September 2001 terrorist attacks, commentators identified at least one cause of the nation’s inability to respond adequately to such crises: years of neglecting the public health “infrastructure”—the oversight systems and personnel needed to track and prevent disease. The focus on “homeland security,” they said, although perhaps politically necessary to allay public anxiety, diverted attention and resources away from basic public health needs. International actions also focused on matters other than public health, even when providing food aid. No responses to the crisis—domestic or international—were addressing “root causes”—the underlying social, cultural, economic, or environmental factors that might encourage terrorist activities. From the perspective of public health, bioterrorism may never entirely disappear, but it seems less likely to be used as a political weapon by people who have access to education, health care, and food, and who trust their governments to help improve their lot in life. If, as many believe, terrorism reflects frustration resulting from political and social inequities, it is most likely to thrive in countries that fail to provide access to basic needs, or that give lesser rights to ethnic, religious, or other minority groups. In such situations, public health can be a useful means to strengthen society as well as to avert terrorism.

The recent history of Afghanistan illustrates these points. Its health care system is poor by any standard, and its high infant mortality rate is approached by only one other country (Pakistan) outside of sub-Saharan Africa. As noted earlier, malnutrition is widespread, in part because only slightly more than one-tenth of the population has access to clean water supplies (contaminated water induces diarrheal and other infectious diseases that, in turn, contribute to malnutrition). In this situation, advised Richard Horton, editor of the *Lancet*, “Attacking hunger, disease, poverty, and social exclusion might do more good than air marshals, asylum restrictions, and identity cards.
Global security will be achieved only by building stable and strong societies.\

Because a healthy population is an essential factor in economic development, the health effects of globalization—positive and negative—become important concerns. Globalization has improved the social, dietary, and material resources of many populations, but it has also heightened economic and health inequities. Globalization brings safe drinking water and antibiotics, but it also brings pressures to reduce food safety standards, protect intellectual property rights, and accept the marketing of high-profit “junk” foods. Food shortages are of particular concern for at least three reasons: their harm to health, their destabilizing effects on civil order and economic development, and, not least, their breach of the social contract in which food security—in every sense of the term—is a basic human right.

With these ideas in mind, the American Public Health Association suggests short- and long-term strategies to prevent terrorism and its adverse health consequences: address poverty, social injustice, and disparities; provide humanitarian assistance; strengthen the ability of the public health system to respond to terrorism; protect the environment and food and water supplies; and advocate for control and eventual elimination of biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons. Writer Laurie Garrett explains, “Public health is a bond—a trust—between a government and its people. . . . In return, individuals agree to cooperate by providing tax monies, accepting vaccines, and abiding by the rules and guidelines laid out by government public health leaders. If either side betrays that trust the system collapses like a house of cards.” The value of public health approaches, in her view, is to bridge the inequities and help bring a sense of community in which the health of each individual depends on the health of others. This idea makes sense, but it makes even more sense for societies to ensure safe and secure food for all citizens simply because it is the right thing to do.

ENSURING SAFE FOOD

I argue in this book that food safety is a political problem inextricably linked to matters of commerce, trade, and international relations. Ensuring food safety requires much more than following safe handling practices: it requires political action. We have seen how food companies often place commercial interests above those of consumer protection, and how government agencies often support business interests over those of public health. Today, the threat of food bioterrorism—the ultimate dread factor—reveals the importance of closing the long-standing gaps in oversight of food safety.

As consumers, we want to know that our government cares that the food we eat and the water we drink are safe (or safe enough). Given the topics discussed in this book, the FDA is less than reassuring when it tells us, “Consumers are final judges of the safety of the food they buy. . . . If there is any doubt about its safety, don’t eat it.”

Surely, we would feel better if we knew that food companies were doing everything possible to minimize food hazards, and that the government was looking out for our interests and making sure food companies were doing what they were supposed to. In the absence of such reassurance, we lose trust. In the absence of trust, we are most frightened by food hazards that we cannot control: genetically modified foods, mad cow disease, and food bioterrorism, for example.

If food safety is a matter of politics, what kinds of political actions are necessary to ensure safe food and restore trust in our food supply? Table 15 summarizes a few actions that we might demand of the food industry, our government, and ourselves. We can begin with the food industry: What is reasonable for us to expect from companies that produce, prepare, and distribute our food? Like any other industry, the goals of the food industry are to maximize income by reducing costs and eliminating inconvenient regulatory intervention. It is unrealistic to trust food companies to keep the interests of consumers paramount, and we have seen that they are unlikely to pay much attention to consumer concerns unless forced to by government, public protest, or fear of poor public relations. If food companies want consumers to trust them, they must earn that trust by following the rules, disclosing production practices as well as nutrient contents, taking responsibility for lapses in safety, and telling the truth about matters of public interest. We would be more likely to trust the motives of food companies if they embraced Pathogen Reduction: HACCP, incorporated environmental protection into every stage of production and distribution, argued in international forums for stronger food safety and environmental standards, and worked with—not against—domestic and international regulatory policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 15. Suggestions for political actions to ensure safe food and improve trust in the food supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Food Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept responsibility for producing safe food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop and follow Pathogen Reduction: HACCP plans at all stages of production, distribution, and service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Disclose production processes on food labels.
Protect the environment at all stages of production and use.
Adhere to federal regulations for food production, distribution, and service.
Eliminate indiscriminate use of antibiotics in animal agriculture.
Promote high standards for food safety and environmental protection in international trade.

The Federal Government
Create a single food agency.
Institute mechanisms to include the views of consumers when making regulatory decisions.
Provide greater resources for food safety functions of regulatory agencies.
Move congressional funding authority for the FDA from agriculture to health committees.
Authorize regulatory agencies to recall unsafe foods.
Require food companies to document the traceability of foods and ingredients.
Require labeling of genetically modified foods.
Support international treaties that protect the environment, public health, and food security (including the right to food as well as food safety).
Strengthen international treaties to prevent development of biological weapons; prohibit the use of genetic engineering for that purpose.
Actively develop and support international policies to promote public health, human rights, and food security in all countries.

The Public
Join consumer groups that promote food safety, environmental protection, and broader aspects of food security.
Advocate for domestic and international programs and policies to ensure safe food, protect the environment, support public health, and guarantee rights to food and food security.
Encourage others to join in such actions.
Elect officials committed to such actions.

The government also could do better to ensure safe food and restore trust in the food supply. Congress could help by putting consumer protection first and creating a single food agency with genuine authority over safety in the production and distribution of foods as well as over their effects on environmental and public health. Such an agency could be empowered to promote food security in all of its humanitarian aspects: reliable access, adequate quantity and quality, appropriate cultural relevance, and safety. While thinking about how to develop this agency, Congress could provide greater resources for food inspection, and give existing agencies the authority to enforce regulations, issue recalls, ensure traceability, and protect public health. One measure to reduce political influences on the FDA, for example, would be to transfer its funding decisions from agriculture committees to those devoted to health. Congress also could require genetically modified foods to be labeled—the issue that most inflames public distrust of the food biotechnology industry—and demand that the foods undergo examination of their safety and environmental effects before they are marketed.

On the international level, the government could sign and actively support treaties that promote food safety, environmental protection, and the right to food, as well as agreements to stop producing biological weapons, genetically modified or otherwise. If we are going to protect our country against bioterrorism, our government must become more actively involved in international policies to promote health and food security as human rights for everyone, everywhere.

What can we, as individuals, do to promote such actions? We can join consumer organizations that work for environmental protection, food assistance, public health, and human rights—all of which support food safety as a necessary component of food security. We can advocate for domestic and international programs and policies directed toward those goals, and we can elect officials committed to such purposes. We can explain to our friends and colleagues that the meaning of food safety extends well beyond “cook, chill, clean, separate.” Food safety—and food security—are indicators of the integrity of our democratic institutions. They are worth our political commitment.
EPILOGUE

SINCE 2003, WHEN SAFE FOOD FIRST APPEARED, FOOD SAFETY ISSUES have evolved against a background of ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the rise of China as an economic powerhouse, and deepening international concerns about climate change. Americans experienced revelations of abuses of corporate power, the deflation of the housing bubble, job losses, economic depression, and deep divisions in public opinion about abortion, immigration, and health care. If people now agree about anything, it is that they, as individuals, have little power to affect such events and divisions. In contrast, everyone can do something about food. The food revolution has arrived.

Signs of the food revolution are everywhere, fueled in large part by the writings of Eric Schlosser, Michael Pollan, Alice Waters, and Slow Food’s Carlo Petrini. By the end of 2009, Pollan’s Omnivore’s Dilemma had been on the New York Times best-seller list for nearly one hundred twenty weeks. Food is now a respectable topic for academic study and much on the public agenda. Food safety ought to be part of this movement. The 2008 election of President Barack Obama inspired hope that improvements in the nation’s food system would at last be possible.

THE POLITICS OF FOOD BIOTECHNOLOGY: UPDATE

This book explores the disconnect between science- and value-based views of microbial contaminants and food biotechnology. With respect to genetically modified (GM) foods, what is most remarkable is how little has happened to resolve the disconnect. My shelf of books about GM foods gets longer each year, yet none of them has anything new to say. Agricultural biotechnology companies such as Monsanto and other proponents of GM foods continue to insist that use of this technology is essential for meeting the food needs of the world’s expanding population, particularly in developing countries. Opponents continue to ask when the promises of food biotechnology will be fulfilled and to question its purported benefits and safety. Although these conflicting views seem immovable, a few changes have occurred. Let’s take a look.

Use of GM Crops

The FDA has been approving GM commodity crops since 1994, yet few are in production today. These few, however, are so widely adopted that virtually all of the corn (85 percent), cotton (88 percent), soybeans (91 percent), and sugar beets (95 percent) planted in the United States are varieties engineered to resist herbicides or insects. Farmers prefer to plant GM varieties because such crops do not need to be treated with pesticides and herbicides as frequently as conventional crops. Farmers also believe that the yields of GM varieties are better. Whether such benefits are real and will last over time remains in dispute.

Despite continued international opposition, GM crops were grown in fifteen developing countries and ten industrial countries in 2008. In 2009, the European Union permitted farmers to plant only one GM crop: corn. Even so, Germany, France, Austria, Greece, Hungary, and Luxembourg banned GM corn, and Monsanto’s production of GM wheat also was expected to elicit opposition in foreign markets.

Since 1994, the FDA has approved several GM fruits and vegetables for production and marketing. But were these foods actually for sale in the produce sections of American supermarkets? When researching What to Eat, I found no regulator or advocate who knew. Most thought that production failures or consumer opposition kept GM produce off the market. The one GM food that seemed most likely to be available was Hawaiian papaya engineered to resist ringspot virus. In 2005, as I explained in What to Eat, I paid a biotechnology testing company, Genetic ID, to check several different kinds of supermarket papayas for modified genes. Indeed, the conventionally grown Hawaiian papayas tested positive. A certified organic Hawaiian papaya did not, and neither did a papaya grown in Jamaica. But because GM foods remain unlabeled, the public has no way to know.

Genetic “Pollution”

In chapter 8, I discuss the travails of the Berkeley plant biology professor Ignacio Chapela, whose article in Nature
came under attack for demonstrating that genes from GM corn had drifted into native Mexican varieties and that these genes were more unstable than others. *Nature* wished it had never accepted the article and said so publicly. Berkeley denied tenure to Professor Chapela, but later granted it after extensive protest. That the criticism of his work was the result of politics—not science—became evident when *Nature* reported that other researchers had confirmed some of his findings. Eventually, *Nature* suggested, he would probably be proved right on all counts. Nevertheless, researchers who published more recent studies critical of agricultural biotechnology have also experienced unusually forceful attacks on the quality of their work by company and other pro-GM scientists.⁵

**Roundup-Resistant “Superweeds”**

Late in 2004, weeds resistant to Monsanto’s herbicide Roundup began appearing in GM plantings in Georgia and soon spread to other Southern states. By 2009, more than one hundred thousand acres in Georgia were infested with Roundup-resistant pigweed. Planters were advised to apply multiple herbicides, thereby defeating the point of Roundup: to reduce chemical applications. In 2009, a supposedly inert surfactant in Roundup was found to kill human embryonic tissue cells. More than 250 environmental, health, and labor groups petitioned the EPA to take a closer look at the safety of solvents, preservatives, and surfactants in agricultural chemicals. “Inert” ingredients could no longer be considered benign.⁶

**Golden Rice**

Golden Rice (discussed in chapter 5) is the most prominent example of the public benefits of agricultural biotechnology, but ten years after its initial construction it remains a promise unfulfilled. Field trials began in 2008 and its developers hope they can produce the rice by 2011. In the interim, researchers reengineered the rice to contain higher levels of beta-carotene and demonstrated that people who ate it could, as expected, convert beta-carotene to vitamin A. Supporters of Golden Rice continue to complain about the impossible demands of regulators and anti-biotechnology advocates. Advocates continue to argue that GM crops are unnecessary and threaten indigenous food security. The Gates Foundation is now the major funder of GM projects involving nutrient-enriched indigenous crops. Such technological approaches, advocates maintain, are doomed to fail unless they also address the underlying social causes of food insecurity and malnutrition.⁷

**rBGH (Recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone)**

Milk from cows treated with rBGH has become the flashpoint for concerns about GM foods and a major public incentive to choose organic dairy foods; the USDA’s organic rules expressly forbid use of hormones and GM technology. Late in 2009, many countries continued to ban rBGH. In the United States, several states introduced legislation to allow GM-free labels, particularly on organic and other untreated dairy foods. In response, Monsanto organized a pro-rBGH public relations campaign that included its own “grassroots” organization. A spokesman for that group complained that critics of rBGH were backed by Consumers Union and PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals), “who make a profit, living and business by striking fear in citizens.” Perhaps, but widespread public opposition to rBGH induced mainstream food processors and retailers such as Dannon, General Mills, and Walmart to stop buying rBGH-milk and to require suppliers to guarantee milk as GM-free: “We’ve done focus groups, and people don’t want it.”⁸ Without a mass market for rBGH milk, use of this hormone seems unlikely to continue.

**GM Labeling**

As predicted, the failure to label GM foods continues to pose problems for the public and for industry. Because the vast majority of processed foods contain unlabeled GM oil, protein, or sweetener ingredients, organic foods are viewed as an increasingly attractive option. Organic suppliers such as Whole Foods, concerned that GM pollution might destroy consumer trust in organics, created the Non-GMO Project: “Our shared belief is that everyone deserves an informed choice about whether or not to consume genetically modified products.” The Non-GMO Project seal guarantees a GM level of no more than 0.9 percent, the standard used in Europe, where higher percentages require labeling.⁹
In Europe, McDonald’s has gone GM-free. In 2009, I collected McDonald’s brochures in England and Italy that read, “We’d like to reassure you that we don’t use any GM products or ingredients containing GM material in our food.” In contrast, Hershey’s British products use GM ingredients and say so. The company labels Reese’s Nutrageous candy bars: “Contains: Peanuts, Genetically Modified Sugar, Soya and Corn.”

Labeling may be a problem easily solved, but positions on GM foods are unlikely to budge until the benefits of food biotechnology are seen to accrue to the public as well as to the food biotechnology industry.

THE POLITICS OF MICROBIAL FOOD SAFETY: UPDATE

In contrast, since this book first appeared, value-based views of microbial contamination have shifted somewhat toward science-based views as a result of a seemingly unending series of outbreaks and recalls. Microbes continue to account for massive illness in the United States. Although noroviruses remain the leading cause, toxic forms of *Salmonella* and *E. coli* get far more attention, perhaps because they cause more serious harm to health and show up in the riskiest foods: meat, poultry, and produce.10

The Politics of Raw

The most prominent examples of recent clashes between science and values are those involving raw foods, particularly milk and oysters.

*The Raw Milk Debates*. Although dairy foods account for only 3 percent of reported cases of foodborne illness, a whopping 71 percent of those cases are caused by pathogens in raw milk.14 Raw milk creates little dread or outrage in the public, but it enormously distresses health officials. Because pathogens are easily killed by pasteurization, deaths caused by pathogens in raw milk are easily prevented. Safety scientists are baffled by the raw food movement, whose constituents believe—against all evidence—that raw milk is healthier and safer than pasteurized milk. To read the statements of raw milk advocates is to enter a parallel universe in which the usual standards of scientific judgment are thoroughly discounted. Such views are most prominently expressed by the Weston Price Foundation, named after the author of *Nutrition and Physical Degeneration* (1939). With considerable justification, Price argued that many of today’s chronic diseases could be prevented by avoiding highly processed and refined foods.

The foundation, however, interprets this advice as “avoid pasteurization.” It recommends “raw whole milk from grass-fed cows . . . produced under clean conditions and promptly refrigerated.” One would hope that by “clean conditions” the foundation means a HACCP plan (discussed in chapters 2 and 3), but it does not say so. Instead it says that “natural protective systems can be overwhelmed, and the milk contaminated, in situations conducive to filth and disease. Know your farmer!” Raw milk, it says, contains many antimicrobial and immune-supporting components (but, I would add, so does pasteurized milk). The foundation argues that grass feeding is healthier for cows, as well it may be. But researchers find grass-fed cattle capable of shedding almost as much *E. coli* O157:H7 as those in feedlots. To the question “Is it safe to consume raw milk?” the FDA’s answer is blunt: “No. Raw milk is inherently dangerous and it should not be consumed by anyone at any time for any purpose.”12

For proponents of raw milk, the issue is not safety; it is values and personal choice. Demand for raw milk is increasing and mail-order sales thrive. Although more than half the states allow raw milk to be sold within their territory, federal rules prohibit shipping of raw milk between states. Mail-order companies can get around this restriction by marketing raw milk as pet food. Raw milk is sold through pet food outlets and also through use of clandestine codes, cash transactions, secret drop-off points, buyers clubs, and cow-sharing programs. Are such programs safe? Although most raw milk does not cause illness, the CDC regularly reports outbreaks caused by pathogens in raw milk. Other values come into play when such pathogens are responsible for the death of a child fed raw milk from a cow share.13 When belief systems are at stake, science-based arguments rarely work. A better strategy might be to legalize raw milk production but regulate its safety. Some raw milk producers voluntarily use HACCP plans. The FDA could require such plans and also require testing for pathogens. But doing so would undoubtedly elicit a level of opposition similar to that confronted by the FDA when it attempted to regulate the safety of raw oysters.

*The Raw Oyster Debates*. For more than a decade, the FDA has been trying to prevent deaths caused by *Vibrio vulnificus* bacteria that contaminate raw oysters grown in the Gulf of Mexico. These “flesh-eating” bacteria
proliferate in warm months and are especially deadly; they kill half of the thirty or so people who develop infections from them each year. Such people tend to have weakened immune systems or chronic diseases, but often do not realize they are at risk.

In 2001, the oyster industry trade association, the Interstate Shellfish Sanitation Conference (ISSC), promised the FDA that the industry would substantially reduce *Vibrio* infections in oysters within seven years through a program of voluntary self-regulation and education aimed at high-risk groups. If this program failed to reduce the infection rate, the ISSC agreed that the FDA could require oysters to be treated after harvesting to kill pathogenic *Vibrio*.  

Treatment, in this case, means postharvest processing through techniques such as quick freezing, frozen storage, high hydrostatic pressure, mild heat, or low-dose gamma irradiation, any of which reduces *Vibrio vulnificus* to undetectable levels. By most reports, the effect of treatment on the taste and texture of oysters is slight, although raw oyster aficionados argue otherwise. In 2003, California refused to allow Gulf Coast oysters to enter the state unless they had undergone postharvest processing. The result? Sales of oysters remained the same but oyster-related deaths dropped to zero.

In contrast, states that did not require postharvest processing experienced no change in the number of deaths, meaning that the ISSC program had failed. Late in 2009, Michael Taylor, whom we met in chapters 2 and 7, reappeared in his newly appointed position as senior advisor to the FDA. In an almost exact reprise of his 1994 speech to the cattle industry about the need to regulate *E. coli* in ground beef, he informed participants at an ISSC meeting that the FDA intended to issue rules requiring postharvest processing of Gulf Coast oysters in summer months.

But less than one month later, the FDA backed off. It said it would postpone the oyster-processing rules indefinitely:

> Since making its initial announcement, the FDA has heard from Gulf Coast oyster harvesters, state officials, and elected representatives from across the region about the feasibility of implementing post-harvest processing or other equivalent controls by the summer of 2011. These are legitimate concerns. It is clear to the FDA from our discussions to date that there is a need to further examine both the process and timing for large and small oyster harvesters to gain access to processing facilities or equivalent controls in order to address this important public health goal. Therefore, before proceeding, we will conduct an independent study to assess how post-harvest processing or other equivalent controls can be feasibly implemented in the Gulf Coast in the fastest, safest and most economical way.

Apparently, fifteen or more preventable deaths every year are not enough to elicit preventive action by industry or the FDA. Despite years of warning and unmet promises, this industry was able to induce Congress to force the FDA to back down, thereby raising uncomfortable questions about the new administration’s ability to improve the safety of the nation’s food supply.

### Outbreaks and Major Recalls

During the mid-2000s, the United States experienced an astonishing sequence of foodborne outbreaks, each with unique revelations of safety failures followed by calls for regulation, largely unheeded. Despite lack of recall authority, the FDA and the USDA frequently announced “voluntary” recalls. In July 2009, for example, the FDA announced fifty-six voluntary food recalls or market withdrawals because of health risk or mislabeling. The USDA announced four: pork skins (no inspection) and ground beef and dry milk contaminated with *Salmonella* or *E. coli* O157:H7. Some outbreaks involved hundreds of cases of illness dispersed among many states. These required the CDC to conduct intense investigations, not always successfully.

Table 16 summarizes some of the most prominent incidents from 2006 to 2009. Each of these incidents reveals key flaws in the present food safety system and the need for legislative measures to address these flaws.

#### 2006: Spinach (*E. coli* O157:H7)

This outbreak was notable for the trouble it caused and its source. Of the 205 people who became ill, about 30 developed hemolytic uremia syndrome, and three died. The source was a widely distributed Dole brand of bagged baby spinach packed by Natural Selection Foods, a company run by Earthbound Farms, a leading supplier of organic vegetables. Because the packing plant washed the spinach thoroughly, the company and growers were shocked to learn that washing was insufficient to remove the pathogen. Growers also were shocked by the subsequent losses of sales, estimated at $100 million. By 2009, spinach sales had not yet returned to pre-outbreak levels.

Investigators traced the spinach to a particular field in the middle of a cattle ranch one mile away from a stream used by the free-range cattle as a crossing. They isolated the outbreak *E. coli* strain from stream water, cattle feces,
and the feces of wild boar at the crossing, but found none in the spinach field. Contaminated water from the cattle crossing seemed a likely source, as did wild boar. Investigators sampled wild animals in the area and found the outbreak strain in cattle (34 percent of samples), wild boar (15 percent), water, and soil, but in no other animals. Later, the California Department of Fish and Game found the strain in only one of 184 wild boar. Investigators concluded that “no definitive determination could be made regarding how E. coli O157:H7 pathogens contaminated spinach in this outbreak.”

But how had the bacteria survived washing? The packing plant used state-of-the-art washing procedures under a HACCP plan. Investigations revealed only minor procedural flaws. Although this was the twentieth E. coli O157:H7 outbreak from leafy greens in recent years, nobody seemed to have come to grips with how firmly these bacteria adhere to leaf surfaces. They can be incorporated into lettuce or spinach leaves just under the surface and form tightly adhering biofilms.

Although the spinach was marketed as conventional, industrial growers immediately blamed the outbreak on manure-based fertilizers used in organic production. In October 2006, I wrote an opinion piece for the San Jose Mercury News listing the obvious lessons taught by the outbreak—prevention is essential, voluntary never works, industrial agriculture has its down side—among them, “don’t blame organics this time.” A vegetable grower in California soon set me straight. He knew that the spinach was in the second year of the three-year transition required for organic certification. Even so, manure was probably not the source, as no trace of the outbreak strain appeared on the spinach field.

Early in 2007, I visited Earthbound Farms and its packing plant and met with its microbiological consultant. The company had instituted test-and-hold procedures to prevent contaminated produce from coming into or leaving the plant. Such practices should be standard for this industry. California now requires the leafy greens industry to use good manufacturing practices (GMPs), but these are voluntary. The FDA, which had been advising lettuce growers to use GMPs for years, extended its voluntary guidance to spinach.

In spring 2007, I attended a meeting of California vegetable producers at which Bill Marler, an attorney who represents victims of foodborne illness, challenged growers to “put me out of business.” He warned that voluntary actions would not succeed and nothing short of mandatory federal regulations would be effective, not least because of the high human costs of foodborne illness. One of his spinach clients spent 51 days in the hospital and 18 days on dialysis, with medical bills of $500,000.

Regulations are politically unpopular. They are difficult to implement, generate costs, and are not always applied fairly or consistently. But without accountability and enforcement, nothing stops outbreaks from occurring. Without a congressional mandate to take stronger action, the FDA again in July 2009 issued guidance to the producers of lettuce and spinach, necessarily voluntary and nonbinding.

### TABLE 16. Selected examples of food recalls and outbreaks of foodborne illness in the United States, 2006-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Product (Manufacturer)</th>
<th>Commitant</th>
<th>Health Consequences</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Spinach, fresh (Iobe, packed by Natural Selection Foods, San Juan Bautista, CA)</td>
<td>E. coli O157:H7</td>
<td>201 illnesses, 103 hospitalizations, 3 deaths</td>
<td>26 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Lettuce (Taco Bell restaurants)</td>
<td>E. coli O157:H7</td>
<td>71 illnesses, 53 hospitalizations</td>
<td>5 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Lettuce (Menu Foods, Canada)</td>
<td>E. coli O157:H7</td>
<td>60 million cans and packages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Beef, veal and veal (BallardWetfood)</td>
<td>E. coli O157:H7</td>
<td>At least 13 illnesses</td>
<td>4 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Jalapeno peppers (maybe tomatoes)</td>
<td>S. enterica Serotype S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>1,423 illnesses, 43 deaths</td>
<td>40 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Pecan butter (Ika Corporation of America, Ridgely, GA)</td>
<td>S. enterica Serotype S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>714 illnesses, 173 hospitalizations, 9 deaths</td>
<td>46 states, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Pork cookie dough (Noritz Tall House)</td>
<td>S. enterica Serotype S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>80 illnesses, 31 hospitalizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ground beef (Best Packers, Inc, Fresno, CA, owned by Cargill)</td>
<td>S. enterica Newport</td>
<td>28 illnesses</td>
<td>3 states, 82,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2006: Iceberg Lettuce, Taco Bell (E. coli O157:H7). This incident exposed the challenges faced by investigators looking for the source of outbreaks caused by restaurant meals. Late in 2006, nine of eleven people in New Jersey who became ill from foodborne E. coli said they had eaten at a Taco Bell restaurant. Because meat is cooked—a kill
step—investigators focused on foods eaten raw: cilantro, cheese, green onions, yellow onions, tomatoes, and shredded lettuce. These came from a central distributor and were difficult to trace, but Taco Bell reported finding *E. coli* O157:H7 in green onions from a California supplier. It removed the onions from its restaurants and stopped the supply chain.25

The company also launched a public relations offensive. It bought full-page advertisements, sent out news releases, and conducted nearly a thousand interviews with the media. Its president explained, “Neither the health department nor we know what caused [the outbreak]. Not everybody that got sick ate at Taco Bell.” A manager said, “We’re losing money for no reason. . . . Nobody found anything and nobody proved anything.”26

What food was the source? Federal investigators did their own testing, cleared green onions, and identified the outbreak strain in one sample of yellow onions. The CDC identified foods eaten more frequently by people who had become ill—lettuce, cheddar cheese, and ground beef—and guessed that lettuce was the most likely source. Because multiple Taco Bell outlets were involved, the lettuce must have been contaminated early in the distribution chain. With that uncertain speculation, the CDC investigations concluded.27

Calls for regulation followed. Eric Schlosser wrote, “Aside from industry lobbyists and their Congressional allies, there is little public support for the right to sell contaminated food. Whether you’re a Republican or a Democrat, you still have to eat.” A New York Times editorial said, “Surely it is time to give government regulators the power and resources they need to ensure the safety of fresh fruits and vegetables.”28 Representatives introduced food safety bills in Congress. None passed.

2007: Pet Foods (Melamine). In March 2007, Menu Foods, a Canadian pet food manufacturer, recalled a record-breaking sixty million cans and pouches sold under ninety-five brand names.29 Although this incident involved pet, not human, food, it was such a stunning example of safety systems gone awry that I thought it deserved book-length analysis: *Pet Food Politics: The Chihuahua in the Coal Mine* (University of California Press, 2008).

To summarize: Menu Foods obtained two ingredients commonly used to increase the protein content of pet foods, wheat gluten and rice protein concentrate, through a supply chain that began in China. There, manufacturers fraudulently added an industrial chemical, melamine, to wheat flour and sold it as wheat and rice proteins. Melamine is 67 percent nitrogen. Because tests for protein in food actually measure nitrogen, not protein itself, melamine fooled the test and boosted the apparent protein content.

Melamine, a constituent of plastic dinnerware, is toxic only when consumed in large amounts. But when mixed with one of its by-products, cyanuric acid, even small amounts spontaneously form crystals in the urinary tracts of dogs and cats. More than six thousand pet owners participated in class-action lawsuits and were awarded $30 million in judgments. The FDA, which regulates pet food as animal feed, was overwhelmed by calls from distraught pet owners, but its main concern was whether melamine had entered the human food supply, and for good reason. Some of the melamine-tainted pet food had been fed to pigs and chickens, and the false rice protein went into fish feed.

My conclusion: we have only one food supply for pets, people, and farm animals, and it is global. In researching the book, I uncovered a long history of fraudulent use of melamine in fish and animal feed, as well as in pet food in modern China. In *Pet Food Politics*, I argued that safety problems with pet food must be addressed immediately. Otherwise, we must expect similar problems with human food. Hence the book’s subtitle, *The Chihuahua in the Coal Mine*.

Nonetheless, even I was taken aback when melamine turned up in Chinese infant formula and caused at least 300,000 illnesses, 50,000 hospitalizations, and six deaths. Chinese manufacturers so commonly used melamine as an adulterant that investigators discovered the chemical in a vast array of milk drinks, coffee drinks, crackers, cookies, and chocolates distributed throughout Asia and elsewhere.30

The pet food and infant formula scandals induced the Chinese government to punish perpetrators, sometimes with death sentences, and to enact new food safety laws. Pet food companies initiated routine testing for melamine. The usual calls for regulation followed. Yet two years later, a government review of the FDA’s handling of the pet food recalls merely suggested that the agency consider seeking legislative action to give it more effective methods for dealing with recalls.31

2007: Ground Beef Products ( *E. coli* O157:H7). This particular recall focused attention on the devastation to affected individuals. It resulted in a $100 million lawsuit filed against Cargill on behalf of an affected young dancer, Stephanie Smith, whose travails were covered extensively by the New York Times and other media. But it also focused attention on the meat industry’s resistance to pathogen testing as well as to its cozy relationships with USDA inspectors.
As explained in chapter 1, hamburger is typically made from trimmings from multiple animals (sometime hundreds) slaughtered in any number of states. To ensure safety, companies ought to test for pathogens but have little incentive to do so. If they test and find pathogens, they land in “a regulatory situation.” As a company official explained to the New York Times: “One, I have to tell the government, and two, the government will trace it back to them [the slaughterhouse]. So we don’t do that.” The USDA, in turn, uses a “restrained approach” to regulation. A USDA official said his agency has the power to require pathogen testing but does not use it. Why not? Because the USDA also takes the companies’ needs into consideration: “I have to look at the entire industry, not just what is best for public health.”

2008: Ground Beef (Mad Cow Disease). Sometimes, ground beef induces revulsion as well as illness. The “largest to date” recall record set by pet foods did not last long. In February 2008, the Hallmark/Westland Beef Packing Company recalled more than 143 million pounds of raw and frozen beef products produced over a two-year period. An employee of the Humane Society infiltrated the plant and secretly filmed a video (“WARNING: Contains graphic footage”) displaying the slaughter of “downer” cows for food as well as other violations of USDA rules.

Older, nonambulatory cattle are at risk for mad cow disease, or BSE (discussed in chapter 8). The USDA secretary said, “It is extremely unlikely that these animals were at risk for BSE because of the multiple safeguards; however, this action is necessary because plant procedures violated USDA regulations.” A particular source of concern was that Hallmark/Westland produced ground meat for federal school meals. Although BSE had never been found in U.S. cows, the incident demonstrated links between inhumane treatment of animals and public health.

It also highlighted inadequacies in the USDA’s meat inspection system. Insiders complained that inspectors who cite slaughterhouse violations get in trouble with the USDA and are told not to record violations. Representative George Miller (Dem-CA) said the recall “raises alarming questions about the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s ability to monitor the safety of meat that is being shipped to our nation’s schools. It is outrageous that it took a non-governmental organization to shed light on the egregious abuses that were happening right under the USDA’s nose. . . . [The USDA] still can’t tell us exactly which schools may have received this tainted meat, or how much of it has already been consumed or reprocessed into other foods.” Lawsuits followed. Legislation did not.

2008: Peppers, not Tomatoes (Salmonella). This outbreak demonstrated how entire industries can be damaged in the search for a source of foodborne illness. On May 22, 2008, the New Mexico Health Department notified the CDC that several people had been infected with Salmonella Saintpaul. Some cases clustered in the Navajo Nation and investigations by the Indian Health Service suggested tomatoes as the likely source. The FDA warned residents of New Mexico and Texas not to eat local raw tomatoes and soon expanded the warning nationally. Restaurant chains stopped serving tomatoes, consumers stopped buying them, and tomato growers lost $200 million in sales.

To verify the source, the CDC conducted seven epidemiologic and environmental investigations, none easy to interpret. Salsa and guacamole were mentioned frequently by people who became ill; these foods contained tomatoes and either raw jalapeño or Serrano peppers. CDC investigators found the outbreak strain in peppers from Mexico. But they continued to consider tomatoes as a possible source until the end of June and did not lift the tomato warning until July 17. By that time, the domestic tomato industry had been virtually destroyed. Also destroyed was a good deal of public confidence in the safety of fresh produce and in government oversight.

Federal officials explained their error: “Local, state, tribal, and federal response capacity often is strained during large and complex outbreaks. . . . This can cause delays.” Perhaps, but an analysis of the events by the Pew Charitable Trusts came to tougher conclusions. It questioned why safety officials from two federal and three state agencies insisted that tomatoes were the vector and spoke publicly “with significant variations in facts and messages.” It said officials should have learned from previous recalls and charged that despite repeated calls for action, “the establishment of mandatory, enforceable safety standards for the growing, harvesting, processing, and distribution of fresh fruits and vegetables has not happened.”

2009: Peanut Butter (Salmonella). Late in 2008, the CDC became aware of clusters of illness caused by Salmonella Typhimurium in young and old people in schools or long-term care facilities. In interviews, 86 percent said they had eaten chicken and 77 percent said they had eaten peanut butter. Because frequencies in the general population are 85 percent for eating chicken and 59 percent for eating peanut butter, peanut butter seemed the more likely source. In January 2009, King Nut Companies, a distributor of peanut butter manufactured by the Peanut Corporation of America (PCA), recalled five-pound tubs of the PCA product.

Because peanuts destined for peanut butter are roasted, the contamination must have occurred after processing. The plant shipped two kinds of peanut butter: bulk intended for institutions, and ingredients intended for food
processors. Samples of both were found to contain the outbreak strain. Eventually, companies recalled nearly four thousand food products containing peanut butter, among them crackers, frozen chicken, emergency disaster rations, and pet foods—so many that the FDA produced an online “widget” to keep track of them.

The politics of this particular incident were especially telling. Investigations revealed that the PCA plant knowingly shipped peanut butter contaminated with *Salmonella*. When tests came back positive, PCA retested the samples. The company operated under GMPs, not HACCP. It had been inspected recently, evidently rather casually.41

PCA was involved with regulatory agencies in one other way: the company produced peanuts for export. For reasons of history (see chapter 1), the USDA is responsible for the safety of exported peanuts that might contain aflatoxin. Under pressure from peanut producers, the 2002 Farm Bill specifically exempted the USDA’s Peanut Standards Board from conflict-of-interest rules. This exemption permitted the head of PCA to be appointed to that board in 2008 for a term ending in 2011 (he resigned in the wake of the recall). PCA soon filed for bankruptcy, thereby avoiding claims and lawsuits.

Oddly, PCA’s plants in Texas and Georgia had organic certification; the organic inspector had issued violation notices but had no authority to close the plants. The FDA asked one recipient of PCA peanuts, WestCo Fruit and Nut Co., to voluntarily recall its products; WestCo refused. The FDA had to serve the company with a warrant and eventually seize the products. This took weeks. In March, the FDA issued after-the-fact advice to the peanut industry—voluntary and nonbinding, of course—about how to produce peanuts safely.42 Given the casual safety practices of food industries and the overall regulatory vacuum, the satirical newspaper *The Onion* proposed a creative solution to the *Salmonella* problem. It is shown in figure 31.

![Salmonello's](figure_31.png)


This particular recall induced President Obama to signal that his administration intended to take food safety more seriously. In reference to his then seven-year-old daughter, he said: “At bare minimum, we should be able to count on our government keeping our kids safe when they eat peanut butter. That’s what Sasha eats for lunch, probably three times a week, and you know I don’t want to have to worry about whether she is going to get sick as a consequence of having her lunch.”43

The new leadership of the FDA also commented on the implications of the peanut butter recalls: “From our vantage point, the recent salmonella outbreak linked to contaminated peanut butter represented far more than a sanitation problem at one troubled facility. It reflected a failure of the FDA and its regulatory partners to identify risk and to establish and enforce basic preventive controls. And it exposed the failure of scores of food manufacturers to adequately monitor the safety of ingredients purchased from this facility.”44
Nutritious foods to American school children.

Beef Packers is a major supplier of meat to the USDA’s school lunch program. The recall covered meat sent to retailers, not schools. Investigative reporters for USA Today discovered that while the recall was in progress, the USDA bought 450,000 pounds of ground beef produced by Beef Packers during the dates covered by the recall and sent several lots to schools. The USDA knew that Beef Packers had a history of positive Salmonella tests, but did not disclose that information. An official told USA Today that if it did, it “would discourage companies from contracting to supply product for the National School Lunch Program and hamper our ability to provide safe and nutritious foods to American school children.”

As for antibiotic resistance: in this instance, the USDA was faced with a new possibility. Could the agency
consider antibiotic-resistant *Salmonella* to be an adulterant, thereby making the meat subject to immediate recall? In August, an official announced to a meat industry conference that the USDA still considered *E. coli* O157:H7 to be an adulterant and was considering other such controls, some of them involving *Salmonella*. This was a warning that the new administration at the USDA—if not its inspectors—also intended to take foodborne illness more seriously.\(^54\)

The multiple antibiotic resistance of this *Salmonella* strain raised particular alarms. As discussed in chapters 1 and 6, most antibiotics in the United States are fed to farm animals for nontherapeutic purposes, a practice that selects for antibiotic-resistant bacteria. This problem was the focus of a Pew Commission investigation (in which I participated), which recommended immediate reduction in the use of nontherapeutic antibiotics in animal agriculture.\(^55\)

Congress considered legislation, but the meat industry opposed it. The American Meat Institute said restrictions on antibiotic use “will jeopardize the industry’s ability to protect animal health, animal welfare and the food supply.” A coalition of twenty meat producer organizations wrote the White House that antibiotics were vital to livestock and poultry production, and restrictions “are not supported by any conclusive scientific evidence.” The American Veterinary Medical Association also opposed restrictions. The Pew report, it said, “contains significant flaws and major deviations from both science and reality. These missteps lead to dangerous and under-informed recommendations about the nature of our food system—and shocking recommendations for interventions that are scarcely commensurate with risk.”\(^56\) Despite the evident importance of antibiotics to human health, self-interest politics makes this issue—as well as the others discussed here—difficult to resolve.

Taken together, these incidents ought to have provided all the evidence Congress might need to enact food safety legislation. Collectively, they demonstrate that without such legislation, food companies are likely to continue to cut safety corners, lobby against having to produce food safely, and collude with federal agencies to overlook safety hazards—regardless of threats to public health. And because animal wastes (USDA-regulated) are the ultimate source of pathogens on leafy greens and raw cookie dough (FDA-regulated), these incidents also argue for regulation by one agency, not two.

**TOWARD A MORE EFFECTIVE FOOD SAFETY SYSTEM**

In 2004, Tommy Thompson announced his resignation as secretary of health and human services with these now famous words: “I, for the life of me, cannot understand why terrorists have not attacked our food supply because it is so easy to do.” Fears of bioterrorism induced Congress to require the FDA to implement rules about registration and import shipments, but that was all.\(^57\)

You might think, as I do, that the surest way to prevent food bioterrorism would be to enact a comprehensive food safety system. Such a system would not only protect against microbial biohazards, but also those that might be posed by old and new technologies such as mercury in fish from coal-burning power plants, the cloning of food animals, genetic modification of animals and fish, chemicals leaching from plastics, and nanotechnology.

You also might think that the recent spate of outbreaks and recalls would have induced Congress to take action. In 2007, Michael Taylor told Congress, “The sad truth is that we have no system for managing multi-state foodborne illness outbreaks. . . . Congress must act to solve this problem.” How? By enacting what food safety advocates in and out of government had been recommending for years: a single food agency responsible for overseeing mandatory HACCP (or its euphemistic equivalent, “preventive controls”) for all foods, from farm to table.\(^58\)

With Congress unwilling to take on this challenge, the alternative is to try a stepwise approach, beginning with fixing the FDA. In the wake of the 2007 pet food recalls, the FDA’s Science Board released a scathing report on the agency’s lack of scientific and financial resources. It pointed out that from 1988 to 2007, Congress had enacted 123 statutes that increased the FDA’s regulatory responsibilities but granted few additional resources. The FDA issued a Food Protection Plan attempting to set forth priorities but almost everything it suggested would require new legislation. Even so, critics of the plan such as Michael Taylor pointed out that it failed to treat food safety as a farm-to-table problem or to hold the food industry responsible and accountable.\(^59\)

At the time he made these statements, Taylor was a professor at George Washington University. Because of his previous connection to Monsanto, antibiotechnology advocates considered him the prime example of how the revolving door favors corporate over public interests. In 2009, despite such concerns, he was reappointed to the FDA with responsibility for implementing whatever food safety legislation Congress chose to enact. Congress was considering bills aimed at fixing the FDA. Because of Taylor’s work in the mid-1990s, the USDA’s rules did not need much fixing; they mostly needed to be enforced.

In the interim, the FDA did what it could to unblock regulations put on hold by the previous administration. In
2009, it implemented rules for shell eggs first proposed in 2004, issued guidance (still voluntary) for melons, tomatoes, and leafy greens, and speeded up its warning systems. It also showed hopeful signs of collaborating with the USDA on common food safety problems. The USDA does not usually deal with the safety of leafy greens, for example, but large growers asked the USDA to establish a marketing agreement to “facilitate the practical application” of the FDA voluntary guidance. Producers who signed on to the agreement would be obliged to follow GMPs. This might appear to be real progress, but never underestimate politics. Small growers strongly opposed the marketing agreement on the grounds that adhering to GMPs puts them at a competitive disadvantage.

Overall, safety practices remain voluntary as of early 2010. For mandatory food safety, Congress would have to act. As this book goes to press, creating a food safety system that unites the functions of the FDA and the USDA seems politically unfeasible. Instead, Congress seems likely to pass legislation designed to strengthen the FDA. The bills authorize the FDA to require science-based (HACCP-like) safety standards for all foods from farm to table, and to demand recalls, retain contaminated products, and conduct other long-awaited enforcement measures. As might be expected, these bills were vigorously opposed by industrial food producers. But they also were opposed by producers of local, organic, and sustainable foods who, understandably, wanted regulations more appropriate to their smaller scale of operations.

No matter how these issues resolve, the proposed legislation falls far short of what is needed. The many industry critics of a unified food safety system argue that a single agency and mandatory requirements will not end foodborne illness; as long as humans prepare food, accidents will happen. Yes, but the single agency idea is worth pursuing because neither the separate agencies nor voluntary actions by food companies have been able to prevent more frequent and deadly outbreaks. We only have one food system, and it makes sense to put one agency in charge of it. At issue is how to achieve an effective food safety system. For this, we need a much higher level of public dread and outrage. It is time for food safety to join the food revolution.
APPENDIX

THE SCIENCE OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY

IN WRITING THIS BOOK, I TRIED TO MAKE THE SCIENTIFIC ISSUES accessible to general readers, omitting technical details but retaining accuracy. The purpose of this appendix is to provide a bit more information about the underlying science of food biotechnology. Although it is not necessary to know very much about this science in order to understand its political implications, a grasp of fundamental concepts, approaches, and interpretations can help bridge the gap between science-based and value-based approaches to evaluating risk. At the very least, this information helps to explain why some scientists have difficulty understanding public distrust of genetically engineered foods.

Science has much to teach us about the biological and physical worlds we inhabit, and its methods and approaches are useful tools for investigating such matters. The basic concepts are not difficult to understand, but the methods—and especially the vocabulary—can be intimidating. Here, I extend the discussion of plant biotechnology given in chapter 5 and offer further details, still nontechnical, about the methods used to introduce new genes into plants, particularly those for synthesis of beta-carotene in Golden Rice. Let’s begin with a brief overview of basic biological principles having to do with DNA and its functions in bacteria and plants.

A (VERY) QUICK REMINDER ABOUT DNA, GENES, AND PROTEINS

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the principal determinant of the genetic characteristics of most living organisms: humans, animals, plants, bacteria, and many viruses. One of its functions is to specify the structure of proteins. The details of the processes through which DNA reproduces itself and carries out its functions appear immensely complicated—always a good sign that they are incompletely understood. They are also abstract. DNA and proteins are submicroscopic; their actions must be inferred. Furthermore, scientists (like specialists in any field) typically describe molecular actions in a vocabulary impenetrable to the uninitiated. Fortunately, we need to use only a few of the most familiar terms: DNA and its subunits (DNA bases, of which there are 4), and protein and its subunits (amino acids, of which there are 20).

No matter what organism it comes from, DNA is composed of just four subunits—the DNA bases. These differ in size and shape and are arranged on the DNA molecule like beads on a string. The sequence of stringing constitutes a four-letter code that contains the genetic information of the cells that make up body organs and tissues. To summarize the basic details:

- Sequences of DNA bases (DNA segments) arranged in a specified order constitute genes.
- Some gene DNA sequences specify the structure of proteins.
- Other DNA sequences specify the structure of molecules that signal where genes begin and end.
- Gene DNA sequences specify the order in which amino acids link to make specific proteins; a sequence of three DNA bases specifies 1 of the 20 amino acids (this is the genetic code).
- Proteins are composed of various combinations of the 20 different amino acids linked in a specific order defined by the gene DNA sequence.
- Proteins do the work of cells, muscles, and other organs as structural components, signals, or enzymes.
- Enzymes catalyze biochemical reactions in the body.
- The structure of DNA is helical; its two strands are twisted around each other in a double helix.
- Proteins differ from one another in structure; they fold into specific three-dimensional shapes that depend on the sequence of their amino acids (and other components that may be introduced during or after protein synthesis).
• The structure of a protein determines its function.

These biological features operate in the same way in most organisms. Differences among species depend on the specific order of base sequences in their DNA and, therefore, in the sequence of amino acids in their proteins. When scientists extract genes from bacteria, they are taking segments of DNA that contain the same DNA bases that are already in plants—just arranged in a different sequence. The commonality of DNA bases among organisms is the main reason why many scientists are perplexed by public anxieties about genetic engineering; DNA is DNA—its base subunits are the same—no matter where it comes from or where it goes.

MORE ABOUT MAKING RICE GOLDEN: PLASMIDS

As noted in chapter 5, the genetic engineering of beta-carotene into rice represents an extraordinary technical achievement. The “foreign” genes must be identified and reproduced, inserted into the plant’s DNA, and made to function in the plant and reproduce in its seeds. How all of this is accomplished is quite remarkable, as the methods take advantage of the unique and rather bizarre properties of a species of common soil bacteria, Agrobacterium tumifaciens. Table 17 outlines the use of this system to put genes for beta-carotene into rice; it describes the less complicated of the two approaches used for this purpose.3,4

Agrobacteria can infect a variety of plants that have been scratched, torn, or “wounded” in some way. At the wound site, the bacteria induce the plant to form swellings—crown galls—a form of plant cancer. The bacteria do not actually penetrate into the plant’s tissues. Instead, they attach to the wound site and transfer a special piece of their DNA into the plant. This piece, called transfer-DNA (T-DNA), contains genes and DNA base sequences that enable it to enter the plant cells, find the plant’s DNA, integrate into it, and specify the production of proteins that cause plant cells to make crown galls. Why might Agrobacterium do this? The most likely explanation is that the T-DNA also contains genes that cause crown galls to produce unusual amino acid derivatives called opines. Opines are not normally made by plants and do nothing for them. Instead, they serve as a preferential food for Agrobacteria, giving them a competitive edge in the ecological world of soil bacteria.

What makes Agrobacterium tumifaciens uniquely qualified to transfer genes from other organisms to plants is that the T-DNA is not really part of its own DNA. Instead, the T-DNA is carried on a small, entirely separate, circular piece of DNA called a plasmid. Most bacteria contain plasmids (but without T-DNA). Plasmids are self-replicating, which means that they contain genes that specify their own reproductive functions; they multiply independently of the bacterial chromosome—the structure that contains the bacteria’s DNA.

Typically, plasmids carry genes for traits that are useful—but not essential—for bacterial growth or reproduction. Agrobacterium tumifaciens plasmids, for example, carry T-DNA and its genes for crown gall. Other bacteria contain plasmids with genes for a variety of functions highly germane to issues discussed in this book: the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen, synthesize the Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin, produce pathogenic toxins (E. coli O157:H7 and Bacillus anthracis), resist certain antibiotics, and—most important—infect other bacteria. Plasmid genes for these last two characteristics, for example, are often responsible for the widespread dissemination of resistance to antibiotics within a bacterial species, and from one kind of bacteria to another.

Agrobacterium plasmids are unique in containing T-DNA. On these plasmids, the T-DNA is flanked by DNA base sequences that mark its borders. As the T-DNA enters the plant, any DNA that lies between its border regions will be transferred into the plant’s cells, regardless of where that DNA came from. Agrobacterium plasmids, therefore, solve a major technical problem: how to get desirable genes from bacteria or other foreign sources inserted into the cells of food plants.

Plant biotechnologists select the genes they want from any organism, get rid of unwanted T-DNA genes responsible for crown gall and opines, insert desired genes and regulatory DNA sequences between the T-DNA border regions, and use the Agrobacterium system to inject the newly constructed T-DNA into plant cells. This system does not work efficiently, and only a rare plant accepts the T-DNA. To identify the successful transfers, scientists add marker genes to the T-DNA, usually for resistance to antibiotics. The constructed plasmid—with the original genes for infectivity (but with crown gall functions removed), and the desired genes, regulatory elements, and markers inserted into the T-DNA—is called a transmission vector. When the system works, the bacteria containing the vector attach to the plant and actively transfer the T-DNA to the plant’s cells. Once in the plant, the T-DNA genes and sequences integrate into the plant’s DNA; the integrated genes specify the production of the desired proteins; the proteins move to the appropriate places in the plant’s cells; and the plant displays the new characteristic.3
TABLE 17. Highlights of one of the methods used to genetically engineer beta-carotene into Golden Rice*

**Obtain the starting vector**

Obtain a previously constructed Agrobacterium plasmid vector containing a transfer-DNA (T-DNA) from which the gene segments for crown gall and opines have been removed.

**Construct the transfer-DNA**

Using enzymes that split and reattach DNA at specific points, introduce into the T-DNA, one step at a time (not necessarily in this order):

- The daffodil gene for one enzyme in the pathway for making beta-carotene
- The gene from bacteria that specifies the other missing enzymes in the beta-carotene pathway
- Genes from peas and bacteria for proteins that will transport the new enzymes to the rice endosperm
- A marker gene for resistance to the antibiotic hygromycin (which blocks protein synthesis in rice and other plants)
- Regulatory DNA segments from cauliflower mosaic virus
- DNA segments that mark places where genes are to be inserted and removed
- Marker genes for resistance to other antibiotics
- DNA regulatory segments that enable the new genes to function in rice endosperm

**Construct the new plasmid vector**

Insert the plasmid with its new T-DNA “construct” into Agrobacterium by mixing them together in the presence of an electric current (electroporation), a process that makes the bacteria more permeable.

**Prepare rice embryos for growth in tissue culture**

Grow rice plants until they just set seeds; collect the immature seeds.

Remove the embryos from the seeds, and grow them in tissue culture (a medium containing nutrients and plant hormones).

Remove the sheath (plant material) that surrounds the embryos to make them more permeable; continue growing them in tissue culture.

**Transfer plasmid T-DNA into rice embryos**

Collect the unsheathed rice embryos growing in tissue culture and immerse them in a suspension of Agrobacterium containing the beta-carotene T-DNA plasmid vector.

Grow the vector-treated embryos in tissue culture.

**Select the rare rice embryos able to accept the plasmid T-DNA**

Add the antibiotic hygromycin to the growth medium, and continue growing the rice embryos; only those with the T-DNA containing the gene for resistance to hygromycin survive.

Test the surviving rice embryos to make sure they contain the genes for beta-carotene.

Grow the successfully transformed embryos in a rooting medium; grow the plants to maturity in a greenhouse; allow the plants to set seeds to maturity.

Harvest the rice seeds, and test them for beta-carotene. The rice grains that contain beta-carotene are yellow (hence: Golden Rice).


*Refer to figure 13, page 156.

But that is not all. Constructing T-DNA sequences with foreign genes that actually function in plants requires the action of numerous enzymes that break DNA molecules at specific sites (“restriction” enzymes), enzymes that reattach split pieces (ligases), and a great many steps carried out in a specific order. For the system to work in rice, for example, the scientists also must successfully grow rice cells in tissue culture (an artificial medium containing nutrients and growth factors), infect the rice cells, grow them back into rice plants, and have the rice breed true under greenhouse conditions. Each one of these steps presents its own set of technical difficulties. Thus, genetic engineering requires a “feel” for how to make all of the steps work, which transforms the technology into an art as well as a science. The artistic aspects add to the difficulty of explaining the science to nonspecialists.

**BRIDGING THE GAP**

At issue is what is to be done to bridge the gap in knowledge and outlook between scientists and nonscientists. In a preliminary draft of this appendix (now much revised), I argued that scientists must work harder to explain their methods, approaches, and findings to the public, and that the public must take responsibility for demanding such explanations. One of the scientists who commented on that draft said that if I am asking people to demand explanations, I must also insist that they listen to the explanations, and with an open mind. He also mentioned that people like me who attempt to provide understandable explanations of science have a responsibility to ensure that
the explanations are reasonably complete. I have tried to do this but have also tried to explain the ways in which science is political and inextricably linked to its social context and consequences.
NOTES
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APPENDIX. THE SCIENCE OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY

1. I cannot resist an example. Here are the crucial steps in construction of the vector used to insert the genes for beta-carotene synthesis into rice, as given in the paper cited as note 3: “Finally, crt and psy expression cassettes were isolated with Kpn I/Not I digestion and inserted into Kpn I/Not I-digested pUC18M and designated as pBaal3. pBin19Mpc was made by insertion of the Kpn I fragment originally from pCIB90 containing aphIV selectable marker gene into pBaal3 followed by digestion of the I-Sce fragment of the resulting plasmid and insertion into I-Sce I-digested pBin19M.” This description is fully intelligible to any scientist who works with plasmids; table 17 gives a rough explanation of what it means.
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